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Abstract 
This dissertation examines five figures associated with magic in contemporary 
literature: voodoo ghosts, magicians, automata, fortune tellers, and freaks. While 
glancing at a number of novels, this study chiefly examines five books published 
between 1972 and 2001: Ishmael Reed's Mumbo Jumbo, Allen Kurzweil's A Case of 
Curiosities, Michael Chabon's The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay, Susan 
Sontag's The Volcano Lover, and Thomas Wharton's Salamander. In these novels, 
figures of magic display different aspects of the work of representation, coded as 
magic, as weIl as the effect of magic on representation. In fiction, magic localizes 
enchantment as an inherent product of the representational act, as spectators or 
readers are compelled to think about the relation of perception to deception during 
magical performances. 
Magical characters highlight the problems of literary bodies, which in these texts 
are bizarre, exotic, and glamorous. Ishmael Reed employs voodoo ghosts to liberate 
the novel from cultural essentialist representational practices; voodoo, the marri age 
ofform to spirit, is plural and polymorphous. As celebrations oftrickery, voodoo 
bodies do not reflect inner character. Similarly, magicians are sleight-of-hand artists 
or escapologists who confound perception. In Chabon's novel, magicians and super 
heroes evade the bounds of representation through crafts of illusion. Magicians 
invent visual illusions; analogous to authors, magicians animate inert forms such as 
golems or automata. The auto maton, a spectacular parody of the human body, 
questions whether any represented body is alive or not. In Kurzweil's A Case of 
Curiosities, readers wonder about the veracity of the automaton as extensions of or 
IV 
surrogates for novelistic characters. Fortune tellers, on the other hand, tum bodies 
into objects of destiny. Tarot readers, such as Efrosina in The Volcano Lover, 
interpret bodies through visual texts in relation to the past and future. By contrast, in 
Salamander, the freak poses riddles to readers regarding the authenticity of the body. 
Not unlike automata or voodoo fetishes, freaks are human puzzles that resemble 
narrative invention rather than mimetic representations of character. Contemporary 
novels articulate magic al bodies as spirit cabinets, ineffable spaces rendered briefly 
and spectacularly visible for the delight of readers. 
v 
Résumé 
Cette thèse examine cinq personnages associés à la magie dans la littérature 
contemporaine: les fantômes vaudous, les magiciens, les automates, les diseuses de 
bonne aventure, et les êtres malformés. Tout en considérant un certain nombre de 
romans, cette étude se concentre sur cinq ouvrages de fiction publiés entre 1972 et 
2001: Mumbo Jumbo de Ishmael Reed, A Case of Curiosities de Allen Kurzweil, The 
Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay de Michael Chabon, The Volcano Lover de 
Susan Sontag et Sa/amander de Thomas Wharton. Dans ces romans, les figures de la 
magie exposent d'une part différents aspects du travail de représentation, codé lui-
même comme magique, et illuminent d'autre part les effets de la magie sur la 
représentation. Dans la fiction, la magie présente l'enchantement comme inhérent à 
l'acte de la représentation, en ce que les spectateurs ou lecteurs se voient amenés à 
réfléchir à la relation entre perception et illusion pendant le spectacle magique. 
Les personnages magiques soulignent les problèmes relatifs aux corps 
littéraires, qui dans ces textes sont bizarres, exotiques, et séduisants. Ishmael Reed 
emploie les fantômes vaudous pour libérer le roman des pratiques 
représentationnelles culturellement essentialistes; le vaudou, mariage de la forme et 
de l'esprit, est pluriel et polymorphe. Puisqu'ils sont des célébrations de la tricherie, 
les corps vaudous ne reflètent pas le caractère intérieur. De façon similaire, les 
magiciens, artistes de l'agilité ou escapologistes, confondent la perception. Dans le 
roman de Chabon, magiciens et superhéros traversent les frontières de la 
représentation par l'art de l'illusion. Les magiciens inventent des illusions visuelles; 
comme les auteurs, ils animent aussi des formes inertes comme les golems et les 
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automates. L'automate, parodie spectaculaire du corps humain, pose la question de 
savoir si un corps représenté est vivant ou non. À la lecture du texte de Kurzweil, on 
se demande si l'automate est véritablement une extension ou un remplacement du 
personnage de roman. Les diseuses de bonne aventure, par ailleurs, transforment les 
corps en objets du destin. Les tireuses de cartes, comme Efrosina dans The Volcano 
Lover, interprètent les corps en relation avec le passé et le futur à travers des textes 
visuels. D'autre part, dans Salamander, l'être déformé pose au lecteur des énigmes 
sur l'authenticité du corps. Un peu comme l'automate ou le fétiche vaudou, l'être 
difforme est un casse-tête humain qui tient plus de l'invention narrative que de la 
représentation mimétique du caractère. Les corps magiques sont construits. Dans les 
romans contemporains, les corps magiques sont comme des cabinets des esprits, 
ineffables espaces rendus brièvement et spectaculairement visibles pour le plus grand 
plaisir des lecteurs. 
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Introduction: Spellbound 
Towards a Definition of Narrative Magic 
This dissertation examines five figures of magic-the voodoo ghost, the 
magician, the automaton, the fortune-teller, and the freak-that appear and reappear 
in contemporary literature in relation to theories of representation. Many 
contemporary narratives contain one or more of these magical figures. While 
glancing at a number of novels, this study chiefly examines five works published 
between 1972 and 2001: Ishmael Reed' s Mumbo Jumbo, Allen Kurzweil' s A Case of 
Curiosities, Michael Chabon's The Amazing Adventures ofKavalier & Clay, Susan 
Sontag's The Volcano Lover, and Thomas Wharton's Salamander. In these 
narratives, figures of magic display different aspects of the work of representation, 
coded as magic, as weIl as the effect of magic on representation. In contemporary 
fiction, magic and magical performances stand for the aesthetics of postmodern 
representation. Magic, a transformational act, is necessary for aesthetic and 
emotional engagement of a text by the reader. 
Rather than a character study, this thesis examines the mode and effects of magic 
on representation, and will demonstrate that, far from producing what Jean 
Baudrillard dubs "spectacular alienation" ("The Order of the Simulacra" 66), 
contemporary novels conjure representations as a spectacle of magic. Figures of 
magic categorize magical acts through methods specifie to each figure. The 
novelistic preoccupation with magical figuration reveals that representation, defined 
here as a triangular relationship "ofsomething or someone, by something or 
someone, to something or sorne one" (Mitchell, "Representation" 12), casts spells 
upon a spectator or reader, by the author or magical figure. Textuality itself evokes 
this image; a spell is an incantation that is meant to enchant. Spells, the work of 
language, indict language as non-credible prestidigitation. Language contains and 
displays magic, even as magic appears to transcend containment. As Saussure 
argues, "language is a form and not a substance" (654). At the same time, the magic 
of representation remains irretrievable, irreducible, and illogical. Contemporary 
magic situates enchantment as an inherent product of the representational act, where 
language visualizes the impossible in texts as ifthrough sorcery. 
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In contemporary literature, aIl representational media-drawings, language, 
images, and so on-enact the same trickery, namely that aH representation is a form 
that points imaginatively to a substance that does not exist outside the minds of the 
viewers. Magic thus fingers spectators as complicit in the prestidigitations of fiction. 
Magic makes existing objects disappear just as often as it produces things that do not 
exist. Magicians' assistants, for instance, vanish into thin air, or seem to. Bouquets 
offlowers emerge from hats; magicians draw coins from audience members' ears. 
By toying with perception, magic destabilizes belief in the physical world and instills 
in spectators niggling metaphysical doubts. Without an audience's des ire to be 
deceived, however, representation cannot partake in sleight-of-hand. 
Many contemporary novels code this aspect of representation through the means 
ofspectatorship within texts. In Paul Quarrington's The Spirit Cabinet, for instance, 
audiences view impossible feats of magic, and thus unconsciously substitute for the 
reader. In many narratives, readers replace spectators. Readers animate 
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representation by having characters come alive in their minds. Stymied by the trick 
of making the non-existent seem present, spectators or readers are continually 
compelled by the promise of representational magic. Readers also observe authorial 
magic acts from the perspective of an audience. Salman Rushdie's omniscient 
narrator in The Satanie Verses addresses the reader directly, especially when he 
interferes magically in events, as when the narrator transforms one man into an angel 
and the other into a devil as they fall from the sky. As spectators, readers collude 
with magicians in the will to suspend disbelief. 
Representation thus cornes to be understood in contemporary novels as the 
aesthetic arrangement of objects staged for an audience, or, in the case of the novel, 
the reader. Representation is always and already a theatrical display, and aesthetic 
displays of magic consequently manipulate viewers' perceptions through figuraI 
representations. Just as Peter Brooks argues that the modern body "seems always to 
involve viewing the body" (88), magic in contemporary literature supplies viewers 
with multiple perspectives ofthe body in order to invoke the illusion of subjectivity. 
Contemporary literature plays to the deceptive status of representations by "not 
offering direct and immediate access to it[s] [referents]" (Hutcheon, Polities 32). 
Privileging a visual relationship to the body, contemporary literature manipulates 
representations to incite responses in audiences. Spectators of representational acts 
are afforded only glimpses of embodied figures, tantalizing and illusory. 
Contemporary novels thus depict representation as a narrative shell game with 
spectators willing the illusion to continue. Rather than divesting representation of 
meaning, however, magic replaces representational failure with a moment of 
transformation in which the body concurrently and paradoxically gives rise to awe. 
Represented in narrative, the body becomes "the agent of conversion: a fluid 
mediator between outside and inside, spiritual and camaI, the realm of objects and 
the subjective impressions made by those objects" (Greenblatt, Marvellous 
Possessions 75). Acknowledged as an aesthetic hoax, figures of magic nevertheless 
draw emotional responses from spectators. 
Contemporary literature can thus be seen to concem itself with both the process 
and the effects of representation-a phenomenon to which many literary cri tics have 
paid close attention. Contemporary fiction answers John Barth's assertion that 
contemporary forms of the novel battle "exhaustion" (64). For Barth, the "used-
upness of certain forms or the feh exhaustion of certain possibilities" (64) is 
countered by a particular form of fiction, such as the work of Jorges Luis Borges, in 
which the author or artist is "an Aristotelian conscious agent who achieves with 
technique and cunning the artistic effect" (65). Authors produce aIl manner of crafty 
tricks of representation at their disposaI in order to reinvent representation. Daniel 
Punday argues that contemporary "monster tales" featuring magical figures such as 
Angela Carter's Fevvers in Nights at the Circ us and Salman Rushdie's archangels in 
The Satanic Verses "explore society through the body" (803). Modem day (magical) 
monsters "pro vide contemporary writers with the chance to examine the process of 
storytelling itself' (Punday 803). Allan Hepbum has noted that "contemporary 
historical fiction reenchants the world" through the aesthetic device of wonder 
("Enough ofa Wonder" 74). John A. McClure, similarly, signaIs the postmodem as 
a period in which "spiritual preoccupations intensif y and new spiritualities flourish" 
4 
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(141). For McClure, these new spiritualities are no longer "innocent," but "inflected 
with the rhetoric and values of consumer capitalism" (141). In essence, cultural 
products, such as literature, reflect a simultaneous consideration for the object-value 
system in which representations are created while underscoring their fundamental 
power to retrieve and create value. Value and meaning are equated through 
aesthetics. McClure argues that postmodem texts represent a "post-secular project of 
resacralization," one that "make[ s] room in the worlds they project for magic, 
miracle, metaphysical systems of retribution and restoration; [ ... ] that their political 
analyses and prescriptions are intermittently but powerfully framed in terms of 
magical or religious conceptions ofpower" (143). For McClure the "untidy 
resurgence" of magic in the postmodem text articulates a new way of understanding 
the postmodem project itself: one that seeks to revitalize culture as a whole, and 
aesthetic representation in particular (148). 
Situated within a postmodem literary context, magic takes on particular 
characteristics that set it apart from previous literary usages of the term. Magic is a 
sophisticated and fluid concept involving both aesthetic practices and effects. First 
and foremost, magic is a process of transformation involving the conversion of an 
object or subject from one state to another. Literature invokes this property of magic 
to describe the practice of representation within a text: objects in the world transform 
into textual objects through the acts ofwriting and reading, a mutation-sometimes 
intentionally mimetic, sometimes not-thematically mapped into the contemporary 
novel through magic. 
Contemporary magic bears resemblance to pre-modem representational theories. 
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Aristotle de scribes representation as a series of arranged and displayed images; 
viewers experience pleasure from recognizing themselves in the likeness of images 
(48). For Aristotle, representation is imitation; ifthings imitated are "recognizable," 
he argues, "we contemplate with pleasure when we find them represented with 
perfect realism in images" (47). The nearer an imitation approximates the thing it 
imitates, the doser spectators come to experiencing feelings of recognition, bordering 
on nostalgia. When the viewer cannot find in the images a pattern of recognition, 
however, "if the image depicts something one has not seen before, the pleasure it 
gives will not be that of an imitation but will come from the workmanship or 
colouring or sorne such source" (48). The unusual in representation, then, leads the 
audience or reader to its source-not just the imagination, but also the ways in which 
the image is created or crafted-its artifice. Magic, the element that guarantees the 
unusual, combines the pleasures of representational acts with the creative process. 
Contemporary novels thus rework Aristotle' s representational formula; 
representations of magic intend that audiences delight in the impossibility of 
representations. Contemporary culture understands representations as false, ethereal 
images; realism and its attendant sense of reality no longer exist, but readers and 
audiences continue to take pleasure in images. 
Postmodernity and the Project of Re-enchantment 
Fiction that problematizes representation through magic or purveyors ofmagic 
defines postmodernism. Because magic heightens the awareness of representational 
practices and conceits, it becomes one of the key indicators of postmodemity in the 
contemporary novel. Postmodernism, like magic, lingers over the phenomenon of 
enchantment. As Zygmunt Bauman states, while modernity waged "war against 
mystery and magic" (x), 
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postmodernity can be seen as [ ... ] a re-enchantment of the world that 
modernity tried hard to dis-enchant. It is the modern artifice that has been 
dismantled; the modern conceit ofmeaning-Iegislating reason that has 
been exposed, condemned and put to shame. It is that artifice and that 
reason, the reason of the artifice, that stands accused in the court of 
postmodernity. (x; original emphasis) 
Magic articulates the Zeitgeist of postmodernism, insofar as it acknowledges that 
reason cannot explain everything. According to Fredric Jameson, postmodernism is 
a "cultural dominant" rather than a style (4), and can be differentiated from the 
modern in that the postmodern is "more formaI" and "more distracted" than its 
modernist counterpart (ix). Postmodernity, in other words, reveals a "new 
depthlessness" (Jameson, Postmodernism 6) in its interaction with the world, 
perceived in and through images. Lacking context, images fill the empty spaces of a 
dying culture with a proliferation of copies. Postmodern representation thus 
confronts a "visual crisis" (Mirzoeff ix); once able to signify meaning, representation 
becomes an exercise in proliferation and pleasure without reference to an original or 
reality. For Martin Jay, however, postmodernism responds to this crisis through 
aesthetics, in which postmodern artists "hope to restore to immanent concreteness, 
and perhaps in so doing, reenchant, a world from which meaning seems to have fled" 
(4). Twentieth-century art, Jay argues, faces the dilemma of "promiscuous 
aestheticization of the entire world, reducing it to a mere occasion for disinterested 
subjective pleasure" (18). 
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Postmodemism combats its "politics of exhaustion" (Lucy 162) through the very 
means by which the "crisis in representation" (Hutcheon, PoUties 29) is created: by a 
further investment in aesthetics. Drawing upon Baudrillard' s concept of the 
"hyperreal," Linda Hutcheon underscores that though the postmodem predominates 
in the proliferation of images, it is not a slow slip into "hyperreality"; rather, the 
postmodem interrogates "what reality can mean and how we can come to know it" 
via representations (PoUties 32). Similarly, Hayden White contends that 
postmodemism is "informed by a programmatic, if ironic, commitment to the retum 
to narrative as one ofits enabling presuppositions" (qtd. in Hutcheon, PoUties 47-48). 
Narrative, which can be understood as the emplotment ofrepresentation, becomes the 
means by which postmodemism "theoriz[ es] its own condition of possibility" 
(Jameson ix). 
An "art of surfaces" (Waugh 4), postmodem literature resolves its crisis through a 
sophisticated figuration ofthat crisis, or through what Jean-Francois Lyotard dubs 
"the unpresentable in presentation itself' (81). John Barth argues that postmodem 
writers revisit the crisis ofliterature "both technically and thematically" (67) through 
"artifices of language and literature" (68). Citing the example of Borges, Barth 
demonstrates that this use of artifice is of a "metaphysical rather than an aesthetic 
nature" (69). More than mere omamentation, Borge's "contamination ofreality by 
dream" signaIs an important departure in the history ofliterature: "it tums the artist's 
mode or form into a metaphor for his concems [ ... ]. It's a paradigm or metaphor for 
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itself; not just the form of the story but the fact of the story is symbolic; the medium 
is (part of) the message" (71). For Barth, literature invokes a McLuhan-like 
investment in representation, in which "an artist may paradoxically tum the felt 
ultimacies of our time into material and me ans for his work-paradoxically, because 
by doing so he transcends what had appeared to be his refutation" (71; original 
emphasis). Postmodem fictions overtum the limitations of representation through the 
presentation ofthose limits. By challenging "our mimetic assumptions about 
representation [ ... ]: assumptions about its transparency and common-sense 
naturalness" (Hutcheon, Politics 30), postmodem literary representation creates 
possibilities for new representational modes. 
Magic reiterates the aesthetic foundations of the postmodem project. In 
contemporary literature magic is rarely situated as a purely intellectual effect. An 
aesthetic capacity that transforms and problematizes representation, magic resists the 
superstition that representation is a natural and transparent display of reality. Magic 
emphasizes representation as an unnatural, manufactured aesthetics of reality. Magic 
thus replicates a consciousness of the postmodem, in which artifice proliferates but 
ironically compels audiences and readers. As Lyotard argues, postmodemism is 
"undoubtedly a part of the modem" (79), as postmodem art reflects an awareness of 
representation as artifice. Postmodem representations continue the project of 
modemism, in that postmodem art plots the rejection ofrealism and naturalism of the 
oevel. As Robert Alter c1aims, postmodem literature and modemist literature both 
partake in self-consciousness, underscoring the idea that "realism might never have 
been the point of the novel," as it "begins out of an erosion ofbeliefin the authority 
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of the written word" (3). Postmodemism distinguishes itselffrom the modem in that 
postmodem art "dissolves its [modemist] foundations," as the postmodem "rejects 
the resolving urge of modemism towards closure or at least distance" (Hutcheon, 
Polities 95). With postmodem art, the proliferation of artifice brings to the fore 
possibilities for narrative enchantment, and constructs this as part of its aesthetic and 
thematic structures. Though theorists such as Gerald Graff argue that postmodemism 
envisions two possibilities, "one of apocalyptic despair and another of visionary 
celebration" (qtd. in Huteheon, Politics 10), neither possibility nullifies the power of 
magic, which delights audiences with the capacity to transform textual objects into 
subjects. 
Magic Realism, The Sublime, and The Uncanny 
Magic thus needs to be contrasted with sorne of its component and coterminous 
effects: magic realism, the sublime, and the uncanny. Magic realism in 
contemporary novels may owe sorne debts to Latin American magic realism, but 
magic realism has its own lineage, properties, and proprieties. Kenneth Reeds traces 
the history of magic realism and the "confusion" (175) surrounding the term. Magic 
realism, he cites, was coined in 1925 by German art critic Franz Roh, who saw magic 
realism as a thematic and aesthetic technique that "reacted to Expressionism by 
producing a space where 'our real world re-emerges before our eyes'" (177). This 
anti-Expressionist aesthetics was defined through its representations of "'inner 
spiritual texture' and 'clarity'" of objects: 
The art Roh described does not 'reproduce' like a photo, but 'recreates' 
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through a reconstruction of 'spiritual phenomena' [ ... ]. This 'spiritual 
reconstruction' was the product ofwhat Roh saw as mankind's constant 
pendulum swing between 'devotion to the world of dreams and adherence 
to the world ofreality'[ ... ]. (Reeds 177) 
As Reeds points out, this new aesthetic production focused on the "presentation of 
the object [ ... ] in such a way that the normal became unfamiliar" (178). 
The definition and aesthetic values of magic realism were quickly absorbed by a 
new Latin American literary conception. José Ortega y Gasset published an abridged 
and incorrect version of Roh's book in 1927 in Revista de Occidente, paving the way 
for the naturalization of magical realism in literary studies in which the term became 
known as a "new kind ofwriting unifying the continent [of South America]" (Reeds 
181). Taken up by Alejo Carpentier in 1955, magic realism became known as a 
political force found in literature, a representation of and perspective on reality that 
binds Latin Americans together: 
Carpentier believed the fantastic was not to be discovered undermining or 
surpassing reality with theoretical structures and manufactured images 
(such as in Surrealism). Instead, he argued, it was natural to Latin 
America's history, geography, people, and politics that unlikely 
combinations of events occurred producing marvelous results. He caIled 
this phenomenon "la real maravillasa" and said it was "the heritage of aIl 
of America ... found in every man." (Reeds 178) 
But, as Reeds reveals, the two terminologies are not at aIl analogous: "Roh was 
writing about how the world is represented by artists, not how it exists in reality. 
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Roh expressed a phenomenological view while Carpentier's vision was ontological" 
(Reeds 188). The contrast between the two terms, according to Reeds, is sharp; 
Carpentier' s version of the term increasingly coincided with a notion of faith, that 
Latin America and the Caribbean were places in which the fantastic flourished. One 
needed only true faith to witness these marvels (Reeds 188). Contrarily, Roh's 
conception ofmagic realism has nothing to do with faith but is, rather, an aesthetic 
expression, "a representation of reality which can provoke spectators to find magic 
within an artistic work" (Reeds 188). 
In literary studies, at least, magic realism is distinguished by its emancipatory 
postcolonial aspects, its ability to create "native" national identities, rather than a set 
of aesthetic thematics. According to Stephen Hart, magic realism refers to a 
historical school of South American literature that draws the fantastic alongside 
realism in an attempt to battle representations of reality endangered by colonizing 
influences (6). Authors such as Gabriel Garcia Marquez free themselves from the 
bonds ofrealism while simultaneously freeing themselves as subjects ofa 
representational regime grounded in reality (4). Radical political critique is enacted 
by the merging of the marvelous and the real. 
Magic as it is defined in this study, therefore, is more closely linked to Roh's 
original conception of magic realism than to Carpentier' s. Magic is an aesthetic 
effect, one that provokes in spectators and readers a sensation of enchantment. This 
formulation does not negate or deny the liberatory purposes of magic realism, but 
merely situates magic realism in Latin America as a particular historical and literary 
phenomenon. Magic realism, Reeds and Hart both note, has crossed international 
borders and become a commonly available literary phenomenon. But perhaps both 
theorists see the simultaneous naturalization of magic realism as a mode of literary 
decolonization as weil as a move back to the original aesthetic contemplation of the 
term. Magic makes new again what is familiar. Magic incites wonder through the 
act of viewing an aesthetic representation. 
As aesthetic effects, the sublime and the uncanny more easily associate with 
magic than magic realism. As with magic, the sublime generates wonder. Jameson 
points out that contemporary definitions of the sublime, including Lyotard's, 
originate from Edmund Burke's eighteenth-century definition: 
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an experience bordering on terror [ ... ] a description then refined by Kant 
to inc1ude the question ofrepresentation itself, so that the object of the 
sublime becomes not only a matter of sheer power and of the physical 
incommensurability of the human organism with Nature but also of the 
limits of figuration and the incapacity of the human mind to give 
representation to such enormous forces. (34) 
In contemporary literature, by contrast, the natural world is no longer the source and 
location of magic. The impossibility of representing the magnitude of nature fails in 
the postmodem as nature and the Kantian divine disappear "at the moment of a 
radical eclipse of Nature itself' (Jameson 34). 
Lyotard's sublime, which owes a debt to the Romantics, retums the sublime to an 
aesthetic category. Drawing from Kant, he argues that the "sublime sentiment [ ... ] 
develops as a conflict between the faculties of a subject, the faculty to conceive of 
something and the faculty to "present" something" (Lyotard 77). Hence, Lyotard 
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points to the work ofrepresentation itself, an echo ofW.J.T. Mitchell's formula: the 
sublime makes something visible (representations), through a specific medium 
(language), what can possibly be conceived (the work of the imagination), to a 
viewer or spectator (reader). Distinguishing between modernism and postmodernism 
based on subtle differences between the aesthetic utilization of the sublime, Lyotard 
claims that "modern aesthetics is an aesthetic of the sublime, though a nostalgie one. 
It allows the unpresentable to be put forward only as the missing contents" (81). 
Postmodernism, on the other hand, involves itself in the outward expression of an 
inward sublimity. In a phrase that could equally describe the workings of magic, 
Lyotard defines postmodernism through its original use of the sublime, that which 
"puts forward the unpresentable in presentation itself; that which denies itself the 
solace of good forms, [ ... ] that which searches for new presentations, not in order to 
enjoy them but in order to impart a stronger sense of the unpresentable" (81). 
Coded as magic, the sublime in contemporary novels underscores representation 
as a product of, and a vehicle for, aspects ofvisual and material culture. 
Contemporary representations of magic thus undertake a revision of the Kantian 
sublime. This postmodern sublime emphasizes a delight in representation, as 
opposed to Lyotard's assertion that postmodernism does not take "pleasure" from its 
unpresentable contents and forms (77). In the sublime tradition, for instance, which 
denotes "awesome and unfathomable experiences" (Jay 17), aesthetic transcendence 
of a work of art involves "the infusing of the natural world with all the numinous 
meaning that had hitherto been reserved for transcendent spirit" (Jay 16). This subtle 
reworking of the Kantian sublime reinforces the place and function of desire in a 
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contemporary understanding ofrepresentation. Valuing the mundane as a portal to 
transcendent aesthetic experience, the sublime elevates the natural as a mystical 
object of artistic merit, which also, as Jay relates, coincides "most of aIl with the rise 
of the novel" (16). With postmodem representations, in contrast, the disappearance 
ofthe natural world corresponds to a disappearance of the real, what Baudrillard dubs 
the "aesthetic hallucination ofreality" ("The Order ofthe Simulacra" 74). The 
sublime, once tied to the natural, tums to the artificial as its aesthetic source and 
figuration. 
Jameson argues that contemporary art thus extends instead into a "postmodem or 
technological sublime" which originates "peculiar new forms of realism (or at least 
of the mimesis ofreality)" (49). The postmodem sublime, for Jameson, focuses on 
the mechanics of reproduction rather than production, which "make very different 
demands on our capacity for aesthetic representation than did the relatively mimetic 
idolatry of the older machinery ofthe futurist movement" (37). Joseph Tabbi, too, 
cites a definition of the technological sublime constituted by "[a] simultaneous 
attraction to and repulsion from technology, [and] a complex pleasure derived from 
the pain ofrepresentational insufficiency" (1). For both theorists, postmodem culture 
emphasizes the technological as a major source of the sublime. Technology mystifies 
its mechanical operations, producing the sublime through its by-products: awe and 
terror. For Jameson and Tabbi, contemporary literature reflects this aspect of culture. 
By mirroring aspects of the technological, aesthetics instigates new forms of 
representation. Within this new aesthetic of the sublime, moreover, representations 
depict representational processes: "the aesthetic embodiment of such processes often 
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tends to slip back more comfortably into a mere thematic representation of content-
into narratives which are about the processes of reproduction" (Jameson 37). Magic 
concurrently draws attention to the frame of a literary work and enacts the device or 
process of framing. Through displays of magic, readers understand literature through 
the postmodem sublime, which Alex McHoul de scribes as "a mass of objects [ ... ] to 
which history or literature are [sic] irreducible" (qtd. in Lucy 177). Magic also 
presents the effect ofthis framing-the labyrinthine creation of narrative possibilities 
and, in the process, an insatiable desire for representation itself. 
Understood through the postmodem sublime, magic enables both a critique of 
material culture and allows for the addition of new cultural products to the realm of 
existing representations. The fundamentally material nature of culture, as Jameson 
notes, is "inescapable": "it is because culture has become material that we are now in 
a position to understand that it always was material, or materialistic, in its structures 
and functions" (67). Rather than remain an endless hall of mirrors, contemporary 
literature depicts a magic al escape from the soulless order of the simulacrum while 
acknowledging the prevalence of the endlessly proliferating image. With magic, the 
ineluctably material nature of the world becomes curiously malleable; material 
objects, such as houses, elephants, or people, vanish, while immaterial things, such as 
fairies and genies, suddenly materialize. 
Lucy's postmodem sublime furthers Jameson's definition, though, as it focuses on 
the sublime as a descriptor for the work that the postmodem text undertakes: 
The sublime [ ... ] may not be what transcends 'the work of the frame', [ ... ] 
but rather what draws attention to framing work or to the passage within 
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which the aesthetic and the extra-aesthetic (in such forms as theory, 
society, history, politics and so on) are forever situated and forever being 
re-situated. (181) 
For Lucy, the sublime is what transcends the postmodem simulacrum. Lucy 
positions the sublime as the "extra-aesthetic" meaning that a text derives despite, but 
not instead of, its aesthetic qualities. Lucy ties his definition of the sublime to the 
Romantic idealization of nature and its representations. For Lucy, the Romantic 
sublime "works" for postmodemism, as it is "the analogue, for postmodemism, of the 
dynamic interpretability of truth and being, thought and desire, power and culture" 
(228). In other words, the sublime is necessary to postmodemism as an aesthetic 
quality; meaning derives from aesthetic concems such as art. 
Magic transforms the mechanics of representation into an art of deception. Lucy 
contends that in contemporary literature, the "literary absolute" that defines 
Romantic literature, a concept based on creativity, ideas, and ideals, becomes 
positioned within the fields of representation itself-not outside the text within the 
objects that the text attempts to describe. Figures of magic in contemporary novels 
establish the sublime within the body. By placing the concept of the "literary 
absolute" within the representational field of the figure of magic, two simultaneous 
effects appear. First, the body enacts both mimesis and what lies outside of mime sis 
(what lies outside the presentable). Though Jameson argues that the postmodem 
body disappears, indicating our inability to locate the body within a "global 
multinational" culture (44), figures ofmagic rearticulate the body as a supematural, if 
artificial, object of sublimity. As Elizabeth Grosz argues, in contemporary culture 
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"[t]he biological body, if it exists at aIl, exists for the subject only through the 
mediation of an image or a series of (social/cultural) images" (Volatile Bodies 41). 
The body, known only through a visual discourse of the spectacular, resonates with 
artificiality, which explains why so many contemporary novels contain puppets, 
doIls, and automata. As a series of visual spectacles, the body becomes multiple, 
unknowable, intangible, even metaphysical. The body thus parodies the mischievous 
work of representation itself. 
Secondly, the body opens up possibilities for narrative representation. 
Contemporary literature renews narrative forms through figures of magic by drawing 
the process ofliterary production (becoming, transformation) into the body itself. 
The automaton is a built, artificial body; the tarot card reader creates the narrative 
significations offate, and places the subject's fate in a particular sequence. Figures 
of magic speculate on the means of aesthetic production, an act that compels wonder 
in spectators. Speculation invents narrative possibility, and thus pleasure, since 
speculation involves presenting contiguous, multiple, and often competing, realities. 
Contemporary literature thus does not indicate a necessity for radical critique-
although it does this, too-so much as the invention of narrative space. 
The speculative nature ofmagic, which instigates uncertainty, also produces and 
de scribes uncanny effects. Like the uncanny, magic involves "something which is 
familiar and old-established in the mind" (Freud 363); like the uncanny, too, magic 
"overruns, disordering any field supposedly extraneous to it" (Royle 2). Magic, 
though, ironizes uncanny effects by revealing glimpses of its production; readers or 
spectators faIl prey to uncanny effects of magic while simultaneously understanding 
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those effects as a trick ofrepresentation. For Nicholas Royle, the uncanny is "not 
merelyan 'aesthetic' or 'psychological' matter" (23), but is the category that 
displaces categorization. The literary uncanny, Samuel Weber notes, involves "a 
certain indecidabiIity which affects and infects representation" (qtd. in Royle 15). 
For Royle, this definition of the uncanny marks it as deeply invested in both 
postmodemist and modemist aesthetics, as both "can be described as uncanny modes 
ofthinking, uncanny discourses" (24). 
Many of the suppositions ofmagic recast Royle's definition of the uncanny, 
making the uncanny a comparable, but not equivalent, terminology. The uncanny 
rises during the Enlightenment, and takes the place of the religious and spiritual 
sphere, where the uncanny, Mladen Dolar argues, "became unplaceable" (qtd. in 
Royle 22). For Freud, magic is part of the uncanny doubling process, since it "tums 
something frightening into something uncanny" (365). In the nineteenth century, the 
uncanny inhabits the space opened by the ceding of magic to reason (Royle 22). 
Further, the uncanny encapsulates a sense of wonder; the uncanny categorizes 
strangeness in technology and the arts. According to Royle, "the uncanny is as much 
concemed with the question of computers and 'new technology' as it is with 
questions of religion" (24). At the heart of Royle's definition of the uncanny, 
however, lies a fundamental relationship between representations and emotional 
responses to representation. The uncanny is "intimately entwined with language, 
with how we conceive and represent what is happening within ourselves, to 
ourselves, to the world, when uncanny strangeness is at issue" (2). The uncanny, 
then, is about categories of experience that defy our ability to de scribe them. 
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Magic recapitulates the "critical spectralization of feeling and belief' (Royle 24) 
of the uncanny by revealing the proverbial wizard behind the screen. Royle's 
description of the uncanny profoundly links the term to its ability to visualize 
something inexpressible and strange. Magic, too, involves visually rendering the 
improbable or impossible, but unlike the uncanny, the value and effect of magic is 
not lost by uncovering its secrets. The uncanny is an emotional response that magic 
translates and transforms into representational values and material forms. Lacking 
innocence, magic paradoxically invokes a sense of wonder in audiences; magical 
representations concede that spectators crave uncanny effects as they eagerly 
disregard the skillful representational techniques involved in magical acts. Magic, 
though, discards the primary effects described by Freud as the uncanny: a "class of 
frightening things" (363). Though magic draws uncanny effects as perceptual doubt 
and uncertainty, the ambiguity of contemporary magic instead elicits pleasure from 
readers or spectators. 
The sublime and the uncanny, two terms that have been applied to the figuraI 
magic of contemporary literature, are not therefore inaccurate so much as 
insufficient. If the uncanny gives rise to the "unplaceable," magic frames and 
presents this unutterable content as splendid aesthetic spectacles. Just as the sublime 
portrays the "unpresentable" (Lyotard 81), magic describes representation itself as an 
impossible, seductive presentation. Authors manipulate readers though instances of 
the uncanny and the sublime as narrative effects. By contrast, magic becomes the 
means by which contemporary authors code problems with representation for the 
pleasure of readers. With magic, readers are not manipulated into fearing what 
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representations convey, as happens with both the uncanny and the sublime. Instead, 
magic invites readers to participate in the illusive, wonderful trick of representation. 
Historical Magic 
Many contemporary novels set in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries feature 
extraordinary figures and circumstances. Contemporary literature often portrays 
historical eras and characters as unremittingly strange through the figuration of 
magic al characters. Invoking history, these novels de scribe emotional responses 
involving "something familiar arising in a strange and unfamiliar context" (Royle 1). 
Andrew Miller's Ingenious Pain, for example, includes Siamese twins, a mermaid, a 
witch, and a boy who feels no pain. Jeannette Winterson's Sexing the Cherry creates 
a wealth of characters that are more-than-human, such as the Dog-Faced Woman. 
Patrick Süskind's Perfume boasts a protagonist born without any bodily smell, but 
with a genius for creating scents. Literary theorists have marked postmodern 
historicity as a specific commentary ofthe present on the pasto Linda Hutcheon's 
theorization of the postmodern bent towards "historiographic metafiction," defined as 
"theoretical self-awareness of history and fiction as human constructs" (Poe tics 5), 
asserts that historical characters conjoined with fictional characters elaborates a 
postmodern desire to access what is inaccessible: history. Magic, the impossible 
visually rendered, translates the past into a representation. The past can be accessed, 
but only through the medium ofmagical trickery. 
Contemporary novelists draw repeatedly upon the Enlightenment as a source of 
magic, a period marked for its paradoxical turn towards the wonder of the natural and 
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a philosophical focus on reason as the dominant Weltanschauung. The popularity of 
the eighteenth century as a setting for magic bespeaks a contemporary understanding 
of the Enlightenment as a space in which reason and magic flourish in equal measure. 
The Enlightenment reveres science as the primary expression of reason. For Amy 
Elias, the allure of the Enlightenment for contemporary authors stems from its 
"heroic model of science" which offers characters sorne path towards an ultimate 
truth, coded as a "secularized transcendence" (151). Paradoxically, science and 
magic conflate; science generates magic as its metaphysical by-product, just as 
scientific discoveries are the physical products ofthe Enlightenment. Like Jameson's 
vision of the technological sublime, Elias employs theories of the sublime and the 
uncanny to demonstrate how contemporary novels wish to rework a modernity that 
has gone astray since the Enlightenment. Yet, as Elias points out, in novels such as 
Allen Kurzweil's A Case ofCuriosities, the Enlightenment becomes "redefined" as a 
"performative space" (151). In postmodern novels, she argues, "history is recreation 
and reenactment" (151). Historical narratives depict a deep-seated desire for 
enchantment and magic, believed to exist in the past, to return to contemporary 
culture, while understanding history as irretrievable as genuine magic. In 
contemporary novels, magic becomes defined as wonder, exhibited and elicited by 
constructed illusions of the past. 
In her study of the novels of Susan Sontag, Patrick Süskind, Lawrence Norfolk, 
and Allen Kurzweil, Julie C. Hayes likewise argues that postmodern fiction boasts a 
special relationship to the Enlightenment. Noting the "classifying and systematizing 
strain in Enlightenment thought [that] represents its coercive, totalizing potential" 
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(23), Hayes argues that contemporary Enlightenment novels rework the past "in order 
to destabilize such narratives, that tum to the archive while 'contesting its authority'" 
(23). Hayes argues that the "archive," part of Foucault's "sciences of order" (22), is 
metonymic of the Enlightenment era, in which classification was seen as a 
progressive endeavor of science and medicine. Progress is key to the fictionalizing 
of the eighteenth-century. Science, the marker of power and its attendant affect on 
the arts, thematically resonates in contemporary literature; science embodies 
progress. In contemporary novels, the secret order ofknowledge that science 
represents instead retums as magic. In J. K. Rowling's Harry Patter series, for 
instance, Harry attends a school for wizards. Magic classifies and groups 
transmissible and important knowledge; defense against the dark arts, potions, spells, 
and transfiguration are aIl types of knowledge, and they represent information 
instantly transmitted to scholars at Hogwarts School for Wizards. By contrast, in 
Allen Kurzweil's A Case afCuriasities, set during the Enlightenment, young Claude 
Page apprentices to a cloistered, secretive Abbé in arts that appear magical: natural 
science, mechanical reproduction, and reading. 
The Enlightenment resonates with magic as an effect of knowledge, even if that 
knowledge is elusive, ephemeral, or transcendental. Following a cultural and 
historical trajectory, Victoria Nelson argues that contemporary representations ofthe 
fantastic articulate an "unconscious" des ire "t~ believe" in the magical, and thus to 
reinvest in a transcendental philosophy (vii). Magical narratives map the 
transcendental onto the effect of secret knowledge handed down from one magician 
to another. History becomes a magical sect in contemporary novels; postmodem 
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fiction often strategically represents the past through competing magical secret 
societies, as Ishmael Reed's use of the "cult of Osiris" in Mumbo Jumbo illustrates. 
Magical societies organize competing discourses of historical representation while at 
the same time they generate uncanny effects in spectators and readers that emulate 
"the sense of a secret encounter" (Royle 2). Secret societies, moreover, operate 
through organized lineage. Just as the Enlightenment garnered support for sciences 
through institutions ofhigher learning, such as the Royal Society of Science, magic, 
too, operates through transmission. Magical illusions, their production and effect, are 
passed to spectators or readers. 
Contemporary novels draw upon transcendence to approach historical subjects. 
Magic encapsulates the transcendent, as magic describes extraordinary experiences 
that defy logical explanations. Competing versions of the transcendent as magic in 
contemporary novels often position the transcendent as both a real event, actualized 
by figures of magic, and as a necessitated trick: the transcendent as representational 
aesthetics. History is make-believe, and it is through our representations of magical 
characters that the reader sees this most clearly. Magic legislates the past as a 
medium ofhighly sophisticated and manipulated images. The historical novel re-
imagines images of the past for reasons parallel to the desire for magic; to depict the 
past is to represent the deceit of its imagining. Producing the past is itself a magic 
trick. 
The first chapter ofthis study examines Ishmael Reed's Mumbo Jumbo, in which 
the disembodied soul is made material through the voodoo fetish. Rather than 
questioning whether or not the magical body is alive, as with the automaton, the 
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postmodem ghost posits that aIl representations are ephemeral spirits, visually 
rendered. In Reed' s novel, loas, gods in the form of spiritual ancestors, place 
history-inc1uding popular history-within the body. The body thus becomes a 
spectacular vehic1e for contemplating the pasto At the root of the loas' 
materialization is voodoo, or Haitian slave witchcraft. The fragmentary authorial 
presence in Mumbo Jumbo names the author as a voodoo High Priest, a "magician 
who makes the troubled spirits of ancestors go away" (Reed 7). "Jes Grew," the 
disembodied anger of the ancestors' spirits, infects the text in the forms of music, 
drawings, photographs, historical documents and word games; but, as the narrator 
relates, "Jes Grew is seeking its words. Its text" (6). The process ofrepresenting the 
history of a people, and thus the history of the Americas-central to Mumbo 
Jumbo-encounters a literaI resistance in the text in the form of white culture. 
Reed's loas, incamated in one instance as Bessie Smith, display the political and 
textual problematics of African-American historical representation. In Mumbo 
Jumbo, African-American history finds its most powerful representations through 
possession of bodies; by entering the material realm, the ancestors are at their most 
potent. Magic, a tradition prevalent in African-American history and culture, 
reintroduces a literaI enchantment to representation; people infected by "Jes Grew" 
are "bewitched" (20). 
In conjunction with Mumbo Jumbo, Jean Rhys's Wide Sargasso Sea, Ben Okri's 
The Famished Road, Patrick Chamoiseau's Texaco, and Toni Morrison's Beloved aIl 
speculate on voodoo magic. Okri's The Famished Road is narrated by an "Abiku," a 
"spirit child" (4) who views the politicization of the poor in an unnamed African 
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country. The child continually sees not material reality but an inner reality, the 
spirits animating things, and thus finds himself innocently at odds with the greed and 
self-destruction of his fellow citizens. Practitioners wage voodoo war upon each 
other in a bid to control the future direction and modem development of the country. 
V oodoo contrasts with history; history marks bodies and landscapes, whereas 
voodoo, the invisible text underlying events, doubles as the spiritual animation of the 
people and the spiritual animus of a country. A similar theme appears in Patrick 
Chamoiseau's Texaco, where the development of the quarter of the po or is fought 
with the spirits of voodoo. 
In Beloved, which also represents black history through apparitions, the spectre of 
a murdered child possesses the text. For both Reed and Morrison, American slave 
history can be seen and comprehended only when it has been given a sensational 
material body: when it is displayed as a speaking, acting ghost. Like tarot 
representations, loas function archetypally. For a people whose ownership of goods, 
cultural icons, and freedom has been dispossessed, archetypal possession of bodies is 
a narrative technique which stands for representational control. The body, hosting a 
consciousness not necessarily its own, theatrically conveys the personality of the 
gods, and allows those who see the transformation to converse with divinity. 
If the voodoo spirit proposes that representation deceives through its apparent 
form, rather than its actual consciousness, the magician suggests that representation 
actively participates in sleights-of-hand. The magician in Michael Chabon's The 
Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay, explicitly evoking Houdini's escape artist 
techniques, demonstrates the tricks of representation. In this novel, comic books, a 
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textual as weIl as visual narrative form, parallei magical acts. Chabon juxtaposes the 
seriaI structure of the comic book genre with the dramatic and illusory art of the 
magician. A comic hero and a human figure, the magician escapes the binds of 
representation. Central to the magician's function is the ability to deceive audiences, 
yet this fraudulence is both anticipated by, and causes pleasure for, the audience. 
This chapter also considers the master magicians in Paul Quarrington' s The Spirit 
Cabinet, Brian Moore's The Magician 's Wife, and E.L. Doctorow's Ragtime. Similar 
to Robertson Davies' World ofWonders, these texts underscore the theatrical and 
staged aspects of character and consciousness. In The Spirit Cabinet, for instance, 
interiority is housed; the body, like the magician's cabinet, acts as the author's 
apparatus for generating appearances of reality. The striking presence of automata in 
the magician's act in these three texts further suggests a link between technology-as 
representational technique-magic, and nostalgia. In Chabon's novel, technology 
and the magical arts merge; the golem of Prague, clay prototype of the automaton, 
becomes the magician Kavalier's vehicle for escaping the Holocaust. 
The third chapter, focusing on automata in Allen Kurzweil's A Case of 
Curiosities, links the problems of representation to machination. The auto maton, a 
recreation of the human being, incarnates the difficuIties of representing the human 
body as a visual and textual entity by questioning "whether an apparently inanimate 
object might not be in fact animate" (Freud 347). The mechanical body magnifies 
and personifies the artifice involved in conveying human consciousness. Automata 
articulate a postmodern conception ofinteriority, specifically because the 
automaton' s shell simulates the internaI mechanisms of humanity through speech, 
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movement, and remarkable displays of intelligence. The automaton's mimesis of 
human beings, like Reed's use ofloas, further suggests that intelligence and 
interiority can be parodied. As depicted by the contemporary automaton, interiority 
is an object of representation, but one that gives rise, in spectators, to a sense of awe. 
Automata such as those in Kurzweil's A Case ofCuriosities and Thomas Wharton's 
Salamander are not just exemplary models of new technology; they occupy a space, 
according to Victoria Nelson, that is "nonrational, supematural, quasi-religious" (vii). 
Automata underscore Nelson's argument that the postmodem tums back to the pre-
modem in which the "human simulacrum in particular-whether stationary or 
moving [ ... ] in its contemporary form of childrens' doUs and puppets or robots, 
cyborgs and the like in popular film and literature-is an object we once 
worshipped" (29). Present in texts such as Lawrence Norfolk's Lemprière 's 
Dictionary, Robertson Davies' World ofWonders, Paul Quarrington's The Spirit 
Cabinet, and Thomas Wharton's Salamander, the automaton exists in the interstitial 
gap between technology and magic. In these works, technology is magic, insofar as 
the mechanical body renders perception of the technological as a magical 
performance. The automaton's performance, frequently portrayed in these novels as 
the crowning gimmick of magic shows, mimics the technique involved in 
representing human beings. 
Found in many narratives set in the eighteenth century, the automaton exists as an 
object in which the magical reproduction of the human body rivaIs the marvels of 
nature. Susan Hayes questions whether or not "nostalgia" for the real, in history, is 
possible within postmodem Enlightenment narratives (24). From a contemporary 
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perspective, the automaton embodies an outdated, nostalgie form oftechnology. Yet 
the automaton devalues the concept of authentic representation through its inexact 
parody of the human. The automaton, rather, demystifies not only the act of 
representing history, but also the techniques of representation. Staged as a magical 
object, the performance of the mechanical body delights spectators, and thus, by 
extension, infuses the historical narrative with a self-conscious, even mythic, quality. 
This chapter also sketches the golem as a symbolic body of magic, prototype of the 
automaton, as it appears in Cynthia Ozick's The Puttermesser Papers and Chabon's 
The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay. 
Not unlike the automaton, the fortune-teller in Susan Sontag's The Vo/cano Lover 
creates consciousness through representations of characters as objects. The novel 
utilizes tarot as a material embodiment, or assorted collection, of character 
archetypes. Linked to seriaI narrative, tarot representations become secondary to 
what they represent-history and consciousness-in which the reader's visual 
relationship to wondrous, archetypal representation overcomes the "spectacular 
alienation" (Baudrillard, "The Order of the Simulacra" 66) of postmodem 
representation. Whereas the magician dramatizes representation, the fortune-teller 
reads two-dimensional representations and interprets them as three-dimensional. In 
The Volcano Lover, these readings, based on visual representations, come to life in 
the novel and inhabit the narrative fate ofthe historical characters. Tarot appears in a 
number oftexts in support ofthis reading ofSontag's novel. Susanna Clarke uses 
tarot in Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell as a metonymy for the creation of narrative. 
Tarot is just one text seen against others; in Clarke's novel, the body, another form of 
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a magical book, incarnates narratives, and thus produces fates. In Italo Calvino's The 
Castle ofCrossed Destinies, tarot is the textual and visual means to represent 
historical and fictional characters. For Calvino, tarot creates meaning by reading 
seriaI combinations of images, and thus the narrative self-consciously generates 
infinite possibilities. This same technique is utilized in Robertson Davies' The Rebel 
Angels; Davies draws upon tarot as part of an overarching project on mythic 
archetypes, based on Jungian philosophy. Reed's loas inhabit the body; tarot 
representations, inversely, caricature bodies through images. Tarot, which accrues 
meaning through interpretation as much as through its seriality, illustrates the visual 
and material nature of representations. 
Whereas tarot caricatures the human body and auto mata mimic it, freaks present 
the body as an unsettling curio. In Thomas Wharton's Salamander, freaks are 
magical bodies. By exaggerating certain bodily traits, the freak hyperbolizes 
separation from the spectator or reader because of difference. Visibility, key also to 
Reed's novel, is a central concern with the magical freak. The odd or deformed body 
symbolizes a visual crisis in postmodern literature since objects and images, not 
unlike ghosts, must be either broken or flawed in order to be properly seen. In 
Salamander, bodies are as unnatural, exotic, and marvellous as their surroundings. 
Pica, for instance, named for a type size, embodies attributes ofher father's printing 
press insignia, the salamander; she breathes under water and withstands fire 
(Salamander 147-8). Rather than producing fear, as in the Gothic tradition, the freak 
in contemporary literature depicts the marvels of representation. Wharton, moreover, 
aligns mechanical technology (such as the printing press) with the freak's magic. In 
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Salamander, a cast ofunusual characters undertakes the creation of an infinite book, 
in which the printing press literally and symbolically creates portaIs to other realities; 
the quest to create this infinite book is the focal point of Salamander. Symbolic of 
the author, the press's operator, Nicholas Flood, fathers freaks. Flood creates unique 
books, just as he produces his highly unusual daughter, Pica. Wharton's mise-en-
abîme narrative techniques, in which a labyrinthine tale leads inwards, into new and 
winding stories, parallels the magical readings ofthe fortune-teller. 
Andrew Miller's Ingenious Pain, Katherine Dunn's Geek Love and Angela 
Carter's Nights at the Circ us similarly exhibit freaks as simultaneously magical and 
mechanical, and are examined in conjunction with Salamander. In Ingenious Pain, 
Miller renders consciousness apart from representations of the body. Protagonist 
James Dyer, bom without the ability to feel pain, experiences emotion only when 
induced by an act ofwitchcraft-an action that kills him. Carter's Nights at the 
Circus poises her winged heroine Fevvers at the cusp of the twentieth century, 
signalling a heroic moment of liberation for representations of women as both textual 
and real entities. The body of the freak conveys history as a spectacular and magical 
representation. In Geek Love, children are designed and programmed to be freaks 
(Dunn 4). Growing up at the Fabulon Camival Sideshow, the children leam to 
recognize representations as manipulated, manipulative images; as freaks, they 
realize that they possess the power to control the meaning oftheir bodies through 
cami val staging. 
Contemporary literature draws upon the dubious origins of magic as the deceit 
inherent in representational practices. Traditionally, magic displays pageantry rather 
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than genuine feats of transformation. Magic risks exposure as visual fakery; 
charlatans and quacks cheat audiences of their ability to uncover the machinations 
underlying the magical act. In texts, magic provokes a sense of representational 
legerdemain. Narrative is a shell game in which objects transformed into literary 
subjects-people who suggest the real-are dazzling fakes designed to fool the 
reader. Magic conveys illusions that invite speculation. Representation, too, makes 
visible or legible something that is not there, and therefore appears magical. 
Chapter One: 
Ishmael Reed's Novelistic Voodoo 
Well, and keep in mind where those Masonic Mysteries came from in the 
first place. (Check out Ishmael Reed. He knows more about it than you'll 
ever find here.) (Thomas Pynchon, Gravity 's Rainbow 588) 
Voodoo as Representational Critique 
In Yellow Back Radio Broke Down (1969), Ishmael Reed's protagonist Loop 
Garoo, a voodoo spirit that has taken human form, becomes a mouthpiece for the 
author's aesthetics ofvoodoo magic. "[W]hat ifI write cireuses?" Garoo argues with 
his art critic and archnemesis, Bo Shmo: "No one says a novel has to be one thing. It 
can be anything it wants to be, a vaudeville show, the six o'clock news, the 
mumblings ofwild men saddled by demons" (Yellow Back Radio Broke-Down 36). 
In Mumbo Jumbo, Reed's most critically acclaimed novel, Reed secures the 
connection between art forms such as the novel and voodoo. Voodoo enacts the 
possession of form by loas. Loas, voodoo spirits, can possess any form; thus, voodoo 
representations are hybrid, multiple, virtually inexhaustible because they are 
constantly changing. By possessing human figures, voodoo spirits resemble 
automata insofar as the body does not house a soul; the human body does not contain 
identity. Reed sees his function as novelist analogous to a voodoo magician who 
creates new forms of representation to diagnose and remedy the ills of contemporary 
society. For Reed, the artist is a "medium" (Nazareth, "Heading Them Off at the 
Pass" 210) who creates characters to be manipulated, like shells. As he declares in a 
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1968 interview, "when state magicians fail, unofficial magicians become stronger" 
(Sheppard 9). Voodoo thus reenacts the work of representation: loas transform 
objects into what appears to be animated, living things, brought to life by the 
spectacle of voodoo magic. Spectators are likewise possessed by desire through the 
act of viewing the animation of material representations. 
Reed predicates his writing upon his personal aesthetics of HooDoo, a unique 
African-American version of voodoo. Rather than use American voodoo solely as a 
thematic or rhetorical conceit in his art, Reed consistently situates voodoo as the 
essence of representation. The voodoo fetish points to the animating spirit 
metonymically present through the material form of the fetish, visible and retrievable 
only through representational rituals, such as writing, that draw spirits into forms. 
Reed utilizes this function of voodoo for multiple aesthetic purposes. Characters are 
entities, on the one hand, and representational markers, akin to semiotic structures, on 
the other. Reed animates his creations by bringing down spirits to inhabit linguistic 
forms. Thus, bodies are fetishes; as material objects fashioned by the voodoo priests, 
bodies substitute for the spirits invoked by their forms. Magic switches objects from 
one state to another, from a spirit to a body, and vice versa. 
Voodoo is the magic of disguise. Scholars and practitioners altemately refer to 
voodoo as Voodou, Voudou, Vodun, Juju, Obeah, and the Work. HooDoo, Reed's 
American version of voodoo, differs slightly from the traditional form of African 
voodoo, as it incorporates forms of art, music, and technology that originate in 
America. The creation of a non-hegemonic African-American form of representation 
is Reed's foremost occupation, and HooDoo is his vehicle. For Reed, the 
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emancipatory politics of the 1960s, including the Black Power Movement, provoked 
simultaneous restrictions for the individual in general, and African-American men, in 
particular. Parodied in his work such as The Las! Days of Louisiana Red (1974), 
Reed describes power politics at play in the Liberation Movements of the 1960s that 
snowball into personal power grabs and head trips. In Mumbo Jumbo, Reed uses the 
detective narrative to track down the symptoms of a failing liberation movement. On 
the other hand, voodoo practices and aesthetics are depicted as an effective cure for 
systematic discrimination facing African-Americans. By returning to the roots of 
power symbolized by voodoo, Reed intimates, African-Americans can reinvent 
themselves and their communities through representational narratives. 
Though a common aesthetic and thematic device of Reed's, voodoo is the central 
principle and narrative focus of Mumbo Jumbo. The novel follows the story of PaPa 
LaBas, Neo-HooDoo detective and voodoo high priest, during the Harlem 
Renaissance. The novel opens just as a plague, "les Grew," begins to infect the 
American population-an illness best described as the influence of African-American 
culture on white American culture. LaBas, investigating the les Grew phenomenon, 
discovers that the plague is a symptom of a historic battle. The war pits the 
"Wallflower Order," a secret sect known as "Atonists" that promotes the worship of 
hegemonic forms ofrepresentation, including the worship of "one god," against the 
followers of Osiris. Osiris worshippers, in contrast to the Atonists, promote 
inclusive, pantheistic, and multiple forms of representation. The Atonists, who have 
been in power since the Holy Wars (the Knights Templar are their soldiers), 
manipulate American culture and politics in order to secure their interests. les Grew, 
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Reed reveals, is the text that works against this power structure. Attempting to put an 
end to the plague, the Wallflower Order creates a Talking Android to contaminate the 
Harlem Renaissance scene with an antivirus. The Talking Android, a young, 
conservative, and easily manipulated black man, becomes the Atonists' mouth-piece, 
unwittingly trained to undermine the emancipatory effects of the artistic revolution of 
the Harlem Renaissance. In Mumbo Jumbo, the artistic pursuits codified by the 
Harlem Renaissance act as counter-spells to the Wallflower Order's attempts to 
disrupt the growth of African-American culture. The novel depicts the rise of the 
Harlem Renaissance as part of a lineage begun in ancient Egypt, the birthplace of 
black magic and its repressive monotheistic counterpart. Reed accords the number 
and form of spirit worship to codes of aesthetics and power. The resistance and 
verve of the Harlem Renaissance derives from the voodoo tradition in America and 
around the world. Mumbo Jumbo ends with a vision of PaPa LaBas in the heyday of 
the Black Power Movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s, signaling a continuum 
of artistic and personal struggle. Magic is the product and source of power in the 
nove!. Representations are power, Reed asserts, and the power to represent oneself 
(through art, as an individual, as a society within society) in a space offreedom is the 
power denied African-Americans in the novel. 
Magic permits escape from oppression in contemporary voodoo narratives. In 
Jean Rhys's modemist masterwork Wide Sargasso Sea (1966), in which characters 
literally and metaphorically become obsessed, or rather possessed, by desire. Rhys 
uses voodoo to highlight representational politics; protagonist Antoinette, beset by 
colonial power, becomes an emptied, and thus re-inscribable, representational 
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vehic1e, a zombie: "a dead person who seems to be alive or a living pers on who is 
dead" (88). Antoinette's narrative illustrates her descent into the figuraI state of the 
malignant living dead when her husband ships her to England and incarcerates her 
literally and figuratively; he identifies her as crazy and locks her away in he attic. 
Deemed mad, Antoinette loses all rights as a person. Stripped of the ability to 
represent herse If, which Rhys connotes as the true roots of madness, Antoinette also 
loses her narrative voice in the novel. In Rhys's novel, colonial politics play out 
through marital relationships. Antoinette's husband possesses her, as he is himself 
possessed by the spirit of colonial Jamaica. The unnamed husband finds that he 
needs to contain his wife's spirit, the metonymical spirit of Jamaica, as he feels he 
can never fully trust his senses: "1 was certain that everything 1 had imagined to be 
truth was false. False. Only the magic and the dream are true" (Rhys 138). Rhys's 
Obeah plays a subtextual role in the novel; black magic joins with black magic, 
counterpoints to white colonization and slavery practices. Transposing voodoo into 
the forgotten narrative ofMr. Rochester's first wife from the nineteenth-century 
c1assic Jane Eyre, Rhys highlights the link between power and representational 
control, a relationship played out, even, at the level of language. In the novel, like 
the woman whose identity is literally stripped from her, towns named "Massacre" 
signal a lurking, malignant history, but inhabitants, seemingly enchanted, cannot 
seem to remember why. 
ln The Famished Raad (1991), Ben Okri uses voodoo as a metaphorical and literaI 
device. The bewildering, chaotic forces of politics and poverty in a ghetto in an 
unnamed African city are elided with voodoo in the novel. The young narrator, an 
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"Abiku" or spirit child (4), battles his heavenly spirit companions to remain in his 
human form. Struggling to stay together and keep their son alive, the narrator's 
parents perform rituals to "inscrutable deities" (372), the voodoo ancestors. The 
narrator's father, son of a village shaman, physically battles with the spirits who 
attack his son. Entering politics, he finds a new peace with his own lot in life as he 
tries to better the lives of the starving poor of the city. Voodoo saturates the realm of 
politics. Through voodoo, the father relates les sons of perception he leams while in 
the spirit realms, les sons that tum him into a leader. "We must look at the world with 
new eyes," the father realizes; "We must look at ourselves differently. [ ... ] People 
who use only their eyes do not SEE. People who use only their ears do not HEAR" 
(498). Seeing the world through the eyes ofhis son, who is captive to the world 
beneath the world-the shape-shifting and indeterminate realm of voodoo-the 
father understands that forms simply fill with a composite of spirits. "Many people 
reside in us," he tells his family, "many past lives, many future lives. [ ... ] Human 
beings are a real mystery" (499). The child protagonist's perspective haunts the text 
with the realization that innocence, however brief, conf ers both wonder and terror. 
Offered a short respite from the demanding, jealous world of the spirit companions, 
the boy discovers an overwhelming anxiety in quietude: "[t]he deeper it was, the 
deeper was my fear" (500). Though lulled into at least a temporary sense of 
contentment, the novel crashes on an ambivalent, destabilizing note: "A dream can be 
the highest point of a life" (500). Portraying naiveté, both thematically and 
aesthetically, voodoo in The Famished Road points to the ambivalent progress of the 
African continent's nations, beset by famine, greed, and chaos. Okri's voodoo-
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inscribed final vision, the novel as a dream, tums back on itself, forcing the reader to 
question the stability of the representations within. What constitutes a dream in the 
novel, and what is real? Or, Okri asks ofhis readers, are aIl dreams of escape and 
liberation merely dreams? Voodoo, the dream spirit animating the novel, plays the 
role of agent provocateur, and Okri uses voodoo to charm his readers into seeing that 
more work must be done to save the country from a dark fate. 
Patrick Chamoiseau weaves the frightening, and sometimes mystical workings of 
voodoo throughout his epic history of Martinique in the novel Texaco (1997). As in 
Rhys' s classic, the magic of the enslaved helps them fight against their masters; 
slaves use voodoo, a mixture of a profound knowledge of the natural world and 
magic, to poison landowners' cattle and to ensure that no slave births occur. Oral 
legends about magical deeds are handed from slave to slave, and from generation to 
generation. Protagonist Estronome's grandfather, for instance, was killed by his 
owner over the mere threat of magic: "Sorne believed he was mumbling powerful 
formulas that could tame loas. People believed it even more readily because one day 
the fellow had succeeded in curing a long-one's ["snake"] bite" (36). Prisons are 
built for practitioners of African magic; magic needs to be contained for the 
legitimation of colonial power and slavery practices. Chamoiseau thus ties magic to 
chaotic forces of transplanted Africans. As in Wide Sargasso Sea, voodoo becomes a 
part of the oral history of a people struggling for national and personal identity. 
Voodoo, too, threatens to expose the injustices of the white landowners. The practice 
ofvoodoo also conf ers legitimate citizenship and humanity. Voodoo, as a form of 
magic, grants agency. 
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Chamoiseau ties magic to the spirit of place in Texaco-something which 
ordinary perception is incapable of grasping, according to the logic of voodoo. 
Magic represents and occupies place, and stands symbolically, in these texts, as the 
desire for home, which tums out to be places haunted by suffering. Magic, then, 
allows the violent injustices against a people to become visible. Chamoiseau's novel 
hints that the more detectable voodoo becomes, the greater the proof that colonial 
landowners have indeed lost a hold on their economic interests on the island, and the 
more proof that the transplanted African slaves have planted roots and are turning the 
islands into home. In both Texaco and Wide Sargasso Sea, marking place through 
voodoo becomes the means to defy regimes of slavery. Voodoo imbues those who 
have lost their names, their language, their loved ones, and their origins, with a sense 
of home. 
Sight and perception comprise two revolving functions ofChamoiseau's magic. 
Voodoo marks bodies and objects, and so makes visible or legible what has been 
stolen or erased. Chamoiseau reprises voodoo properties at the level of character, as 
Estronome's second brush with magic involves his wife's twin sister, a malevolent 
sorceress, and her sinister familiar, a cock, attempts to steal Estronome's eyes (186). 
To perceive one's self as being privy to colonial power, coded through looking in the 
novel, is either to voice dissent or to assent to its control. Chamoiseau weaves 
journal entries throughout the novel, indicating that words, too, like voodoo, make 
identity and power perceptible. The Scribe, a disembodied narrator, helps the people 
build a self-created community, one that describes the slow progress of 
decolonization through the integration of words, building materials, and magic. 
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Toni Morrison draws upon a similar voodoo tradition in Beloved (1987), when the 
spirit of a dead child retums from the dead to help heal the injustices African-
Americans suffered before and after the Emancipation Proclamation. Morrison elides 
the tenets of voodoo possession with the tradition of Spiritualist Christianity in the 
Deep South. Beloved, the spirit ofSethe's child, retums from the dead in the form of 
a young woman: 
"What did you come back for?" 
Beloved smiled. "T 0 see her face." 
"Ma'am's? Sethe?" 
"Yes, Sethe. (93) 
The metaphorical haunting of the mother, Sethe, by the lost child represents the 
history of slavery and its effects. Characters are literally haunted by their pasts. 
Sethe and Beloved "[ration] their strength to fight each other" (Morrison 281). 
Desire, especially thwarted desire, inscribes the terms and abilities of African-
American magic. The realism ofMorrison's characters thus blends with the 
supematural aspects of the story. Beloved's retum is a source ofpotential 
redemption; history and pain retum in order to be purged from the individual and 
collective psyche. Beloved, an ephemeral memory made actual, metonymically links 
sites and histories of violence to the body. Rer threat is not so much her 
instantiation, but her embodiment of a history of cruelty and slavery. Just before she 
disappears, Paul D has a vision of a "pregnant" Beloved (Morrison 310), signifying 
the threat of another generation bom with the pain and suffering of slavery. 
Lingering ghosts interfere with the process of forgetting. The narration of the 
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novel shifts at the end of the novel, as Beloved retums to her watery grave: 
"Disremembered and unaccounted for, she cannot be lost because no one is looking 
for her, and even ifthey were, how can they call her ifthey don't know her name? 
Although she has claim, she is not claimed" (Morrison 323). She becomes part of a 
lost narrative, known only for her ability to be woven over as the community 
struggles to survive: 
It was not a story to pass on. 
They forgot her like a bad dream. After they made up their tales, 
shaped and redecorated them, those that saw her that day on the porch 
quickly and deliberately forgot her. It took longer for those who had 
spoken to her, lived with her, fallen in love with her, to forget [ ... ]. 
(Morrison 323) 
Redemption cornes with a price, and it is the ghostly body that is lost, like so many 
unmarked slave graves. The voodoo ghost, then, paradoxically holds open a place in 
the text for lost narratives, buried stories requiring exhumation before the true work 
of healing the scars of slavery and racism can be fini shed. As in Wide Sargasso Sea, 
Texaco and The Famished Road, voodoo in Beloved has the power to heal the 
wounds of individuals and communities, if only through will fui acts of remembering 
and "disremembering." Beloved's re-emergence and final disappearance points to 
the need to reclaim, absolve, andforget, the damaging pasto 
Reed's Postmodern Voodoo 
The persistence of voodoo in contemporary novels establishes its importance as a 
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means of escaping the legacy of colonial oppression and slavery. Reed responds to 
the tradition of resistance by commingling cinematic, diagrammatic, iconic, and 
visual material alongside text in Mumbo Jumbo. For Reed, voodoo is a powerful tool 
for political critique as it off ers the possibility of a unique African-American form of 
representation. Reed's use ofvoodoo as an aesthetic signaIs a subtle but distinct shi ft 
in the way voodoo representations are utilized in contemporary novel; like "mumbo 
jumbo," which magically occludes meaning in words, voodoo points to the 
representational hocus-pocus inherent in all forms of representation. Voodoo 
simultaneously enchants, as it liberates the representational act from pressure to 
conform, on the one hand, to a vision of white literary representation, and on the 
other hand, to black literary traditions. Reed's voodoo, deeply political, remakes 
representations as their own things, signified by loas, and allows the creation of new 
and vibrant cultural forms. 
Voodoo rescues and reiterates earlier forms of aesthetics to address contemporary 
representational concems. According to Reed, African-American artists are held to 
rigorous standards of representational conformity, and pressured into following 
proscriptive realist and naturalist aesthetics. Finding this aesthetics restrictive and 
damaging, Reed instead looks to aesthetic models outside of America, and especially 
those that resonate with the African-American experience. Reed explores Haitian 
models of art to rescue representational practices that also embrace voodoo 
aesthetics. In Shrovetide in Old New Orleans, Reed explains, "Black American 
intellectuals [ ... ] complain about those artists among them who 'distort' reality. 
Haitian art 'distorts' reality just as a good deal of the African variety does" (270). 
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Haitian voodoo art, for Reed, expresses individuality through universal forms 
(Shrovetide 270). Searching for a tradition in which to place their art, Haitian artists 
and writers effect a return to voodoo as the ideological and aesthetic basis for texts as 
well as national and cultural identity. Haitian voodoo, considered '''more African' 
than the African religions" (Shrovetide 9), is the root of American voodoo, and 
Reed' s voodoo aesthetics, because it represents cultural independence. As Michael J. 
Dash notes, this tradition goes back to the early twentieth century, where Haitian 
writers such as Jacques Stephen Alexis and René Dépestre sought a non-essentialist, 
inclusive art-system in which "they focused their attention on the Voudou religion-
with the possibility ofmaking it a misticisme national" (114): voodoo represents 
personal and national freedom. As with the magic realist tradition in South America, 
voodoo expresses individual artistic and national identities. Voodoo, furthermore, 
reenacts the furtive growth of these identities, forged by and through acts of slavery 
and violence. 
In Reed's works, voodoo similarly carves out an autonomous space, which 
includes the black literary tradition while satirizing intellectual and representational 
homogeneity. Reed's vision ofvoodoo in America does not duplicate voodoo as 
practiced in Haiti or in Africa, a fact he underscores in Mumbo Jumbo. Voodoo in 
America is "HooDoo," wherein the so-called "Baroque" Haitian practice is 
"streamlined" (Shrovetide 10). In Conjure (1972), a book of poems published the 
same year as Mumbo Jumbo, Reed encapsulates his new aesthetics in his "Neo-
HooDoo Manifesto": 
Neo-HooDoo believes that every man is an artist and every artist is a 
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priest. You can bring your own creative ideas to Neo-HooDoo. Charlie 
"Yardbird (Thoth)" Parker is an example of the Neo-HooDoo artist as an 
innovator and improvisor. (21) 
Voodoo, for Reed, invokes creativity without restriction. Like jazz, voodoo 
encourages aesthetic experimentation and improvisation. Reed likewise positions his 
voodoo as an inherently political practice. In contrast to other twentieth-century 
schools ofpostcolonial representation, "Neo-HooDoo ain't Negritude. Neo-HooDoo 
never been to France" (22).1 Similar to the critique of Negritude that Patrick 
Chamoiseau undertakes in Texaco, Reed rejects Aimé Césaire's call for Negritude as 
the definitive form of African-American and African-Caribbean artistic and cultural 
identity. For Reed, Césaire's educated, French mode! ofidentity politics limits 
freedom of expression and individuality; by resisting the plurality inherent in voodoo, 
Negritude more resembles the Wallflower Order of Mumbo Jumbo, a society bent on 
worshipping only one form ofrepresentational aesthetics. Instead, Reed's vision of 
American HooDoo aesthetics counters identity and re!igious ideologies with an 
African-centric, but American, system of idol fetishes: 
Africa is the home of the Ioa (Spirits) ofNeo-HooDoo although we are 
building our own American 'pantheon.' Thousands of 'Spirits' (Ka) who 
would laugh at Jeho-vah's fury conceming 'false idols' (translated 
everybody else's religion) or 'fetishes.' (23) 
Rather than infect American HooDoo with an impossible sense of loss, an inability to 
1 Negritude is an intellectual and aesthetic school ofthought founded by French Martinique author Aimé 
Césaire with his seminal publication Le Cahier d'un Retour au pays natal (1939). Césaire argues for 
artistic collectivity and identity based upon a common identifying trait: blackness. See Dash's, 
"Marvellous Realism-The Way Out of Negritude" for details on the divis ive debate. 
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retrieve a genuine African or even Caribbean past, HooDoo artfully creates new loas 
from whatever materials are available. 
Reed's HooDoo aesthetics is influenced by the historical and cultural milieu of 
1960s America. His polemics are, to a large degree, aimed at the New Black 
Aesthetics community that Reed declares dictatorial and totalitarian. In "Harlem 
Renaissance Day," Reed tackles the problems inherent in addressing African-
American literary traditions. "Recently," Reed cites, "the Harlem Renaissance has 
come under fire. Sorne say the writers weren't militant enough. That they were 
writing for white people. That they drank too much gin" (Shrovetide 257). The main 
perpetrators of these spurious and irresponsible attacks on the black literary tradition, 
Reed finds, are New Black Aesthetic critics such as Addison Gayle, Jr., and Houston 
Baker: "Sorne suHen humorless critics of the Black Aesthetic movement seem to 
have long since abandoned rational argument and take their lead from Addison 
Gayle, Jr., who at the conclusion ofhis new book [ ... ] recommends the machine-
gunning of those who disagree with him" (Shrovetide 257). Like an initiation into a 
secret cult, Reed views the increasing freedoms of New Black politics stultifying. An 
early form of political correctness, the New Black critics creates a "Banana 
Republic" atmosphere: 
Perhaps the civil rights movement lost its steam because people noticed 
that blacks weren't practicing civil rights among themselves. Apostles of 
the Black Aesthetic held 'writers' conferences,' which served as tribunals 
where those writers who didn't hew the line were ridiculed, scorned, 
mocked, and threatened. The ringleader, Addison Gayle, Jr., [ ... ] argues 
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that the aim of black writing should be to make 'black men feel better,' as 
ifwe didn't have enough Disneylands. (Shrovetide 257) 
Reed' s novels use the parodic elements of voodoo tricksters to perform 
counterattacks on both black and white intellectual hegemony. 
Voodoo promises representational freedom, and in contrast to the modernist 
novels of Zora N eale Hurston, which use voodoo signifiers as a rhetorical strategy 
and thematic device (Gates 217), Reed employs voodoo figuraI devices effectively to 
present, and then to win, the debate against his critics. The voodoo figure and the 
aesthetics of representation collapse; the figuraI argues for its own, individualistic 
style. Loop Garoo's response to Bo Shmo in Yellow Back Radio Broke-Down, that a 
novel can be "anything it wants" (36), is Reed's answer, through the possession of 
Loop, to critics on both sides of the fence: those who dec1are that Reed's work is not 
black enough, and those who dec1are that it is not white enough. Reed inserts his 
political views into his mouthpieces, his fictional forms. Loop's name signifies his 
function in the text as a voodoo deity manipulated by the author; "loop" refers to the 
loop of electromagnetic tape, the return ofhistorical repression of the individual, as 
well as the "loop" of a lasso. Loop additionally brings to mind "loup-garou," the 
French term for a werewolf, the mythical half-human and half-wolfthat adds to his 
pack by biting individuals. Loop's function as a supreme voodoo deity is to set right 
the stultifying control of the bad guys, coded through the western narrative; he 
wrangles with the problem of aesthetic control, much the way that the novel takes a 
snapshot of sorne aspects of life. The voodoo figure, innately chimerical, hosts 
within its fantastic and mythical form the authorial presence of its operation. The 
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voodoo figure, moreover, infects others with transformation, inciting the possibility 
for real and lasting change to representational practices and racial politics. 
Consistently attacking the essentialism of Negritude, Reed's later attacks on the 
black feminist and black power movements, evidenced in his nove1s The Last Days of 
Louisiana Red (1974) and Reckless Eyeballing (1986), are diatribes against a 
hegemonic, divisive, and essentialist view of African-American art. In Reckless 
Eyeballing, theatre gurus Tremonisha Smart and Becky French displace African-
American playwright Ian Ball's play in order to produce the supposed true life story 
of Eva Braun, which recasts Braun not as a Nazi but a woman who "epitomizes 
women's universal suffering" (5). Politically correct gender politics that efface the 
struggles of race and class, the critique shows, is just another form of mindless 
discrimination. Reed's invocation ofNazism suggests that the gender segregation in 
radical feminism is a slow and creeping sort of discrimination, the kind that allows it 
to become an institutionalized form ofhegemony. 
The Last Days of Louisiana Red supports a similar political reading as Reed 
mocks a group he dubs "The Moochers." A term that parallels the popular 1920s 
dance, the moochers of The Last Days of Louisiana Red instigate a reading of popular 
movements as fads. The narrative dramatizes a supposedly black-centrist ideology in 
which the world literally owes Moochers a free ride. Anyone who does not give in is 
"on whitey's side" (Louisiana Red 132). The narrative tums a particularly satirical 
eye on feminist ringleader Minnie the Moocher. In contrast, those who are involved 
in "The Work," or voodoo, counter: "[h]ow dare you confuse my struggle with 
yours? [ ... ] You Moochers always intimidating us, extorting us because we're the 
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same skin color" (Louisiana Red 132-33). Reed's novel illustrates the systematic 
undercutting of the traditional centers of the community by African-American 
politics, an act that Reed's aesthetic and political HooDoo casts as sorne serious 
black magic. Minnie, a contemporary loa of Antigone, uses her sexuality and gender 
politics as a means to ascend to political and economic power. Minnie tums out to be 
just another puppet, manipulated by real practitioners of black magic. Though 
Reed's Neo-HooDoo aesthetic in one sense stems from the emancipatory politics of 
the 1960s and 70s, it also criticizes the stultifying power rubrics created by political 
ideologies, coded through hyperbolic voodoo forces. 
If voodoo represents the battle for representational freedom, it also proposes a 
vision of what emancipation would look like. The politics of 1960s America vied for 
freedom, Reed' s voodoo parodies indicate, through the systematic displacement of an 
original form and voice that exposes African-American culture to more insidious, 
subtle forms of segregation, discrimination, and destruction. By contrast, African-
American forms of the novel are intrinsically tied to notions of identity and 
reclamation in Reed' s work. Redefining the possibilities of selfhood and community, 
for Reed, also invokes the creation of new artistic loas. Loas bom in a hybrid 
American environment, Reed intimates, stand a better chance of liberating oppressed 
African-Americans,beset on an sides by critics and moochers. Political renovation 
begins with a transformation in representation. 
To enact transformation, voodoo magic inscribes a self-reflexive relationship 
between representations, writers and spectators. Reed' s characters, possessed by at 
least one of the loas from his HooDoo pantheon, exist as themselves and something 
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other than themselves: culture inhabiting form. This dualism presents characters as 
entities, on the one hand, and as representational markers, akin to semiotic structures, 
on the other. The voodoo fetish points to the animating spirit metonymically present 
in the form of the fetish, visible and retrievable only through rituals, such as reading, 
that draw voodoo gods into forms. Loas embody a tripartite structure: the "host," the 
"fetish," and the "loa" or spirit of the voodoo god. But, as Reginald Martin notes, the 
parts readily lead to confusion: "the carrier is not the fetish itself. The spiritual part 
of a fetish is a part of everything, but remains an entity unto itself' (69). Each part 
occupies and stands in for the other parts. Voodoo gods, moreover, mask their 
appearance; voodoo magic recasts the interior through exterior performance. Like a 
child's magic lantem, voodoo delights by casting the ephemeral spirit through the 
objective form of the host; baroque exteriority evokes the qualities, vast and 
unknowable, of a wondrous interiority. Postmodem voodoo thus re-examines Plato's 
philosophy of the cave; representation, and by extension the text, is a magic trick. 
Voodoo figures tell tall tales; they resemble human beings in personality, and are 
identified by traits and aspects. As Reed argues in "Shrovetide in Old New Orleans," 
voodoo spirits, like the Norse and Greek gods, are camivalesque tricksters: "They 
love, hate, getjealous, mess around, drink mm, and cause mischief, injury, and even 
death, on the other hand they are healers, doctors, scientists, intellectuals, artists, 
warriors and counselors, and they are great dancers" (10). Like the camival freak, 
voodoo figures convey hyperbolic, but not "moral," meaning through their bodies 
(McCarthy 236): 
their stories [are not] characterized by deeds of cosmic or even heroic 
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proportion. Their scale (what makes them larger than life though not other 
than it) cornes, on the one hand, from the key existential paradoxes they 
contain and, on the other, from the caricature-like clarity with which they 
portray those pressure points in life. (McCarthy 236). 
Voodoo figures thus resemble Bakhtin's carnivalesque, in which carnival "celebrated 
temporary liberation from the prevailing truth and from the established order" 
(Bakhtin 199). For Reed, however, the bloated parody of the body is not a temporary 
subversion of order, but a permanent, pervasive reality. By extension, representation 
itself is an act of voodoo, Reed' s aesthetics suggest; representation is the possession 
ofform by spirit. Reed's use ofvoodoo figures ensures that the sociological function 
of voodoo loas translates into texts, as figures are means by which texts exhibit 
cultural values of material and non-material objects. Reed explains that his HooDoo 
aesthetic is "to treat forces the same way you would treat characters. So that forces 
bec orne characters" (Nazareth, "An Interview" 181). Drawn through different and 
sometimes overlapping genres and styles, such as the Western, the detective story, 
and comics, characters become vévés, iconic vehicles for the spirit within.2 
As tricksters, voodoo gods point to representation as a supreme game of deceit. 
Voodoo figures hint that representations are meant to be partial and metonymic, 
rather than complete and naturalistic. As the fetish displays only part of a who le, 
voodoo figures exist only in metonymic relationships to what is represented. The 
body, a shell for the ephemeralloa, points to the illusory nature ofreality. Forms 
2 A vévé is a rnarking, engraving, or drawing that supports or hosts voodoo spirits particular to that 
marking. These markers leave evidence of the presence of secret voodoo practices-knowledge which 
only those who can "read" vévés can decipher. Reginald Martin and Patrick McGee also discuss Reed's 
use ofvoodoo vévés. 
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hide the spirit ofthings, as Ben Okri's use ofvoodoo in The Famished Road 
illustrates. Form suggests the animating spirit ofthings through primitive 
representational objects. Spirits inhabiting forms are far more complicated and 
magical than forms can convey. The true magic act ofvoodoo representation stems 
from this dichotomy. Primitive fetishes act like carnival side show magic tricks; they 
enchant through their unlikely ability to render visibly the ephemeral spirits within. 
As a fetish, a physical iconographic representation of something, the body is a 
material object or objects that resonate with invisible power. Voodoo spirits may 
inhabit a string ofbeads, an amulet, or a cigar. When loas take the forms of bodies, 
they make visible their identity through actions characteristic oftheir personality, and 
thus c1arify elements ofbehaviour or specific needs addressed by that spirit. Voodoo 
figures highlight and dramatize the weaknesses of a society through parodic reprise. 
Loas demand worship. To satisfy voodoo spirits, objects and sacrifices are fed to 
these ravenous spirits through fetishes. 
With voodoo, realistic mimesis is not done away with so much as stripped down 
to its essential surface, as characters exist internally as their exterior forms. James R. 
Lindroth notes the stock qualities ofmany Reed's novels, especially in his earlier 
works. Yellow Back Radio Broke-Down, for instance, "begin[s] with figures instantly 
recognizable by children: a cowboy, ajuggler, a circus barker, and a fortune-teller 
who promote an aesthetic discourse through symbolic action" (Lindroth, "From 
Krazy Kat" 227). Neil Schmitz contends that Reed's representational style, 
"mimic[king] the stark simplifying line of the cartoon" (129), proves his 
indebtedness to popular culture. Mimesis becomes associated not with a description-
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based reality, where details add together to present a coherent, tangible, reality-based 
whole, but functions through the reader's relationship to the paradigmatic norms of 
presentation, such as the comic form, genre, and even character. Conventions central 
to recognizing genre, for instance, convey power within voodoo aesthetics. In this 
sense, Reed's Neo-HooDoo aesthetic demarcates those questions basic to the artist: 
"the aesthetic question of the artist's relation to his material, to his public, and 
preeminently to reality" (Lindroth, "From Krazy Kat" 227). Voodoo magic operates 
as a system of symbolic forms. Spectators' ability to recognize the secret codes 
articulated by voodoo figures creates spirits, just as tarot, drawn and crafted through 
symbols, generates characters' fates. 
Voodoo figures direct viewers' attention to the trick of representation, often 
through clownish, theatrical displays. Reed illustrates this tendency of character in 
Yellow Back. Meta-villain Drag Gibson, an exaggerated cartoon and capitalist 
landowner, machinates for world domination. Loop Garoo seeks revenge on Gibson 
for the murders of his circus friends. As wagons bum, Loop and the children of the 
Westem town Yellow Back escape; the circus performers, maimed or killed, remain 
within the circle of the wagons, while the narrator of the story notices that "Their 
figurines were beginning to melt" (Yellow Back 27). Each representation is akin to a 
voodoo figurine, a mojo doll manipulated within narrative by the writer. Loop Garoo 
works voodoo fetish rituals that counters Gibson's evil plans: "[Loop] said ifs 
magic. He says he' s a sorcerer and that by making figures of his victims he entraps 
their spirits and is able to manipulate them [ ... ]. He calls them curses" (Yellow Back 
61). As with the writer, so with the characters who act out the creative process of 
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imbuing characters with ghosts. In this way, the voodoo spirits, like the writer, are 
aligned with the figure of the magician, that meta-figure who brings magic to life. 
Reed clarifies the purpose ofvoodoo figures in the text through each figure's 
particular performance. Drag Gibson plays the bad guy: he steals power, land, 
property, and finally, life. The circus performers, on the other hand, represent the 
martyred bodies necessary to uncover evil power barons such as Drag. Finally, Loop 
Garoo operates as Reed's virtual voodoo cowboy, mouthpiece and defender of the 
downtrodden. Voodoo figures, in other words, play socially inscribed roles to render 
visible the workings of society. 
Voodoo figures function like a collection of objects. To control voodoo spirits is 
also, by extension, to possess power. But this power is not accessed by the surface of 
the fetish, but functions through networks of association. Accessing the illusion of 
voodoo spirits' interior being, meanwhile, the voodoo magician pretends to possess 
the power to control the spirits, an act with which audiences collude. Voodoo 
fetishes, then, are analogous to commodity fetishes. As W.J.T. Mitchell argues, "the 
modem fetish [ ... ] is [ ... ] declared to be natural magic, a univers al convention" 
(!conology 196). Fetishes take their power through their recognition as objects of 
value in much the same way that collections accrue worth through their provenance 
and market value. 
As a vast network of cultural signs, Reed's voodoo aesthetics positions the novel 
as a "meta-fetish," one that demands audiences recognize and delight in the 
representations within. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., calls Mumbo Jumbo a "Signifyin(g) 
text" as it "seems to be concemed to critique and to revise the modes of 
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representation fundamental to the canonical texts that comprise the tradition of the 
Afro-American novel. Mumbo Jumbo attempts this critique by Signifyin(g), by 
repeating received tropes and narrative strategies with a difference" (Gates 217). 
Gates argues that the voodoo figures of representation, trickster figures as well as 
gods symbolizing textual interpretation and African-American language itself, calI 
upon and multiply both similarities and differences within black models of literature. 
The title of Mumbo Jumbo, for instance, recalls the mystification and fear of African-
American religious and spiritual practices. "Jes Grew," taken from a quote by James 
Weldon Johnson, "characterizes the creative process ofblack sacred music" (Gates 
221); as such, "mumbo jumbo," "Signifies upon Western etymology, abusive 
Western practices of deflation through misnaming, and Johnson's specious, albeit 
persistent, designation of black creativity as anonymous" (Gates 221). Gates notes 
that Mumbo Jumbo simuItaneously celebrates and critiques Ralph Ellison's Invisible 
Man: "Whereas Ellison tropes the myth of presence in Wright's title of Native Son 
and Black Boy through his title of Invisible Man, Reed parodies all three titles by 
employing as his title the English-language parody of black language itself' (221). 
Like the narrative voices jockeying for voice, past texts speak through and inhabit the 
novel. In other words, Reed's aesthetics ofvoodoo contains all of the black literature 
that has gone before it; nothing of African-American history or culture is lost since 
the novel has the ability to invoke each ancestor through certain words, characters, or 
even genre. Reed revisits Baudrillard's theory that the "crisis in representation" is 
escaped through the simulacrum, where "the real must be sealed off in a pure 
repetition" through the terms of voodoo magic ("The Order of the Simulacra" 72). 
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Voodoo, like the simulacrum, exchanges objects with what constitutes reality. At the 
same time, voodoo establishes repetition as a means of identifying pleasurable 
spectacles. Rather than producing numbness, voodoo insists that spectators relish 
recognition of representational forms. The paradigmatic patterns of voodoo, rituals 
and speHs, suggest that spectators delight in easily identifiable forms. The true work 
of representation is to conjure delight for the unknown through the known. 
Reed's hyperbolic use of genre in his work illustrates how voodoo presents forms 
to be recognized and participated in by audiences. In Yellaw Back Radio Brake-
Dawn, for instance, Reed parodies the spaghetti western to recuperate African-
American and Native American representations from the hegemonic grip of "evil" 
men ofpower such as Drag Gibson. In Flight ta Canada (1976), signifying occurs 
on the level of the word. Reed parodies classic slave narratives such as Harriet 
Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom 's Cabin to demonstrate that stories are voodoo fetishes, 
sacred amulets of power, and aH acts of representation are acts of magic. The novel 
opens with an act of black magic, when Stowe reputedly steals the story of a former 
slave, Josiah Henson, who had written his own narrative. Reed's narrator Raven 
Quickskill, poet and trickster character, writes: 
It was short, but it was his. It was aH he had. His story. A man's story is 
his gris-gris, you know. Taking his story is like taking his gris-gris. The 
thing that is himself. It's like robbing a man ofhis Etheric Double. [ ... ] 
Somebody has made off with their Etheric Double, has crept into the 
hideout of themselves and taken aH they found there. Human hosts walk 
the streets of the cities, their eyes hollow, the spirit gone out ofthem. 
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(Flight 8) 
In this section Raven, a minstrel, associates stealing stories with the stealing of souls. 
Those who lose their stories become zombies, flesh emptied of meaning. Raven' s 
name, indicating an association with the Native American trickster figure, designates 
him as a voodoo trickster god, and thus Reed establishes the story as a trickster 
narrative, in which slave owners and story thieves alike will meet their proper ends. 
The nature and power of minstrelling derives from the hidden powers derived 
from form. Minstrelling mirrors voodoo magic, in that minstrelling, like a voodoo 
ritual, conjures up harmful stereotypes in order to expunge their power. For Reed, 
minstrelling evokes an important double entendre. The term connotes a particular 
African-American survival strategy in which men and women play hyperbolic, ironic 
parodies of themselves, sending up, and thus transcending, racist representations. 
Reed employs minstrelling as a strategic form of representational recuperation in 
Flight to Canada; Uncle Robin, the supposedly loyal slave to Southem plantation 
owner Arthur Swille, plays at subservience before his master. In contrast to 
indoctrinated slaves such as Cato the Griffado and Mammy Barracuda, who conspire 
with the greedy plantation owner for the further enslavement of African-Americans, 
Uncle Robin's minstrelling act resembles an African voodoo trickster who lets the 
ruling powers believe they are in charge. Uncle Robin conspires with his friend, 
Raven Quickskill, and draws upon voodoo spirits to enact his silent revenge on 
Swille. Robin claims that the voodoo ancestors are omnipresent: "When we came 
here, our gods came with us. They'll never go away. No slavemaster can make them 
go away" (Flight 170). Robin, moreover, knows the correct forms of worship: 
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l prayed to one of our gods, and he came to me in a dream. He was 
wearing a top hat, raggedy britches and an old black opera waistcoat. He 
had on alligator shoes. He was wearing that top hat, too, and was puffing 
on a cigar. [ ... ] He said it was okay to do it. The 'others' had approved. 
[ ... ] He asked me for a drink and a cigar. (Flight 170-171) 
Robin's voodoo confession reveals that he "dabbled with the will" (Flight 170), a 
triple entendre on "will" as a legal document, as Uncle Robin inherits the entire 
estate after Swille's death, with further imputations of "will" as the will of the 
enslaved, and "will" as the will of people channeled through the "will" of the voodoo 
gods. Through his minstrelling act, Uncle Robin ultimately gains legal and monetary 
freedom. 
Uncle Robin's minstrelling act is a covert form ofpower, because his exterior 
performance evokes nothing of the true nature within, just as voodoo figures conceal 
the spirit guiding their mechanical performance. Words and stories manifest the 
same properties ofvoodoo. Stories are loas that carry within them "Etheric doubles," 
that reside beyond textual, iconic representation and instead exist within their 
network associations: the culture and individuals from which they spring. Quickskill 
warns, "When you take a man's story, a story that doesn't belong to you, that story 
will get you" (Flight 9). Stories achieve revenge, rather than the individuals with 
whom they originate. Stories, like history, and like cultural objects, convey 
provenance that embeds them uniquely within a culture, and links them to cultural 
powers. 
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MumboJumbo 
Mumbo Jumbo invokes the conventions of detection and the detective narrative to 
reprise the mystery ofhow the Harlem Renaissance disappeared. In the novel, the 
disappearance of the Harlem Renaissance causes a corresponding failure to cement 
African-American art, and by extension, African-American equality within America. 
Stephano Tani argues that Mumbo Jumbo fulfills the criteria of the postmodem "anti-
detective" novel by inverting the classical model of the "whodunit" mystery. For 
Tani, the postmodem detective novel remains resolutely open-ended; early solutions 
fail to satisfy while the last solution is puzzling, or the culprit is not puni shed (321-
322). Deconstruction poses another solution to the postmodem crime: 
instead of a solution there is a suspension of the solution. [ ... ] The crime 
is seen as a conspiracy by a secret organization ruling and perverting 
society; the investigation is experienced by the detective as an existential 
quest; both are emphasized at this level - the truly postmodem one that 
subverts the conventional detective novel's rules. (Tani 321-322) 
Tani further adds that within the postmodem detective narrative, the "anti-detective" 
narrative that "emphasize[s] that 'book-conscÏousness-ofits-bookness' aspect [ ... ]. 
Here the detection is present in the relation between the writer who deviously writes 
('hides') his own text and the reader who wants to make sense out ifit (who 'seeks' a 
solution)" (322). Though Tani outlines each ofthese approaches to the postmodem 
detective novel separate and distinct, Reed's Neo-Hoodoo detection syncretizes these 
elements. The open-ended detective novel mirrors the work of voodoo magic; magic 
creates endless puzzles for the reader and detective alike to solve. Mumbo Jumbo, 
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too, endlessly delays readers' gratification, as the novel solves the crime of the 
missing text, but the text can no longer be found to prove the crime. Secret 
organizational societies commit crimes both in the past and in the present; voodoo 
magic is the way in which these crimes, and their culprits, are briefly rendered visible 
to readers. Not accidentally, the crime, the systematic burying of African-American 
representation, can only be resolved through the same medium: representation. As 
Neil Schmitz puts it, Mumbo Jumbo is "a dissertation with a pro gram for the revival 
of [African-American] art" (136). 
Representations are the central mystery of Mumbo Jumbo. Aligning 
representation with illness, Reed underscores that representations threaten to break 
containment, just as they are always privy to control. The novel opens with a cryptic 
cinematic dialogue in which the Mayor of New Orleans-home of American 
Hoodoo-is called in to deal with a crisis. The emergency, an illness best described 
as metaphorical, Jes Grew, infects the populace with unusual symptoms: 
We got reports from down here that people were doing 'stupid sensual 
things,' were in a state of 'uncontrollable frenzy,' were wriggling like 
fish, doing something called the 'Eagle Rock' and the 'Sassy Bump'; 
were cutting a mean 'Mooche,' and 'lusting after relevance.' We 
decoded this coon mumbo jumbo. We knew that something was Jes 
Grewingjust like the 1890s flair-up. (Mumbo Jumbo 4) 
The stylized dialogues introducing the Jes Grew plague are cartoonish, yet 
underscore the role of representation in the novel. Jes Grew induces euphoria in 
those whom it possesses, just as stories are said to do. Jes Grew stamps its presence 
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through cultural fetishes; words that invoke popular dances and music of the Harlem 
Renaissance clue readers to its presence. Reed evokes the "Sassy Bump" and 
"Mooche" as disruptive fetishes that point to the growing popularity of African-
American art forms within a hostile white power structure. The crisis of 
representation, as Reed depicts it, is a literaI one. African-American art forms, 
dances, writing, and theatre, induce pandemonium in the reigning powers-that-be. 
The novel showcases a pantheon of voodoo magic and figures, but centers around 
the one spirit that maintains its spectral form. Jes Grew is the spirit of representation 
searching for its iconic representation, its textual host. F ollowing a cinematic style of 
voice-over narration, in which the reader is told that "By moming there are 10,000 
cases of Jes Grew" (Mumbo Jumbo 6), an omniscient, italicized section oftextjump 
cuts to the forces at work in the nove!. On the one hand, the WaIlflower Order 
attempts to halt the retuming spirit of Jes Grew; on the other hand, the narration 
points out, the WaIlflower Order "did not understand that the Jes Grew epidemic was 
unlike physical plagues. Actually Jes Grew was an anti-plague [that] [ ... ] enlivened 
the host" (Mumbo Jumbo 6). The unnamed narrator, the authorial medium, identifies 
the disease through watching the pandemonium of New Orleans: 
So les Grew is seeking its words. !ts text. For what good is a liturgy 
without a text? In the 1890s the text was not available and Jes Grew was 
out there aIl alone. Perhaps the 1920s will also be a false alarm and Jes 
Grew will evaporate as quickly as it appeared again broken-hearted and 
double-crossed (+ +). (Mumbo Jumbo 6) 
The inclusion of the brackets, containing two "+'s," bears more significance than 
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playful typography. The cross, discussed at length in Mumbo Jumbo and The Last 
Days of Louisiana Red, is reminiscent of the Christian cross, but has sides of equal 
length. This cross is a voodoo vévé, a physical representation marking the presence 
of HooDoo loas in general, and in particular PaPa LaBas, whose sign is crossroads. 
Crossroads, a familiar symbol of American voodoo, function as a physical and 
metaphorical juxtaposition. The center of the crossroads is where intersection occurs, 
where the realms of reality and magic merge, and where spirit possesses matter. 
Indeterminacy establishes itself as the reigning motif of Mumbo Jumbo, a motif 
further built upon with a bricolage of materials; a captioned picture of Louis 
Armstrong and a dictionary definition of mumbo jumbo follow before the credits of 
publishing information open the narrative proper. The mystery of who controls the 
vehicle of the text enacts enchantment. The presence oftwo crosses, however, 
suggests multiple powers at work in the novel, although which aspects control the 
narrative at any given time remains mysterious. Reed suggests that readers' 
speculation about authorial control performs a form of voodoo magic. Reed-as-
author, the text advocates, possesses the text. Like a voodoo priest, Reed scatters his 
presence through iconic inserts throughout the novel: historical information, a 
bibliography, and footnotes, sorne ofwhich stamp his presence (I.R.) (Mumbo Jumbo 
77; 106). These materials serve as proofs of the factual and real nature ofhis 
represented world, while continually questioning its authenticity. These extra-textual 
representations, comprised of the author, history, and art, anchor the spirit of the text 
as voodoo fetishes. 
Reed's stylized narration similarly implies that Jes Grew infects the text, the 
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novel-as-host or fetish. Disembodied speech drives the Prologue, where cinematic 
action is implied through lack of quotation marks, through me10dramatic dialogue, 
and a lack of characterization. Film parallels voodoo, as film projects spectral 
images through lenses, just as voodoo figures cast spirits through hosts. The novel 
magically inhabits a metaphysical film noir of the 1920s Harlem Renaissance. 
Lacking a c1ear narrative origin, images and words exist in the exegesis of Mumbo 
Jumbo through a cinematic omniscience. The eyes through which the reader views 
the scene remain anonymous, reiterating Neil Schmitz's argument that narrative in 
Mumbo Jumbo exists as textual possession (132). The narrative genres and media 
evoked by the opening chapters possess readers through speculative enchantment. 
Compelled by the mysteries of the text, readers charm narrative by bringing spirit to 
the text, by animating words. In this sense, readers, too, are magicians. Literary 
representation always implies, then, a complicated sequence of possession: the Wfiter 
possesses his words, but the spirit of the text acts upon its host, the reader ofthe 
representation. 
Reed mediates Mumbo Jumbo through the iconic voodoo figure PaPa LaBas. 
LaBas, a contemporary literary form derived from the American voodoo trickster god 
Papa Legba, derived from the African Fon and Dahomey traditions (Gates 24), 
signifies his presence as a "familiar sight" (Mumbo Jumbo 24) recognizable 
throughout Reed's work. Papa LaBas first appears in Reed's stylized and illustrated 
short story, published in book form, Cab Calloway Stands in For the Moon (1970), in 
which LaBas, an ancient Loa and Houngan, works against a thinly disguised parody 
of Richard Nixon (Richard D. Noxious). In The Last Days ofLouisiana Red, LaBas 
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works to solve the murder of Ed Yellings, a metaphysical assignment handed to him 
by one of the HooDoo deities, "Old Doc" (34). An apparition in Flight to Canada, 
LaBas resembles Uncle Robin's loa. Careful readers, like a voodoo priest, are tipped 
off to the identity of this particular loa through the inclusion of a top hat: LaBas' s 
signature (Flight 170-171). The spirit's role as messenger is also a sign of LaBas's 
identity; in The Last Days of Louisiana Red, LaBas pleads for the life of Minnie the 
Moocher in an ephemeral nexus ofthe gods. In Mumbo Jumbo, LaBas, protagonist 
and prophet, unearths a vast conspiracy ofhistorical agents. Though on the case of 
the several murders in the text, his primary assignment has LaBas solving the murder 
ofa book. 
LaBas functions in the text as the mouthpiece of les Grew as weIl as the puppet to 
Reed's ideological aesthetics. Through LaBas's figuration, Reed articulates a theory 
ofcharacter as voodoo magic. African folklore designates Esu-Elegbara, LaBas's 
descendant, as the interpreter of sacred texts, whose Greek counterpart would be 
Hermes (Gates 9). Similarly, Henry Louis Gates, lr. argues that the "Creator's 
writing can only be read by Legba, the sole agent of interpretation, and hence 
mediation between man, on one hand, and the Book of Fate (Fa) on the other" (Gates 
24). The role ofthis God is to interpret or translate indeterminate texts. Detective 
and interlocutor between the worlds of Gods and mankind, LaBas self-consciously 
embodies this African myth system. As a figure ofmagic, however, LaBas holds 
open an indeterminate space within the text. LaBas is neither god nor human but 
both; he is not merely a representation but a representation that appears human. 
Through LaBas, Reed communicates that the indeterminate status of magical 
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characters gives rise to pleasure. As LaBas himself argues, the goal of 
representation, analogous to magic, is enchantment: "1 bet that before this century is 
out men will turn once more to mystery, to wonderment; they will explore the vast 
reaches of space within instead of more measuring more 'progress '" (Mumbo Jumbo 
26). Through their parody ofhuman likeness, voodoo figures capture and portray 
representational magic. Voodoo figures resonate with unmistakable authority despite 
their crude and counterfeit containers. Voodoo supplies Reed's texts with archetypal, 
material manifestation of that which is hidden: the spirit that infects spectators with 
the will to consume African-American artworks. 
LaBas referees Reed's voodoo aesthetics in much the way that crime novelists 
establish one character to solve a series of crimes. LaBas signaIs the formulaic 
conventions of the novelistic detective and promptly breaks them. LaBas concems 
himselfwith metaphysical mysteries, crimes ofrepresentation and power. 
Surrounded by critics ofhis HooDoo ideology, and the Mumbo Jumbo Kathedral 
where LaBas carries out the Work, LaBas is drawn with the broad strokes of a lone 
wise man. PaPa LaBas functions as the oracle of Jes Grew's sweep across America, 
one of the few who can see Jes Grew's spirit, though he is alone in his necromantic 
position. Even his daughter, Earline, does not believe: "There you go jabbering 
again. [ ... ] Your conspiratorial hypothesis about sorne secret society molding the 
consciousness of the West" (Mumbo Jumbo 25). LaBas, though, is a character who 
stands at the crossroads between the visible, empirical world and the invisible world 
ofloas: "Evidence? Woman, l dream about it, l feel it, l use my 2 heads. My 
Knockings" (Mumbo Jumbo 26). During this exchange, an obvious ideological split 
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becomes pronounced; LaBas' s voodoo world view contests Earline' s faith in the 
empirical world grounded by a scientific, Enlightenment Weltanschauung that 
informs Western consciousness. Earline, a cipher of black authenticity of the 1970s, 
argues that the voodoo of Jes Grew is nothing but superstition, and asks, "Why must 
you mix poetry with concrete events?" (Mumbo Jumbo 26). 
Reed resolves his own crisis regarding African-American representation through 
purging spirits from the text. Reed rids Mumbo Jumbo of the spirit of Anglo-Saxon 
hegemony embodied by the Wallflower Order and the Atonists, just as he eliminates 
the spirit that keeps African-Americans second-class citizens through populating his 
text with voodoo gods. In voodoo, spirits work through their hosts in order to 
participate in a clearing of spiritual debris, whether the roots of the illness derive 
from history, cultural hegemony, or personal experience. Reed's inclusion ofthe 
definition of mumbo jumbo clarifies this point: mumbo jumbo is actually a magician, 
"who makes the troubled spirits of ancestors go away" (Mumbo Jumbo 7). But 
voodoo spirits, manifestations of experience, always take form, and Reed consistently 
describes illness (even euphoric illness such as Jes Grew) through its exterior shape 
and its representation. Illness, the spectre ofhistory and culture, needs to manifest 
itselfthrough a form before it can be purged. Manifestations ofrepresentations cause 
symptoms, or unconscious reactions towards an artwork. By situating illness in the 
novel this way Reed makes a sly critique; Reed depicts the Wallflower Order's 
aesthetic, its manifestation, as "bland" (Mumbo Jumbo 62), in contrast to the 
euphoria-inducing splendour of the Jes Grew phenomenon. 
Recognizing the manifestation of the disease is thus the primary, and most 
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important step, towards resolving the illness. Just as voodoo requires spectators to 
recognize the gods through ritual behaviours and characteristics, Reed's voodoo 
representations codes the act of seeing, rather than looking, as part of the ritual of 
healing. After not feeding one of the loa fetish sites, Earline picks up the spirit of 
Erzulie, and is diagnosed by LaBas and Black Herman by sight. Though Earline 
bears no physical manifestation of her possession, Black Herman, a voodoo 
Houngan, immediately recognizes within Earline Erzulie, an androgynous and 
amorous figure predating American voodoo, "the one with the red dress on" (Mumbo 
Jumbo 125-26). Priests are the figures who necessarily communicate with spirits, 
signifying a doubled connection between the magician and author, the mumbo jumbo 
and the text of the same name. Through the terms of possession, Reed posits the 
function of representation as an inclusive practice: readers stand in for voodoo priests 
or witnesses to a voodoo ritual. Spectators are required to recognize the roots of 
illness as they regard voodoo figures, and to solve the illness of the text. 
Voodoo allows Reed to create new representations; or, rather, the shape-changing 
nature ofvoodoo enhances the illusion that new loas are being created. Voodoo 
figures conflate traditions into one form or body to provoke new perspectives. Just as 
a host carries a loa, representational forms may contain more than one spirit, 
enriching spectators' experience. New loas originate this way, as spirits emancipate 
representations from representational codes of the past by taking new bodies or new 
forms. Erzulie, for instance, syncretizes historical and mythic figures important to 
Reed; as James R. Lindroth explains, "[Reed] invests Erzulie with value deriving the 
rich figurative tradition ofhoodoo and black Egypt through a conflation of Erzulie 
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and Isis" (194). Deriving from earlier traditions of voodoo, Erzulie infects her host 
not just with herself, but with aIl her ancestors, too. Voodoo figures virulently imply 
the paradox of continuity amid severed roots. As Black Herman schools LaBas, 
African-American representation derives from a true spirit of authenticity. Artists 
create bridges to past traditions despite being severed from artistic origins and 
traditions: 
[w]e were dumped here on our own without the Book to tell us who the 
loas are, what we calI spirits were. We made up our own. [ ... ] 1 think 
we've done aIl right. The Blues, Ragtime. The Work that we do isjust as 
good. 1'11 bet later on in the 50s and 60s and 70s we will have sorne artists 
and creators who will teach Africa and South America sorne new twists. 
(Mumbo Jumbo 130) 
Black Herman tames the unruly spirit of Erzulie through another, new loa; Black 
Herman tells her "It's a loa that Jes Grew here in America among our people. We 
calI it Blues" (Mumbo Jumbo 128). The Blues, signifying a genuine African-
American art form, also describes an improvisational art form. Voodoo figures, too, 
allow artists to "Improvise sorne" (Mumbo Jumbo 130) in the creation of new forms 
of literary representation. 
Ifvoodoo purges certain spirits, then it does so paradoxically, by recuperating 
past traditions. As Black Herman proves, with voodoo, the one way to cure a "Crisis 
de loa" is to create a new loa (Mumbo Jumbo 128). By overlapping and overlaying 
traditions, voodoo spirits display intersections and points of tension within 
representational fields. To illustrate further, the figure ofErzulie circumscribes the 
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rites and fetishes ofher ancient Egyptian counterpart; Lindroth argues that "[Reed] 
demonstrates brilliant iconographie wit not only through his identification of Erzulie 
as "spiritual descendent" of Isis who displays the same "love of mirrors, plumes, 
combs" but also in his association of the conflated deities with the color red" (194). 
However, the new world manifestation of Erzulie/Isis "also facilitates their marri age 
to a third tradition-of jazz history" (Lindroth 195). LaBas, narrating the history of 
Isis, explains that "Bessie Smith and Josephine Baker are 2 aspects ofErzulie" 
(Mumbo Jumbo 162). Like Gates's theory of Signifying in Reed's texts, syncretic 
texts seek to overcome the limitations of the pasto Rather than simply represent a 
tragic and missing past, Reed's magic acts transform the language of possession, 
whether it be possession of the past, or experience, into the means to charm and 
entrance aIl readers. Fertile acts of the imagination, voodoo, stand in place of the 
tragic history of African-Americans. 
By drawing on older traditions ofvoodoo and African pantheons of gods, Reed 
ventriloquizes a universal the ory ofmagical aesthetics. Old World practitioners and 
spirits of voodoo are se en to accomplish similar goals to American voodoo in Mumbo 
Jumbo, but through much more traditional and rigorous forms. Summoned to a 
mysterious ship, LaBas and Herman meet Benoit Battraville, a Haitian representative 
of voodoo on official business arising from the war between the Atonist secret 
society and the followers of Osiris (voodoo practitioners). Battraville explains to the 
men: "We do not work the way you do. Vou improvise here a great deal; we believe 
in the old mysteries" (Mumbo Jumbo 134). Like Reed's American voodoo figures, 
Battraville conjoins Ioa and host, though in a manner more obvious than PaPa LaBas: 
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"Agwe, God of the Sea in his many manifestations," he tells Black Herman and 
LaBas, "took over when 1 found it difficult to explain things" (Mumbo Jumbo 138). 
Black Herman trains PaPa Labas in the "signs" that Battraville and Agwe exchanged 
places, noticeable from the 'jerks" of the man's head (Mumbo Jumbo 139). By 
contrast, aside from Reed' s authorial markings in the text, LaBas improvises his own 
script throughout the novel; LaBas appears to act independently ofhis author. A 
puppet on invisible strings, LaBas mouths Reed's voodoo philosophy: "It's all over 
the place, isn't it. 1 should have known. Different methods. Different signs, but all 
taking you where you want to go" (Mumbo Jumbo 139). 
Ifvoodoo is universal in scope, it is also inherently historical in Reed's work. By 
placing certain spirits of history within present-day bodies, voodoo hosts stage 
history in new ways to allow for contemporary spectators to learn something new. 
Spectators are invited to recognize patterns ofthe past towards recuperating or 
purging those influences. As seen through voodoo figures, different historical 
periods can appear contemporaneously. Figures fetishistically represent an era, just 
as Josephine Baker, for example, epitomizesjazz. Just as the specter of Beloved, 
killed years before, helps Sethe and other characters in Morrison's novel to recover 
from their experiences, voodoo figures in Mumbo Jumbo allow characters and 
readers glimpses of historical forces at work through the guise of representational 
processes. Voodoo figures are puppets for historical factions, acting out the stark 
dividing lines such as nations or cultures. 
Reed divides his textual world into Petro and Rada aspects of voodoo, evil and 
good magic, respectively, as a parallel to the colonizers and colonized ofhistory. 
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Petro and Rada aspects rage a literaI voodoo war in the novel. First appearing as 
structural and typographie iconography, textual signs aIlow history to possess the 
text. Chapters are numbered in Mumbo Jumbo, but internaI chapter divisions are 
represented by two circles, one dark, one light. These circles, rather than having an 
ornamental function, divide voodoo energies into Petro and Rada. Textually 
representing voodoo vévés, and recalling the double crosses of the opening sequence, 
these aspects polarize the historical and magical entities at work in the narrative. In 
Mumbo Jumbo, as in Reed's other fiction, these aspects war for control of the 
narrative. But, as Peter Nazareth argues, for the Petro aspects, "The fight is not for 
total destruction but for Western hegemony" ("Heading Them Off' 222). The Rada 
aspects, on the other hand, represent the benevolent forces of creation itself: "Art 
seekingjustice through the working ofits story" (Nazareth, "Heading them off' 222-
23). These icons, however, function in a different way than the other extra-textual 
information Reed includes. Mumbo Jumbo opens with the assertion that along with 
the disruption of Jes Grew, "Europe can no longer guard the 'fetishes' of civilizations 
which were placed in the various Centers of Art Detention" (Mumbo Jumbo 15). 
Reed's HooDoo world-view dictates that aIl art invokes the power ofvoodoo magic, 
and control over those spirits is the central goal of Western cultural imperialism. The 
Petro and Rada circle vévés thus invoke and attempt to control the narrative loas, 
which in turn transform the text into a fetish icon, that which signifies more than it 
can communicate. 
Iconic voodoo figures metonymically suggest Rada and Petro aspects, and thus 
figures are historical agents in the novel. LaBas and Black Herman, for instance, 
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illustrate Rada aspects ofvoodoo: they create new loas. They also solve 
representational, and thus metaphysical, crises. In Mumbo Jumbo, the warring 
between rival secret societies serves as the hidden text to history that voodoo figures 
bring to life. The Wallflower Order, "backbone of the Atonists," Reed's narrator 
asserts, occupies the Petro fetishes of the text (Mumbo Jumbo 63). The Wallflower 
Order represents the ruling powers of America, and the Atonists, commanded by 
Knight Templar Hinckle Von Vampton, takes over the Petro cause to gain control of 
the Jes Grew phenomenon. Reed further inscribes the dark powers of the Atonist and 
Wallflower Order societies through the lens ofworld history; the narrator relates that 
the Wallflower Order "launched the war against Haiti in hopes of allaying Jes Grew 
symptoms by attacking their miasmic source" (Mumbo Jumbo 64). The American 
occupation of Haiti, like the rest ofhistory, is recast within the terms ofvoodoo 
mythology. The commander-in-chief of the Wallflower Order, meanwhile, the 
cipher-like "Hierophant 1" (Mumbo Jumbo 63), draws a lineage of America's ruling 
class colonization that dates back to the Middle Ages.3 
Reed, however, makes his attack on the ruling powers two-fold; representational 
style and aesthetic are other means of controlling a people, history, culture, and 
reality. The narrator relates that within the Wallflower Order headquarters: 
The aesthetic is thin flat turgid dull grey bland like a yawn. Neat. Clean, 
accurate and precise but 1 big Yawn they got up here. Everything as the 
law laid down in Heliopolis 1000s of years ago. [ ... ] Loading up on data 
3 The Hierophant in the Christian Doctrine is thus not unlike voodoo, wherein mortal men are "designated" 
by God to be His representative on earth; they are "possessed" by the Divine Spirit. The Hierophant is 
also, significantly, a symbolic manifestation in the Tarot deck; in the Major Arcana, the Hierophant is 
number 4, and represents the balance of power of the Ancient Church authority-a fact that Reed seems 
weil aware of. 
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is slumber and recreation is disassembling. [ ... ] The Atonists got rid of 
their spirit 1000s of years ago with Him. The flesh is next. Plastic will 
soon prevail over flesh and bones. (Mumbo Jumbo 62) 
The real battle, the Wallflower Order's "bland" office illustrates, is one of 
representational aesthetics. In Mumbo Jumbo, texts fight other texts in an epic battle 
for control over America. The Wallflower Order and the Atonists represent two 
factions that historically jockey for control and power, and yet are forced to work 
together against the greater threat: Jes Grew. Hinckle Von Vampton, Grand Master 
ofthe surviving Knights Templar, has kept Jes Grew hidden for over two thousand 
years: "ifs in the hands of 14 J.G.C. individuals scattered throughout Harlem for 
now. Only 1 can call it in and anthologize it" (Mumbo Jumbo 69).4 Von Vampton, 
whose double "V" initiaIs often stand in for his name in the novel, suggesting that he 
is a voodoo manifestation (VV, a vévé), initiates an intricate plan to eradicate Rada 
representations of voodoo aesthetics. Once again, Reed utilizes the language of 
illness and cure to suggest representational aesthetics, as Von Vampton outlines his 
"anti-Jes Grew serum" (Mumbo Jumbo 69): "1,1 will collect the Text and it will be 
burned. 2, 1 will create the Talking Android so that New York resistance will be firm 
if J.G. decides to make a foray into the city" (Mumbo Jumbo 69). The way to end the 
power of Jes Grew, in other words, is by discrediting the aesthetic, intellectual, and 
cultural strength of the Harlem Renaissance, which threatened to usurp the agency 
and authority of European aesthetics. The Wallflower Order's attack on Jes Grew 
underscores anxiety over the rise of African American art and culture, first during the 
4 "J.G.C.'s" appear throughout Mumbo Jumbo. Most critics agree that J.G.c. most Iikely stands for "Jes 
Grew Carriers." As initiaIs, J.G.C. provoke a vévé reading, but the spontaneity appears to resist the ordered 
doubling ofvévés. 
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Harlem Renaissance, and then again in the 1960s, when Reed was writing the novel: 
"Picture the 1920s as a drag race whose entries are ages vying for the Champion 
gros-ben-age of the times, that aura that remains after the flesh of the age has 
dropped away. The shimmering Etheric Double of the 1920s. The thing that gives it 
its summary" (Mumbo Jumbo 20). The Jazz Age and Harlem Renaissance work as 
an "Etheric Double" for the revolutionary counter-culture of the 1960s. If the 
Atonists are capitalists and politicians, drawn starkly as the Robber Barons of their 
era, or, representationally, as the suburban middle class of the 1950s, les Grew 
factions, by contrast, are defined as those artists and musicians, writers and HooDoo 
practitioners, who value improvisation, freedom, and the "human seed" called art 
(Mumbo Jumbo 168). 
In the same way that voodoo spirits ventriloquize through their hosts, Petro forces 
insert aesthetic weapons into living voodoo dolls. The Talking Android, a 
mouthpiece designed to undermine the spirit of the times is not a literaI android but a 
systematically programmed decoy for the cult powers. The Talking Android portrays 
characters as texts, fetishes designed for ideological commands, and thus spectacular 
acts of sabotage. Von Vampton c1aims that the Android will operate by writing 
pieces for a magazine, a text to counter the Jes Grew text, which "will tell the l.G.Cs 
that les Grew is not ready and owes a large debt to Irish Theatre. This Talking 
Android will Wipe That Grin Off Its Face. He will tell it that it is derivative. He will 
accuse it of verbal gymnastics, of pandering to White readers" (Mumbo Jumbo 69) 
The Talking Android plays upon minstrelling as a form of cultural mimicry that 
subverts power structures through parody. But soon this voodoo figure becomes high 
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political satire when Von Vampton, searching for light-skinned or mulatto blacks to 
act the part, decides on Woodrow Wilson Jefferson, a young man from "Rë' -M6te 
Mississippi," who is enamoured by the non-contextualized works of Marx and 
Engels-works he misunderstands: "[Wilson] liked the style. Objective, scientific, 
the use of the collective We, Our" (Mumbo Jumbo 29). Von Vampton hires WW 
(another vévé) for a "Negro Viewpoint" since "He doesn't mind the shape of the ido/: 
sexuality, economics, whatever, as long as if is limited to 1" (Mumbo Jumbo 76; 
original emphasis). In other words, at stake in the holy war between the Atonists and 
the J.G.Cs are indeterminacy and multiplicity. The Atonists fight for monotheistic, 
hegemonic, and hierarchical representational institutions, while the J.G.Cs are 
pantheistic, plural, global, and resolutely non-ascetic. Von Vampton and his 
henchrnan Hubert "Safecracker" Gould, decide to "white face" the young Marxist 
Woodrow Wilson, and when WW' s father interrupts this process, Gould himself 
becomes the black faced Android: "white gloves, blackface, black tuxedo" (Mumbo 
Jumbo 157). 
LaBas, in his role as detective, reveals powers disguised within representational 
forms. Following the Jes Grew phenomenon, LaBas and Black Herman interrupt a 
soiree that Von Vampton and Gould, in blackface, use to undermine Jes Grew. 
Gould reads a poem, "Harlem Tom Toms," which mimics Be-Bop jazz language: 
Wonder. What is dat yonder? 
What is dat 1 see ova dare? 
Could dat be sorne sort of white 
Liner invading thy sea 0 Harlem? (Mumbo Jumbo 158) 
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Gould parodically mirrors the language of the Harlem poets, but does so through 
pastiche. He infects the poem with the elevated rhetoric of Whitmanian poetry ("0 
Harlem") while scatting Harlem street language. By plagiarizing high poetry within 
improvisational art, the Android makes daims about the poetry of the Harlem 
Renaissance, that it, too, cannot, or should not, achieve an original voice or style. 
The Android infects by association. Just as voodoo spirits hide in plain sight, in 
objects or people close to hand, so too does the Android's sabotage. The 
programmed Android speaks ofhis own disguised role in the poem, the "white liner," 
poet and boat, come to invade the African-American community. Reed, furthermore, 
reestablishes the motifs of sight and recognition within the poem. The Android 
wonders if anyone can see through his disguise, his voodoo doU form. 
The revelation of the Wallflower Order's plots invokes a parallel with 
representational magic through the spoiling of conventions of the traditional modem 
detective story. Readers and spectators derive pleasure when conventional forms, 
such as the detective genre, show themselves to be misleading sleights-of-hand. Two 
chapters of Mumbo Jumbo unravel the mystery of Jes Grew in ancient Egypt, the 
original crime scene, through the story of two brothers, Osiris and Set. This etheric 
doubling of the past-and curiously, both chapters are numbered "52"-names the 
origins and roots of the representational war.5 During LaBas's story, Reed parodies 
the political climate of Ancient Egypt with that of 1960s America as a war between 
cultural ideologies. Set, whose name is an obvious pun, wishes for a conservative 
5 No mention ofthis doubled number is made by critics; however, the importance ofnumbers in Reed's 
text, and in voodoo and other secret societies, is clear. Unless this duplication is a printing error (though no 
evidence ofthis exists, either), the chapter must be considered the "Etheric Double" of the preceding-the 
Petro chapter to the previous Rada. 
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order, in contrast to his brother Osiris, who "performed a miracle. He danced so well 
that the vines began to imitate a particular slow sinuous movement" (Mumbo Jumbo 
163). Osiris bans cannibalism in Egypt, whereas Set longs for war (Mumbo Jumbo 
162). Reed challenges representations of ancient Egypt by placing them alongside 
contemporary images. Inset onto the page is a diagram chart depicting "U.S. 
Bombing Tonnage in Three Wars," World War 1 to the Indochina War (Mumbo 
Jumbo 163). This arrangement implies historical contiguity, while the origin ofthe 
ideological split maintains its relevance. Each representation, in essence, points to 
the same spirit. 
Reed battles the Petro versions ofhistory through the creative aspects ofvoodoo. 
The war between representational factions begins when Osiris' s fertility dance 
mysteries disrupt society, as an artist, Thoth, "called on Osiris 1 day and argued his 
theory that the outbreaks occurred because the mysteries had no text to turn to. No 
litany to feed the spirits that were seizing the people, and that if Osiris would execute 
these dance steps for Thoth he would illustrate them and then Osirian priests could 
determine what god or spirit possessed them as well as learn how to make these gods 
and spirits depart" (Mumbo Jumbo 164). Thoth recognizes the need to capture the 
spirit of the dances in a written form, a parallel for Reed's textual voodoo. As Neil 
Schmitz argues, "the Book of Thoth [ ... ] is not only the nexus of all these diverse 
plot-lines; it is also the inadvertent symbol of the central paradox in Reed's Neo-
HooDooism. [ ... ] When an oral tradition is written down, it becomes literature. Yet 
the mystique of the oral tradition is compelling" (Schmitz 137). Schmitz points to 
the set nature of written texts, doubled again by historical agents vying for 
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monotheistic forms ofworship. Like Susan Sontag's argument that photographs 
"refus [ e]" experience "by converting experience into an image, a souvenir" (On 
Photography 9), Reed's representations fail to survive as living beings within textual 
boundaries. 
The Book of Thoth becomes the handbook of the mysteries, the Text of aIl texts.6 
Set murders his brother, and decides to "introduce a religion based upon his 
relationship to the Sun, and since he was a god then the Sun too would he a god. [ ... ] 
By estahlishing his own religion based upon Aton (the Sun's flaming disc) he felt he 
would overcome the nature religion of Osiris" (Mumbo Jumbo 173-4). Nature and 
technology diverge into separate cuits, and LaBas narrates, "WeIl the Atonist Church 
becomes stronger as the years pass but a strange thing happens. The rites associated 
with Osiris and other pagan gods continue underground. The only remedies the 
Church knew was to 'beat the living shit out ofthem'" (Mumbo Jumbo 172). Magic 
cannot be dissolved. Especially in voodoo, magic simply changes form. 
Voodoo demonstrates its duplicitous, shifting nature as Rada aspects of the Text 
tum to Petro. The following chapter continues with the history of Moses, who steals 
the text and initiates its Petro aspects; LaBas relates that Moses, not understanding 
the principles behind the book, angers the people: "The people laughed. They called 
him mountebank and sorcerer fakir in the most pejorative sense of the Petro Asson, 
and other names associated with cheap charlatans who would raise the dead for 15 
dollars and change" (Mumbo Jumbo 186). Behind the crisis of magic is a crisis of 
6 Thoth is also the name of Alistair Crowley's tarot deck, the most feared and revered system of tarot magic 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Reed forges a link between pictorial representation, as with tarot, 
and systems ofbroader meaning, that which is represented. Reed, moreover, is aware of the implications of 
Crowley's deck: see the "Partial Bibliography" (Mumbo Jumbo 220). 
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representation, as Moses "uttered The W ork aloud. 1 st there was silence. Then the 
people turned toward the Nile and they saw a huge mushroom cloud arise" (Mumbo 
Jumbo 186). The implications of the mushroom cloud are not "anachronistic," 
however, as for Reed, this is an indication of "psychic time" in which historical 
ideologies conflate (Shrovetide In Old New Orleans 134). According to LaBas, this 
becomes the Cartesian split between the mind and the body, the Petro and the Rada 
aspects of magic: "This was a turning point in the Book's history. The practice of the 
Left Hand had now arisen to the level of that of the Right Hand" (Mumbo Jumbo 
186), and LaBas conjectures that Moses receives the Rada aspect of the text because 
"he had approached Isis at Koptos during the wrong time of the Moon and stirred her 
malevolent aspects" (Mumbo Jumbo 186). The ancient conflict between the Atonists 
and the followers of Osiris finds its roots in the concept of imitation parallel to that 
attempted by the Talking Android. 
Warring secret societies and their agents, then, continuous in the present, seek 
legitimacy and worship for their political and aesthetic beliefs. Von Vampton 
represents Western codes of order, punned as their representative and its character. 
Von Vampton's role in the ancient past as the Templar librarian who steals the Book 
of Thoth reveals him as an immortal voodoo god (Mumbo Jumbo 188). As Templar 
librarian, Von Vampton archives and orders history according to his liking; Von 
Vampton's machinations propose that, with historical texts, outcomes depend upon 
the way that information is disseminated through the ages. Von Vampton escapes 
persecution; but, like the Cult of Osiris and Isis and its contemporary manifestations, 
the Harlem Renaissance and the Black Power Movement, "The Templars went 
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underground" (Mumbo Jumbo 189). History is made more valuable, and by 
extension, more powerful, by its being secretly collected and spread. Here Reed 
cements his link between power and representations. Secret societies, forces of 
history, pose mysteries to spectators; lacking access to aspects ofhistory incites 
curiosity in audiences. Partial glimpses of the arcane, such as those seen in the art 
works of popular culture, excite and enchant spectators. Through the mystery of the 
Jes Grew text, the very essence of secret societies, revelation and obscurity 
paradoxically co-exist. Von Vampton circulates the Text to 14 J.G.C.s, "and paid 
them a monthly salary just to send the Text around to each other in a chain, each time 
changing the coyer so that the authorities wouldn't get suspicious" (Mumbo Jumbo 
189). Like magic, the text showcases aesthetics. As Neil Schmitz argues, "Reed 
does not write mythically-he writes about writing mythically" (132). The Book, an 
object ofmyth, cannot be shown; it can only be ventriloquized. 
The Book' s hieroglyphics double yet again aspects of revelation and secrecy. 
Hidden in plain sight, hieroglyphics display magic blatantly while obscuring the 
meaning ofwords. Magic loses its potency, Reed intimates, when this aspect of 
voodoo magic is not upheld. The Book finds its way into the hands of Abdul Hamid, 
an autodidact and Muslim, who believes that the best future for African-Americans 
lies with a conservative faith: "These are modern times. [ ... ] 1 am building something 
the people can understand" (Mumbo Jumbo 38). Having compiled and translated the 
hieroglyphics of the Book, Abdul is murdered, though he leaves a cryptic poem that 
implies that the Book' s box is hidden beneath the Cotton Club (Mumbo Jumbo 190). 
The Cotton Club, symbol of the Harlem Renaissance, is thus alluded to as a site of 
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Harlem's voodoo roots. The double initiaIs "CC," like the names of Von Vampton 
and Woodrow Wilson, mark the place as a vévé. The hieroglyphics of the Book's 
Text aligns with the fetish language ofvoodoo, the first written language of 
representation, as voodoo presents spectators with the paradox of specters inhabiting 
iconic forms. 
Ultimately, the Book upholds its magic, suggesting that representational magic 
controls its own destiny despite the machinations of man. During the climactic party 
scene, word that Jes Grew has dissolved interrupts the revelation of the Book, and, 
attempting to prove its existence LaBas and Black Herman pro duce its co ver, "a huge 
gleaming box covered with snakes and scorpions shaped of sparkling gems" (196). 
Revealing the contents of the box syncretizes many of Reed' s paradoxical 
relationships to voodoo aestheticism: 
On the top can be seen the Knights Templar seal; 2 Knights riding 
Beauseauh, the Templars' piebald horse. T Malice places the box down in 
the center of the floor and removes the 1 st box, an iron box, and the 2nd 
box, which is bronze and shines so that they have to tum the ceiling lights 
down. And within this box is a sycamore box and under the sycamore, 
ebony, and under this ivory, then silver and finally go Id and 
then ... empty!! (Mumbo Jumbo 196) 
Rather than the revelation of the Book, like Jes Grew itself, continues to exist in a 
state ofindeterminacy. Though LaBas states that Jes Grew will resurrect itself one 
day, a posthumous letter explains that Abdul Hamid applied his own censorship by 
buming the Text, a critical nod to what Reed sees as a censorship of black 
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essentialism, with catastrophic results: "Jes Grew sensed the ashes of its writings, its 
litany and just withered up and died" (Mumbo Jumbo 203). 
Although the revelation of the empty text-box seems to negate dosme on the 
crime, indicating the innovative aspects of the anti-detective plot, the two-headed 
horse seal implies that HooDoo logic must be applied to solve the whereabouts of the 
missing Book. Two heads riding a horse invokes the principles of Etheric Doubles; 
the Text exists only as a material absence. Similarly, the horse seal structures the 
reading of the empty box in terms of possession: the Book is an object ofvoodoo 
magic. The Book is a loa. It exists only through the physical manifestation of the 
Box, rather than pages. True magic cannot really be seen; it can only be alluded to 
through its containment. This narrative strategy satisfies the condition of what Amy 
Elias calls the strategy of deferral. Writers of metahistorical romance, Elias argues, 
unable to retrieve any "true" image of the past, "gesture toward the fluid Absence 
that is the historical sublime, a place at the borders oftime that is History itself' (59; 
original emphasis). Elias contends that postmodem historical writers "seem to intuit 
this dilemma and solve it by rejecting the notion of border and replacing it with the 
action of deferral" (60). Drawing upon Lyotard's use of allusion as the replacement 
of history, the metaphorical replacement of a material past, Elias agrees that 
"Allusion is the presenting of the unpresentable without presentation-another way 
of saying that allusion is reference that defers reference" (60). The strategy of 
deferral places the magic of the Book of Thoth, like the magic of HooDoo itself, 
outside of the readers' grasp. Voodoo is similar to Susan Sontag's assertion that 
"photographs give people an imaginary possession of a past that is unreal, [ ... ] [and] 
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help people to take possession of space in which they are insecure" (On Photography 
9), because voodoo representations grant spectators the illusion of temporary 
possession oftextual space. Like magic itself, the Book exists solely within an 
ethereal context. The Book of Thoth, always somehow disappearing at the point of 
its useful discovery, will never fully exist. Yet the missing text produces its intended 
goal: to keep spectators enthralled through glimpses of partial magic. 
The ending of Mumbo Jumbo sounds a note of eternal return, as an ageless LaBas, 
lecturing about Jes Grew and the 1920s to 1960s university students, muses that "the 
20s were back again. Better. [ ... ] Time is a pendulum. Not a river. More akin to 
what goes around comes around" (Mumbo Jumbo 218). The circularity and snaking 
motion of Jes Grew as it sweeps across 1920s America situates itself as patterns of 
ideological return. The magical text is ubiquitous, though invisible. Reed's 
representations of the loas oftext and character reassert that the spirit is always and 
forever available, even while those loas continue to struggle in new forms. Mumbo 
Jumbo becomes the Book, the Text, the loa, and the Work. This allusive relationship 
implies that the magical Book and its meanings are indeed present, and recasts all of 
Reed's extra-textual materials in the form of Thoth's updated, illustrations ofOsiris's 
fertility dances. 
At the same time, Reed's use ofHooDoo loa magic points to the need to renew 
representational forms, and by doing so, to remain in control against the forces of 
demonic aesthetic authority. Robert Eliot Fox argues that Reed's fiction, such as 
Flight to Canada, articulates its mission: "to get out of that box in terms first of voice 
and then of content" (72). Reed's act ofhocus-pocus representation ensures that the 
HooDoo Text does indeed circulate-through suggestion rather than facto Reed 
liberates the novel as a literary form through the root of fetish worship: the 
maintenance between states ofrevelation and opacity. 
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ChapterTwo 
Escape Arts: The Magician, the Golem, and the Superhero 
Literature, like magic, has always been about the handling of secrets, 
about the pain, the destruction, and the marvellous liberation that can 
result when they are revealed. (Michael Chabon, "The Recipe For Life" 
2) 
The Ausbrecher 
In "The Recipe for Life," Michael Chabon argues that literature and magic 
achieve the same ends; magicians and authors stage illusions to create in spectators 
or readers an emotional reaction of childlike wonder. In The Amazing Adventures of 
Kavalier & Clay (2000), Michael Chabon explores how magicians, by performing 
acts that enchant, return spectators to a state of innocence where the world appears 
newagain. Chabon's early works point to the dec1ine of wonder in contemporary 
society. In Werewolves in Their Youth (1999), A Model World and Other Stories 
(1991), and the coming-of-age tale The Mysteries of Pittsburgh (1988), characters 
seek to maintain or regain youth and innocence within a broken world of divorced 
families and missing loved ones. As Douglas Fowler argues, Chabon's fiction 
repeatedly provides readers glimpses of "lost worlds" through a lens of "intense 
nostalgia" (4). Characters long for wholeness in response to sorne "ab original 
emotional catastrophe" (Fow1er 1). In Summerland (2002), his novel for children, 
Chabon develops that nostalgie 10st world of youth quite literally, by splicing the 
familiar world of realism with the fantastic; fairies, giants, and ogres compete with 
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the stable world of science and the dependable world of logic through a literaI gap 
between worlds. In Wonderboys (1995), Chabon endows the magical with special 
effects in narrative; the magical inc1udes dead snakes, writers of supernatural fiction, 
and a tuba moving through the narrative frame. Narrator and writer Grady Tripp 
conducts sleight-of-hand operations; objects, such as dead dogs and Marilyn 
Monroe's sweater, suddenly appear and disappear in his car. Chabon links 
prestidigitation to the creation of narrative. Tripp switches the novel he is 
supposedly writing, Wonderboys, for the novel itself: Wonderboys. In The Amazing 
Adventures of Kavalier & Clay, magic establishes a genealogy with Houdini and the 
golem of Prague. In the novel, magic inc1udes shows performed by Joe at bar 
mitzvahs, and the more stylized superheroism of comic books drawn by Joe. Magic 
in Kavalier & Clay establishes parallels between the death-defying escapes of the 
magician and the aesthetic arts of authors. Protagonists and readers invest in magical 
illusions of fiction to be liberated from the tragedies of contemporary history, in 
particular the Holocaust and World War II. 
Magicians have often been cast in literature as evil-doing manipulators. As 
Victoria Nelson notes, the magician, 
always the heretic in Western Christian culture but heir of the Late 
Antique Neoplatonists, as was his marginally more respectable cousin the 
medieval alchemist-found his role as manipulator of the forces of nature 
usurped by the scientist. (7) 
The magician or alchemist transforms into the figure of the mad or evil scientist in 
the early nineteenth century, as in "The Sandman" by E.T.A. Hoffmann, a story that 
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highlights technology and perception. Mary Shelley' s Frankenstein, too, highlights 
the mad scientist as "manipulator of nature," when Dr. Frankenstein admits to 
studying alchemical tracts such as those by Albertus Magnus (25). The narrating 
doctor conc1udes, "by sorne fatality 1 did not feel inc1ined to commence the study of 
any modem system" (25). Rather than following the path of rational scientists of the 
age, Dr. Frankenstein instead falls prey to the allure of more magical, medieval, 
alchemical scientists, and finds himself capable of the impossible: he animates a 
motley corpse. Shelley's subtitle, "The Modem Prometheus," signaIs a Romantic 
conception of the magician-scientist as a fallible god among men. 
Whereas magicians in nineteenth-century nove1s showcase the consequences of 
altering nature, in contemporary nove1s magicians highlight the enchantment that 
derives from deceptive illusions. Novels set in the past depict reason and rationality 
as useless weapons against the illogical, bewildering forces of magic. Susanna 
Clarke's eighteenth-century narrative, Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell (2004), 
showcases the nature of genuine magic, the ability to enchant readers, amid the 
trappings of illusion. Real magic, the novel suggests, is chaotic, misunderstood, and, 
ultimately, quite dangerous. Autodidactic magician and book collector Mr. Norrell 
robs the academic "society of York Magicians" oftheir ability to study magic 
(Clarke35). Norrell's bid to raise magic to a respectable level in Georgian England 
sets off a tragic chain of events; Norrell draws upon the help of a fairy to bring a 
woman back to life, and England is soon ensnared in the fairy's maniacal c1utches 
(Clarke 85). His pupil, Jonathan Strange, similarly leams magic from books, but 
rather than simply study magic, Strange recognizes the need for practice. More 
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creative and skilled than Norrell, Strange finds himselfin the thrall of the Raven 
King, first progenitor of English magic. In contrast to the stultified magic of Mr. 
Norrell, the King and Jonathan represent living magic: the ability to create narrative. 
Brian Moore's take on the nineteenth-century magician in The Magician 's Wife 
(1997) depicts magic as an ideological weapon, as Moore traces the conque st of 
Aigiers through a magician's act of illusion. Through magic, Moore exposes the 
biases ofWestem rationality over and against Algerian cultural practices. Henri 
Lambert, celebrated magician of mid-nineteenth France, conquers the religious and 
devout Algerian rebels by hosting magical performances. Lambert's counterparts, 
the Aigerian magicians, are also political and spiritual leaders who shape the history 
of their people. Lambert pretends to be a European holy man before uneducated 
Aigerian audiences, and gains for himself an added Enlightenment triumph, the 
"victory of science over superstition" (Moore 201), as his magic derives from 
scientific and technological innovations. The novel, however, focuses its perspective 
through the eyes ofthe magician's young wife, Emmeline. Moore parallels the 
magician's stage craft with a deceptive web ofpolitics and conquest, as Emmeline 
recognizes that the magic shows are meant to gain uncontested control of the region: 
"rus feats are the result of scientific skills and endless practice. They are not 
miracles. In Europe, magicians are not thought to be possessed of supernatural 
powers but to be skilful deceivers" (Moore 196). The fakery of the European 
magician, then, contrasts with the religious-based faith the Aigerians have in their 
own maglcmns. 
Rather than aligning the magician with mad scientists, narratives set in the 
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twentieth century portray the magician as a prototypical superhero. Magicians, like 
superheroes, appear to be larger than life; magicians contrive to make impossible 
things happen. In Jonathan Lethem's The Fortress of Solitude (2003), young Dylan 
Ebdus inherits a magical ring from a drug-addicted homeless man. The ring conf ers 
upon Dylan and his friend Mingus different properties; Mingus flies, while Dylan 
turns invisible. The ring symbolizes a necessary escape for the boys. Growing up in 
a poor Brooklyn neighbourhood, Dylan, the lone white kid on the block, suffers 
physical and emotional violence and acute alienation throughout his childhood. 
Lethem conjoins the superheroic in the novel to a unique concept of American 
experimentation. As an adult, Dylan realizes that his mother's decision that he grow 
up in Brooklyn was a grand, but failed, experiment: "1' d been pushed out like a blind 
finger, to probe a nonexistent space, a whiteboy integrating public schools which 
were just then being abandoned, which were becoming only rehearsals for prison" 
(510). The superheroic, for Lethem, symbolizes a flawed dream of escape from the 
suburban wastelands of 1960s America; in the end, the magical ring lacks the power 
to save the characters from their predetermined fates. 
In contrast to the political dimensions of Lethem's superheroes, Paul 
Quarrington's contemporary narrative, The Spirit Cabinet (1999), portrays magicians 
as highly skilled show business entrepreneurs who do not recognize genuine magic. 
When the "Siegfried and Roy" duo of Jurgen and Rudolpho, top of the magicians' 
heap in Las Vegas, buy Harry Houdini's collection ofmagical paraphernalia, they 
find themselves inveigled by a vast cult of spiritual and superior magicians with 
mystical and healing powers. The magical partnership, also a love relationship, falls 
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apart as Jurgen becomes caught up in the unintelligible and seemingly genuine magic 
somehow housed by the crown of Houdini's collection, the Davenport Spirit Cabinet. 
Unlike Quarrington's novel, that inscribes Houdini within a legacy of secret 
magicians, Michael Chabon uses Houdini as a metaphor for escape arts. The 
Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay depicts the limitations of stage magic 
against the uncanny, extraordinary ability to escape the bounds of history and 
destiny. The narrative follows the collaboration oftwo cousins, Josef Kavalier and 
Sammy Clay. Josef, a refugee from Nazi-occupied Prague, cornes to stay with his 
American cousin, hoping to free his family from their imprisonment. Sammy Clay, 
the businessman of the duo, enlists Joe's he1p in creating a better future for them 
both. Clay sells them as a comic artist team at the dawn of the age of comics. Joe 
inks the drawings, and Sammy writes the text. Joe transforms his training as an 
Ausbrecher into art as he creates the popular comic book character, the Escapist, a 
superhero version of the magician figure. Increasingly despondent over the fate of 
his family, Joe tums to comic art as his only weapon against the Nazis. As World 
War II escalates, Joe struggles with an increasing sense ofhelplessness. He loses 
faith in the limited and ineffectual weapon of his art, especially as his work is 
censored. When the United States joins the war, Joe enlists, and survives being 
stationed in the Arctic, while Sammy, hiding his homosexuality, marries Joe's 
girlfriend and steps in as the father of Joe's son. Wracked with survivor's guilt, Joe 
avoids homecoming after the war. He reveals himself to his son, and true 
homecoming can only be enacted, through the device of the superhero's disguise. 
Disguises and fantastic escapes, symbolized through the conventions of comic books, 
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heal the rifts caused by the atrocities of W orld War II. 
The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay meditates on the magic of fictional 
representations through the commingling of comic book art and magicians' illusions. 
By revealing things that are not there, or by making things disappear, magicians 
create hesitation in spectators about what is real and what is illusion. The magician 
evokes the effect of uncertainty paradoxically; like voodoo fetishes that host 
unknown spirits, a magician's acts generate wonder and renewed perspectives by 
simultaneously limiting what parts of the magic trick that spectators see. Magicians 
cause things that are broken to appear whole again; magicians, too, appear to break 
things apart. Participants in magic shows, for instance, are routinely sawed in two 
and put back together again. Magicians ask audiences to pay close attention to what 
they see, but then confound them by revealing that their eyes did not catch the trick. 
Joe, for instance, performing card tricks, "caused half-dollars and Queens to behave 
in bizarre ways, endowed them with sentience and emotions" (Kavalier & Clay 316). 
Spectators delight at being shown that they cannot trust what flickers before their 
very eyes. 
Fictional representations also depend upon readers accepting the illusion of 
authenticity suggested by fiction, though this is often, as many postmodem fictions 
imply, an active hoax. Magic and narrative both utilize deceptive stagecraft to 
achieve a desired effect. Narrative, as Susan Stewart notes, draws attention to its 
own magical fraudulence: 
Narrative is 'about' closure; the boundaries of events form the ideological 
basis for the interpretation oftheir significance. [ ... ] It is not caught up 
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within that temporality, but rather is performed with self-consciousness, 
with a manipulation of point of view within its own story time, the context 
of its performance. [ ... ] Although narrative offers transcendence, it lacks 
authenticity, for its experience is other. (22) 
Authors coax readers' attention to one aspect of the spectacle, while the real 
mechanics of the trick occur elsewhere, in the fictional design. Magicians and 
authors both rely on manipulations of perspective to persuade audiences to believe 
what they are viewing. Like the illusions projected within Plato's cave, viewers of 
representations are depicted as "prisoners" of inauthentic vision, who would "in 
every way believe that the truth is nothing other than the shadows ofthose artifacts" 
(Plato 187). The merging of a magician' s acts with the work of artists and authors 
suggests that the act of setting the prisoners free from the shadows of representational 
illusions involves not curing readers oftheir delusions but, rather, inciting them. 
The emphasis on manipulation in the magician' s act demonstrates that audiences 
view acts of magic as a means of escape. Audiences wish to be enthralled by 
magicians as a form of nostalgia or pleasure, or to forget tragedies. Yet, as Simon 
During argues, the magician's performance simultaneously maps the ways in which a 
culture understands itself, and Western culture is "oriented toward illusions 
understood as illusions" (2). Modernity, "shaped in part by tricks and fictions," 
implies a culture so indebted to inauthenticity that it mirrors "stage" magic, that 
which points to a "supernatural domain we can never map" (During 2). In 
contemporary novels, magic flourishes in the unknown space between what is not 
shown by representations, and what spectators perceive. Novelistic representations 
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puzzle and please audiences not less because they are highly structured worlds of 
illusion. As Milboume Christopher notes, "The more sophisticated people become, 
the more naively they react to the ageless appeal of magic" (7). Magic expresses the 
fatigue of ordinary observation even as it breaks frames of perception. 
The escape artist, one manifestation of the contemporary magician, mimi cs 
audiences' desire to be emancipated from reality. Escapologists construct elaborate 
feats of daring for the benefits of spectators; the more dangerous the stunts, the more 
eager spectators are to partake in the illusion presented to them. Magicians are 
buried alive wearing straightjackets and handcuffs, or they hang from great heights 
imprisoned in chains. Escape artists persuade spectators to imagine how the trick is 
accomplished. Enthralled with the presentation, audiences are invited to speculate on 
the means by which the feat is performed. At the same time, spectators are prevented 
from discovering the machinations underlying the illusion. As Adam Phillips writes, 
Houdini, the greatest illusionist of the twentieth century, 
was in the business of persuasion. [ ... ]. [H]e had to conjure states of 
baffled conviction in the people who paid to watch. They always had to 
be shown that he could do something, but not how he could do it. [ ... ] 
[H]e invited scrutiny but never tendered explanations of any sort. (18) 
Unable to glimpse the magician's struggles within the coffin, spectators must instead 
imagine the deception. The magician' s actions, meanwhile, are secondary to 
convincing audiences that the escape is genuine magic. 
Many contemporary novels characterize the magician as an escape artist, as a 
parallel to the work ofliterary representation. In E. L. Doctorow's postmodem 
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pastiche Ragtime (1974), Houdini thematically embodies escape from the bounds of 
realist fiction and from history. Doctorow focuses on the fraudulence of Houdini's 
art in the novel, inc1uding his adoption of a stage name and his intricate feats of 
daring. Mocking Houdini' s textual presence, Doctorow parodies the difference 
between stage magic and the authentically inexplicable. Visiting the survivor of an 
explosion, whose survival is nothing short of magical, Houdini realizes, "There was a 
kind ofact that used the real world for its stage. He couldn't touch it. For all his 
achievements he was a trickster, an illusionist, a mere magician. [ ... ] The real world 
act was what got into the history books" (Doctorow 103). Houdini ironically believes 
that his own feats of magic will not stand the test of time, and that he will quickly be 
forgotten. Distracted by genuinely uncanny experiences, Houdini attempts outdoor 
feats of escape, as though the exterior world presents a more credible stage for the 
magic of escape tricks. As his fame c1imbs, his sense of failure escalates. By the end 
of the novel, Houdini finds comfort only through a secondary occupation, "the 
unmasking of spirit fraud wherever he found it" (Doctorow 329). Through 
fraudulent magic, Houdini discovers that the inexplicable, like illusions, can only be 
unmasked. 
Doctorow weaves references to Houdini throughout the novel as a means of 
depicting the artificiality ofhistory, specificaIly, which characters are remembered 
and which characters fail as historical entities. The structural and thematic motif of 
"ragging" contrasts the mechanisms of magic with the historical narrative, both of 
which involve technicallegerdemain. Houdini's narrative, for instance, intersects 
with fictional characters as weIl as events of historical significance. Hanging upside 
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down during a death-defying stunt, Houdini receives a vision: "He was upside down 
over Broadway, the year was 1914, and the Archduke Franz Ferdinand was reported 
to have been assassinated. It was at this moment that an image composed itself in 
Houdini' s mind. The image was of a small boy looking at himself in the shiny brass 
headlamp of an automobile" (Doctorow 330-31). The small boy, whom Houdini 
meets early in the novel, is a prophet ofhistory; the boy tells Houdini years before 
the message can be interpreted, "Wam the Duke" (Doctorow Il).1 A fictional and 
anonymous character in the novel, the boy represents the faceless, unknowable 
multitude that history cannot represent except by feats of fictional illusion, and as 
such, he is the true purveyor of magic in the novel. As prophet, and as a collector of 
things that are thrown away, the boy demonstrates that fiction, like escapology, has 
its purpose.2 
Paul Quarrington's The Spirit Cabinet (1999), an ode to the magician's arts, 
utilizes the figure of Houdini to illustrate the failure of the illusionist. The presence 
of the historical character becomes Quarrington's paradoxical, overarching theme; 
Houdini appears in the text only through absence, as a story excavated through his 
belongings. Houdini's magic collection seemingly possesses magic as his belongings 
compel Las Vegas magicians, and readers everywhere, to uncover his secrets. The 
1 This image is redolent with Tarot imagery. Houdini's position as magus is transformed into the Hanged 
Man card, whose symbolic value is that ofa radical alteration of perspective. The magician's arts thus take 
on another layer of mystification in the text. 
2 The boy collects refuse: paper dolls, scraps offilm, and newspaper clippings. In this respect, the boy is a 
historian, an archivist who materially represents lost versions ofhistory through his collection ofpaper 
dolls. Later in the novel, he and the little girl participate in a mock wedding ceremony; the boy's mother 
parallels this event with the infamous Tom Thumb wedding, thus allying the little boy and girl with freaks. 
Within the context ofthe novel, the boy and girl are freaks ofhistory. As anonymous characters, characters 
without proper names, Doctorow makes the points that it is remarkable that their (fictional) story is told at 
aIl. 
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story of Houdini's ironic death focuses his narrative presence in the novel. Houdini 
died not in the thralls of a dangerous stunt, dangling in the air, as would be expected, 
but in a theatre dressing room: 
in Montreal, in the year 1926, Ehrich Weiss was reclining on a sofa in his 
dressing room in the Princess Theatre. Two young men burst in, eager to 
meet the great Houdini. One of them, a McGill student named Whitehead, 
asked Weiss if it were true that punches to the stomach did not hurt him. 
Houdini pursed his lips and shrugged with what little modesty he could 
muster. Popular legend has it that Whitehead then struck him without 
warning; historians have it that Houdini did prepare himself, but rather 
ineffectually. [ ... ] Houdini died on Hallowe'en. (Quarrington 334) 
Houdini appears to be versed in the arts of life and death, or, more accurately, life 
after death. The legend of Houdini is the true magic of Ehrich Weiss, a fact that the 
novel expounds on. Houdini's magic is transcendental: "Ehrich Weiss had stated on 
many occasions that ifthere were sorne way of getting back from the Other Side, he 
would find it. Since then, people have assembled every Hallowe'en and awaited his 
return" (Quarrington 334). True magic retums, the legend suggests; genuine 
magicians cannot die. Houdini does retum, but as a fictional presence in the text: a 
fictional apparition in a story. Elderly magicians bring Preston the Magnificent a 
tape recording ofwhat appears to be Houdini speaking from the "Other Side" in The 
Spirit Cabinet. The recordings materialize Houdini in the form of speech; like a 
voodoo fetish, the tape recorder and Houdini's spirit cabinet project his spirit to an 
audience waiting to be deceived. Once again, though, irony and illusion are at the 
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heart of this spectacle. The séance tape plays not the German voice of Houdini, but 
of the magician Jurgen Schubert, who disappears inside Houdini's "Davenport Spirit 
Cabinet" on Halloween (Quarrington 330,338). The doubled disappearance signaIs 
that Houdini avoids death after aIl, as on the day of his death he enters the realm of 
stories. Halloween, moreover, signifies an intersection between authentic magic and 
the magic of illusion. That Houdini died on Halloween gives even the experienced 
magicians of Las Vegas pause; was Houdini a master of illusion, or was he capable 
of genuinely extraordinary feats? Substituting for Houdini, the cabinet becomes a 
locus of wonder, where things and people vanish or reappear, like the world of the 
novel itself. "Thaumaturgical assistant," Miranda articulates, "It's about wonder, 
right? Wonder. We need it" (Quarrington 339). By staying out ofthe text, Houdini 
draws readers' attentions to its creative, but deceitful, purpose. 
In The Amazing Adventures oJKavalier & Clay, Houdini's art parallels the 
ambivalent means by which characters in the novel attempt to slip their identities. 
Houdini, who likewise eludes the text as anything except a story or drawing, 
metonymically establishes the power of the escapologist to overcome the horrors of 
war, history, and censorship during World War II. The novel begins as Josef 
Kavalier attempts to leave his home in Nazi-occupied Prague. Unable to escape 
through conventional means when the Prague border closes to Jews, despite a 
substantial bribe to government officiaIs, nineteen-year old Josefturns to his mentor, 
Bernard Kornblum, master magician and escapist extraordinaire: "Forget about what 
you are escapingfrom [ ... ]. Reserve your anxiety for what you are escaping to" 
(Kavalier & Clay 21). What characters escape Jrom and escape to becomes the 
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thematic focus of the nove!. Characters break from repressive identities in the novel; 
they flee from tragedy, both global and persona!. As an analogue for Houdini, 
Chabon's protagonist Josef Kavalier confronts predicaments inherent to the 
escapologist; escape arts offer only ambivalent and partial release from 
cÏrcumstances. As Adam Phillips argues about Houdini: 
the whole notion of identity, of whom one prefers to be seen as, was 
something one escaped into from the past. If you are defined by 
what you can escape from-your country, your language, your poverty, 
your name-then you may need forever to seek out situations to release 
yourselffrom. To defy, in ever-greater feats ofingenuity and endurance, 
people's descriptions ofyou. (14) 
By escapingfrom the Holocaust, Joseffinds himselfbound by the conditions ofhis 
freedom. He works tirelessly to free his family in Prague. Josef and Sammy, the 
magician and author figures of the novel, also attempt to liberate themselves from the 
stigmas oftheir personal identities: Jewish, immigrant, and in Sammy's case, gay. 
In Kavalier & Clay, characters escape into art. Chabon tackles the problems 
inherent in representing the horrors of the Holocaust through an exploration of non-
realist, grotesque forms of representation, such as the comic book, within a realist 
narrative. The Holocaust polarized Jewish identity against a decreed cultural norm, 
trapping survivors within a nexus of identity politics. Thus, the Holocaust remains a 
historical era that defies artists' ability to represent or abandon the unspeakable losses 
it entailed. People often fled from the Nazis by relinquishing their identity, by 
donning non-Jewish disguises, for example, or hiding. Escape acts, however, are 
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always double-edged; the problem of representing the Holocaust in fiction is that one 
becomes defined by loss. Many contemporary American writers respond to the 
"problem of representation" of events such as the Holocaust, Lee Behlman argues, 
through "the use offantasy, folklore, and magical realist devices" (56). According to 
Behlman, contemporary writers of the Holocaust face "the gap between our time and 
the American experience of the Holocaust for previous generations" (61), where 
representation becomes a magic act of retrieving, by artifice, "many tangible linkages 
to the past" (61). For Behlman, Chabon's novel presents a challenge to the critic, as 
his elision of comic arts with a historical narrative "resolutely avoids the real, for it 
seeks to resolve history either by overcoming it through neat, miraculous reversaIs or 
by escaping its terms completely" (57). 
The exaggerated reality of the comic book is a form of magic in the novel because 
comics capture impossible worlds. In true comic fashion, Joe's personal 
emancipation from tragedy becomes the analogue for world liberation through the 
conventions of art. As Joe liberates himselfthrough the production ofcomic books 
in the novel, he simultaneously recognizes the power of the fantastic world incited by 
comICS: 
Joe loved his comic books: for their inferior color separation, their poorly 
trimmed paper stock, their ads for air rifles and dance courses and acne 
creams, for the basement smell that clung to the older ones [ ... ]. Most of 
aIl, he loved them for the pictures and stories they contained, the 
inspirations and lucubrations of five hundred aging boys dreaming as hard 
as they could for fifteen years, transfiguring their insecurities and 
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delusions, their wishes and their doubts, their public educations and their 
sexual perversions, into something that only the most purblind of societies 
would have denied the status of art. [ ... ] [T]he usual charge leveled 
against comic books, that they offered merely an escape from reality, 
seemed to Joe actually to be a powerful argument on their behalf. The 
escape from reality was, he felt-especially right after the war-a worthy 
challenge. (Kavalier & Clay 575) 
Rather than challenging the validity of reality, the temporary escapes from reality 
symbolized and effected through comics, are necessary and life-sustaining. The 
popular appeal of comic art form signifies its necessary magic: "Chabon's intent in 
exploring superhero comics is not to issue a postmodem critique of the 'real' and 
realistic art forms, nor a populi st anti-intellectual assault on 'elites' and their art, but 
to show, in a phenomenological way, how fantasy feels, and how it may as suage 
pain" (Behlman 62). The comic escape artist enacts a singular trick; remembering is 
also the "American phenomenon of forgetting" (Behlman 62). The magic of fiction 
and fantasy replaces tragedy WÎth delight. 
Through its tension between realism and the anti-realist conventions of the comic 
form, a "special form ofnon-realist art" (Behlman 57), Kavalier & Clay presents the 
reader ofhistory with a paradox. Behlman elucidates that, rather than avoiding the 
historical, Chabon's narrative strategy invigorates representation. Chabon's 
treatment of the Holocaust resonates with Art Spiegelman's ground-breaking graphie 
novelMaus: 
[a work] centrally concemed with the transmission of the Holocaust's 
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survivor's story to his son, and the impossibility of gaining any direct 
access to the past, or any way of representing it, except through a medium 
that announces its own contrived, provisional nature. In this case, the 
medium is the panel-by-panel, progressive narrative form of the comic 
book. (Behlman 61) 
Comic artists such as Spiegelman depict the unpresentable past through 
extraordinary, non-realistic representations. As Behlman notes, "distraction may 
itselfbe a valid response [to the Holocaust]. Kavalier & Clay is an extended 
meditation, with comic books as its central subject, on the value offantasy as a 
deflective resource rather than a reflective one" (62). The demands ofhistory are not 
erased in Chabon's work, but, rather, transformed; history becomes a marvellous 
work of art which contains and aptly portrays the painful reality of the Holocaust, but 
does so from the safe vantage point implied by magical acts. Chabon liberates the 
text from realism at key junctures, but the novel never crosses into fantasy. Chabon 
draws upon realism in the same way that the escapologist asks to be double and 
sometimes triple-bound during a show. Without realism, readers could not be 
enchanted by its opposite: magic. Limitations are part of the magic act, the gimmicks 
which make the show spectacular. 
Chabon keenly plays upon the stunted conventions of comic art, a parallel to the 
magic al effects of narrative, as an unlikely vehicle of the Holocaust: 
the comic book of 1939 was, artistically and morphologically, in a far 
more primitive state. As with aIl mongrel art forms and pidgin languages, 
there was, in the beginning, a necessary, highly fertile period of genetic 
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and grammatical confusion. Men who had been reading newspaper comic 
strips and pulp magazines for most of their lives [ ... ] struggled to see 
beyond the strict spatial requirements of the newspaper strip, on the one 
hand, and the sheer overheated wordiness of the pulp on the other. 
(Kavalier & Clay 75) 
As a fictional homage to the comic art of Jack Kirby, Chabon's novel raises the crass 
comic form to the sublime, the fictional, and the academic. Though the narrative is 
fictional, Chabon includes authentic historical and biographical information on the 
Escapist and comic books, leading readers to participate in the narrative as if the 
cousins, Joe and Sammy, were real. Comic books, like aIl fictional representations, 
imply this subtle agreement between spectators and authors. 
Like the artist or author, the magician transforms materials and makes the 
inanimate animate; but this desire to animate is never, in art, enough. Animation is 
always a simulation of life, a hoax. The artist parallels the figure of the escape artist 
bound in chains; once he has freed himself, the Ausbrecher can only, in order to 
continue his work, retum to his chains to prove his powers of escape over again. 
Emancipation is nonexistent, or at the very least temporary. In this way, the magical 
feats of the escape artist parallel the effect of representation on readers, which entails 
the desire to witness, and to be deceived by, illusions crafted for pleasure and 
speculation. 
Text Boxes and Spirit Cabinets 
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Just as the author momentarily liberates readers from the impossible history of the 
Holocaust through narrative, Joe attempts to exorcise personal griefthrough the 
creation of art. The conventions of comic book art mimic the formaI constraints of 
the escapologist; just like Houdini, Joe requires structures within which to perform, 
constraints from which to escape. Conceiving of a new comic character, Luna Moth, 
for instance, Joe needs to find a new form to contain and showcase her magic: 
Suddenly the standard three tiers of quadrangular panels became a prison 
from which he had to escape. They hampered his efforts to convey the 
dislocated and non-Euclidian dream spaces in which Luna Moth fought. 
He sliced up his panels, stretched and distorted them, eut them into 
wedges and strips. He experimented with benday dots, cross-hatching, 
woodcut effects, and even crude collage. (Kavalier & Clay 319) 
This new comic form, which becomes conventional throughout the genre, "lay poised 
on the needle-sharp fulcrum between the marvelous and the vulgar that was [ ... ] the 
balancing point ofSurrealism itself' (Kavalier & Clay 319). Under Joe's pen, 
comics, relying on standardized, sized panels and text boxes, metamorphoses into a 
new, more compelling art form. Like magic, comics distort in order to liberate 
reality from the mundane. 
Comics magically defy the constraints of space and time. Chabon parallels the 
work of creating comic books to the ability to represent Josef Kavalier's personal 
history of the Holocaust, and the unrepresentability ofhistory in general. Just as 
panels and text boxes create contrast in the vast representational field of the page, Joe 
wrestles with the Holocaust, which dissolves memory, devastates communities, and 
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destroys the order and structure of civilization in the comic world. The Holocaust is 
personified as a superheroic force of chaos, an archenemy of the escape artist. As it 
remains too vast, fluid, formless, and blank to represent, the Holocaust cornes to be 
symbolized in the novel by water. Joe first meets his formless foe during his first-
ever "astounding feat of autoliberation" (Kavalier & Clay 32), when he throws 
himself into the Moldau river bound in a sack. He and his brother Thomas, who tries 
to rescue Joe, bare1y escape with their lives. But it is the younger brother, Thomas, 
who becomes permanently marked by the encounter: "He was never quite the same 
afterward. He could not bear cold weather, and he suffered from a life10ng snuffle. 
AIso, perhaps because of damage to his ears, he lost his taste for music; the libretto 
for Houdini was abandoned" (Kavalier & Clay 37). Joe sustains no physical damage, 
but is forever scarred by the harm his brother suffers. 
Trained as an escape artist and aided by his mentor Komblum, Joe miraculously 
escapes the grip of the Nazi occupation of Prague. Joe's second attempt at 
autoliberation is successful, yet costly. When Joe lands in America, the ocean, the 
large st and most formless body ofwater in the nove 1, separates Joe from rus family 
forever. By contrast, Joe escapes the fluid containment ofwater through the 
contrasting element ofland. Komblum smuggles Joe out of Prague in a coffin with 
the clay body of the golem of Prague, "that once had been animate with the 
condensed hopes of Jewish Prague" (Kavalier & Clay 62), tricked out as a deceased 
giant. Symbolic opposite of water, the earthen golem signaIs the magical force 
required to defeat formlessness. Unbeknownst to him, Joe also trave1s with a 
talisman, a gift from his brother: "It was the drawing of Harry Houdini, taking a calm 
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cup oftea in the middle of the sky, that Thomas had made in his notebook" (Kavalier 
& Clay 66). The representation of Houdini against an amorphous background of sky 
signaIs the escapologist's import in the novel, he who battles, in the case of comic 
books, formlessness. Magicians perform vital illusions; they tame nature, and by 
doing so, they liberate spectators from reality. Chabon doubles representational 
escape through Joe's act; Joe takes over from Houdini as the escapologist in the 
novel, not as a personal escape but on behalf of his doomed countrymen. He 
similarly resembles the light substance and form of the magical golem, embodiment 
of Jewish Prague's hopes and fears, "feeling as he sailed towards freedom as ifhe 
weighed nothing at aIl" (Kavalier & Clay 66). 
Comic book art wages a proxy battle early in World War II when the United 
States still had not entered fighting. Painting comic battle scenes becomes a 
representational strategy that acts metonymically for Joe. He illustrates a comic book 
cover depicting his comic hero, the Escapist, punching Adolph Hitler: "he had 
consoled himself with the thought that somehow a copy of this comic book might 
eventually make its way to Berlin and cross the desk of Hitler himself, that he would 
look at the painting into which Joe had channeled all his pent-up rage and rub his 
jaw, and check with his tongue for a missing tooth" (Kavalier & Clay 159). Joe finds 
himselfretumed to constraints during his comic book battles, as he becomes subject 
to censorship. The comic book war becomes easily derailed, however, as the forces 
of"evil" find a way to penetrate Joe's comic war: the comic empire deems his 
picture of Hitler "illegal" (Kavalier & Clay 159). 
Comic art in the nove! is equated with the art of magicians. Magicians animate 
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inert objects in the novel through narrative legerdemain. As Joe wars against the 
Nazis through art, comic art transforms into living threats. Coincidences conjoin the 
comic world and the historical narrative, as what constitutes real events and fiction 
increasingly blurs. Joe's superhero comic book persona, the Escapist, loses his 
mentor and only family to an assassin's bullet during the "Oriental Water Torture 
Trick" (Kavalier & Clay 127), recalling the loss of Joe's family across the ocean. 
Joe's work as an escapologist, though, quickly evolves into saving people in the real 
world; at a party in Greenwich Village, Joe rescues Salvador Dali from drowning, 
incongruously, in a drawing room, while wearing a diving beU helmet (Kavalier & 
Clay 241). 
Water continues to signify the chaotic forces of evil, and especially the Nazis 
during World War II, as Joe fails to liberate his brother from Prague. Joe's luck runs 
aground when his German archnemesis, Carl Ebling, plants fake bombs at the Empire 
Comics headquarters. Later, the Saboteur interrupts a bar mitzvah magic show with 
a murder plot. As Ebling dons his masked, and fictional persona, the Saboteur, his 
actions increasingly reflect the character of a comic villain, rather than an ordinary 
man. The means Ebling finds to disrupt the bar mitzvah are suitably hyperbolic: "he 
go es into his laboratory and picks up the disassembled parts of the Exploding 
Trident, cIeverly concealed inside of a pink cake box from a Ninth Avenue bakery" 
(Kavalier & Clay 329). The theme of the bar mitzvah, "Neptune's Kingdom" 
(Kavalier & Clay 525), cIues readers to the ironic significance of the trident; Ebling 
wields it as a parodic weapon against Joe's stage magic, as narrative realism and 
comic reality merge with dangerous consequences: 
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How surprising, disturbing, marvelous, strange it is, then, to roll into the 
Grand Ballroom, pushing the service cart that conceals the Exploding 
Trident, and discover that the performing magician hired for the Saks bar 
mitzvah is not sorne moonlighting scribbler but the Escapist himself, the 
Saboteur's dark idol, his opposite number, masked and fully costumed and 
wearing in his lapel the symbol ofhis cursed League. 
At that moment, the sheet of paper on which the contours of Carl 
Ebling's mind have been drawn is like a map that has been folded and 
carelessly refolded too many times. The reverse shows through; the poles 
meet; at the heart of a ramifying gray grid of city streets lies an expanse of 
virgin blue sea. (Kavalier & Clay 331). 
Unable to separate fantasy from reality, Ebling's unhinged mind taps into the symbol 
employed to destroy Joe and his family: water. In saving the children from Ebling's 
bomb, as he submerges the bomb in a replica of the Trevi fountain, Joe loses his 
prized possession: the last letter he receives from his imprisoned family. In the face 
of formless chaos embodied by water, representation fails; in contrast to the flip and 
padded superhero lingo used to narrate the scene, the censored words of Joe's letter 
presenting the true horrors of the Holocaust can only be imagined. While Ebling 
attacks, moreover, Joe's brother drowns in the Atlantic during his passage to 
freedom. Joe cannot turn back the tide ofwar, nor win against the chaotic forces of 
evil through art alone. 
Comic book narratives operate on conventions that mimic the careful and stylized 
patter of a magic show. As the central magician of the piece, J oe feels stymied and 
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lost whenever comic plot conventions disappear. Joe steps up his fight against the 
Nazis by enlisting in the army, only to find himselfbattling his foe, physically 
embodied this time by ice. J oe finds himself alone at his post, as all of the soldiers 
and dogs at his Arctic surveillance station die of carbon monoxide poisoning, and 
attempts escape from the ultimate narrative box: the frozen blank page of the Arctic. 
Despite being a space more inscribable than water, the Arctic resists the artist's or 
magician's urge to impose meaning. Joe encounters great difficulties in the vast 
arctic spaces, naming emptiness as the magician's foe; without conventions to 
contain the illusions of a magic show, chaos reigns. 
Chaos and convention hints at the necessarily dual nature of the comic book "hero 
biz," as Joe finds himself another antagonist, a German spy, also lost on the ice. 
Comics work with obvious polarities: good and evil, sane and crazy, beautiful and 
ugly. Without the German solider to balance his perceptions ofthe world, Joe has 
very little to keep his sanity together. Joe requires the presence of the enemy, 
following the conventions of comic book narrative, in the same way that the escape 
artist requires boxes to escape from. He reacts to the spy through the conventions of 
the comic world. Sending the lone German spy an exaggerated note, "WE ARE 
COMING TO GET YOD" (Kavalier & Clay 461), Joe attempts to fulfill his role as 
comic hero to comic villain. As Joe encounters the German face to face, however, 
the expectations of the comic narrative are foiled. Joe accidentally kills the German, 
and realizes that he has lost his battle with the forces of evil that plot against him: 
the German's blood in the snow was a reproach to Joe, the reproach of 
something beautiful and inestimable, like innocence, which he had been 
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lured by the Ice into betraying. In seeking revenge, he had allied himself 
with the Ice, with the interminable white topography, with the sawteeth 
and crevasses of death. Nothing that had ever happened to him [ ... ] the 
death ofhis father, or internment ofhis mother and grandfather, not even 
the drowning ofhis beloved brother, had ever broken his heart quite as 
terribly as the realization [ ... ] that he was hauling a corpse behind him. 
(Kavalier & Clay 465) 
The clear morallines along which Joe lives are confounded by the German soldier's 
death. Joe breaks down. Chabon signifies Joe's experience of the Arctic by what he 
leaves behind. Like the chilling final note in a comic narrative, Chabon dramatizes 
the German camp found floating, years later, in the Arctic, where Joe has left the 
drawing ofHoudini. Joe, in other words, fails to escape his enemy. Rather than 
rescuing his fellow soldiers, or even his German enemy, Joe himselfmust be rescued. 
Joe's purpose as an escapologist, the narrative thus reveals, is to maintain faith in 
the power of representation. Representation holds forth the perpetuaI promise of 
avoiding tragedy forever, and yet, escape is endlessly deferred to the next act of 
daring. Recognizing the futility ofhis escape acts, Joe loses the will to perform feats 
of magic. As he leaves behind the drawing of Houdini, Joe signaIs a 10ss offaith in 
representation, and, by extension, in the magic of escape arts. Without the will to 
escape, Joe withers. He avoids his remaining family after the war, as well as his 
previous work as the Escapist artist. By doing so, he temporarily disappears from 
narrative representation. 
The most enchanting magic performed by a magician transpires when the tricks 
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become more and more uncertain, when the status of a fictional spectacle fails to be 
certain. In Kavalier & Clay, this uncertainty mirrors Joe's crisis offaith in 
representation, a crisis he must resolve in order to free himself from the tragic bonds 
ofhistory. Analogously, readers of fictions, Chabon insinuates, are most enthralled 
by narrative when it is most difficult to believe. The world of the comic book hero 
exists as a sublime, yet distorted, mirror of our own. This mirroring effect contains 
versions of the world in miniature, but the hyperbolic linga and conventions of the 
comic world keeps comic representation at a remove from the world it parodies.3 
Magicians, like authors, maintain a stylized distance from the real world in order to 
perform magical acts. Distance is required to transform reality from one state to 
another. Magic resides in this distance, the gaps between the illusion and the trick of 
the act. Through the distancing and illusory medium of fiction, for instance, Joe's 
life is saved from the Holocaust and granted, at the very least, a mitigated happy 
ending. Comic books, with their superheroes and super villains, with their panels and 
boxes, work to contain the world of the comic book so that its distance from reality 
can more clearly be seen and delighted in. 
Like Chabon's comic book panels, in Paul Quarrington's The Spirit Cabinet, a 
box symbolizes the magical containment required to hamess magic. The spirit 
cabinet, like the books that teach Jurgen authentic magic, depicts a space of 
unknowable wonder. Thought to be a box for parIour tricks, in the hands of magician 
Jurgen Schubert, the spirit cabinet transforms from an ordinary object of illusionism 
3 Chabon's use of capitalletters and oblique phrases, such as "Exploding Trident," denote superheroic 
objects within a superheroic world. Joe's magical supplies and tricks, too, are couched in a similar manner 
("A Contagious Knot"; "Please Don't Eat the Pets") pointing to an obvious parallel between the two 
professions, 
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into an object that allows Jurgen to transcend space and time. A different kind of 
magic replaces the previously pedantic spectacle of Jurgen and Rudolpho's act, 
consisting of manipulative cons such as costume changes, music, lighting effects, and 
the rote tricks of the master illusionist. 
Spirit cabinets manipulate how bodies are seen; authors and magicians utilize 
boxes such as the spirit cabinet to create fictional transformations. Disembodiment, 
disappearance, and partial views of the body draw attention to the cabinet as a 
framing device. Once Jurgen acquires and studies Houdini's remarkable magic 
collection, with the cabinet as its crownjewel, Jurgen strangely transforms; the 
cabinet enables Jurgen's metamorphosis into a mystic magician. Or rather, as the 
doctor called in to examine Jurgen announces, Jurgen discovers "the secret of 
dissubstantiation. The secret of corporeal evaporation" (Quarrington 299). His body 
diminishes, both in weight and in substance, until it duplicates the magic emanating 
from the spirit cabinet: "His head glowed so brightly that it left behind ghostly traces, 
smears of luminance. Rudolfo saw that light leaked from the Spirit Cabinet, and 
strange sounds, too, harmonious zephyrs, winds that wailed and keened" 
(Quarrington 330). Jurgen's supematural magic, however, goes beyond the pale 
trickery of the magician's show, and thus, he can no longer exist within the 
boundaries of representation. Like the Arctic tundra, which represents a space 
resistant to representation, Jurgen's body evaporates: "Then there was light, pure and 
radiant, and then there was nothing" (Quarrington 330). Jurgen's disappearance 
mimics the illusion of the spirit cabinet, as magicians make bodies disappear, and 
reveal, in their place, other bodies. Jurgen's evaporation encapsulates the space of 
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wonder that the cabinet implies. His body literaIly parodies the empty space of the 
box, the uncertainty that creates and sustains magical illusions. 
ln Kavalier & Clay, escape artists create enclosures to showcase the magical 
qualities of bodies. Enclosures enact representational frames that enchant 
perspective; frames transform objects into subjects and animate still objects. Chabon 
draws upon this kind of enchantment in Wonderboys, when a car contains aIl number 
of objects that simply appear, then vanish: a tuba, luggage, a dead dog, baggies of 
marijuana, a manuscript, and a gun. In the trunk ofthe car, a garment bag acts as a 
cabinet within a cabinet. Multiple pockets conceal different drugs of interest to the 
protagonists, an artificial aid to altering perspective. In Kavalier & Clay, similarly, 
characters perform from various extraordinary vantage points. At Longman 
Harkoo's party, for instance, Salvador Dali is glimpsed through the screen of a diving 
beIl (Kavalier & Clay 231). Harkoo, meanwhile, multiplies through miniature 
photographs ofhimself. For Harkoo, cameras are "telepathic": 
1 have been photographed now by seven thousand one hundred 
and ... eighteen ... people, aIl with this camera, and 1 assure you that no two 
portraits are alike. [ ... ] What possible other explanation can there be for 
this endless variation but interference by waves emanating from the 
photographer's own mind? (Kavalier & Clay 233-234) 
Like a spirit cabinet, cameras capture photographie portraits within framed space. 
Juxtaposed side by side, however, the photographs create an illusion of multiplicity, 
and thus a spectacle of magic. Frames, such as those implied by the borders of the 
photograph, foster distance between the things that are represented and the 
representations themselves. Contrast between the two, by extension, transforms 
perspective from the mundane to the miraculous. 
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Rosa's art likewise stimulates viewers by transforming mundane objects into 
unrecognizable, surreal art. As Joe remarks, "her portraits-the term 'stilllife' did 
not suffice--of produce, canned foods, and the occasional trotter or lamb chop were 
at once whimsical, worshipful, and horrifying, and managed to suggest their subjects 
perfectly without wasting too much time on the details" (Kavalier & Clay 250). 
Rosa's "dream books" overtly play with the distance between art and its subjects, as 
she collates and juxtaposes realistic images to convey surreal dreamscapes: 
There were images from anatomy texts, an exploded musculature of the 
human leg, a pictorial explanation of peristaIsis. [ ... ] Sometimes she 
inscribed text across the pictures, none of which made a good deal of 
sense to him; a few pages consisted almost entirely ofher brambly 
writing, illuminated, as it were, with collage. There were sorne penciled-
in drawings and diagrams, and an elaborate system of cartoonish 
marginalia like the creatures found loitering at the edges of pages in 
medieval books. (Kavalier & Clay 252) 
Rosa's dream books commingle those elements ofhigh and low art which mark 
both the magician's performance and the comic artist's art. Just as stage magic is 
classified as a lower class entertainment (During 2), known for its gaudy tricks and 
accoutrements, so too are comic books known for their embelli shed bodies and 
outlandish narratives. The visual produces a double irony: the ability to seduce and 
deceive, as a regular object is made strange again, or as forms are mystified through 
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repetition, duplication, and pastiche. 
Comic art relies upon conventions of duplication. From panel to panel and issue 
to issue, characters are redrawn, refigured to give an illusion of life and change. 
Comic books, further, depend upon particular paradigmatic formulas for mythic 
beings and storylines. The creative team of Kavalier and Clay are aware of the 
derivative nature oftheir art form: "[t]he cousins entertain few illusions about the 
trashiness of the comic book genre and its imitative heroes and stories, most of them 
'Superman' knockoffs" (Kalfus 3). Comic narratives produce fresh material from 
copying and recycling the old. Language, for instance, comprises an element of 
copied style in comics. Text balloons conventionalize a parody ofhuman speech in 
comic books. As with novels, comics attempt to naturalize a parody of speech by 
mimicking vemacular, cliché, and dialogue. Yet readers' recognition oftextual 
parodies in the comic book leads them to identify with their hyperbolic counterparts, 
rather than reject them. 
Through parody, comic book vemacular collapses the world of the novel within 
the world of the comic, and thus draws attention to the role of language in conveying 
a convincing illusion of a historical fiction. Chabon exploits the gap between the 
language of the comic and the realistic historical narrative. As Ken Kalfus 
comments, in Kavalier & Clay, "Popular culture runs rampant, and the months before 
Pearl Harbor rank as 'a moment unsurpassed in this century for verve, romanticism, 
polish, and a droll, tidy variety of soul'" (3). Comics mine popular culture in the 
novel to pro duce the superheroic, but by doing so, they conventionalize a language of 
nostalgia. Chabon accompanies evolutions in Joe and Sammy's comic form with 
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alterations in the narration; the 1940s narrative style slides into a parallel fiction of 
the comic book creation. At the inception of the Escapist, for instance, the narrative 
skips into the mythic language and structure of the comic world. Readers are 
introduced to Tom Mayflower at the origins ofhis legend. The orphaned, lame, 
young man loses his last link to a normallife, in the form ofhis unc1e, the great 
magician Misterioso: 
Misterioso' s act is continuous-from first bow til1last, the performer does 
not leave the stage to change costume, not even after the drenching he 
receives during the Oriental Water Torture Trick. Entrances and exits 
imply flummery, substitutions, switcheroos. Like the tight costume that 
promises to betray any concealed tools, the constant presence of the 
performer is supposed to guarantee the purity and integrity ofthe act. 
Thus it causes considerable alarm in the company when [ ... ] the performer 
staggers into the wings, hands pressed to a spreading stain, darker than 
water and sticky-Iooking, at his side. (Kavalier & Clay 127-28) 
The stylized comic book narrative temporarily "switches" into the historical narrative 
of Joe and Sammy's devising; Chabon implies that narrative fiction always involves 
bait-and-switch techniques that reveals its own fictional status. Tom finishes the 
magic show, an incognito substitute in his uncle's tight blue suit crested with a 
golden key. At his uncle's death, Tom steps into his uncle's shoes as a superhero, 
part of an esoteric organization: "an ancient and secret society of men known as the 
League of the Golden Key. Such men roamed the world acting, always 
anonymously, to procure the freedom of others, whether physical or metaphysical, 
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emotional or economic" (Kavalier & Clay 133). The League of the Golden Key 
denotes a smaller text box within the novel. A nation within a nation, its 
"anonymous" membership ensures continued secrecy. The society remains 
impenetrable to readers, too; despite the League's ability to transmit arcane 
knowledge to new recruits, readers catch only glimpses of the League's secret nature, 
through whatever aspects of the society the authors reveal. The secret society 
generates magic through its limited access. Symbols, such as the key that marks the 
League' s presence, stand in as points of access to the arcane. Fiction replaces the 
realism of the historical narrative, and confers upon readers a sense of inclusion in a 
marvellous reality. 
Comic books convey a magic lantem effect that apes the technological medium of 
film. Film and comics share magical origins. Historically, film was a magician's 
trick, but quickly dropped the conventions of magic. Méliès, for instance, "thought 
that film broke with secular magic's core caveat: an implicit or explicit admission 
that any presented illusion or trick is indeed an illusion or trick" (During 170). The 
discourse of illusionism proclaims itself as such. When the assertion of fictionality 
disappears, on the other hand, the representation (such as film or a magic show) 
replaces or substitutes for reality, despite whatever characteristics point to the 
fictional status of the artwork. Fictions that draw attention to their fictionality 
nevertheless partake in magical discourse. 
Comic books toy with realism and perspective towards naturalizing an inherently 
unnatural art form, just as film does. The panels of a comic strip emphasize how 
structure induces magic. Panels, for instance, depict worlds-in-miniature. The novel 
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features Joe's fascination for the experimental magic of Orson Welles's Citizen 
Kane, a film, Joe explains, that "was like a comic book" (Kavalier & Clay 362). 
Comic book representation resembles the magic of animating the golem or the 
voodoo fetish. Authors bring comic book narratives to life through narrative gaps, 
the spaces between or within spirit cabinets; just as film spools from frame to frame, 
comic panels are juxtaposed with one another, so that readers are given an illusion of 
life. Joe adopts Welles's innovations in cinematic perspective and form, "its 
inextricable braiding of image and narrative" (Kavalier & Clay 362), which mirrors 
the conventions of comic book art. The experimental techniques of perspective hold 
glittering appeal for the young artist, promising that "the Amazing Cavalieri was 
going to break free, forever, of the nine little boxes" of the comic page (Kavalier & 
Clay 361). The effect of Citizen Kane on Joe's comic art transforms the genre into a 
mixture of high and low art, "the first of the so-called modernist or prismatic Escapist 
stories" (Kavalier & Clay 365), which puts emphasis "almost radically for the comic 
book of the time, on the ordinary people around them, [ ... ] on the everyday heroics 
of the 'powerless '" (Kavalier & Clay 368). Perspective shifts from the central 
superhero to the minutiae of the confabulated world, reflected in a new narrative 
structure: 
the daring use of perspective and shading, the radical placement of word 
balloons and captions and, above aIl, the integration of narrative and 
picture by means of artfully disarranged, dislocated panels that stretched, 
shrank, opened into circles, spread across two full pages, marched 
diagonally toward one corner of a page, unreeled themselves like the 
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frames ofa film [ ... ]. (Kavalier & Clay 369) 
Each panel of a comic book, and likewise, each issue, metaphorically translates into a 
spirit cabinet which houses, and projects, the extraordinary. 
Many of the novels featuring magicians employ books as a frame for magic 
similar to the spirit cabinet. In these novels, books emanate magic. Paul 
Quarrington's The Spirit Cabinet draws attention to the book as the locus ofreal 
magical powers. Jurgen Schubert, one half of the illusionist team "Jurgen and 
Rudolpho," derives his magic from Houdini's own Secrets of Magic Revealed 
(Quarrington 41). To Jurgen's mind, the book, detailing tricks such as "The Paper 
Bag Escape" and "Card in Egg," conf ers fame, through magical means, on him as a 
reader. Houdini's seemingly effortless fame is something Jurgen longs for. The 
book acts as the granting medium; and, as Jurgen understands it, "Here, apparently, 
was how Houdini had accomplished it: by magic" (Quarrington 41; original 
emphasis). 
Houdini' s books, secreted away in a grotto beneath their mansion, emit strange 
and incomprehensible magic. Rudolpho notes, "he saw the columns of volumes, the 
books balanced off-kilter so that each stack had a distinct list, all inclining toward the 
centre. He was then very alarmed to see, at the circle' s centre, the outline of a human 
form. [ ... ] [H]e realized that he'd forgotten about the wooden automaton Moon" 
(Quarrington 296). Magical books manipulate characters in the novel. Books 
illuminate, and then appear to switch on, the seemingly conscious automaton. Just as 
the letters inscribed on the golem's forehead in Kavalier & Clay bring the body to 
life, language, in the form of the books, animates. Magical words confer life on 
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seemingly inert objects. 
In The Spirit Cabinet, languages have internaI structures that parallel magic. The 
structured and secretive language of magical books correlates to the symbolic 
language of math and science. Rudolpho discovers that the grotto is decorated in 
"the ciphers and runes that had troubled him so as a toddler, those made by Albert 
Einstein upon the walls of the walk-up at Kramgasse 49" (Quarrington 298). Math 
and language, both intricate symbolic structures, are the means by which magic is 
procured and transmitted. Structured languages operate like secret societies, as they 
compel initiates to disco ver their wonders; the form of the alphabet, whether 
mathematical or English, divulges only its form to the uninitiated, but does not offer 
up its meaning. Reading, uncovering the secrets of books, becomes tantamount to 
initiation into a secret cult, or of entering the Davenport Spirit Cabinet. Books 
become the metaphoric objects that eventually reveal authentic magic derived from 
reading. Houdini's books and Jurgen's magical acts deeply disturb Rudolpho's sense 
ofreality; Rudolpho considers magic an act of technique and illusion, and anything 
outside that ontological structure is not magic. Reading conf ers membership in a 
different kind of magic, one that the illiterate and ignorant Rudolpho shuns: "Y ou 
know 1 can't read. If! could read, 1 don't know if! would read" (Quarrington 301). 
Jurgen's idealistic vision ofmagic, on the other hand, in contrast to Rudolpho's 
secular philosophy, appears more like a secret society. The books initiate Jurgen into 
mysticism, the supernatural, the uncontainable within the contained, or at least, this is 
how it appears to Rudolpho, who cannot gain access to this world. 
Susanna Clarke's Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrelllikewise invests books with 
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magical powers. Books are alive or bring people to life in Clarke's novel. Magical 
books help Mr. Norrell, autodidactic magician, substantiate a malicious fairy and 
bring a young woman back from the dead. The most magical book in Jonathan 
Strange & Mr. Norrell, which happens to be written on the body of a prophet-
magician, Vinculus, illustrates that living books foretell destinies: 
The strange marks covered every inch of skin-the only exceptions were 
his face, hands, private parts and the soles of his feet. [ ... ] The more 
Childermass looked at him, the more he felt that the marks meant 
something. "This is the King's Letters," he said at last. "This is Robert 
Findhelm's book." [ ... ] What did it matter who read the books at 
Hurtfew? The most precious book of alllay naked and dead in the snow 
and the wind. (Clarke 752-753) 
The Raven King, a mythical master magician whose prophetic return is in the book 
itself, simultaneously foresees the return of magic to England. But, as Childermass 
discovers, each character's actions are foretold by the King's book, and characters 
unwittingly carry out the King's plan. The Raven King compels narrative as he 
returns magic to England, as the letters of his book act like a spell, binding the 
narrative actions to his will. 
Through their apparatus, be it chains, language, or comic panels, magicians 
establish or destabilize reality for audiences. Brian Macaskill theorizes that "the 
illusion of continuity effected by images in the service of representation is achieved 
by concealing a gap between art and life, a gap which can be reopened for 
examination whenever attention is focused on the paregonal margins of 
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representation: the frame or outline, indispensable to the image's denotative function, 
but also important loci of cultural connotation" (252). The enjoyment induced by the 
magician stems from the tension between the visible and the invisible, from the gap 
between the illusion and its supporting trick, or between the spectacle and the 
spectator' s belief in the trick. Representation is a form of seduction because of its 
artificiality. As Baudrillard argues, "seduction is never of the order of nature, always 
of the order of artifice; never of the order of energy, but of signs and rituals" 
("Selection from De La Séduction" 293). 
Superheroes 
If the escape artist frees spectators from the bounds of reality through acts of 
dissubstantiation, the superhero, by contrast, achieves liberation by inflating the 
proportions of the body. Superman's biceps ensure his ability to fight any foe. 
Superman's senses, too, are hyper-acute; he has the ability to see through walls. 
Each panel in a comic book is a miniature spirit box in which transformation occurs, 
a space where the body, through its representation, becomes larger-than-life. The 
fantastic dimensions of the superheroic body and its properties correlate to 
audiences' appetite for enchantment. Victoria Nelson notes that "The comic book 
superheroes and superheroines possess all the powers pertaining to beings of the 
superior World of Forms, minus obeisance to a Supreme Being-a state ofaffairs 
that suggest that these Divine Rumans live in a higher-world democracy in which 
their only true counterparts are the supervillains they must battle" (78). As super 
human caricatures, comic protagonists convey the best attributes of mankind, such as 
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empathy, justice, and philanthropy, while comic super villains display the worst: 
greed, malevolence, and avarice. Like the magician who transforms one person into 
another inside spirit cabinets, in comic books, authors substitute superheroes for 
spectators' desires as they perform feats of magic. The golem, medieval Prague's 
superhero, metaphorically represents the hopes of the Jewish community. The 
golem's escape from Nazi-occupied Prague during World War II likewise represents 
the escape of a people. As Elizabeth Grosz argues, the body becomes a '''prosthetic 
god,' approaching the fantasy of omnipotence, or at least of a body well beyond its 
physical, geographical, and temporal immediacy" (Grosz 38). 
Joe's first superhero, the golem, illustrates how desire plays into the artistic 
creation of the superhero. Fashioned from clay, and strung together with prayers, the 
golem belies its status as an object. The letier on the golem's forehead, bringing the 
golem to life, marks the body as fictional rather than real. The golem personifies the 
transition from a textual object to a living subject. The golem cannot be said to be 
alive, and yet, as the embodiment of the hopes of the people, the golem becomes 
animated. 
Words animate magical bodies, and "[d]espite Chabon's enthusiasm for narrative-
linked-with-image, he always retums to the incantatory power of the word" (Kalfus 
4). The work of the magician is the creation ofself-contained universes, the act of 
representation: "Every universe, our own included, begins in conversation. Every 
golem in the history of the world, from Rabbi Hanina's delectable goat to the river-
clay Frankenstein of Rabbi Judah Loew ben Bezalel, was summoned into existence 
through language, through murmuring, recital, and kabbalistic chitchat-was, 
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literalIy, talked into life" (Kavalier & Clay 119). Through the golem figure, Chabon 
links the work of the magician or artist to the creation of representation: 
Enchantment, of course, is the work of language; of spell and spiel. A 
golem is brought to life by means of magic formulae, one word at a time. 
In sorne accounts, the animating Name ofGod is inscribed on the golem's 
forehead, in others, the Name is written on a tablet, and tucked under the 
blank gray tongue of the golem. [ ... ] The ritual [ of animation] itself was 
the point of the exercise; performing it-reciting long series of 
complicated alphabetic permutations while walking in circles around the 
slumbering lump of clay-would induce a kind of ecstatic state, as the 
adept assumed a privilege ordinarily reserved for God alone: the making 
of a world. It was analogical magic: as the kabbalist is to God, so is a 
golem to all creation: a model, a miniature replica, a mirror-like the 
novel-ofthe world. ("The Recipe For Life" 1) 
Chabon explicitly links writing novelistic representations and the formation of 
magical beings. Magicians bring to golems the illusion of life, a magical act that 
delights spectators and frees them from the conundrums of an all-too tragic reality. 
The novel identifies the golem as the template from which superheroes are stamped; 
magicians fashion golems to liberate people from restrictive circumstances and 
oppression. As Ken Kalfus points out, the golem of Prague "is recalled repeatedly in 
the novel, every time one character provides another with the passage to freedom" 
(2). 
The theme of escape, bonded to the creation of superheroes in Kavalier & Clay, 
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depicts the superhero as the personification of faith. Escape arts and heroic figures 
embody "Wishful figments": "You know, like it's aIl what sorne little kid wishes he 
could do" (Kavalier & Clay 145). Joe, too, wishes that his golem, the Escapist, was 
"real" (Kavalier & Clay 136). His ever-pragmatic partner Sammy, though, 
understands that the mechanisms used by magicians to enact escapes are rarely 
straightforward. The golem of Prague was terminated because it became 
uncontrollable. Just as superheroes stand in for what singular human beings cannot 
accomplish, representations of superheroes succeed at the impossible by means of 
substitution: "you are going to be able to take that pile of money and pay what you 
need to pay to get your mother and father and brother and grandfather out of there 
and over here, where they will be safe. [ ... ] And in that sense, see, he really will be 
real" (Kavalier & Clay 136). By presenting audiences with their wishes, 
superheroes provide a focus for spectator' s desires. As Zizek argues, "a fantasy 
constitutes our desire, provides its co-ordinates; that is, it literally 'teaches us how to 
desire'" (qtd. in O'DonneIl 7). Superheroes are fantasy made flesh; wonderment 
resurfaces through the figuration of magical bodies inside narrative boxes. 
Superheroes dress the part to compel belief in witnesses regarding the veracity of 
their performances, and identify themselves through their physical dimensions, 
symbols, or tools by which they are recognized. Superheroes don disguises, the 
equivalent of a spirit cabinet, to free themselves from earthly, mundane identities. 
Disguises shelter the superhero during his transformation from one state to another, 
namely from an earthly being to a supematural wonder. As Joe's heroic magician's 
persona evolves, so too do the material accoutrements that define him as such. 
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Rosa's father gives Joe a suit to wear during his magic shows: "affixed to one of the 
satiny black lape1s was a small golden pin in the shape of a ske1eton key," as well as 
a "domino mask" (Kavalier & Clay 320). But, when Joe pulls on his suit and mask, 
the style of the narration once again shifts back into comic book perception. Joe's 
tasks become hyperbolic, and his magician's act as the "Amazing Cavalieri" 
transforms into the sophisticated patter of the Escapist. Remarkable events follow in 
the wake of Joe's disguising his mortality: Joe suddenly faces his archenemy, the 
Saboteur, for instance, who recognizes Joe through his apparel. Joe's transformation 
from an ordinary magician to a comic book superhero implicates fictional 
representation as the work of disguise, as authors transform something or someone 
mundane into something remarkable through fictional masks. 
Paradoxically, Joe can only be recognized while he wears the Escapist's mask. 
After the war, living as "Secretman" (Kavalier & Clay 517), a man without an 
identity, his son Tommy plots to bring Joe back to his family via the Escapist. 
Tommy writes the papers, anonymously warning New York City of the Escapist's 
return. To live up to Tommy's expectations, Joe performs a dangerous stunt: he 
contrives to fly a distance of"162 feet" off the top of the Empire State building 
(Kavalier & Clay 551). Joe's presence as a superhero is immediately transmitted by 
his guise to a group of orphaned children, witnesses to the event: "There was 
something stunned in the faces of the children, blinking and tentative. [ ... ] Their 
blood was filled with a kind of crippling nitrogen wonder" (Kavalier & Clay 550). 
Stunning onlookers, Joe fools his way through the trick: 
The policemen remained suspicious, but they were not sure what to 
believe. The midnight-blue costume, with it key symbol and its weird 
Hollywood sheen, affected their judgment. And then there was Joe's 
professional manner, still remarkably smooth and workmanlike after so 
many years of disuse. His confidence in his ability to pull off the trick 
[ ... ] appeared to be absolute. (Kavalier & Clay 551) 
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The costume, as much as the act, tips Sammy Clay as to the identity of the masked 
trickster. Joe may be able to fool authorities into thinking he is a crank, but children, 
who know the escape artist, and those most ready to believe in magic, recognize his 
innate, magical qualities. 
The magic of the superhero thus relies upon mis direction as one of its 
conventions. In comic books, one reality is mistaken for another; one character is 
taken to be normal while actually being, underneath the proverbial suit, a superhero. 
Magicians utilize misdirection and substitution as part of the conventions of magic, 
allowing things and people to change forms, almost before audiences' watching eyes. 
In Kavalier & Clay, Chabon uses misdirection to divert readers' attention. The 
elision of the comic book narrative with the realistic narrative distracts readers from 
the horrors of the Holocaust; the real superhero of the novel, meanwhile, is neither 
the Escapist nor the Golem of Prague, but Josef Kavalier in his many incarnations. 
Novels, by extension, enchant readers by replacing reality with fantastic 
representation of reality. 
The superhero embodies a different kind of escape fantasy than the escapologist. 
Readers' perspectives become obscured through the inflated dimensions of the 
superhero's body, enabling readers to take temporary flight from reality. Characters 
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in the novelliberate themselves from imprisoning identities through the conventions 
of superheroic misdirection. Ken Kalfus argues, for instance, that, "Sammy Clay, the 
Brooklyn golem, lies inanimate until Joe arrives" (2). A would-be sidekick to his 
cousin Joe, Sammy battles for a sense ofbelonging in the comic world, and in his 
personallife. Clay "has vivified his friend and partner Joe, who tums into a kind of 
superhero himself, as if conjured from his cousin's imagination" (Kalfus 2). Sammy 
Clay immerses himself in fictions to hide from his homosexuality and the 
shortcomings of his polio-crippled legs: "his sexuality becomes the box from which 
the forlom Sammy needs to escape" (Kalfus 4). With his imagination tied up with 
his father's vaudeville legacy, Sammy's fascination with the superhero begins long 
before he and Joe invent the Escapist. Clay longs for an almost cliché retum to the 
father figure, the all-powerful and protective male identity. His long-absent father, 
the "Mighty Molecule," a vegetarian strongman, escapes the stifling constraints of 
home and femininity. The Mighty Molecule, a larger-than-life character, works his 
own magical escape by disappearing and appearing from Sammy's life, giving rise to 
Sammy's need for fantastic collaboration: 
One night, about a year before Joe Kavalier's arrivaI, a telegram had come 
with word that, at a fairground outside Galveston, under the rear wheels of 
a Deere tractor he was attempting to upend, Alter Klayman had been 
crushed, and with him, Sammy's fondest hope, in the act of escaping from 
his life, of working with a partner. (Kavalier & Clay 98) 
Sammy's father, Alter Klayman, defies normalcy by inhabiting his alter ego as a 
strongman, which also represents Sammy's greatest wish. Alter simultaneously 
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figures in the nove1 as Sammy's alter ego; where Sammy is weak and crippled, the 
Mighty Molecule is the "strongest man in the world." The Mighty Molecule is a 
physical character, while Sammy is intellectual: the thinker, the businessman. 
After the war, after Joe disappears, Sammy steps in as a father figure to Joe's son, 
and a husband to Joe's girlfriend. Like a substitution in a magic show, Sammy sheds 
his real identity to prote ct the superhero's family; he thus provides the constraints 
necessary for him to escape the imperiling secret of his sexual orientation. As 
Sammy's editor remarks, "a secret is a heavy kind of chain" (Kavalier & Clay 625). 
Sammy's suburban disguise fixes him, paradoxically, in the role of the true, loyal 
sidekick to the superhero. 
Sammy Clay and Joe Kavalier discover, as they fashion their golem the Escapist, 
that every golem requires a secret purpose to exist. The desire underlying the 
fantastic elements of comic representation is the slow yielding of those secrets, the 
motivation behind the secret arts of creationism. As Sammy discovers, in a moment 
of genius-like inspiration, "The question is why" (Kavalier & Clay 94): motivation. 
Narrative, the revelation of motivation over time, often does so through conventions 
of misdirection. Misdirection creates narrative tension as readers suspend belief to 
follow narrative clues. Chabon incorporates narrative misdirection as the magic 
animating the comic superhero. Through a time lapse technique in the narrative, 
moreover, Chabon misdirects readers to believe, at first, that Sammy steals Joe's 
family. Joe, however, quickly and easily slips into the space Sammy makes for him 
within the "never-more-than-theoretical" family (Kavalier & Clay 656). As Sammy 
steals silently away to the alluring, golden promise of Hollywood, he leaves his mark 
as a domestic superhero, the superhero' s calling card, marking the duo as a team 
(Kavalier & Clay 656). 
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In the novel, Chabon orients his magicians' motivations towards the mundane 
even while they fashion superheroes. Joe and Sammy primarily create the Escapist 
as a means of fighting the war and saving their family. After the war, however, 
another motivation surfaces. As the Escapist's popularity wanes, the superheroic 
increasingly becomes invested in the creators, rather than the creation. Belonging 
within American society is the true purpose of Joe and Sammy's battle. Comic book 
superheroes disguise the alienation that individuals such as Sammy and Joe feel in 
post-World War II America. Victoria Nelson argues that comics represent the 
"domestic American fantastic" (79), and the evolution of the superheroic "was not 
drawn from folklore or ancient myth but is completely original to its creators in the 
twentieth century" (78). The ancient gods, after aIl, are no more than prototypes of 
Superman and Wonder Woman; yet the additional perspective of the "Everyman" in 
the comic form makes comics unique. Comics, a pastiche art form, intermingle the 
real and the hyperreal, as weIl as high and lowart forms. Superheroes thus present 
dual personalities, like voodoo fetishes; split between the "everyman" and the 
"superhero," the magical figure raises the ordinary human figure to the level of 
divinity. Authors and escape artists speIlbind spectators by the feat of liberating the 
mundane. 
The superhero plays an important role in emancipating a certain kind of identity 
in the nove!. A Jewish refugee, Joe struggles to embody an American ideal that no 
one, least of aU Sammy, his American cousin, can live up to. Meanwhile, Joe 
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attempts the futile task of erasing the horrors of the Holocaust, history that forever 
mars the lives of the cousins, through the fragile illusions of art. Chabon uses the 
cousins as the vehic1e by which the constraints of history are at the very least 
temporarily escaped. As the narrator relates, representation of this world is in itself a 
defiant act of magic: "The true magic of this broken world lay in the ability of the 
things it contained to vanish, to become so thoroughly lost, that they might never 
have existed in the first place" (Kavalier & Clay 339). Joe and Sammy fail to escape 
the emotional to11 of the Holocaust fina11y, just as the novel is unsuccessful at 
evading the consequences ofhistory. But by enacting representational constraints, 
the attempt itself paradoxically conf ers to readers a kind of partial escape, in the form 
of small, spectacular, vanishing loss. 
Chapter 3: 
Automated Enchantment: Talking Turks and Mechanical Characters 
The story is told of an automaton constructed in such a way that it could 
play a winning game of chess, answering each move of an opponent with a 
countermove. A puppet in Turkish attire and with a hookah in its mouth 
sat before a chessboard placed on a large table. A system of mirrors 
created the illusion that this table was transparent from aH sides. ActuaHy, 
a little hunchback who was an expert chess player sat inside and guided 
the puppet's hand by means of strings. One can imagine a philosophical 
counterpart to this device. The puppet called "historical materialism" is to 
win all the time. (Walter Benjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of 
History" 253) 
Cabinets for Curiosity 
Like Benjamin's story of the hunchback guiding the automaton's strings, the 
contemporary literary automaton is remarkable for its material and visual relationship 
to the deceit of representation in narrative. Two such mechanistic figures, Robertson 
Davies's Abdullah in World ofWonders and Allen Kurzweil's Talking Turk inA 
Case ofCuriosities, not limited by their Enlightenment origins, destabilize 
subjectivity by casting human repli cas as animated objects. Automata parody 
humanity through spectacular, yet shoddy, performances. The magic of automata 
stems from the uncertainty arising from the automaton's performance: spectators are 
left curious at to whether automata are alive or mere1y appear to be alive. 
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Robertson Davies's World ofWonders (1977) links the deceptions ofautomata to 
the illusions ofmagicians. The third novel of the Deptford Trilogy, World of 
Wonders (1977) glances back at the career of the self-made magician Magnus 
Eisengrim. The novel is his Bildungsroman, in which he discloses his life story to a 
group of filmmakers and friends during the production of a filmed documentary on 
the life of famous nineteenth-century magician Robert-Houdin. 1 Just as the film 
exploits Magnus Eisengrim's life as the subtext for Robert-Houdin's life, automatism 
in World ofWonders doubles characters into mechanical counterparts; fictions are 
magical acts that involve the creation of mechanical duplicates as characters. 
Eisengrim begins his life as a master illusionist when he is kidnapped as a small child 
and apprentices as the operator of Abdullah, mechanical wonder of a travelling 
carnival. Eisengrim, né Paul Dempster, is both an automaton and a human boy while 
inside Abdullah. Later in the novel, Eisengrim mimics this mechanical role when he 
becomes the stunt double for an actor, literally acting as his shadow. Once Eisengrim 
embarks on his career as a master magician, however, he bums the effigy of 
Abdullah. The automaton signifies, for Paul, his insignificance as an individual. 
Instead he embraces a second, occult identity: master magician Magnus Eisengrim. 
His continued love of automata and clockwork leads Eisengrim to produce the 
"Soiree of Illusions," in which another automaton, The Brazen Head of Friar Bacon, 
convinces audiences that it is both sentient and prophetie; the automaton answers a 
question pertinent to the fates of the characters of the novel, which sets off a chain of 
events that leads characters to recognize the elaborate fictions that make up a life. A 
1 Robert-Houdin's life story is also the fictionalized subject of Brian Moore's The Magician 's Wife. 
Mechanical invention often accompanies magic; Robert-Houdin was an inventor ofautomata and a 
magician, much like the protagonists of World of Wonders and A Case ofCuriosities. 
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master illusionist, Eisengrim' s elaborate manipulations of other characters in the 
novel boasts a contiguity with his previous incarnation as a manipulator of automata; 
magic creates the illusion of life through physical manipulations of objects. 
Automata in Allen Kurzweil's A Case ofCuriosities (1992) similarly stress the 
pleasures deriving from the illusionary and mechanical nature of novelistic 
representation. Through the metaphor of automata, the novel parodies c1ockwork; 
Kurzweil hints that novels themselves are containers for wonder. Novels, like 
automata, sometimes perform remarkably realistic imitations of human life. As a 
young man, Claude Page apprenti ces to an eccentric natural scientist, the lay priest 
known as the Abbé. When Claude mistakes the Abbé's destruction ofhis automata 
for the murder of a woman, Claude flees to Paris, where he apprentices to Lucien 
Livre, proprietor of the Sign of the Globe Bookstore. Page eventually creates his 
own automaton, the Talking Turk, and bestows upon the automaton an incredible 
characteristic: the ability to speak. The French Revolution-era narrative pits 
marvellous technology, embodied by the automaton, against the political climate of 
the times, a climate that induces terror rather than wonder. Magic, by contrast, the 
intended effect of the automaton's parody, induces delight. Book-ended by the 
discovery of a curiosity cabinet containing numerous artifacts pertaining to Claude's 
life and work, the novel makes the objects representative of a life into a performance. 
The historical narrative possesses qualities that resemble the Talking Turk, as both 
depict defunct, but magical and mysterious, technology. 
The automaton, neither human nor inhuman, incarnates the difficulties of 
representing the human body as a visual and textual entity. The mechanical body, a 
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visual representation, conveys magic because it magnifies and personifies the artifice 
involved in conveying human consciousness. As a textual representation of a visual 
artifact, the literary auto maton suggests that all characters are automata to some 
degree. The result of this staging is an aesthetic and emotional effect in which the 
visual strategy of representation simultaneously foregrounds its limitations and 
marvels. In particular, the automaton puts consciousness itse1f on display, since the 
automated body moves, but does not, apparently, think. By stripping the body of its 
human consciousness, the automaton breaks the body down into its mechanical parts 
and its programmable abilities. The automaton therefore underscores the theatricality 
of consciousness and representation, and resonates as a powerful induction into the 
realm ofmystery. As Jessica Riskin argues, "The attempt to reproduce life in 
machinery [ ... ] has resulted in an ongoing taxonomic exercise, sorting the animate 
from the inanimate, the organic from the mechanical, the intelligent from the rote" 
(613). Automata promote intense speculation as to the state oftheir component parts, 
and what those parts as a who le, added together, could possibly mean. The 
"contemplative space" required to "know" (Waugh 69), inherent in theories ofthe 
postmodem, is self-consciously contained and parodied by the automaton. The 
interior of the automaton is considered empty and hollow, filled only by the 
audiences' desires to perceive a consciousness within, as enacted by its exterior shell 
and actions. As Victoria Nelson argues, cyborgs are more "thrilling" within a visual 
medium than a textual one, "as a visual image the simulacrum still carries its 
traditionally powerful 'uncanny' impact" (250). 
The automaton is, at once, the paradox of reason and irrationality; the line 
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between subject and object blurs, and the spectacle ofthis wondrous display 
rejuvenates representations of subjectivity. The technological nature of the 
automaton is highly speculative, and indeed, duplicitous; its mechanical body 
parodies the human form and achieves a simulation of consciousness. The 
automaton's performance, entirely the work ofmechanical gears and limbs, charms 
viewers. In both Davies' and Kurzweil's novels, spectators gape at the life-like 
motions of automata. This enchantment within the representational field of narrative 
carries over as an effect, or an intended effect, to readers. Concurrently there arises 
with the automaton an inability to distinguish "whether an apparently inanimate 
object might not be in fact animate" (Freud 347). Both Davies and Kurzweil utilize a 
paradigm of consciousness, the hunchback subject within the machine, and 
unconsciousness: the machine as a material and historical object. The figure of the 
automaton in these works raises the dilemma, as Barbara Godard phrases it, between 
"the ability to be both inside and outside the frame, both represented and 
representing" ("The Dialogic Imagination" 76). The automaton compels fascination 
as it seems to extend beyond its machinery; like Pinocchio cutting his strings, the 
automaton sustains the illusion that a machine may break free from its mechanical 
components. 
Made from moveable and replaceable parts, automata are unstable bodies. The 
proportions of the mechanical body expand or reduce through its staged effects. 
Albert Borgmann asserts that with developments in technology, "the machinery of a 
device has [ ... ] a tendency to become concealed or to shrink" (42). With the literary 
automaton, the machinery of the body becomes momentarily displaced by its 
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enactments of consciousness. Instead ofthinking about machinery, audiences 
contemplate what the automaton stands in place of: consciousness. The automaton 
renders the representation ofhuman consciousness invisible, yet mechanically 
perceptible. The magic of representation, likewise, makes visible to spectators or 
readers components that evoke imaginative interiors. The postmodem auto maton 
highlights the impossibility of locating real consciousness, and instead concentrates 
on the desired effect ofits parody. In "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction," Benjamin argues that modem technology alienates the subject; for 
instance, "[t]he film actor [ ... ] feels as ifin exile-exiled not only from the stage but 
also from himself. With a vague sense of discomfort he feels inexplicable emptiness: 
his body loses corporeality, it evaporates, it is deprived ofreality, life, voice" (229). 
The literary automaton reverses and reinvests the alienated relationship between man 
and technology. The automaton ensures that man is the audience for, and not the 
actor of, mechanical parody, and the manifest alienation between the mechanical 
object and its audience is instead infused with amazement. The magic of automata 
induces spectators to puzzle over its possible existence, which simultaneously leads 
to questions of a metaphysical nature. Authenticity is always in question, and yet, as 
an object of spectacle, the automaton resonates with the power to sweep such 
meaningless categories as authenticity aside in the marvels of its display. Automata 
invite speculation on how magical effects can, instead, be amplified. As Plumeaux 
asks inA Case ofCuriosities, "What [ ... ] do you think would provoke the greatest 
response from the spectators?" (228). Automata ask that audiences comprehend the 
meaning of invention, but answer audiences in the form of riddles: "What is an 
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automat? It is something that remakes itself. Doesn't that also de scribe the efforts of 
the writer?" (Case 341). 
In literature, the automaton's closest magical relative, the golem, is literaHy the 
word made flesh. Golems appear in The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay, in 
Cynthia Ozick's The Puttermesser Papers (1997), and in Bruce Chatwin's Utz 
(1988), among other late twentieth-century novels. Contemporary novels draw 
golems as monsters and automata at the same time. In Ozick's novel, the golem is a 
magical monster because it thinks and acts independently of its creator. Ruth 
Puttermesser's utopian fantasies lead her to create "the first female golem" (Ozick 
43); Xanthippe, whose appetites, like her form, become gargantuan, enters the world 
through ancient rituals: "I was formed. Here you spoke the Name of the Giver of 
Life. You blew in my nostril and encouraged my soul. You circled my clay seven 
times. You enve10ped me with your spirit. You pronounced the Name and brought 
me to myself' (Ozick 42). Bound by the very language that creates her, Xanthippe 
informs Ruth, "AH tongues are mine, especially that ofmy mother. Only speech is 
forbidden me" (Ozick 41). Like the panels ofa comic strip, Xanthippe's artificial 
body installs in her certain restraints. But Xanthippe finds her way around these 
obstacles, and produces her own means of dialoguing with the world. Rather than 
speaking, Xanthippe writes. Writing, then, conveys Xanthippe's mystical existence; 
language literally gives her form, so she is bound by the conventions and form of 
linguistic representation. Nonetheless, the alphabet retains a mystical power and 
presence in Ozick's novel; like the golem, language is magic as it brings seemingly 
inert materials to life. Language, again like magic, suggests that other worlds and 
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realities can be accessed if the correct words are known. As Victoria Nelson argues, 
"Ozick echoes [ ... ] the idea of language as a mystical code in which every word and 
even every letter partakes of arcane meaning [ ... ]. Here Ozick seems to be granting 
the Hebrew language, in itself and without mention of a divine source, demiurgical 
powers ofsecondary creation" (94). The magic of the alphabet derives from its 
symbolic, and thus occult, nature. On a miniature scale, individualletters of the 
alphabet express the same world-making capacity as an entire text. The parallel 
between Xanthippe's body and written language inseribes the body within a magical 
paradigm; as Xanthippe grows larger and more menacing, language carries a 
concurrent power to create ever-expansive realities, often direetly shaped by 
Xanthippe's actions. 
In Ozick's novel, golems inhabit and represent a prelapsarian world, where 
objects, which can also be construed as text and speech, are one. Ruth longs for 
utopia: "At the beginning of all civilizations, art and religion were ineluctably fused: 
a god was a statue or a painting. The gods spoke through their physical 
representations" (Ozick 226). In ancient days, the nostalgie Ruth hints, literary 
representation was an aet oftrue magic. Ruth herself seems unaware ofhow she 
fashions the golem; the narrative follows Ruth as she awakens to find the golem, 
fully forrned, lying on her bed. Ozick presents the magic of the golem's animation 
by means of narrative legerdemain. The gap in the narrative figuratively represents a 
charmed space where magical bodies are substantiated, as within a spirit cabinet. 
Golems imply textual magic; they require textual narrative, written spells, to be 
shaped and animated into visual entities. Chabon's golem, too, is silent; like 
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Xanthippe's verbal restriction, golems in The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & 
Clay only speak through the comic narration, which gives voice to seemingly moving 
images by means of comic strip panels. In the novel, comic book panels animate 
golems through boxes that manipulate represented bodies, granting the illusion of 
life. The magic of the golem, even its inarticulacy, embodies MitcheIl's definition of 
"ekphrastic hope": "when the impossibility of ekphrasis is overcome in imagination 
or metaphor, when we discover a 'sense' in which language can do what so many 
writers have wanted it to do: 'to make us see'" (Picture Theory 152). The narration 
of The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay surmises that the golem "was the 
expression of a yeaming that a few magic words and an artful hand might produce 
something-one poor, dumb, powerful thing [ ... ]. It was the voicing of a vain wish, 
when you got down to it, to escape" (582). The golem's narrated story, printed in 
comic bubbles and paralleled by the narration of Kavalier & Clay, stands akin to the 
act of ventriloquism, of giving voice to the inanimate body. Each movement is like a 
single letter, a panel which, when sewn together with other panels, creates a 
remarkable illusion ofmovement, and thus life. HistoricaIly, the golem's ancient 
magic was forged through al chemy, which "reinforced the beliefthat matter not only 
was alive but had a soul as weIl" (Nelson 51). Contemporary golems such as Ozick's 
Xanthippe, on the other hand, prompt readers to interrogate the metaphysical 
uncertainty ofbeing: are we are a body, an imagination, a machine, a soul, or 
something incalculable? 
The golem's mechanical twin, the automaton, also gains its magic from the 
mechanical body's simulation of consciousness. As the automaton feigns the 
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physical parameters ofhumanity, it also simulates the internaI mechanisms of 
humanity through speech and movement, and even remarkable displays of 
intelligence, and so retains possible and questionable consciousness. The automaton 
thus communicates a postmodern concept of interiority: intelligence and interiority 
are, in their most basic forms, parodic. In postmodern novels, magic showcases 
interiority as a crafted object of representation. The automaton thus hints at the 
artificial nature ofmagic, its simulated illusion of the supernatural. 
The automaton's mechanical shell is apprehended in opposition to its interior 
spaces, its possible consciousness. Unlike the carnivalesque body, the auto maton is 
wondrous specifically due to its empty husk and inanimate characteristics, its lack of 
replicative and reproductive functions. Aside from Vaucanson's mechanical duck, 
the automaton does not share the bodily functions of eating and digestion.2 In Allen 
Kurzweil's A Case ofCuriosities, the Abbé's automated Christ, complete with 
circulatory system, ends in a fiasco. The automaton effectively "bleeds to death" and 
is viewed as so unholy by its audience that the automaton is destroyed and the 
Abbé's mentor is exiled (271-2). Instead, the automaton exists to parody not the 
functions of the human body necessarily, but the consciousness within. In contrast to 
Donna Haraway's definition of the cyborg, the automaton is distinguished from its 
human counterparts in that its faulty mimesis ofhumanity, rather than a lifelike 
2 Jacques Vaucanson was one of the rnost influential inventors of the Enlightenrnent. His autornata, such as 
the Defecating Duck, are still seen as sorne of the most ingenious automata hoaxes in history (see Wood 
26-30, Riskin 599-601). Kurzweil inserts Vaucanson and his "Defecating Duck" into the narrative of A 
Case ofCuriosities as an object of Claude's admiration (318). Lawrence Norfolk's Lemprière 's Dictionary 
also features Vaucanson as a shadowy, conspiratorial inventor-genius. 
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display ofhuman characteristics, is its magical, unique quality.3 Like a spirit cabinet 
or a voodoo fetish, the automaton's magic derives from its interior, unknown spaces 
where consciousness may, or may not, manifest itself. 
The automaton underscores a postmodern obsession with two contiguous, and 
sometimes competing, desires. The automaton reduces the human body, and thus 
consciousness, to its component parts. From this vantage point, the automatic body 
deliberates upon the materiality ofpostmodern culture; more specifically, the 
automaton represents the possibility of capturing and collecting the magical. The 
automaton also signifies nostalgia; a now-defunct mark of Enlightenment science and 
the world of carnivals, the automaton reifies a more innocent expression of 
materiality. The magic induced by the automaton in contemporary narratives locates 
desire in the act of mimesis. Technology, once a mark of magic, returns to its roots. 
InA Case ofCuriosities, all aspects ofmechanical invention are imbued with artistry: 
timepieces with moving figures, showers fashioned from leaky roofs, and dioramas 
with moving parts. Artistry, such as the inventive arts that go into making automata, 
enchants through its products. 
The contemporary literary automaton therefore differs from previous incarnations 
of automata, such as E. T. A. Hoffmann's Olympia, in fundamental ways. In "The 
Sandman," the creator of the automaton and the bizarre effects that the life-size doll 
executes are seen as not only uncanny, but something truly horrifying, as automata 
bring about destruction and death. Science equals black magic in "The Sandman," 
where technology stands in sharp contrast to ordinary reality. Hoffmann aligns the 
3 In "A Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science, Technology and Socialist Feminism in the 1980s," Donna 
Haraway defines a cyborg as a "cybemetic organism, a hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of 
social reality as weIl as a creature of fiction" (465). 
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evil inventor Coppelius with the mythic foe of childhood, bringer of sleep and death. 
In Hoffmann's tale, improper perception occludes the narrator's ability to see that his 
love object is an infernal machine; without the ability to recognize the difference 
between what is real and what is an illusion or projection, characters place 
themselves in mortal jeopardy. 
By contrast, contemporary novels illustrate the wonder aroused in spectators by 
the performance of mechanical bodies. As Bruno Snell argues, "In [ ... ] inducing 
wonder, machines fool us, as magicians or jugglers might, but also make us delight in 
being fooled" (65). In Thomas Wharton's Salamander (2000), automata reign within 
a magical, yet historical, realm in which printing presses are portaIs to other worlds, 
literally and metaphorically. Similarly, the automaton Moon in Paul Quarrington's 
The Spirit Cabinet (1999) falls under the ownership of Jurgen and Rudolpho, a pair 
oftechnologically skilled master magicians. Moon, part of Houdini's collection of 
magical memorabilia, appears to have access to a mystical, magical dimension. In 
Ross King's Ex-Libris (1998), the severed head of an automaton, displayed in a 
cabinet of curiosity, provides the narrator a cryptic clue as to an elaborate, 
labyrinthine treasure hunt. Similarly, Lawrence Norfolk's Lemprière 's Dictionary 
(1991) pits automata Doppelgangers against human dupes; the secrets of the 
automata must be unraveled, by the protagonists and by readers, to solve the 
mysteries of the narrative. 
Rather than illustrating the dangers of technology through the crafting of artificial 
life, contemporary novels raise the limitations of science and Enlightenment 
technology as something that automata transcend through their imperfect 
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performances. Hepburn notes, "Postmodem wonder [ ... ] differs from its 
manifestations in other eras because it does not nullify competing discourses of 
scepticism or science" ("Enough ofa Wonder" 75). On the contrary, as Hepbum 
argues, "Science and wonder are not incompatible; they just offer utterly different 
approaches to nature. The wondrous is a holdout of what science has not explained, 
measured, and complicated" ("Enough of a Wonder" 76). Wonder is an aesthetic and 
emotional effect of magic. "Contemporary novels," Hepbum writes, "historicize and 
relish confusion: things were more wondrous and magical before science made us aH 
pretend to be rational. Therefore, in the quest for wonder, postmodem fiction keeps 
returning to pre-Enlightenment or anti-Enlightenment settings" ("Enough of a 
Wonder" 76). Benjamin's story of the chess-playing automaton reveals the 
spectacular and staged duplicity ofmost, but not aH, automata. Object and subject 
are forever enmeshed, confused by the automaton; the body takes on hyperbolized 
characteristics, and these are defined against normal or natural bodies. The 
automated body creates a spectacle of the body in order to stymie and thrill 
audiences. Meanwhile, the imperfect parody of consciousness effected by 
Enlightenment-era technology marks audiences' desire to be fooled by naïve, 
nostalgic, visual illusions. 
Abdullah, Marvel of the Age 
Automata in World ofWonders create a comparison between literary 
representation and magic acts. Readers, as surrogates for spectators of automata, 
question the dubiousness of the tales they are told. For Davies, novelist arts share the 
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artificiality and magic of the theatre, as both artistic media "give shape to the 
archetypal stuff' that "pro duces the most powerful magic" (Grant 464). Davies 
draws upon his profound love and years of experience in theatre as a paralle1 to the 
wonder of the carnival and automata in World ofWonders. As Judith Skelton Grant 
argues, for Davies "the appeal of much popular entertainment-nineteenth century 
melodrama, for example-Iay in its ability to evoke archetypes" (464). The 
epistolary or dialogic structure of the narrative in each of the Deptford Trilogy novels 
highlights how novels contrive to represent interior realities through the frame of 
narrative structure. The most dialogic of the three nove1s, World ofWonders opens 
with a disembodied, confusing conversation between unnamed characters on the 
nature ofrepresentation. Storytelling is the essence of the Tri/ogy, and as a corollary, 
the ways in which narrative contrives to make visible interiority in text. Davies 
situates readers within the mechanical body of the narrative, within Magnus 
Eisengrim's retrospective narrative consciousness. Memory and the narrative of the 
past entail trickery. To impart memory to another always involves mechanically 
rendering something as fragile and elusive as consciousness. Davies thus compels 
readers to view memories as artificial constructions; just as Eisengrim manipulates 
Abdullah's limbs, he likewise influences how much others know ofhis life story. 
Automata are oracular in World ofWonders; the Brazen Head of Friar Bacon and 
Abdullah both showcase the ability of automata to transcend time by transforming it 
into a mechanically produced, but astonishing, illusion. The Deptford Trilogy novels 
aH centre on two primary remarkable events that resonate throughout the lives of the 
characters: the snowball that incapacitates Mrs. Dempster and brings on Paul's 
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premature birth, and the death of Boy Staunton, who originaIly threw the snowbaIl. 
These events are brought together during a "Soiree of Illusions" at which the 
prophecy of the Brazen Head of Friar Bacon leads everyone back to the beginning of 
the narrative loop. The Brazen Head, a spoof on Robert Greene's play (1589) and Sir 
Francis Bacon's invention, appears in each of the novels as a device of illusion and 
trickery. The voice ofthe machine, supplied by Liesl, answers the question, "Who 
killed Boy Staunton?": "He was killed by the usual cabal: by himself, first of aIl; by 
the woman he knew; by the woman he did not know; by the man who granted his 
inmost wish; and by the inevitable fifth, who was keeper of his conscience and 
keeper of the stone" (Fifth Business 256). The mystery of Boy Staunton's death 
becomes, through the automaton' s prophecy, a wondrous event. This mystery, in 
turn, recasts aIl of the events of the characters' lives in a wondrous, if sublime and 
uncanny, light. In the same way that comic books tum ordinary individuals into 
superheroes, a group of friends and acquaintances unwittingly form a secret cult 
around a painful memory. Each retold moment, each relationship forged by the 
characters, becomes implicated in the spectacular life of Paul Dempster and death of 
Boy Staunton. The Brazen Head presents the illusion that it sees both backwards and 
forwards in time, as weIl as into the secrets of the characters involved in the snowball 
incident. The Brazen Head's oracular performance reconfigures the story of the 
snowbaIl as a magical, mythical event. Time is a rock within a snowball; time is the 
magical narrative performance of automata. 
As with World ofWonders, Fifth Business highlights the link between narrative 
form as contrivance and the magical nature of archetypes and parodies ofhuman 
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consclOusness. Dunstan Ramsay, protagonist of Fifth Business, reveals his life 
throughjournal entries. This confessional form highlights the confining aspects of 
subjectivity, yet at the same time celebrates individuality as a narrative vehicle. 
Throughout the narrative it becomes clear that Ramsay has experienced enchantment 
in many forms, but most especially through the wondrous form of Mrs. Dempster, 
Paul's mother. After being hit by a rock, Mrs. Dempster survives premature labour 
and her injuries, but exhibits strange behaviours that lead Ramsay to suspect that she 
is a living saint. Mrs. Dempster appears to be possessed of magical abilities. 
Ramsay's il1 brother constitutes an example of Mrs. Dempster's unworldly abilities. 
Ramsay relates that she seems to revive his brother, and for Ramsay, "Willie's recall 
from death is, and will always be, Mrs. Dempster's second miracle" (Fifth Business 
59). During the war, Ramsay encounters another of Mrs. Dempster's miracles. 
Injured during the intense fighting at Passchendaele, Ramsay spies a chapel 
containing "a statue of the Virgin and Child," extraordinary because "the face was 
Mrs. Dempster's face" (Fifth Business 74). Through the intervention of Mrs. 
Dempster as the Virgin, Ramsay escapes imminent death (Fifth Business 74). Like 
the snowball, the object that conf ers upon each of the narratives mythic time, Mrs. 
Dempster leaves behind her human qualities and crosses into legend. Mrs. Dempster 
becomes the statue of the virgin, a stony representation akin to an automaton. 
Ramsay's ability to see Mrs. Dempster's magic, moreover, signaIs an important 
intersection between perception and consciousness. Ramsay, who keeps "his 
conscience" and is "keeper of the stone" (Fifth Business 256), collects magical 
objects. These objects seem to indicate consciousness, even ifthat consciousness is 
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inhuman. 
The Manticore, the second book in the trilogy, looks to the future generation of 
the Brazen Head's oracle, as it concems Boy Staunton's son, David, a young man 
obsessed and emotionally stunted by his father's death. David's tale is related 
through a series of conversations and written monologues to Dr. Von Holler, his 
psychiatrist in Switzerland. David's moment of wonder occurs at the climax of the 
novel, when Liesl, connected to all of the main characters in the novels, takes David 
to a prehistoric cave shrine. Through the long crawl out of the darkness of the 
womb-like cave, David is "rebom, by the terror of the cave and the great promise she 
[Lie si] had made to me a few hours before" (Manticore 512). Just as Paul Dempster 
assumes the proportions of a machine while he sits within Abdullah, David likewise 
discovers wonder in enclosed, interior spaces. The cave, lined with the bones of 
bears and prehistoric paintings, is a space for magic. Like the interior cavity of an 
automaton or a magician's spirit cabinet, the cave allows objects and people to be 
transformed. Prehistoric cave dwellers tum animaIs into still images, and the bodies 
of bears into gods. Likewise, Liesl, the giantess, seemingly transforms into a bear 
before David, and David himselffeels rebom within the cave, cleansed ofhis father's 
legacy. 
World ofWonders continues to play upon spatial duality, and on the magic of 
insides and outsides, through Abdullah, the Card-Playing Automaton: 
It was a crude effigy of a Chinese, sitting on top of a che st, with his legs 
crossed. To begin with, the name was crassly wrong. Why call a Chinese 
figure Abdullah? Its robes were offrowsy sateen; its head was vulgarly 
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moulded in papier mâché with an ugly face, sharply slanted eyes, dangling 
moustaches, and yellow fangs which hung down over the lower lip. 
(World ofWonders 50) 
Audiences fasten attention on the automaton's seemingly incompatible traits. 
Abdullah is at once monstrous and ridiculous, "frowsy" and marvellous, a fictitious 
cyborg and a genuine work oftechnology. The costume establishes Abdullah as part 
of the lineage of the unknown and mystical East, whether China or the Middle East. 
A hybrid of identities, Abdullah nevertheless draws attention as an object of magic 
through the unfamiliarity ofits persona to Western audiences. 
The allure of the automaton derives from its contradictory components and 
audiences' empathy towards its human performance. Automata grant spectators the 
illusion that they, too, could be transformed into a machine. As Barbara Godard 
claims in "World ofWonders: Robertson Davies' Carnival," the dual nature of the 
automaton gives rise to the possibility that characters "could become automatons, 
like Abdullah, entrances to the underworld. In this case they are like puppets" (282). 
Each character in World ofWonders, notjust Paul Dempster, faces the threat of 
automatism. Characters constantly slip towards mechanical representation. Film, a 
medium introduced at the beginning of the novel, invokes the conversion of 
characters into machines; film transforms subjects like Eisengrim into 
representational objects, just as it does with the historical character Robert-Houdin. 
Film, like novelistic narrative, mechanically duplicates characters. Davies insinuates 
that, just as memories are enacted in the narrative by mechanical Doppelgiingers, the 
magic of narrative always involves the replication of subjects as unreal vestiges of 
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themselves. 
The simulated nature of the automata's consciousness in World ofWonders 
reenacts Davies' conception of character as a mechanical reproduction. Automata 
articulate a magical tension between the hidden aspects of representations and those 
that are revealed. The novel introduces the concept of the hidden in relation to the 
automaton's body, but stretches the concept of secret interiority to contain aU aspects 
of representation. Without the technological vehic1e necessary to convey animate 
versions of consciousness-a machine-the automaton becomes a two-dimensional 
Image. Narrative involves the simulation of consciousness through the medium of 
words. Like the voodoo fetish that aUows spirits to communicate, the auto maton 
conf ers on fictions the sense that novels may contain living essence, as illusions 
come alive in readers' imaginations. Yet readers endow characters with 
consciousness by lending their own in a sort of magical transference. As it concems 
itself with the inability to know a character, the novel expounds upon the possibility 
of conveying any interiority at all. Magnus Eisengrim is an enigma wrapped in a 
mysterious history. The narrative is about the unravelling ofthis mystery, the secrets 
behind the master magician's façade. Still, Eisengrim's personal history, inc1uding 
his relationships with the various characters surrounding him, such as Liesl and 
Ramsay, is a magician's performance. The narrative conveys only shadows and 
partial truths; like the body of an automaton, narrative reveals tantalizing glimpses of 
an elusive whole. Gaps in Eisengrim's past remain unfathomable and unfiUable, and 
the audience of filmmakers and friends supply the necessary narrative links in the 
magician's story. The filmmaker Lind, in fact, believes a strange symbiotic pact 
exists between audience and entertainer, where both parties agree to only a partial 
picture of a subject: 
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l can't see my audience, and what l can't see l can't dominate. And what l 
can't dominate l can't enchant, and humour, and make partners in their 
own deception. 
You must understand that that is where my art cornes in. l am your 
audience, and l contain in myself aIl these millions of whom we speak. 
You satisfy me and you satisfy them, as weIl. (World ofWonders 9) 
Parts stand for the whole in narrative, just as spectators in the nove! represent readers, 
andjust as Abdullah's mechanical strings, pulled by another set ofhands, is believed 
to be its source of intelligence. 
The automaton's display consists ofrevelation and secrecy. On the one hand, the 
inner mechanisms are supposedly disclosed to the audience. Once Paul crawls inside 
Abdullah, 
Willard opened various doors in front of the chest, then turned the whole 
figure around on the wheels which supported the chest, and opened a do or 
in the back. These doors revealed to the spectators an impressive array of 
wheels, cogs, springs and other mechanical devices, and when Willard 
touched a lever they moved convincingly. (World ofWonders 51) 
AbduIlah's performance operates within prescribed patterns of showmanship; the 
revelation of Abdullah's machinery is part ofits narrative act. Spectators' curiosity 
regarding the workings of the automaton only heightens, though, at Willard's 
revelation of AbduIlah's inner spaces. Spectators sense, but cannot prove, that there 
exists a hidden dimension to the performance. Unrequited perception begets the 
desire to see more. The surface of a body thus acts like a locked box, and the 
gleaming treasure within is the secrets of consciousness. The exterior and interior 
exist in constant psychological tension sustained by the act of viewing. 
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Surfaces in the novel thus function in the same way that a costume denotes the 
characteristics of a superhero. The magic of surfaces extends to all fictional 
characters in the novel, whose performances separate their authentic being from their 
stage personas. The freak performers in the Wanless W orld of W onders confound 
notions ofinteriority and exteriority. As the Sword-Swallower consumes his swords, 
spectators wonder whether or not the body is hollow, a mere sheath of empty space 
where the Sword-Swallower's organs should be. The Fat Woman's inflated 
dimensions, similarly, presents an excess of seemingly unfilled space. Freaks present 
challenges of classification and categorization, whether of surface, interiority, sex, or 
consciousness. Likewise, the stage names of freaks, such as The Human Marvel and 
the Missing Link, conventional sideshow monikers, are archetypal and suggestive 
more than individualizing (World ofWonders 26). Accordingly, in World of 
Wonders, names are representations and indicators of magic. Names frame and 
anticipate wondrous displays. The automaton, likewise, is named in order to reflect 
its many mythic dimensions: "Abdullah, the Card-Playing Automaton, and Scientific 
Marvel of the Age!" (World ofWonders 53). Names anticipate magic; names 
dramatize and play with proportion, scale, and classification: the Fat Lady, the 
Androgynous Man, and the Sword-Swallower. As stereotypical performers, they 
occupy a role of familiarity to each other and the audience. The expectations 
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surrounding these performers, roles dictated by the physical dimensions of their 
bodies, are fulfilled. On the other hand, Paul's role as Abdullah's operator breaks 
these expectations as Paul' s magic extends not only to the Rubes but to the other 
performers. Even within the sideshow, where normative fissures confer membership, 
Abdullah stands outside the realm of other, human performers. Eisengrim reflects 
that "none of [the performers] had any capacity for thought or reasoning" (World of 
Wonders 48). Paul's symbiosis with Abdullah when he occupies the automaton's 
inviolable mechanical space sustains an impenetrable and remarkably inhuman 
illusion. Like Russian dolls folded one inside the other, the space that Paul occupies 
as an individual cancels the repeated enclosures of theatrical boundaries: the line-up 
of performances, the camival as a whole, and the train in which he hides. In the card-
playing and divination of the automaton, and in camival performances generally, 
consciousness hides in plain sight. 
The automaton's performance simulates the magic of narrative technique. 
Automata convey authors' constraints in the creation of fictions, but then illustrate 
how the creation's effects far surpass their performances. Similar to the 
escapologist's art, contemporary novels construct faulty mimetic structures to 
showcase more clearly the magical effects ofrepresentation. For instance, Paul's 
captivity induces a limited, and filtered perspective, just as any lens of childhood 
filters a child's narrative. He spends most ofhis early life sheltered by mechanical 
prosthetics: "1 often ate in the seclusion of Abdullah. The hours of the show were 
from eleven in the moming until eleven at night" (World ofWonders 65). This 
filtered, interior existence parallels the stifling nature ofrepresentation. Paul's filter 
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is a machine, a work of art designed to fool an audience into believing its reality. 
Throughout the novel, Davies presents space as interiority, and therefore part of 
Abdullah's illusory disguise. Exteriority is rarely represented in the novel, as even 
the spatial boundaries of the cami val are depicted as claustrophobie. Though always 
on the move, the camival performers and performances are static, their performances 
rote; Paul "soon stopped trying to know the names of the towns, and called them all 
Pumpkin Centre" (World ofWonders 73). In a season, the World ofWonders 
performs "over a thousand shows," which blur into one another (World ofWonders 
73). The disorientation and surprise felt by audiences in viewing the camival 
spectacles belie the boredom of the performers (World ofWonders 73). In contrast, 
Paul admits he has "no notion of the world," which keeps him in astate similar to the 
audience's awe (World ofWonders 61). Paul remains wonderstruckjust as much as 
audiences, as neither is privy to full disclosure. Indeed, his existence at the cami val 
is dictated by the simple maxim that reiterates the rules of magic; just as the real 
mechanics behind the illusions of a magic show must remain secret, Paul "must never 
be seen during working hours" (World ofWonders 65). Limited perspectives through 
narrative shells, such as that metonymically represented by Paul within the belly of 
the automaton, incite audiences and readers to question the veracity of what they are 
seeing. At the same time, the limited interior view implied by the automaton ensures 
readers' active participation in the fiction. In order to comprehend the presented 
narrative viewpoint, they must manipulate the automaton's limbs, so to speak, by 
believing in the illusion. Readers look through the enchanted viewpoint of the 
magic al automaton. 
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A parody of Von Kempelen's chess-playing automaton, Abdullah represents the 
magic of an Orient prior to discovery and conquest, a marvellous past married to a 
technological future. Although labelled the "Scientific Marvel of the Age," Abdullah 
is only a hoax (World ofWonders 52). Paul relates that he "had to leam to pump the 
little treadle that made the mechanical noise which simulated the finely scientific 
machinery of the automaton" (World ofWonders 53). Paul is privy to the trick: "the 
secret of these mechanisms was that they were shams, displayed in front of polished 
steel mirrors, so that they seemed to fill the whole of the chest under the figure of 
Abdullah, but really left room for a small pers on to conceal himself when necessary" 
(World ofWonders 51). If the camival world is about testing reality, Abdullah 
figuratively and literally embodies its utter falseness. Abdullah's mechanisms mock 
scientific rationalism, just as they mock technology and the mysteries of the Orient. 
Even a sheltered child like Paul can see through the shoddy, and typically 
underwhelming, craftsmanship of the crownjewel in the third-rate camivalline-up. 
The mirrored relays of gears and the parody of sounds merely underscore the 
simulated nature of Abdullah. Mirrors project the outer world onto the inner, and, as 
tricks are revealed, vice versa. 
"Prestidigitization": The Mechanical Magic of the Talking Turk 
Allen Kurzweil' s automata in A Case of Curiosities draw attention to the 
enchanting nature of objects that simulate and represent human life; whereas 
characters in Davies' s novels retain a vestigial human consciousness, Kurzweil' s 
novels are populated by machines, wherein character is not mimetic of 
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consciousness. The Turk's performance, his uncanny mimicry ofhuman speech and 
movement, thus paraIle1s the invention of character. As an inventor, Claude creates 
mechanical wonders that delight, surprise, and stimulate. Claude' s many inventions, 
such as ingenious devices that turn a leaking roof into a running faucet (Case 176), 
echo the dazzling nature of new contrivances. New inventions shimmer with 
possibility; they radiate secret recesses that hide, in plain sight, the technology used 
to conceive ofthem. Inventions echo stories, according to Claude: "My father [ ... ] 
he1d that aIl discoveries hide a tale" (Case 175). What animates technologies for 
viewers is hidden narration, stories that explicate the inexplicable. Inventions stand 
in for stories in A Case of Curiosities. Audiences experience delight as they actively 
participate in the exchange of material inventions for narrative invention. Kurzweil 
parallels the effects that this magical transformation rouses in audiences. During his 
tutelage with the Abbé, Claude's task is to merge pornographie images with the 
mechanics of clockwork. Enthralled, Claude realizes the power of a "tableau animé, 
or animated painting" of the "Hours of Love": "Here was an object that merged 
movement and image, that captured the motions ofwork and play, water and wind" 
(Case 93). The miniatures, enchanted and enchanting objects, mimic the 
automaton's performance. As with pornography, bodies are defined by and through 
desire, as the movements of erotic figures stimulate desire. The auto maton is 
similarly designed for spectators; as with the magician's prestidigitation, the 
automaton's movements spark fascination from onlookers, and the desire to know 
how its consciousness is faked. 
Kurzweil deliberates upon the artificial means of conveying consciousness 
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through novelistic structure, a parody of representation itself. The novel begins in 
the present era, with the purchase of a cabinet of curiosities at the Drouot Auction 
House in Paris. The objects in the container, including a button, a linnet, a watch, a 
doll, and other curios, are mute. The narrator leams that this case, "a memento 
hominem, rather than proclaiming mortality, registers a life. Each object in the case 
indicates a decisive moment or relationship in the personal history of the compositor" 
(Case xi). Kurzweil recounts the life of Claude Page through ten chapters, 
designated through an object such as "the Nautilus" or "the Bell," and sixt Y sub-
chapters. The pagination of the novel is likewise deliberate. Pagination ends 
precisely on page 360, and the narrator recounts: "How did the writer justify ten 
chapters in place of twelve that appear on a watch face? It seems that during the 
French Revolution [ ... ] the goveming authorities, in an attempt to rewrite history, 
changed the system of timekeeping. [ ... ] Hence, ten chapters for the ten 
compartments. As an act ofprivate subversion, however, Plumeaux retained sixt Y 
pre-Revolutionary sections" (Case 359). Decidedly self-conscious, the structure of 
the novel is comparable to the Revolutionary clock, punning upon the "revolution" of 
the hands ofa clock. Chapters become units oftime, and by extension, objects that 
propel the narrative forward, along with the more miniature movements of the 
characters set within the chapters. As readers voyeuristically indulge in the 
dramatization of the lives depicted, Kurzweil's novel becomes a form of 
pomography, the real "Hours of Love," which reveals tantalizing glimpses of 
enchanting forms cavorting between the covers of the book. 
Kurzweil's narrative structure reveals a deep investment in the tensions between 
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materiality and consciousness. Under the tutelage of the Abbé, Page learns that aIl 
objects are worthy of study. He explains how objects stand in for their human 
counterparts: "We must aIl choose our own metaphors. Mine is the nautilus. Your 
metaphor is that golden clamshell we calI the watch" (Case 94). Objects define 
subjectivity. Characters in narrative are objects that stand for something not actually 
there; like the objects in the case, fictional characters only materiallY represent 
memories of a life. In contrast to the heavily visual elements of the objects in the 
box, a button, a jar, and so on, stands its counterpart, consciousness. The novel 
begins with mute, timeless objects, and ends with overly garrulous, overly conscious 
development of time. Kurzweil physically emplots what is notoriously difficult to 
textualize: time. The historical nove!, then, "is certainly about watchmaking and 
watches" (Mott 85), the physical encasernent of time. 
Likewise, objects are imbued with certain conditions ofbeing that the auto maton 
plays upon. As W. J. T. Mitchell relates, "Space is stasis, visual, external, empty, 
corporeal, and dead. It is only redeemed from these essential, natural conditions by 
sorne intervention or violence; it must be pushed into motion, temporalized, 
internalized, filled up, or brought to life by time and consciousness" ("Space, 
Ideology" 93). To represent the temporal, or consciousness, through objects, is to 
rely on metaphor. In at least one regard metaphors are magical, since they involve 
switching one reality for another. For Claude, "Watchmaking allowed him to switch 
from the still surface of enamel to the substantive movements that hid underneath. 
Time, in its technical manufacture, was soon ofClaude's essence" (Case 89-90). The 
inventor's manipulation oftime and space is the source of magic, and automata are 
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its expression. 
The substance animating inventions, in contrast, defies reason, logic, and the rules 
goveming nature. Automata emphasize the "substantive movements" (Case 90) 
beneath the metal casing ofits body, a metaphor for the unknown and magical 
consciousness presented by inert objects such as novels. What magicians, authors, 
and inventors create through their mechanical illusions is the very essence of magic: 
what cannot be presented, but nevertheless appears to .be. In marked contrast to the 
heavily physicalized passages of time, A Case of Curiosities begins its 
"revolutionary" tale through folkloric or mythic time. The narrator, claiming that 
"Origins can be difficult to trace" (Case 1), occ1udes Claude's history, as he 
juxtaposes history with myth. Though the novel relies upon its precise historical time 
period as a thematic strand, through the encasernent of revolutionary time in the 
narrative structure, Kurzweil's plot unravels not with a historical event per se, but a 
natural one: "we must begin by noting the arrivaI of the Vengeful Widow on the 
tenth of September, 1780" (Case 1). Dates provide the framework by which 
extraordinary events, such as the seemingly supematural wind storm, can be related. 
Wind, in different forms, takes on a peculiar significance in the novel, and instigates 
central events of the narrative. A natural and invisible phenomenon, wind represents 
an intangible phenomenon that can be seen only through its effects. A Case of 
Curiosities demonstrates the power of the wind as the Page home bums during a 
windstorm, killing Claude's mother and sister (252). Wind, however, also 
metonymically marks consciousness in the form ofhuman speech; wind is the breath 
of life that animates auto mata and fictional characters alike in the novel. 
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Contemporary novelists code literary representation as an act of prosopopoeia, "the 
rhetorical technique of envoicing a silent object" (Heffeman 302). Authors and 
inventors of automata invest in prosopopoeia to create magical effects. Lending 
voice to objects alters the way material objects are perceived. The work of the 
inventor or writer is also the work of the alchemist or magician: to transform objects 
into things of much greater worth because they convey consciousness, or, at least, the 
appearance of consciousness. 
The most deceptive qualities of perspective become the effects of magic, in 
Kurzweil's novel, as the visual takes on the qualities of the verbal. Claude Page's 
apprenticeship with the Abbé involves not just visual artifacts but work on sound. 
Still a boy, Claude becomes fascinated by the recordings of sound: "Claude worked 
out a cryptic set of signs that registered skylark and thunderbolt alike. This produced 
an unexpected revelation [ ... ]. By scrolling through his notes, he could match up the 
symbolic notations of unconnected phenomena. In so doing, he was able to produce 
certain sounds artificially" (Case 63). Claude studies the natural world in depth, but 
only through its reproduction does the natural world become magical. When he 
lectures on the subject ofmechanically reproduced sound, his lover asks, '''Why 
would you wish to reproduce sounds that are already found in nature?' Claude could 
not offer an answer to the question, for it directly undermined the very framework of 
his fascination" (Case 216). No different than a trick at a magic show, the recreation 
ofthe natural world lies in its enchanting duplication, in its inexplicability. As Tom 
Standage reports of Von Kempelen's chess-playing automaton, "the illusion that it is 
genuinely a pure machine is extraordinarily compelling, even to those who know 
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how it works. Something about the Turk seems to evoke a fundamental human 
desire to be fooled. 'The presenter dangled the carrot, and didn't try to say it worked 
like this or that,' says Gaughan. 'That's very good. That's strong magic. That's 
good theater'" (218-19). Magic relies on the suppression of explanation, and the 
fascination of imitation in and of itself, for its effects. 
Mimesis provides the genesis, as well as the effect, of magic. Stumbling upon 
organs whose components produce a sound called "vox humana" (Case 219), 
Claude's destiny alters once again. Hearing the human pitch of the organ, Claude 
cornes up with the idea of creating the Talking Turk. His greatest leap in invention, 
the narrator relates, occurs through the revelatory magic of sound reproduced 
mechanically: "what allowed him to pro duce his special sounds was gearwork 
connected to a set of bellows, a half-dozen reeds, sorne metal, and a mouthpiece. 
And all ofit was sparked by two words. What were they? Vaucanson's lips" (Case 
317). The magic of technology, the enshrining of the immaterial in such a way that it 
can be perceived, inspires Claude. Claude's magical doubling ofhuman 
consciousness cornes about, finally, from an unexpected source of inspiration. 
Marguerite, Claude's wet nurse, delivers him a package marked, simply, "Regarde" 
(Case 315): 
Claude unwrapped the package and found that it contained a poorly leaded 
pocket mirror. He followed her instructions, and looked at it, taking in the 
stubble on the sallow face, the lines of dirt, the creases ofworry, the tierce 
glare. [ ... ] He stuck out his tongue and wiggled it back and forth. He 
hummed. His eyes relaxed slightly and his mouth curved upward. For the 
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first time in many months, Claude smiled. (Case 315) 
Kurzweil's use of the French word for "look" puns upon its English usage. To regard 
an object is to treat its perception as something other than oneself. Yet Claude takes 
his inspiration from his own image; he anatomizes his own body to discover how it 
might work in a machine. Just as the Abbé tells Claude that "The revelations you 
seek [ ... ] arise from the violent copulation of opposing thoughts, the mix of contrary 
materials and moods" (Case 313), the magic of the creative process demands its 
opposites, its dualism of duplicate and original, human and machine. 
Claude's invention of the talking automata, modelled upon his own humanity, 
mirrors the invention of character in Kurzweil's novel. In A Case ofCuriosities, as 
in World ofWonders, character reflects the art ofmechanical invention rather than 
mimetic representation. While apprenticed at the bookshop, Claude tells Livre he 
wishes to be an engineer, a maker of machines: "a machine is something that consists 
more in art and invention than in the strength and solidity ofmaterials" (Case 154). 
Invention invokes the realm ofideas, consciousness rather than materiality. Though 
not a skilledjourneyman, as Livre points out, Claude's "ingenuity" instead stems 
from equal parts of competence, curiosity, and compelling need: he fashions a "radial 
clothesline" for Marguerite, and invents rising furniture and recessive shelving to 
clear up floor space (Case 176). Claude, moreover, engineers within a multitude of 
disciplines: he invents sounds, timepieces, books, drawings, and displays. As a 
character, Claude is a correlative for his inventions; he is a collection of arts that 
displays his curiosity regarding numerous subjects. 
Claude's crowning invention, the Turk, personifies the art of invention as 
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something that transcends the materials that construct the body. Whereas in World of 
Wonders Paul Dempster is Abdullah's operator, in A Case ofCuriosities the Turk's 
mechanical performance suggests independence from its inventor. A marvel of 
Enlightenment technology, the Turk seemingly possesses consciousness: 
Claude ever-so-discreetly pushed a pedal. Air was released and sent up 
feeders to a wind trunk. A stop opened, and the pressured air traveled to a 
mouthpiece. The two silver lips inspired by Vaucanson opened to reveal 
the metal tongue. Claude depressed a succession of small keys, and then, 
at a tempo of tantalizing slowness, came the twisted, coddled voice. 
Through the slightly parted lips emerged four distinct sounds [ ... ] Vive le 
Roi. (Case 346) 
The Turk's parody ofhuman speech, as weIl as its ability to move, creates a spectacle 
ofhuman consciousness within an independent object. The human creator, a god-like 
presence, surrounds and permeates his creation through the marvels ofhis design, 
rather than the manipulation of the automaton's limbs. 
Magic causes spectators to become active participants in their own deception 
through an automaton's ingenious displays. Just as the automaton showcases its 
illusion of life, Abdullah and the Turk personify the limitations of representation. 
Paul, for instance, looks out from Abdullah' s eyes and watches the rubes and carnies 
involved in their active self-deception. In World ofWonders, readers voyeuristically 
observe the building of a character, as Paul Dempster tums into the great magician, 
Magnus Eisengrim. Page, on the other hand, constructs the Turk from its many parts 
before the readers' eyes, just as the narrator collates pages from Claude's life story to 
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form the narrative. Kurzweil's parody of the Turk escalates the wonder that 
Abdullah invokes because the automaton's operator is the unseen inventor, rather 
than a human body within the machine. The Turk's mechanical parody convincingly 
portrays not human life, but mechanical simulation of life. Readers invest in novels a 
similar magic, as they bring representations to life through reading. As though to 
underscore this point, Kurzweil doubles himself into the narrative of A Case of 
Curiosities. While revealing to Claude the status of Madame Dubois as an 
automaton, the Abbé tells Claude, "Dubois was what collectors of curiosa during the 
last century called ein Kurzweil. A pastime" (Case 260). Through this casual 
insertion ofhis name, Kurzweil the author playfully becomes Kurzweil the 
automaton inventor. Fictional narratives, Kurzweil hints, are the imaginative 
invention, collection, and manipulation of component parts towards imparting 
illusions oflife. At the same time, "pastime" connotes a further meaning oftime; 
"past time" implicates historical novels as a collection of automata, hyperbolic and 
faulty, but enchanting copies ofhistorical subjects. 
The magic of automata poses the question of whether objects are alive, but then 
takes great pains to ensure that the question cannot be answered. Inert objects, 
representations of the human figure, are repeatedly mistaken for the real in the novel. 
The owner of a waxworks exhibit complains that, "For the third time that month, a 
customer had smuggled in a hot poker and bumed off the genitals of Louis XVI" 
(Case 231). The figure of the king is, of course, only made ofwax; he is not a 
conscious person. Yet the common man, like a camie rube, actively views these 
effigies as their human counterparts, just as the narrative of A Case of Curiosities 
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encourages a reading of Claude Page's life from an assortment of objects in an 
eighteenth-century box. Claude's flight from the Abbé's apprenticeship likewise 
stems from inability to distinguish between real and unreal human figures. Having 
believed that the Abbé murdered his mistress, in actuality an automaton named 
Madame DuBois, Claude finally realizes that "She was not real! [ ... ] How could he 
reveal he had mistaken a mechanical puppet for a human musician? That a silhouette 
had caused a misperception, and that a misperception had caused a hast y departure, 
which in turn had led to self-exile [ ... ]1" (Case 265). Ifthe automaton's magic is to 
last, the question of life requires uncertainty; magic dissolves when representations 
are accepted for reality. 
Like Abdullah' s mirrors that reflect false mechanisms back to the audience, the 
magic and trickery involved in representation in Kurzweil's mechanical kingdom is 
tumed back to the audience or reader; like the reader, Page "was fascinated by the 
possibilities ofreflection," the mimesis of speech as weIl as movement (Case 176). 
Alter explains that "the fictional world is repeatedly converted into a multiple regress 
of imitations that calI attention in various ways to their own status as imitations"; but 
this act of imaginative representation is "at once 'conjuration and radical probing'" 
(11-13). Kurzweil parodically attacks the politics ofrealism by blurring the politics 
ofmimetic representations when spectators attack life-like statues and automata; 
anything taken for real becomes ajoke on those who see it that way. The novel 
continually undermines attempts to read the narrative as anything other than 
manipulated, invented representations, as Kurzweil draws attention to the reader as a 
rube. Claude Page apprentices himself under Lucien Livre at the "Sign of the Globe 
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Bookstore," an obvious jibe at the ways fiction convinces readers that it reproduces 
genuine worlds, rather than invented ones. The bookstore is not the world, but the 
sign of the world, its iconic representation, just as Page does not designate Claude's 
destiny as a bookshop apprenti ce. The name of the bookstore implies a correlation 
between automata, and representations in books, as both conjure delight for covers 
rather than contents. 
Kurzweil's second novel, The Grand Complication (2001), likewise plays upon 
representation as an elaborate ruse instigated by the technologies of fiction. In The 
Grand Complication, a bibliophile attempts to recreate the relationship between 
Claude Page and the Abbé fromA Case ofCuriosities. Setting up an elaborate 
bibliographie goose chase for the narrator, and by extension, the reader, Alexander 
Jesson secretly records both narratives on a "roll player," the mechanical design 
mechanism housed on the front coyer. Alexander discovers: 
The roll had a leather tongue and a tiny brass ring, and looked like it 
belonged inside a player piano. Only instead of perforations, the paper 
was covered with notes written in Jesson's hand. 
The moment l saw the roll l knew it was supposed to be 'played' 
on the device l' d just inspected in the gallery of mechanical wonders. 
(Grand 282) 
The roll, liberally sprinkled with phrases about time, literally juxtaposes the 
eighteenth-century tale of Claude and the Abbé with the contemporary narrative of 
Alexander the librarian and Jesson, bibliophile and instigator of the plot: "Jesson's 
notes were split down the middle by a thick oxblood rule. The left column ofthe 
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text, composed in formaI French, was a dense historical narrative that appeared to 
warrant little attention. The right column, written in English, proved almost as hard 
to decipher but was packed with enticing facts" (Grand 283-284). Jesson overcomes 
the gap between time periods through their physical and visual proximity, just as in A 
Case ofCuriosities Claude leams to parody sound both mechanistically and textually. 
Jesson's narrative theft reveals that representation has the ability to imprison the 
essence of a person; writing encases people. Alexander, narrator of his own tale, 
discovers that he is the inspiration for the fictional Claude Page in Jesson's novel, Le 
Coffret, or A Case ofCuriosities: "After a dozen or so cranks, 1 realized 1 hadn't so 
much stumbled onto a tale as into one. The novel appropriated my thoughts, my 
aspirations, my interests, my words, and transported them backward in time" (Grand 
286). Jesson appropriates Alexander's reality for the purpose of creating fiction. But 
in sorne respects, Alexander already resembles the contemporary columns of text 
"packed with enticing facts" (Grand 284). As a librarian, Alexander obsesses over 
the order and surface of books. Rather than actual books, Alexander collects book 
"citations" which he and his wife fashion into "Slips of Love" (Grand 24), a 
bibliographic version ofClaude's "Hours of Love." Alexander also wears a 
medieval-inspired "girdle book" in which he collects notes and observations (Grand 
25). Insights and classification of experiences, as Alexander's girdle book suggests, 
are more enticing than books themselves. In a similar vein, Alexander's life only 
fascinates and compels, according to Jesson, in its fictional form. Once his character 
is caught on the scroll, Alexander becomes an automaton; his life story houses the 
fictional story of Claude Page. Scrolls require unrolling, slow revelation of secrets, 
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to be read; the scroll also represents contiguous historical eras, as Jessonjuxtaposes 
the eighteenth century with his contemporary subjects. Because it is a book that 
moves through space and time, the scroll gives the illusion that, like automata, it 
magically captures life. 
Sleight-of-hand, the central motif of the nove!, involves the transformation of 
bodies. Characters metamorphose from a human presence to the illusion of a 
mechanical presence. Kurzweil uses film technology, "Prestidigitalization" (Grand 
341), to depict the demise of the Queen, Marie Antoinette's eighteenth-century 
watch, also known as "the Grand Complication," the desired treasure at the end of the 
narrative hunt. Kurzweil transforms the historical figure of the Queen into a 
technological timepiece, and in a fitting tribute to the fate of the real Queen, the 
watch is decapitated in a manner similar to Page' s automaton. Rather than 
destroying the watch, though, Alexander magically renders the watch into pieces and 
makes it whole again. He strips the clock of its hands through a masterful illusion 
involving the mechanical reproduction of the watch on film: "close-up of the blade, 
close-up of the blade's slow motion descent. And then ... a fitting end for the Marie 
Antoinette" (Grand 342). The death of the Queen is but a convincing illusion 
generated by mechanical contrivance of the fiction. Seconds later, Alexander makes 
the watch whole again, completing his role as the inventor of the inventor, Claude 
Page. Substitution, the trick of the magician, becomes the magic of automata in the 
novels. The Talking Turk appears again in A Grand Complication. The message of 
this duplicate Turk, "Long live the Queen" (Grand 339), underscores the novel as a 
fictional casernent, and its characters as mechanical contrivances. Though Alexander 
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substitutes for Claude Page, automata substitute for real characters. In the end, the 
duplicity ofthe mechanical body, its uncanny effect, is its undoing. Like the Abbé's 
"Mechanical Christ," an automaton that "bleeds to death" and causes the Abbé to be 
scomed (Case 271), Claude's Talking Turk is seen by the Revolutionary French 
Govemment as too life-like, and thus too much of a threat. As Robert Alter argues, 
"doubles" invoke "covertly parodistic imitation that exposes hidden aspects of the 
original" (23). Automata show spectators or readers aspects ofthemselves that 
remain invisible until reproduced and staged. Importantly, it is not the visual 
component of the automaton that seals its demise, but its ability to parody 
consciousness. The automaton defies the logic required to categorize its 
performance, and thus, falls outside of the jurisdiction of reason despite its 
technological origins. The automaton, then, counters the politics incited by 
rationalism with magic; the automaton represents a danger to Enlightenment politics, 
since spectators are seduced by the magic ofthe automaton. The Abbé's bleeding 
mechanical Christ is outlawed for being too lifelike (Case 271); so too is the Turk. 
The Turk' s power to imitate human speech spells its doom, but saves its inventor; the 
Turk's illusion is so convincing that "it was not Citizen Page but his invention that 
the jury found guilty of crimes against the Republic" (Case 352). The watch and the 
Turk meet their fate of decapitation, rather than their human counterparts. 
Enlightened Enchantment 
Contemporary authors and readers are fascinated by reproductions of a society 
that saw objects, scientific and natural, as marvels. The Enlightenment-era 
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automaton in postmodem novels signaIs a break from modem modes of thought in 
favour of continuity with the Enlightenment, an era that seemingly conf ers on 
contemporary narratives an automatic link to enchantment. Contemporary narratives 
reproduce defunct Enlightenment technology as a means of rejuvenating 
representation. As Susan Hayes argues, "We are constantly caught in a dialogue 
between the twentieth century and the eighteenth" (22). Automata are the 
metaphorical vehicles through which to access the past. Like the Eastern garb of 
Abdullah and the Turk, the Enlightenment denotes an arcane past. The 
Enlightenment signifies a reign of reason and magic, a time of science and 
speculation, when natural and unnatural phenomena alike are equally respected. In 
many Enlightenment narratives, automata are produced as red herrings in elaborate 
narrative labyrinths. In Lemprière 's Dictionary, Jacques Vaucanson designs life-like 
automata and cyborg-like human beings to throw protagonist John Lemprière off the 
trail of a vast conspiracy. In Salamander, another narrative set in the eighteenth 
century, automata are Doppelgangers that replace human characters. Automata are 
meant to fool those seatching for missing characters. In Kurzweil's A Case of 
Curiosities, the Talking Turk exists as a liminal figure between the artificiality of 
historical fictions and the marvellous effects these inventions produce. 
The uncertainty raised by automata provides spectators with a labyrinth contained 
in and by the mechanical body. As Jessica Riskin notes, automata "provoked [ ... ] 
philosophie speculation" alongside a "profound ambivalence about mechanistic 
explanations ofnature (627), as "Artificiallife and artificial intelligence implied new 
meanings for reallife and real intelligence" (629). Straddling the line between 
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artificial object oftechnology and a natural, conscious subject, the automaton 
represents the confusion that the Enlightenment produces with technological 
inventions, and then destroys through order and rationalism. The Enlightenment 
marks the period when Western culture increasingly regards technology as separate 
from nature, a time when "the consequent personification of nature changed" 
(Williams 73). Nature cornes to be distinguished from people and from human 
technology, but only insofar as mankind "could find out how nature 'worked'; what 
made it, as sorne still say, 'tick'" (Williams 77). Adorno and Horkheimer likewise 
define the Enlightenment as "nature made audible in its estrangement. [ ... ] In the 
mastery of nature [ ... ] enslavement to nature persists" (31). The desire to overcome 
the binds and obstacles of nature and the limitations of ignorance is, in A Case of 
Curiosities, the essential impulse of the Enlightenment. The discovery ofnew 
technology, after aIl, only begets the need for more technology. 
The Enlightenment-era automaton is the ultimate symbol of modem alienation 
from nature, and the simultaneous ability to break away from nature fuIly. Like 
Hoffmann's Olympia in "The Sandman," examples of the human machine are 
intended to frighten, to alarm, and to reveal the true horror of technology set against a 
more innocent pastoral. The Capek brothers' 1923 play R. UR., for instance, 
implicates modem capitalist greed in the downfall of mankind at the hands of 
androids built to fill the role of slaves. Technology, and its fundamental separation 
from nature henceforth conjoin with a discourse ofmorality. The automaton, as a 
product and sign of the Enlightenment, symbolizes the pact existing between man as 
the central creator and beneficiary oftechnology, and nature, from which man is 
alienated. Cast from man-made materials, the body ingeniously replicates natural 
movements and abilities. The facsimile of intelligence, though, is the pinnacle of 
achievement, as the Talking Turk proves. Automata, therefore, are designed to 
emulate human intelligence, in addition to human actions. 
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Nevertheless, fear of creating human actions and intelligence accompanies such 
works of Enlightenment magic. If the inventor succeeds, human consciousness is 
replicable, a commodity. The machine replaces God, and, in the process, only a 
residue of God remains as a ghost in the machine. Technology becomes potentiaUy 
fatal to spiritual belief. Drawing a paraUel between progressive Enlightenment 
thinkers and the unnatural, Chris Baldick argues that: 
like Horace's mermaids, the monsters both ofpoetic fancy and ofpolitical 
organization are made not by nature but by fallible human arts. From the 
perception of such a gulf between nature and culture the fear that human 
society may itself be producing monsters emerges as early as 1697 [ ... ]. 
(15-16) 
Man-made institutions and pursuits give rise to figures ofhorror, such as 
Frankenstein's monster. As a work of science, the monster blurs the distinction 
between science and nature, technique and the alchemical arts. From this unholy 
alliance is bom the automaton, which exists, on the one hand, as a horrific example 
of the fruits of modem technique, and on the other, as a paradigmatic wonder of aU 
that modem man is capable of making or doing. Moral aberration, though, is at the 
root of the monstrous. The heroic model of science hopes to dispel this paradigm by 
replacing the monstrous with modem notions of progress. Baldick relates that 
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William Godwin, Mary Shelley's father, "believed that rational enlightenment would 
produce a new 'perfect' kind ofhuman being" (27-28). Perhaps owing to the 
advances of science and technology, which aided the creation of automata, Godwin 
predicts: "The men of the future [ ... ] will probably cease to propagate. The whole 
will be a people of men, and not of children" (qtd. in Baldick 28). What chilled the 
blood of the romantics and modems was not the split between the mind and body so 
much as the possibilities for automatism: the creation of androids and cyborgs. 
Nature cornes to be seen as the moral backdrop against which all technology is 
judged. The automaton in particular is superstitiously viewed as something 
marauding outside the perimeters of safe science. If the soul can be enclosed within 
a machine, technology no longer serves nature, but destroys and demystifies it. 
Focusing on the ways in which the French Revolution figures in Page's narrative, 
Amy Elias states that "The French Terror grew out ofEnlightenment political 
philosophy, a fact that is ignored here [in Kurzweil's novel]; such leftist sentiment is 
instead shown to run counter to the pure goals of heroic science, embodied most 
dramatically in the deistic Abbé's search for knowledge for its Own sake" (160; 
author's emphasis). InA Case ofCuriosities, "it is the French Terror [the 
Revolution] that ruins the possibilities of grace offered by heroic science" (Elias 
159). Though the automaton seemingly contrasts with politics, despite its being a 
product of Enlightenment philosophy, it "symbolically represents the acknowledged 
and unacknowledged values of the Age ofReason: subjectivity, Cartesian mind/body 
dualism, empirical science, and universalizing (and colonialist)hierarchies of stable 
value" (Elias 159). 
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Contemporary narratives, though, represent a contrast to the ideals of the 
Enlightenment, that value the ordering of science and rationalism as the opposition 
for the chaotic force that magic implies. In contemporary narratives, order represents 
a means of establishing magic; as with comic panels that allow for the animation of 
superheroes, Enlightenment rationalism provides a foil so that magic can more 
c1early be seen. Rather than viewing the Terror, superstitions, and magic in 
opposition to the marvels oftechnology, A Case ofCuriosities advances a science as 
alive and human as the human figures that science purports to serve. The magic of 
the automaton is progressive, in other words, because it parodies human life: 
"Because in functional science the differences are so fluid that everything is 
submerged in one and the same matter, the scientific object is petrified, whereas the 
rigid ritual of former times appears supple in its substitutions of one thing for 
another" (Adorno and Horkheimer 7). Modem science becomes a mummified 
system of cause and effect, where the dogma of anon-imaginative system replaces 
the lustre of discovery, whereas magic animates. Kurzweil suggests a need for the 
infusion of magic into scientific knowledge, and the beginning and the end of this 
project is found during the Enlightenment era. As Adorno and Horkheimer further 
argue, this sort of project is already extant in the Enlightenment: "Just as myths 
already entail enlightenment, with every step enlightenment entangles itself more 
deeply in mythology. The principle of immanence, the explanation of every event as 
repetition, which enlightenment holds up against mythical imagination, is that of 
myth itself' (8). Utilizing the Enlightenment as an ideology that punishes the 
creation ofnew and marvellous technology, Kurzweil's narrative enshrines the 
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mythic dimensions of technology within a wondrous natural world. Postmodern 
Enlightenment narratives, moreover, play upon the anticipatory nature oftechnology, 
rather than the sobering realities of modernity and historical materialism. In A Case 
ofCuriosities, at least, science and technology occupy an occult space of 
enchantment. 
Kurzweil uses magic to complicate the divide between reason and magic. Moral 
philosophies, not science, construe the·difference between the two phenomenological 
categories. InA Case ofCuriosities, bodies conflict with the moral spirit of the 
times. Non-normative bodies, as curiosities, are treated suspiciously at best, and 
barbarously at worst. Adolphe Staemphli is summoned to remove a mole on the 
young protagonist Claude Page's finger, a novelty since "the mole bore a 
resemblance to the face of Louis XVI, that it often turned a royal scarlet (further 
tribute to the reigning monarch of France), and that it displayed an almost sculptural 
quality" (Case 12). Dour, Calvinistic Staemphli, "surgeon and citizen of Geneva," 
contrasts starkly with the boy, who "in normal circumstances exuded a contagious 
sense of wonder" (Case 9). Whereas Claude is imaginative, inquisitive and artistic, 
the surgeon is "a man of impeccable disposition, but impeccable in the sense of 
Calvinist doctrine, meaning that he was free of sin" (Case 9). The unnatural nature 
ofClaude's finger, according to the strict and upright Staemphli, calls for its 
removal: "The finger is commonplace-the mole, unique. It will find a spot in my 
collection. It will advance understanding and pay tribute to God's greater glory" 
(Case 18). Body parts are synecdoches inA Case ofCuriosities, but the meanings of 
individual parts are read in surprising and divergent ways. Staemphli defends his 
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actions in removing Claude's finger through the superstitious "scientific" doctrine of 
Bacon: "Deformed persons are commonly even with nature, for as nature hath done 
i1l by them, so do they by nature, being [ ... ] void of natural affection; and so they 
have their revenge of nature" (Case 18). Clearly, Claude's eventual creation ofa 
mechanical man does, indeed, exact revenge against what is deemed natural. Yet the 
novel consistently questions what society deems natural. Science is natural, the 
novel suggests, and science is, naturally, magic. Likewise, Claude's creation 
becomes, in its superficiality, more natural than Staemphli's strange and 
heterogeneous collection of body parts. The opposite of magic is not order, but 
definitions of what constitutes the norm. Kurzweil reintroduces this concept of 
normative behaviour through the French revolution, an era that demands of its 
citizens conformity. 
Staemphli's scientific collection signifies perversion in the novel. The surgeon's 
collection of body parts is too exacting and methodically Calvinist to be marvellous. 
Staemphli removes Claude's finger because it evokes wonder. Claude tells stories 
about his mole, his "source of special interest" (Case 12). Staemphli, on the other 
hand, "suspicious of eloquence," detests the stories generated from body parts and 
objects (Case 15). For Staemphli, wondrous bodies and body parts should only be 
collected by those immune to the pleasures of magic, those free from the taint of 
imagination. A finger is just a finger for the surgeon, and a finger with a blemish 
should not exist. By contrast, Staemphli's collection is inert because subjectivity and 
interiorityare denied the objects. Kurzweil hints that without magic, desire becomes 
immoral dogma. The greatest sin of all would be to collect objects without seeing 
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their subjective status, their interiority, and thus their value as magical objects. 
Staemphli' s rationalism foils the magician and his creations. Devoid of magic, 
Staemphli works hard to stamp out non-normative aesthetic representations of the 
body. Similarly, Lucien Livre holds Claude Page captive to his literary aesthetic. 
Livre repeatedly insists, for instance, that "Name is destiny" (Case 100). Lacking in 
imagination, Livre is incapable of viewing representations as anything other than 
literaI reproductions. Livre's drab window displays at the Globe bookstore 
underscore this proclivity: "Each Saturday, he would change the books he promoted, 
filling his windows mostly with works by long-dead writers who neither threatened 
his sense of self-importance nor provoked envy" (Case 184). Page's window 
displays, on the other hand, enact tantalizing, dramatic, visual tableaus as the 
analogue for characters and the contents of books. Claude represents each of his 
friends, as well as his employer Livre, through visual displays of the interiors of 
books, or the nature of characters. The visual and verbal thus collude through his 
creative expressions: "The coachman was grandly evoked with a banquet scene 
weighted down by two large serving spoons. '1 can see the steam coming off the 
page'" (Case 185). The inventor creates for spectators illusions oflife filled with 
evocative magic. Unlike Livre, Claude understands the subjective relation between 
textual narration and lives lived in the world. Magic transcends materiality, but it 
also connects people to reality. 
Staemphli's collection of the villagers' bodily evidence of difference is a 
collection ofvisual wonders. Kurzweil's narrative, meanwhile, remains steadfastly 
optimistic and utopian, even if this utopian quality is often playful and tongue-in-
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cheek. The Revolutionaries of the novel are depicted negative1y in A Case of 
Curiosities; like Staemphli, they are seen as shortsighted, as their politics purport to 
demystify power relations. In contrast, the Turk's message ofimmortality for the 
monarchy, "Vive le Roi" (Case 346), points to a magical hierarchy. The Turk's 
wondrous nature, taken for its politics, is deemed cuiturally and historically incorrect. 
As Françoise Meltzer conc1udes, during the European Enlightenment, "The power of 
representation is such that it is undiminished when fake" (190). The automaton's 
words, spoken on the eve of the French Revolution, are its downfall. Complete and 
convincing in its artifice, the machine, instead of the human being, is put to death, 
symbolically enacting, on another level, realist literary critiques: "one clever novelty 
killed another" (Case 3 52). More than progress, the fashions of a material culture are 
the outward controls on, and the inward sign of, what that society holds as reliable 
markers of consciousness. Similar to AbduIlah's unfashionable status, the Turk, 
recreation of human life, falls to the guillotine, a machine contrived to facilitate and 
exp edite death. Claude's automaton, on the other hand, wishes life, if only to the 
King. The Enlightenment signaIs the origins of true mastery over the physical world 
in A Case of Curiosities, where human inventors are capable of imparting wonder to 
every action and creation. Simultaneously, the novel renders the Enlightenment as an 
epoch in which a realist, dogmatic, and overly intellectuai Weltanschauung supplants 
wonder. Staemphli and the political mob of the French Terror contrast starkly with 
the aristocracy of wonder. Gestures towards the kingdom and the king serve an anti-
political rhetoric in the novel; intellectual politics do not destroy magic so much as 
outlaw it. The kingdom recalls the sweetness of fantastic fairy tales with happy 
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endings. Magic, though, is over the minute it is bom. The automaton passes into the 
oblivion of dangerous toys in the moment that it is switched on. 
In the end, magic flees. As with all marvels, the wonder of the human machine 
lies within a specific time frame that, once out of that containment, fails to cause any 
further enchantment. The programmable human potential of the auto maton resonates 
with an all-too-clear notion oflimited subjecthood in a magical moment of display, 
and then, just as quickly, fades into the junk heap of technologies and representations 
past. 
Chapter Four: 
The Fate Collectors: Fortune Tellers and Tarot Readers 
Reading is going toward something that is about to be, and no one yet 
knows what will be. (!talo Calvino, If on a winter 's night a traveler 72) 
Reading Enchantrnent 
Far from the days ofT.S. Eliot's Madame Sosostris and her "wicked pack of 
cards" (7), the figure of the fortune teller appears frequently in contemporary 
literature. The fortune teller draws analogies between the text and its readers, as 
though embodying Roland Barthes's postmodem concept of the authorless text, 
wherein "it is language that speaks, not the author" (168). The tarot reader, one 
variety of fortune tellers, mediates the text of the future without writing or controlling 
that text. Moreover, in the case of narratives that employ tarot readers, this 
relationship between the text and its representations emphasizes the visuality of 
contemporary culture. What is alluded to as a visual representation, and yet cannot 
be seen, is magical. 
Just as !talo Calvino suggests that "through [reading] we measure ourselves 
against something el se that is not present, something else that belongs to the 
immaterial, invisible world" (If on a winter 's night 72), through tarot, contemporary 
literature imagines the relationships between the reader, author, and text as having 
mystical dimensions. In Gravity's Rainbow (1973), Thomas Pynchon draws upon 
tarot as a political critique of the inescapable conclusions of violence and 
catastrophe. In Robertson Davies' The Rebel Angels (1981), the fortune teller 
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becomes a narrative detective. In Italo Calvino's The Castle ofCrossed Destinies 
(1977), meanwhile, the narrator takes over the role of medium. Tarot in the novel is 
a self-conscious device of postmodernism, wherein the frame and story of the text, 
the structure and content, respectively, are quite litera11y seen as one and the same 
(Hume 71). Kathryn Hume argues that tarot, in The Cast/e ofCrossed Destinies, 
"direct [ s] our attention to the emotional relationships of writers and readers with texts 
and with each other" (Hume 71). Similarly, in her recent tirst novel, Jonathan 
Strange & Mr. Norrell (2004), Susanna Clarke employs the fortune te11er's cards as a 
complement to the frames of her nove!, namely the use of history and myth as 
critiques ofrepresentational veracity. Fina11y, in The Vo/cano Lover: A Romance 
(1993), Susan Sontag utilizes tarot, an aid to reading the future, in a highly ironie 
way: tarot reads the past. Tarot a110ws Sontag's narrator to visualize representations 
of the eighteenth century. In other words, images retrieve the enchantment of the 
pasto 
The fortune te 11er often stands in place of the author in contemporary texts. The 
use of tarot cards in contemporary novels generates this metonymy, as the highly 
organized structure of tarot enacts a visuallanguage. Authors and tarot readers create 
narrative meaning as they arrange objects in space. Just as the omnipotent author 
creates narrative, the tarot reader creates meaning from the accumulation of cards, 
who se meanings are historica11y and traditiona11y preset. 
The tarot reader concurrently and paradoxica11y represents the reader of 
narratives. The interpreter of tarot reads fortunes from the placement of tarot 
symbols within narrative lines. Interpretations of these set meanings arise from 
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reading the cards in sequence. Tarot cards thus act like semiotic units of language, in 
that meaning derives from placing cards in juxtaposition to one another. The author 
as reader is thus aligned with Roland Barthes's premodem "ethnographic societies," 
whereby the author is "a mediator, shaman or relator whose 'performance'-the 
mastery of the narrative code-may possibly be admired but never his 'genius'" 
(Barthes 168). 
The fortune teller draws upon and reads units of narrative, coded as fortunes, and 
by doing so effects a transformation on representation. Not unlike the magician, who 
transforms culture into acts of magic, the tarot reader in particular is a figure that, in 
contemporary literature, transforms subjects, the characters of a text, into objects, and 
objects back into subjects. This feat is accompli shed when the fortune teller locates 
characters within complex, visual, and symbolic fields contained by the tarot cardo 
But by doing so, characters and their associations multiply infinitely within a text, 
just as narrative possibilities themselves are generated by the representations of a 
tarot spread. As tarot cards convert subjects into narrative units, subjects of fate 
become objects of collection. Narrative possibilities are created by the pluralistic 
nature of the tarot representations; at the same time, like the voodoo fetish, each 
fortune metonymizes what it represents, and renders it unique, mysterious, and 
powerful. 
Tarot fabricates time by encasing it within magical structures, in much the same 
way as escapologists perform death-defying illusions. As Larry McCaffery argues, 
tarot is a generative narrative system. The Castle ofCrossed Destinies, for example, 
"unmasks literature as a kind of 'combinatory game' whereby the author combines 
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narrative elements into pleasing, often revealing shapes on the basis of certain 
'ironclad rules'" (34). From this, McCaffery concludes, "the structure [ ... ] implies 
that fiction arises from the transformational possibilities inherent in minimal 
narrative units being operated upon by fixed laws of association" (35). The tarot 
reader's magic derives from the fact that representations work like tarot fortunes, as 
they move backwards and forwards in time, and exist both as material objects and 
ineffable structures. 
The highly structured logic of the tarot produces the illusion ofinfinity. The 
cards are limited in number; seventy-eight cards must in some way correlate to aH 
human experience. The individual cards are circumscribed by set interpretations, and 
their positions in the spread are fixed determinants, signified positions. Far from 
suggesting, however, that "ironclad rules" pose exigent narrative constraints, 
McCaffery arges that Italo Calvino's The Castle ofCrossed Destinies, as a tarot 
narrative, "possesses the same freedom that aH texts do: they can be read from an 
infinite number of perspectives" (35). Calvino's Faust spread provides the best 
description of this process: 
There is a finite number of elements whose combinations are multiplied to 
billions of billions, and only a few ofthese find a form and a meaning and 
make their presence felt amid a meaningless, shapeless dust cloud; like the 
seventy-eight cards of the tarot deck in whose juxtaposition sequences of 
stories appear and are then immediately undone. (Castle 97) 
Like the author and the reader of a text, the tarot reader' s occupation is to decipher 
narrative sequence. Tarot readers are readers of narrative symbolism, and in this 
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sense, they also work against linear time. The fortune teller thus produces mythic, 
ahistorical narratives which are then read against the already existing life narratives 
of the querent, the person for whom readings are performed. As Betsey Creekmore 
argues, "Tarot divination entails a formulaic system which provides the structure of 
the fortune. The cards turned over by the 'diviner' yield meaning in relation to the 
structure" (909). But one cannot tell whether the tarot reader has decoded the 
narrative spread correctly. The fashioning of symbolic units of meaning into a 
narrative is a notoriously inexact science. In fact, the role of the tarot reader in 
contemporary literature is often to misread; the tarot reader's magic derives from the 
obstruction of representation, from the enchantment of material objects with the 
ability to become subjects, and, too, from the ability to transform subjects into 
collectible objects. 
Contemporary novels connect textual representation to enchantment through the 
fortune teller, and particularly through the tarot reader. In contemporary novels, tarot 
readers arrange time as a collection of magical objects, thus enabling them to tell the 
fortunes of characters within a narrative. Susanna Clarke's Jonathan Strange & Mr. 
Norrell, for example, is a novel about prophecy. Namely, the novel predicts the 
return of magic to the world, and, on a secondary level, that the exhaustion of modem 
culture and representation will be rescued through the trope of magic. The novel 
follows the revelation and unravelling of the prophecy: tirst in the form of a talking 
book, and second, through tarot card readings. The prophecy concems the fate of 
two magicians, Mr. Norrell and Jonathan Strange, as they reinstate magic to a 
fashionable status in English culture. Norrell, however, unwittingly unleashes an evil 
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faerie who enchants and abducts people to his charmed castle. In trying to rescue the 
faerie's victims, Strange and Norrell, cursed by the faerie, are forced into seclusion. 
Paradoxically, the magicians pass into the realm of true magicians, shadowy and 
powerful figures who are never se en, but always remembered through stories. Thus, 
Clarke pits Romantic-era England against its counterpart: an irretrievable past of 
English magic. 1 
This modem world bears a striking contrast to the world of magic, and also stands 
at odds wit~ it. In Clarke's novel the modem world comprises fact, history, reason, 
while magic is defined through its inexactitude. Clarke enacts this split between 
magic and reality symbolically throughout the text; Mr. Norrell and the other 
magicians of the novel have only ever known magic through books. Magic indeed 
can be leamed from books (Clarke's novel stands as one) but it is not practised 
through reading. Instead, magic is located within sacred objects: the natural world, 
books, and tarot cards. Authentic magic, the novel suggests through the missing 
character of the Raven King, John Uskglass, is dangerous, difficult to locate, and 
invisible. For this very reason, Mr. Norrell attempts to malign and obliterate the 
Raven King from magical history. As Jonathan Strange explains, "it is difficult to 
decide upon the morality ofUSKGLASS's actions because his motives are so 
obscure. Ofall the AUREATE magicians he is the most mysterious" (Clarke 413). 
English magic, in contrast, should be an affair of deceit. Vinculus's deceptions as a 
street magician is seen as true English magic. Strange also discovers the "proper use 
of English magic" on the battlefields of Waterloo: showmanship rather than true 
1 The use of"Romantic-Era" to describe the time period ofwhich Clarke writes is a conscious decision; 
Clarke herself seems to use these literary epochal markers, rather than political and historical ones. 
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power (Clarke 449). 
Magic is at odds with the modem world, though, because magic cannot be 
measured. Genuine magic in the novel cannot he easily known. Magic signifies 
elements that exceed rational and scientific control, and thus cannot be quantified 
through scientific means. At the same time, magic constitutes a body of unknown 
knowledge; Uskglass's faerie roads, for instance, lead to unknown lands. Uskglass's 
whereabouts, likewise, are unknown. Similarly, magic is easily misused. In order to 
see magic as it is performed, morever, a certain kind of perception is required. Magic 
requires framing. Before he meets Mr. NorreIl, Drawlight considers Vinculus to be 
the King of English magicians, "a taIl, ragged scarecrow of a man who has a little 
booth just outside St. Christopher Le Stocks, aIl splashed with mud, with a dirty 
yellow curtain and, ifyougive him two pennies, he will prophesy" (Clarke 54). Mr. 
Norrell, the greatest magician ofhis age, on the other hand, goes virtually unnoticed 
and unknown at a party thrown in his honour; the guests expect him "never to be seen 
without a mystic robe of midnight blue, adomed with otherlandish symhols" (Clarke 
44), as opposed to his ordinary society costume. Deceitful magic is known by its 
window dressing, whereas true magic passes unseen. 
The perception of magic in Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrèll conjoins with 
language. Reading represents a clear way to know, and thereby to see, magic. In 
other words, magic is known by and through language. Language, though, presents a 
contradiction insofar as it is the ultimate screen of representation; language reveals as 
much as it hides. Clarke draws comparisons to language and the perception of magic 
as she plays with a style of language reminiscent of nineteenth-century England. She 
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evokes the typography of oIder forms of printed English, and by doing so, Clarke 
parodies the conceits of early nineteenth-century fiction. At the same time, Clarke 
employs footnotes as a means ofboth discrediting and crediting the history of magic 
as a real, historical discipline. Clarke's more whimsical footnotes, rather than 
proceeding with illuminating information of a rational variety, tell long, elaborate 
faerie tales. One footnote story in particular, "The Story of the Master of 
Nottingham's daughter," stretches across four pages of the text, and indeed, swallows 
much of the main narrative (Clarke 240-243). The faerie tales seemingly escape 
from the realm of faerie in the text, metaphorically haunting the nineteenth-century 
narrative; the tales obfuscate readers' ability to read the narrative proper. Through 
her playful employment of language, Clarke reminds her readers that language is 
enchantment; the world of the book is magically wrought throughspelling. 
Spells cast enchantments. Fashioned from language, spells are the product and 
focus of language, either by study or by practice. As Mr. Norrell relates, language is 
more magical than reality: "The practice of magic is full of frustrations and 
disappointments, but the study is a continuaI delight!" (Clarke 234; original 
emphasis). Norrell indicates that magic is more charming in books, a concrete space 
where magic can accomplish anything. Enchanted characters in the novel, moreover, 
speak enchanted language. Lady Pole and Stephen Black become ensnared in the 
magic of the faerie King, "The gentleman with the thistle-down hair" (Clarke 86). 
Attempting to speak of her wretched fate, Lady Pole instead finds herself relating, 
instead, odd tales,[aerie tales, rather than what she wishes to say (Clarke 267). 
Language is a binding spell, as it connotes an invisible power over the world of 
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things. Magic is dispersed when Mr. Norrell forces the "Leamed Society of York 
Magicians" to disband (Clarke 34); he binds them with the "spell" of a legal contract 
(22). While the names of freaks frame the presence of magic, such as with the 
Sword-Swallower, the Winged Wonder, and so on, in Clarke's novel authentic magic 
is known by its anonymity. True magic, the novel intimates, is more powerful when 
the language that contains it remains secret. The magicians and workers of magic 
who come from Faerie, notably the man with the thistle-down hair and the Raven 
King, are nameless. Mr. Norrell argues that he cannot summon John Uskglass as he 
would ordinary magicians; he notes, "Spells of summoning require the magician to 
be most particular about names. None of the names by which we call John Uskglass 
were really his own" (Clarke 744). The faerie with thistle-down hair remains 
nameless even up to and induding his death, and he dies without imparting to 
Stephen Black, the other nameless slave in the novel, Black' s true name. The 
anonymous figure plays a crucial part ofUskglass's prophecy; Black takes the place 
of King in the gentleman's Faerie brugh as a nameless King to replace the other, 
dead and nameless King (Clarke 768). In Strange & Norrell, names portray hidden 
and secret power among magicians and faeries. T 0 leam U skglass' s name would be 
to possess the ability to summon him at will. Names possess objects, just as, in 
voodoo, language summons spirit to objects. 
The fates ofthese characters are wrought by prophecy, by language itself, in the 
form ofUskglass's living book. Dubbed "The King's Letters," the book is a 
prophecy of what will befall the two magicians of England, and how magic will 
return to England, related through whimsical, obscure language. In fact, Uskglass's 
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book has no real readers; Vinculus leams the book by rote rather than by letter. 
Childermass, stymiedfrom reading the book, interrogates Vinculus about the King's 
Letters. But Vinculus proves that the nature of magicallanguage is whimsical: '''It 
means last Tuesday,' he said. 'It means three pigs, one of 'em wearing a straw hat! 
It means Sally went dancing in the moon's shadow and lost a little rosy purse! [ ... ] 1 
know what you are doing! You hope to be the next Reader! '" (Clarke 773). 
lronically, Childermass is the reader. He reads the tarot cards in the novel; he tums 
bodies into cards, and cards into bodies. 
ln Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell, tarot cards re-enact the role of language; tarot 
sustains and semantically orders magic. The cards are another form of language, and 
another form of prophetic announcement, rendered as images. The provenance of thé 
cards, "hand hewn," belongs to a traditional and widely used set called the 
Marseilles. But the cards themselves have a dark narrative behind them bespeaking 
. . genume magIC: 
They are copies of a set belonging to a sailor 1 met in Whitby. He bought 
them in Genoa with the intention of using them to discover the hiding 
places ofpirates' gold, but when he came to look at them, he found that he 
could not understand them. He offered to sell them to me, but 1 was poor 
and could not pay the price he asked. So we struck a bargain: 1 would tell 
him his fortune and in retum he would lend me the cards long enough to 
make copies. Unfortunately his ship set sail before 1 was able to complete 
the drawings and so halfare done from memory. (Clarke 185) 
The tarot cards, accordingly, are an eccentric, irrational, and imperfect set: "The 
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cards were drawn upon the backs of ale-house bills, laundry lists, letters, old accounts 
and playbills. At a later date he had pasted the papers on to coloured cardboard, but 
in several instances the printing or writing on the other side shewed through, giving 
them an odd look" (Clarke 185). 
The magic of tarot resides in its readers. Despite the imperfections of the 
collection, Childermass' s competence in interpreting the cards proves that the magic 
is within the reader, not the materials used to make the cards. Childermass reads 
Vinculus's future, which contains within it the futures of the other characters in the 
nove!. Pulling The Two of Swords, The Hanged Man, and The World, Childermass 
remarks, '" Y ou may expect a meeting [ ... ] leading to an ordeal of sorne sort, perhaps 
even death. The cards do not say whether you survive or not, but whatever happens, 
this,' he touched the last card, 'says that you will achieve your purpose '" (Clarke 
187). Childermass, reading through the medium of the cards, does not comprehend 
the cards and their tale as literally as he should. The Page of Cups card is pulled in 
advance ofVinculus's fortune: 
the picture shewed a mature man with bowed head. His hair was shaggy 
and his beard was thick. In his left hand he carried a heavy cup, yet it 
could not be that which gave such an odd, strained expression to his 
countenance - not unless it were the heaviest cup in the world. No, it 
must be sorne other burden, not immediately apparent. Owing to the 
materials which Childermass had been compelled to use to construct his 
cards this picture had a most peculiar look. It had been drawn upon the 
back of a letter and the writing shewed through the paper. The man's 
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clothes were a mass of scribble and even his face and hands bore part of 
letters. (Clarke 186) 
Mirror-like, the cards parallel Vinculus's actual body, a fact that Childermass 
discovers only much later (Clarke 752). The card indubitably represents Vinculus, 
and "Vinuculus laughed when he saw it as though he recognized if' (Clarke 186). In 
his role as "the King's Letters," Vinculus physically embodies the princip les behind 
the card's meaning: "Y ou have a message to deliver to someone," Childermass 
realizes, though he does not yet understand the significance ofhis prophecy (Clarke 
187). LiteraI interpretations oftarot cards, such as that emblematized by Vinculus's 
body, are only the first step towards understanding something else, something 
beyond articulation. Similarly, Jonathan Strange begins his fated life as a magician 
when the card reading intersects with the narrative. "The Knight ofWands," as the 
chapter is called, depicts Strange, carrying the club seen in the image of the card, 
riding up to the crossroads where Vinculus sleeps (Clarke 187; 197). The cards 
double the narrative into the textual and the represented world, where representation 
is an act of true and mysterious magic. 
The function of magic in the novel is to double characters into representations. In 
Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell, doubled characters are enchanted. The tarot reader 
of the novel, Childermass, encounters Lady Pole in the two dimensions of time and 
space: 
He saw not one woman, but two - or perhaps it would be more accurate to 
say he saw the same woman doubled. [ ... ] One version of Lady Pole sat in 
the house in Yorkshire; she wore an ivory-coloured moming dress and 
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regarded him with calm indifference. The other version was fainter -
more ghostly. She sat in the gloomy, labyrinthine house, dressed in a 
blood-red evening gown. There were jewels or stars in her dark hair and 
she regarded him with fury and hatred. (Clarke 726) 
Lady Pole splinters between two frames ofreality. Just as the subjects of the cards 
exist within two different representationa1 frames, the world of the novel and the 
world of the card, she is held under enchantment by the fairy with the Thistledown 
Hair. Arabella Strange is likewise doubled through magic and disappears from 
England. Witnesses have "two accounts" of Arabella' s enchanted wanderings; in one 
she wears a black gown, and in the other a white, yet both witnesses see her at 
exactly nine o'clock in different places (Clarke 488). None are able to comprehend, 
though, the second Arabella's existence. Like an automaton, fashioned from a piece 
of enchanted wood, the false Arabella dies before her true nature is revealed (Clarke 
492). Representations are magical objects, and as such, obscure spectators' ability to 
see the trick of Arabella' s wooden substitute. 
Fortune tell ers and tarot readers must use substitutes, in the form of cards or 
enchanted objects, in order to manipulate time. Fortune tellers and tarot readers 
absent themselves from the present in order to read time; for prophecy to be 
effective, the voice of the fortune teller resides in sorne other temporal plane. 
Prophecy stakes its origins in the present, but the best fortunes stretch into and 
contain traces ofthe past and future. Vinculus's role as the living book is analogous 
to that of the cards; he intersects characters' divergent narratives and performs the 
role of medium by delivering his messages. Vinculus also takes a turn as fortune 
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teller in the novel, as he pulls Childermass's fortune from the cards. Childermass 
remarks, "That is my life - there on the table. But you cannot read it. You are a 
strange creature - the very reverse of all the magicians of the last centuries. They 
were full of leaming but had no talent. You have talent and no knowledge. You 
cannot profit by what you see" (Clarke 187). 1ronically, Childermass cannot read 
what he sees in the cards. Vinculus delivers his message to Childermass, the 
prophecy of the narrative, through the cards: "Vinculus took nine [cards] and laid 
them out. Then he turned over the first cardo 111 L'Empereur. It shewed a king 
seated upon a throne in the open air with all the customary kingly accoutrements of 
crown and sceptre" (Clarke 188). Childermass, having been the initial author of the 
representations on the card, is not privy to Vinculus's trick. He says, "1 do not seem 
to have copied this card very well. 1 never noticed before. The inking is badly done. 
The lines are thick and smudged so that the Emperor's hair and robe appear almost 
black. And someone has left a dirty thumbprint over the eâgle. The Emperor should 
be an older man than this. 1 have drawn a young man" (Clarke 188). He pulls, for 
each of the nine cards, a form of the Emperor card where, as Childermass remarks, 
there should be only one: 
By the fifth the number and name of the card had disappeared, but the 
picture remained the same: a young, dark-haired king at whose feet 
strutted a great, black bird. Childermass turned over each and every cardo 
He even examined the remainder of the pack, but in his anxiety to see he 
fumbled and the cards somehow fell everywhere. Black Kings crowded 
about Childermass, spinning in the cold, grey air. Upon each card was the 
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same figure with the same pale, unforgiving gaze. (Clarke 188) 
Representations multiply, showing a consciousness at work outside the cards, 
presiding over the meeting and thus the text. The Black King is, of course, the Raven 
King, he who reigns over aIl of English magic. 
Magic, like tarot, proliferates. As Norrell and Strange work their magic on the 
"nameless slave," the Raven King's prophecy cornes to life. As the other "nameless 
slave," the doubled version of the Raven King, Stephen Black is granted the King's 
powers by the magicians, and thus becomes a King himself. This instance of 
mistaken identity, like the misreading of the tarot cards, is not accidentaI. 
Childermass argues with Vinculus that "the restoration of English magic is their 
[Strange and Norrell's] work, not his [the Raven King's]" (Clarke 758). Vinculus 
attempts to explain to Childermass the nature of the message an~ the messenger. 
Each character represents the workings of the King's speIl: "Theirs? Do you still not 
understand? They are the spell John Uskglass is doing. That is aIl they have ever 
been. And he is doing it now!" (Clarke 758). 
The King stands as the ultimate tarot reader of the nove!. 2 He is the omniscient, 
playful author of aIl magic in the novel, and, like the cards themselves, he shuffles 
between antiquity and the future, the present and the pasto Further underscoring his 
role as the tirst and true reader of fortunes, the Raven King is never really capable of 
being represented himself. Representations of the True King are aIl elaborate myths, 
or copies of copies, ifnot outright fabrications. Upon seeing a painting of the Raven 
King in league with Edward the Third and a woman actress posing as "Brittania," 
2 Asserting this daim on another level, Childermass, the tarot reader, on at least two occasions refers to 
himselfas the Raven King's servant. 
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Strange remarks, "1 have seen statues of him of course. And engravings in books. 
But 1 do not think 1 ever saw a painting before" (Clarke 346). Most often the King is 
represented only by his symbol, the raven, much as tarot operates by symbols. Even 
Britain, the Raven King's first kingdom, is personified by an actress. 
ln the end, the magic of fortune telling deceives. As Strange himself says, 
"Artists are tricky fellows, sir, forever reshaping the world according to sorne design 
oftheir own. [ ... ] Indeed, they are not unlike magicians in that" (Clarke 376). Once 
the narrative fortune has reached its conclusion, the Raven King alters his book. "1 
was a Prophecy before," Vinculus explains; "but the things 1 foretold have come to 
pass. So it is just as well 1 have changed - or 1 would have bec orne a History! A 
dry-as-dust History!" (Clarke 773). In contrast to history that is defined by its fixed 
narrative line, its relation to fact, and its ability to be easily lost or ignored, magic is 
unfixed. Magic bears no relation to fact. For this reason, it stretches beyond the 
bounds of representation. Like the automaton, tarot parodies the representations of 
subjects, and by doing so, the subjects themselves are timeless, magical in their 
wondrous, spellbound bodies. 
Combinatory Magic 
Whereas in Susanna Clarke's novel tarot evokes the magic of tarot as the working 
out ofnarrative in the form ofprophecy, in The Castle ofCrossed Destinies, ltalo 
Calvino explores how tarot pro duces mythic fictions. Tarot infinitely proliferates 
magical effects in stories. In "Myth in the Narrative," ltalo Calvino argues, 
"Literature is a combinatorial game which plays on the possibilities intrinsic to its 
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own material, independently of the personality of the author" (79). By making this 
statement, Calvino effectively argues for the role of magic in textual narrative, the 
transformation from representations into blocks of meaning: "But [literature] is also a 
game which at a certain stage is invested with an unexpected meaning, a meaning 
having no reference at the linguistic level on which the activity takes place, but 
which springs from another level and brings it into play something on that other level 
that means a great deal to the author or to the society of which he is a member" 
("Myth in Narrative" 79; emphasis added). Calvino's mysterious "other" level is 
extrinsic to the text, much like the mediumistic sites of language described by 
Barthes. Yet Calvino aligns the magic ofstory telling with humankind's ancient, 
tribal past: 
Tribal man was confronted with a fixed world of signs and symbols, and 
with ephemeral, shifting relations between words and things, that came 
alive in the narrator' s flow where each word acquired new values and 
transmitted them back to the ideas and images to which it referred. Each 
animal, object, and relationship acquired beneficient or maleficient 
powers, which were to be called magical powers and should instead have 
been called narrative powers, potentials inherent in words, the faculty of 
combining with other words at the level of discourse. ("Myth in 
Narrative" 77) 
The magic of narrative, in other words, has always existed, and the power inherent in 
representation derives from its ability to generate meaning through seemingly 
mystical channels. Narratives are magical because meanings are discovered outside 
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the storyteIler or author's meaning, "an unconscÏous meaning or at least the 
premonition of one" ("Myth in Narrative" 79). Words thus conjure things that were 
not summoned, but come into existence. Words are magic, and, thus, stories are 
sacred aspects of culture. 
For Calvino, as with Clarke, magic is located through material forms such as 
language. While Calvino believes that "aIl of literature is implicit in language and 
that literature itself is merely the permutations of a finite set of elements and 
functions," at the same time he argues, "literature is constantly straining to escape 
from the bonds ofthis finite quantity" ("Myth in Narrative" 76). Form and what lies 
beyond form exist concurrently. What lies beyond form, like the location of the 
automaton's soul, is Calvino's definition ofrepresentational magic: "something that 
cannot be said, something [literature] does not know, something that cannot be 
known? [ ... ] The whole struggle ofliterature is in fact an effort to escape from the 
confines of language. Literature reaches forth from the extreme edge of the effable" 
("Myth in Narrative" 76-77). Calvino dubs this hidden aspect ofliterature "myth": 
"the hidden part of every story, the underground part, the zone still unexplored 
because there are still no words to take us there" ("Myth in Narrative" 77). Myth 
represents a particular genre of stories that describe magical events. Bound to 
stories, myth enacts the magic inherent to stories. Myth signifies possible 
consequences of magic, as it explores the same liminal zones of perception and 
being. Myth, like magic, transforms the mundane and the material into the 
extraordinary. 
Traces ofCalvino's philosophy regarding storytelling and myth are found 
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everywhere in his work, retooled as magic. In Calvino's novels, stories are both 
magical and about the creation of magic. In Cosmicomics (1968), for instance, and 
its sequel T-Zero (1969), characters are defamiliarized and rendered tlatly in a series 
of bizarre fables; characters are brought back to the beginning of time when the last 
people to do so jump from the moon's surface (Cosmicomics 5), as the universe still 
shifts and bends. In Invisible Cities (1974), a mythic Kublai Khan is told stories of 
multiple, shifting worlds by his court explorer, Marco Polo. Polo; however, is more 
thanjust an explorer; he is a fabulist, a storyteller, and thus, a philosopher. In one 
story, Polo tells Khan, "Signs form a language, but not the one you think you know" 
(Invisible Cities 48). Polo, in fact, continually reshapes his worlds as he does his 
tales; the power of words to alter objects is continually underscored throughout the 
narrative. The Khan, however, begins to doubt the veracity ofPolo's tales; as Polo 
himself relates, "There is no language without deceit" (Invisible Cities 48). As a 
dialogue between the Khan and Polo, Invisible Cities meditates on whether or not the 
power oflanguage to move objects is inherently deceitful, or whether the movement 
of objects through language establishes a different kind ofveracity, one based not on 
the empirical world, but on magic. 
Invisible Cities concentrates on language as that which shapes, and reshapes, 
fantastic worlds. If on a winter 's night a traveler (1981) and The Castle of Crossed 
Destinies, by contrast, share a similar aesthetic paradigm, where the aesthetic form of 
the text obscures meaning in order to evoke enchantment. Through his self-
conscious framing, Calvino stands among other postmodemist writers ofhis 
generation who play with the material forms of their narratives as much as they do 
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with language. As Ronald Suckenick explains, drawing from Sharon Spencer, this 
new tradition involves the "spatialization of form," which "serves as an alternative to 
the old novel's sequential organization in plot and narrative" (Suckenick 38). After 
aIl, argues Suckenick, "the novel as illusion is no longer credible" (39). In a 
contemporary culture that understands aIl reality as potentially chimerical, literature 
no longer accepts the novel as a realistic version of reality, and thus writers are free 
to playwith the material dimensions of the text, that which is always present. 
Kathryn Hume points out that each of these novels "share a basic structure-the 
framed narrative" (Hume 71). Varsava, meanwhile, points out how Calvino's 
"combinatory" novels adhere to Calvino's own aesthetics ofnovel writing, namely, 
"that literature is 'just a set of variations on a finite stock offunctors and functions' 
and that 'the decisive moment in literary life is bound to be the act ofreading'" (15). 
If on a winter 's night a traveler portrays the deceit of writing, both on the level of 
theme, and ofform. The novel involves a regressive labyrinth offictionality. Each 
tale endlessly spins into the next. As Varsava argues, "winter 's night is a large-scale 
and largely successful representation of the 'authorless' text or, better, of a text that 
compels the reader to 'play' author," and further states that "combination is the 
primary generator of narrative [ ... ] and consequently, of the reader's reading of the 
text" (14). Calvino challenges readers by trapping them within a continuaI, self-
conscious surface artifice: 
For a couple bfpages now you have been reading on, and this would be 
the time to tell you clearly whether this station where I have got off is a 
station of the past or a station oftoday; instead, the sentences continue to 
move in vagueness, grayness, in a kind of no man' s land of experience 
reduced to the lowest common denominator. (If on a winter 's night 12) 
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At the same time, Calvino doubles this artifice through the narration of the story. A 
reader finds himself attempting to read one book only to find that the pages are 
missing, or blank, or the book transforms into another. The novels presented by the 
text are all beginnings of novels, and as such share a tenuous relationship with the 
reader, who is likewise always beginning to read. Calvino's narrator expounds upon 
the duplicitous nature of the books: "Don't let them fool you" (If on a winter 's night 
28). At the same time, Calvino introduces a second, duplicitous character, "the Other 
Reader," who like a tarot representation, seemingly shadows the narrator and exists 
solely in an abstract, textual, and thus hypothetical realm (If on a winter 's night 29). 
Calvino tums to tarot rather than books as the medium that generates mythic 
stories in The Cast/e ofCrossed Destinies. His most decidedly combinatorial novel, 
the novel resuscitates characters from literary history within a narrative structured 
through tarot. The novel comprises two separate but related texts: The Castle of 
Crossed Destinies and The Tavern ofCrossed Destinies. These linked tales present 
the fates of a group oftravellers, beset by trouble on their joumeys, as they reach the 
relative safety of the castle or tavem. Upon arriving, however, the strangers realize 
they have lost the power of speech, and must rely upon tarot cards to impart their 
tales~ Rather than simply telling fortunes, the cards quite literaIly determine meaning 
as weIl as the form. Cards, representing the action of the tale, are featured in the 
margins beside the text. Calvino explains, "whereas in The Castle the cards making 
up the individual tales are in clearly defined horizontal or vertical rows, in The 
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Tavern they form blocks with more irregular outlines, superimposed in the central 
area of the general pattern, where cards that appear in almost all the tales are 
concentrated" (Castle 125-126). Thus, each tale doubles for at least one other, and 
the cards are gathered together in distinct patterns at the end of each text or section, 
and "illustrate clearly how the literary work resembles a bricolage, Le., a tentative 
working out of possibilities within a sharply circumscribed field of theme and 
convention" (Varsava 12). 
For Calvino, the particular aesthetics of tarot marks its effects. Calvino features a 
different deck of cards for each section of the book; the first text features the mid-
fifteenth-century Bembo deck, while the second uses the still popular eighteenth-
century Marseilles tarot (Castle 122-126). While each deck utilizes similar 
iconography and employs the same meaning for each representation, stylistic 
differences occur, which then play a role in the narrative. Just as the tarot fortune can 
be situated in dignified or undignified positions, much like the heads and tails of coin 
luck, the castle in which the first narrator finds himse1fis a doubled place.3 The 
resting place of the travellers is either a castle or an inn, and "the two contradictory 
impressions could nevertheless refer to a single object" (Castle 4). 
Tarot evokes its capacity for narrative generation in the novel, as the cards, 
reshuffled from one section to the next, tell different tales. The Castle section of the 
novel employs narrative that is more straightforward, more certain of its 
interpretations. The narrator of this section relates that, finding himself among a 
3 In tarot spreads, cards are either dignified, as they face upright, or ilI-dignified, facing the reader upside 
down, which can drastically alter their meaning. With sorne cards, an ill-dignified position can mean the 
opposite ofits dignified position, much like the meaning of certain words that depend upon their placement 
within sentences. 
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group oftravellers, where each has been struck strangely mute, they place the deck of 
tarot cards on the table to play agame: 
We aIl noticed the resemblance between his face and the face on the card, 
and we thought we understood that, with the card, he wanted to say 'rand 
that he was preparing to tell his story. (Castle 6) 
The cards appear as benevolent aids to communication. They function as a language 
in an immediate and discemible way. By contrast, the narration of The Tavern 
begins on a dubious note that reflects less dignified aspects of representation. The 
Tavern section commences in the same way as The Castle, and employs another 
sheltering structure, a tavem, for beleaguered travellers. Yet, like a card in an ill-
dignified position, this section evokes the inverse of the first section. In contrast to 
casties, symbol of permanence, inns and tavems are places oftemporality. Read in 
this way, the tavem suggests the transience of the narratives. Slippage of 
interpretation and the impossibility of communication are the predominant themes of 
this section, and an overarching anxiety over the tales and their interpretation 
emerges. The tale begins in a rushed, haphazard way, and sentences are broken 
down into fleeting, shifting impressions: "We come out of the darkness, no, we enter 
[ ... ] here now there is noise, how can 1 make myself heard, 1 cannot hear my voice, 
my voice refuses to emerge from my throat, 1 have no voice, 1 do not hear the others' 
voices either; noises are heard, 1 am not deaf after aIl" (Castle 51). Mute but 
expressive, the cards in The Tavern section, like their narrative counterparts, evoke a 
sense of urgency and desperation. As with the first narrative, the enchanted 
condition of the tavem's lost travellers forces them to use the cards as a mode of 
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expression: "We are all trying to explain something to the others with gestures, 
grimaces, all of us like monkeys. Thank God, there are these cards, here on the table, 
a deck oftarots" (Castle 52). Mute, frustrated, the narrator realizes that the cards 
instigate narrative: 
We all grab for the cards at once, some of the pictures aligned with other 
pictures recall to me the story that has brought me here, l try to recognize 
what happened to me and to show it to the others, who meanwhile are also 
hunted there among the cards, pointing a finger at one card or another, and 
nothing fits properly with anything, and we snatch the cards away from 
one another, and we scatter them over the table. (Castle 52-53) 
Characters long to express their fates. These tales, however, are chaotic, more open 
to interpretation and chance, or at the very least, the illusion of chance, than with the 
first text. In "The Waverer's Tale," transformation of the protagonist goes hand in 
hand with a certain lack of interpretive clarity, and this uncertainty is enacted, at the 
same time, on the level of theme. In relating the tale, the narrator hints at the 
fundamental ambiguity at work: 
But is this really he or is it rather a double whom he saw coming through 
the forest, the moment he was restored to himself? 
"Who are you?" 
"1 am the man who was to marry the girl you did not choose, who 
was to take the other road at the crossing, quench his thirst at the other 
weIl. By not choosing, you have prevented my choice." (Castle 63) 
The Waverer is literally doubled in the text, first by the tarot cards that also act as the 
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medium for representation and by the second Waverer, a metaphysical counterpart 
from the road not traveled. Calvino suggests that the reader of cards and the reader 
of texts choose the directions that fictional fates take. 
Through his use of tarot, Calvino evokes narrative as a mythic principle. Far from 
attempting realism in his fiction, Calvino's use offamous literary narratives (such as 
Hamlet, The Decameron, and other texts) parallels the physical nature of the cards. 
Like Childermass's collection of tarot, the cards of The Tavern are 
the most ordinary kind, [ ... ] crudely drawn, coarse, but with unexpected 
details, not really so easy to understand, as if the person who carved these 
drawings in wood, to print them, had traced them with his c1umsy hands 
from complex models, refined, with who knows what perfectly studied 
features, and then he went at them with his chisel, haphazardly, not even 
bothering to understand what he was copying, and afterward he smeared 
the wooden blocks with ink, and that was that. (Castle 52) 
As with the body of the automaton, the cards ape human form in the text, but 
imperfectly. Art renders its lifelike subjects, in other words, by rustic association. 
Yet it is through their archetypal and crude outlines that possibilities are generated. 
As Kathryn Hume notes, "a single card may have four or even eight meanings, and, 
by implication, as many more as there are stories using that symbol" (75). Narratives 
inflate and become other tales, essentially functioning like a magician's sleight-of-
hand. Calvino cements the association with aesthetically imperfect representation. 
Furthermore, he explains that he considered writing a third part to the novel: 
But what is the tarots' contemporary equivalent as the portrayal of the 
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collective unconscious mind? 1 thought of comic strips, of the most 
dramatic, adventurous, frightening ones [ ... ]. 1 thought of complementing 
Tavern and The Castle with a similar frame, The Motel ofCrossed 
Destinies. Sorne people who have survived a mysterious catastrophe find 
refuge in a half-destroyed motel, where only a scorched newspaper is left, 
the comics page. The survivors, who have become dumb in their fright, 
tell their stories by pointing to the drawings, but without following the 
order of each strip, moving from one strip to another in vertical or 
diagonal rows. (Castle 129) 
The comic strip, the "modem" equivalent of the tarot, analogously points to the 
fantastic powers of tarot as archetypal mediums for representation. Specifie yet 
vague, the cards can communicate sixteenth-century literary tales as well as 
postmodem, apocalyptic stories. A visuallanguage, the cards mystically transgress 
both space and time. 
The Semantics of Tarot 
Like The Castle ofCrossed Destinies and Mr. Norrell & Jonathan Strange, which 
use tarot to pro duce a "polysemy of images" (Hume 75), Susan Sontag's The 
Vo/cano Lover utilizes the doubling function of the tarot fortune as an ironic tool for 
excavating historieal narratives. As a reader, the fortune teller is the most inherently 
literary figure of magic. Fortune tellers mimic the textual presence of authors 
through their duplicitous presence as characters. Fortune tell ers stand in for readers 
of novels, and for authors, who instigate and determine narrative fates. 
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The doubling aspects of tarot are especially important in The Vo/cano Lover, a 
novel that explicates the historical relationships between Lord William Hamilton, 
Lady Emma Hamilton, and Sir Horatio Nelson. Lord William Hamilton, "the 
Cavaliere," enjoys his life as Consul to the King ofSicily. When his first wife 
Catherine dies, the Cavaliere, a renowned collector, falls for Emma, a famous beauty. 
The Cavaliere collects Emma, then marries her. Their marri age becomes 
complicated, however, by the arrivaI of Horatio Nelson, as Emma and Nelson 
embark on a notorious affair that continues until his death at sea. The novel follows 
the escalating intrigues of the relationships, as historical events encroach upon the 
Cavaliere's idyllic life: the French revolution, the subsequent war with England, the 
short-lived Sicilian revolution. These authentic historical contexts and characters are 
doubled through ingressive representations in the text: through paintings, through 
tarot fortunes, and through the narrative itself. 
Doubling and its opposite, unicity, are motifs appearing in Sontag's early novels 
as means to explore the unknown. The aspects of duplication and uniqueness of a 
character through dream states preoccupies The Benelactor (1963), and Death Kit 
(1967). In her essay "Singleness," Sontag argues that her books are distinct and 
separate entities from herself: "My life has always felt like a becoming, and still 
does. But the books are fini shed" (260). Books are duplicate or projected selves, 
static copies; they do not become. Books cannot stretch into a future tense unless 
they exist in a series. Dreams evoke a similar freezing of time in the sense that 
dreams do not age. Dreams, as the narrator of The Benelactor, Hippolyte explains, 
always have the quality of being present-even when, as 1 am doing, one 
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relates them ten, twenty, thirty years after. [ ... ] Since aIl events in the 
dream are equally fantastic, they are independent of the assent of other 
people. This reveals, by the way, the falsity ofthat line which people of 
taste insist on drawing and redrawing between the banal and the 
extraordinary. (The Benefactor 116). 
An extreme aesthete, Hippolyte enjoys this blurring between reality and dream, 
between waking and sleep. He chooses, in fact, to live his life in such a way that 
does not distinguish between the two states. Hippolyte's two lives, his waking and 
his sleeping, become his supreme preoccupation, and he attempts to live the dream 
life, the life of images, over and above his real one. For Hippolyte, dreams are artful 
representations of an inner life, one mimicked by arts such as painting, writing, and 
tarot. 
In Death Kit, the main character Diddy finds himself in a strange, halted 
existence, in which the represented world seems unstable. Beginning with the 
narrator's suicide attempt, the narrative jumps to bizarre, often abstract and 
dreamlike events such as the murder of a railway worker and Diddy's sexual 
encounter on a train (Death Kit 23; 33). As Carl Rollyson notes, "Although Sontag 
has been reluctant to be explicit about how she views the events of Death Kit, she has 
conceded that 'the narrative can be read as the 'contents' ofDiddy's 'final coma.' 
Thus Hester and Incardona are figments of Diddy's imagination. Diddy's is a 
'fictional world'" (Rollyson 79). In Death Kit, reality is the dream, and as such, 
loses aIl relation to real time. 
Sontag's last novel, In America (2001), plays upon the magic oftheatre as the 
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means by which historical characters are granted historical duplication. The novel 
focuses on readers, literaI and figurative voyeurs of the text, as spectators to 
extravagant fictions enacted by historical actors. Because of their historical or 
fictional status, characters have the capacity to cross into different eras, countries, 
and languages. Narrative is a magical medium by which the past can come, 
spectacularly, to life. Sontag's last novel begins with a fitting epigraph from 
Langston Hughes, "America will be!" From the perspective of the narrative, 
America is in a state of becoming; America is not yet. The epigraph reflects its 
subject, late nineteenth-century America, as seen through the eyes of Polish actress 
Maryna Zalezowska, who wishes to conquer the new world. America fuses with 
Maryna's vision ofher art, just as Maryna merges with the characters she plays: 
1 learn the lines, say them walking up and down, imagining how 1'11 tum 
my head and move my hands, feeling everything my character feels. But 
that isn't enough. 1 have to see it. See myself as her. And sometimes, 
who knows why, 1 can't. The picture isn't sharp or it won't stay in my 
mind. Because it' s the future-which nobody can know. [ ... ] Yes, 
that's what preparing a role is, it's like looking into the future. Or 
expecting to know how a joumey will tum out. (In America 47-8; 
author's emphasis) 
Maryna becomes history as she acts out the role determined to her by history, on the 
one hand, and by the novel, on the other. This novel, likewise inspired by history, 
begins with an unnamed narrator peeping in at Maryna's going-away party. Aptly 
titled "Zero," the chapter's narrator declares, "1 thought if! listened and watched and 
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ruminated, [ ... ] that theirs would be a story that would speak to me, though how I 
knew this I can't explain. There are so many stories to tell, it's hard to say why it's 
one rather than another, it must be because with this story you feel you can tell many 
stories" (In America 26-27). Like the world seen through a looking glass, the 
narrator does not understand her own relational distance to the events unfolding in 
the narrative. Even the Polish language spoken by the characters poses no barrier to 
this American voyeur: "I tuned in to their conversation [ ... ], but somehow, I didn't 
question how, their words reached me as sense" (In America 3). A presence without 
a body, the narrator hovers at the edges of the historical frame. By extension, readers 
become privy to the historical fiction under the auspices of the narrator, she who 
magically grants readers access to her own metaphorical haunting of the past. 
Though historical, the narrative is also fictional, and the magic of fiction is that it 
makes anything possible. 
"Zero" reveals herself as the reader of events from the careful distance of the 
future. Commenting on her own use oflanguage, the narrator concedes, "I don't 
know why l've put these words in quotes, [ ... ] it must be because in the time in 
which I live these words are used much less confidently, [ ... ] while much of the 
fascination of these people, of their time, is that they knew, or thought they knew, 
what 'right' and 'wrong' were" (In America 7). Her distance from events causes 
Zero to question herself in ways that Maryna, a true pioneering spirit, does not. 
Distance, through time, confers upon the narrator a clairvoyance that Maryna, 
contemporary to her time, does not share. Readers, meanwhile, are led to sharpen 
their attention to details of perspective, scale, and depth; by her contemporaneous 
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prompts, the narrator reshapes the way readers or audiences read the performances of 
the historical actors. In the novel, time is fluid as it simultaneously conveys the 
present and the past. Time avoids containment; time is the magical medium of the 
fortune teller. Sontag's use oftime in In America recasts the narrative as one 
indebted to magic, and, thus, a history of enchantment. 
The Va/cano Lover resonates with In America as a work obsessed with narrative 
relationships to time. In The Va/cano Lover, access to the past is attained through the 
device of tarot. In contrast to ordinary tarot fortunes, which read the future from the 
position of the present, The Va/cano Lover equates the ability to read the past as from 
the future, a time unbound by the historical narrative. Unconstrained by space and 
time as they function in stories, the tarot reader regains the past through images. The 
fortune teller or narrator threads these historical images together in such a way that 
the hidden story of the relationship between Lady Hamilton, Lord Hamilton, and 
Lord Nelson, is revealed. Tarot finds expression for the inexpressible, such as that 
which has not yet occurred, and retrieves and collates as narrative the lost and 
ineffable history of the love triangle. 
A "fiction of Enlightenment," as Susan Hayes dubs the novel (21), The Va/cano 
Lover is aiso bound up within Sontag's discourse ofunicity and doubling. Unicity 
and doubling, in the novel, are expressions of material objects, but their effects are 
magical. Hayes argues, for instance, that in contrast to the predominant view of the 
Age of Reason, passion rules The Volcano Lover through the concept of collection: 
Passion is bound up in unicity; even if the dynamic of collecting requires a 
constant procession ofuniquely loved objects, each 'irreplaceable,' and 
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yet replaced by its successors. The object's anticipated loss, if anything, 
assures its status as unique, as having belonged to a specific, punctual 
place and time. In this way, passion actually produces unicity as part of its 
own mechanism. The pastiche-collection is thus not so much critical or 
ironic as paradoxical and complex, less bent on unmasking or contesting 
than on extending and elaborating. Desire's elaborations elude closure. 
(Hayes 29) 
Hayes points out that Linda Hutcheon's definition ofhistoriographic metafiction is 
thus not adequate to Sontag's use of pastiche in the novel. In The Vo/cano Lover, the 
possibility of expressing the past cornes from the impulses of the visual, and from 
transforming images into a collection. Brigitte Peucker argues that Sontag's 
historical novel "serves as a forum for the expression of ideas of the visual that have 
their origin in the18th century-ideas that have recently been theorized and 
reinvigorated by a postmodem interest in the gaze" (159). In fact, Sontag conceived 
ofwriting The Vo/cano Lover when she "saw the engravings of Mount Vesuvius that 
had been commissioned by Sir William Hamilton [ ... ]. She bought several of the 
prints and put them on her apartment walls" (Rollyson 160). The past exists in 
images and in objects to which provenance is attributed in order to reveal their secret 
histories. 
Collections are construed in near mystical ways, reiterating the conceits of magic, 
as objects are granted illusions of membership within a set and displayed to 
enchanting effects. Bruce Bawer argues that the philosophies on collecting in the 
novel result in "a sort of inventory of provocative-sounding observations that are, by 
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turns, dubious, pretentious, self-evident, and irreconcilable" (33). But it is only 
through "inventory" that collections are comprehended, just as history can only be 
put in perspective, at least in The Vo/cano Lover, through narrative artifice. As with 
"Zero," who begins In America by voyeuristically gazing at the historical figures of 
her novel, The Vo/cano Lover likewise begins with a scene of specular framing. The 
narrator takes the place of prognosticator in the novel. She reads images of the past 
and gives them sequence. These images, however, are explicitly linked to the 
concept of collecting; finding herself at a flea market in 1992, the narrator states that 
"Desire leads me. [ ... ] 1 go in" (Vo/cano Lover 4). Linking the past with the present 
in the novel is an image: Sir Hamilton's prints of the volcano. "[L]ed by the 
collector's desire," Peucker explains, the author "enters the flea market that is also 
the text, in search of the perfect object" (160). Once a portrait is found, the narrative 
splices to 1772 London, the year the portrait is produced. Time reverses through 
objects. Objects capture time and convey history. 
Collectors, like magicians, rely on spaces that allow for the manipulation of time. 
In The Vo/cano Lover, the contemporary prologue leads to enchantment. The flea 
market is the space in which images of the past are given new life. Emphasizing a 
visual aesthetics, the reader becomes a narrative voyeur, first looking at the paintings, 
then at the era and subjects that the paintings depict. As Stacey Olster argues, 
Sontag's philQsophy has always been that ofa collector's aesthetic, as is seen in the 
collector's gaze at the Portland vase: 
all those overstylized 'derelict, inane, démodé objects ofmodem 
cÏvilization' enables Sontag to treat it as an artifact of Camp, to be 
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dismembered as part of her long -standing Surrealist pro gram of 'cultural 
disburdenment' and then reassembled with the aim of 'destroying 
conventional meanings, and creating new meanings or 
counter-meanings through radical juxtaposition'. (127) 
Objects are assigned new meanings through their arrangements, and thus conquer 
time. Juxtaposition is thus a key narrative e1ement for Sontag. Olster points out 
that, for Sontag, the "ahistorical component of the static image" (131) renders images 
meaningless. Freestanding images, then, are inarticulate in comparison with images 
in a series. And yet, in Sontag's view, images give rise to the sublime, even when 
viewed in a single photograph: "one never understands anything from a photograph. 
[ ... ] The camera's rendering ofreality must always hide more than it discloses. [ ... ] 
Only that which narrates can make us understand" (On Photography 23). 
Images require the animating magic of narrative to transform inert objects into 
objects that speak. As Olster notes, The Vo/cano Lover focuses on the "insufficiency 
ofwords to de scribe fully what needs to be communicated" (132). Words alone do 
not grant readers access to the past; another medium must be found. Sontag thus 
overcomes the inarticulacy ofhistory through the magic of the tarot reader. The 
reader transforms static images into a moving series of images and into a 
semantically organized collection. The cards then give rise to meaning through 
juxtaposition. Just as tarot doubles real characters, which the cards purportedly 
represent, the tarot reader is herself doubled in the text. The reader is the narrator 
who narrates the moving images of the past, and tells the fortunes of the Hamiltons 
and Lord Nelson, while the Cavaliere's fate is foretold by Efrosina Pumo, "the vulgar 
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soothsayer" (Volcano Lover 58). The narrator reflects on the nature of the fortune 
teller's magic, as it rests upon the paradox between articulacy and inarticulacy. The 
Cavaliere cannot tell a soul about his startling visits to the fortune teller: "if he told 
anyone he would have to deride it. [ ... ] His words would slay the magic" (Volcano 
Lover 58). To speak is to ruin magic; magic exists only with the hidden, the 
unexpressed, and the unexpressible. The fortune teller is thus always already a figure 
of irony as she relies upon the capacity of language to represent. The narrator 
likewise gives shape to events that are impossible to retrieve, trapped, as they are, in 
pockets of the past. This connotation ofinexpressibility, and how it is overcome, 
enables the Romance, and romance, of the novel. 
The Cavaliere's most fantastic moments in the novel occur at the points at which 
he is at his most inarticulate. On the ship in a storm, the Cavaliere finds he can 
"summon spirits to keep [him] company," in the form of the fortune teller and her 
son, who coax him through the storm on the faith ofhis future fortune (Volcano 
Lover 218). He avoids the catastrophe of the present by establishing a link to his 
future. At the end of the Cavaliere's life, he becomes one with Vesuvius, the volcano 
he wants to collect and "to be remembered for" (Volcano Lover 372). In his final 
illness and metaphorical ascent of the vol cano, the Cavaliere becomes the fool card 
(Volcano Lover 370), the beginning and end card ofthe tarot deck. Byaligning 
himself with the volcano, the Cavaliere proc1aims allegiance to the power of the 
inarticulate. The volcano is the most sublime object in the world, according to the 
Cavaliere, at once alive and inert, and thus the most magical object to collect. For 
the Cavaliere, the volcano exists as a set of representations, scaled down versions of 
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reality, such as rocks. These specimens can be accumulated, studied, shuffled 
together, sorted and classified. The volcano is an image in a collection rather than a 
natural phenomenon; the Cavaliere "longed-like any collector-to exhibit [the 
volcano]" (Volcano Lover 28). Furthermore, by attempting to collect the volcano, to 
become one with the sublime, the Cavaliere finalizes his own transformation from 
character to magical object, unique and worthy of preservation in the form of a 
collection. 
By articulating the past as an image that cannot be understood within an 
atemporal, static, and thus non-narrative, framework, Sontag evokes questions about 
what force links images of the past. Stacey Olster thus associates Emma's gestural 
reenactment ofmythical paintings, her "Attitudes," to Sontag's meditations on 
images. The vehicle to "inform the whole," Olster believes, is cinema, "reflecting 
Sontag's beliefthat 'the distinctive cinematic unit is not the image but the principle 
of connection between the images'" (133). Sontag's narrative supplies an eighteenth-
century rendition of the cinematic through tarot. The tarot works within what 
Peucker calls "a collection oftheories of the visual" (159), but also as a collection of 
theories on the historical subject. Subjects, like images, are held together by the links 
that bind them. Through its combinatory effect, tarot transforms the static image into 
a comprehensive, yet open-ended, narrative wherein history becomes a collection of 
narratives. Ultimately, by treating narrative as collection, Sontag portrays the 
historical subject as object, whereby history is critiqued as a recurrent form of 
cultural capital. The imperative driving Olster's conclusions about cinema is that 
Sontag is "al ways aware of the moral element inherent in choosing different forms of 
representational media" (119), a testament, perhaps, to films such as That Lady 
Hamilton about the relationship between Nelson and the Hamiltons. 
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Of course, images are unreliable ambassadors of the pasto Invoking Sontag's own 
statement, 01ster argues that that "[w]hile images invite the spectator to identify with 
what is seen, the presence ofwords makes the spectator into a critic" (132). 
Similarly, Brigitte Peucker claims that for Sontag, the photographic image is 
fragmented. Just as fragments can be collected, isolated images, too, are collectible 
items (162). Peucker links the historical image to Benjamin's concept of the 
collection. "Sontag's writing on photography," she argues, "is govemed by 
Benjaminian images and metaphors that connect photography variously to volcanoes 
as well as to collections more generally" (Peucker 162). From Peucker's and Olster's 
contemporary vantage point (as well as Sontag' s), cinema is the temporal version of 
images: cinema as narrative. On the other hand, references to modem 
representations, the photograph and film, are non-existent in the text. Without the 
magical jump-cuts of cinema, how does the image become narrative? Sontag in fact 
recovers the ancient narrative art of tarot as a representational and a narrative vehicle, 
wherein tarot is the literaI manifestation of the mystical, unmoving image. The tarot 
fortune, however, plays a significant role in bridging as well as creating atemporality; 
above all, tarot forms and informs narrative links in the text. After all, Efrosina sees 
into the contemporary future where pieces of the volcano are sold as souvenirs 
(Volcano Lover 55). 
The Cavaliere's tarot reading in The Volcano Lover exemplifies the ways in 
which tarot generates narrative; the juxtaposition of the cards with characters invite 
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narrative conclusions which in turn multiply, as characters are metonymically 
subsumed by their card representations. "On his third or fourth visit" to Efrosina, the 
Cavaliere draws five cards in the following order: King of Cups, Queen of Cups, 
Knight of Cups, "Knave" of Cups, and Fooi (Valcana Lover 59). The Cavaliere 
accepts that the King of Cups represents himself, that Catherine is the Queen. The 
Knight of Cups card, representing "a person capable of great duplicity," becames 
Charles: "The card showed Charles as a young man on horseback, bareheaded, with 
long hair falling around his shoulders, dressed in a simple tunic and short cloak, who 
holds a cup or a vase before him as if offering it to someone ahead" (Valcana Lover 
61). The Knave is "another relative," which the narrative conflates with the character 
of William; "who else," the narrator relates, "could it be?" (Valcana Lover 62,86). 
The Fool, finally, is designated as Efrosina's son, the "one-eyed Tolo" (Valcana 
Lover 63). 
These assignments of identity are based on the set interpretations of the cards; the 
descriptions appear to fit the Cavaliere and his family.4 The reading that Efrosina 
gives the Cavaliere, however, is without causality. Types do not equal narrative. 
The meanings of cards in relation to each other are static; the reading requires a 
reader to link the images together in the same way that a text requires a reader to 
transform it into a representational vehicle. As Efrosina attempts to fashion narrative 
associations, a waming of the Knave's interaction with the Queen ofCups, the 
Cavaliere "waved his hand impatiently," ostensibly halting any possibility of 
4 Characters in tarot are signified by means of tradition gender. Readings begin with significations of the 
querent via a "court" cardo The Knight and Knave thus represent male characters in the text; the Queen 
represents female characters. 
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narrative flow (Va/cano Lover 62). Causality, though, is taken up bythe narrative 
proper. Just as the querent and the card reader have a relationship with the images of 
the cards, the reader of the narrative identifies the tarot archetypes within the 
respective characters. Causality, character, and time become inextricably bound with 
tarot, but also impossibly confused. As Efrosina wams, "[t]he future is a hole [ ... ]. 
When you faH in it, you cannot be sure how far you will go" (Va/cano Lover 55). 
This is the integral problem with tarot as a narrative vehicle. Its lack oftrue temporal 
markers, aside from the obvious past, present, and future of a given spread, renders 
the fortune, and the fortune teHer, unreliable. As it stretches into the unknown spaces 
of the future, tarot deals with infinity. When, then, does the querent or reader know 
if the fortune, demarcated by the cards, has played itself out? Fortune tellers trust 
their instincts in deciding whether or not their narrative conclusions align with the 
tarot. In short, they decide by magic. 
Fortune tellers rely upon the mystification oftime through images. Indeed, the 
representations of the cards operate very much the way that photographs do, 
according to Sontag: "It is a view of the world [ ... ] which confers on each moment 
the character of a mystery. Any photograph has multiple meanings. [ ... ] 
Photographs, which cannot themselves explain anything, are inexhaustible invitations 
to deduction, speculation, and fantasy" (On Photography 23). The generative 
capabilities of the cards arise from uncertainty as much as the actual system of the 
tarot. In this way, the tarot reader operates like a magician, and the tarot spread acts 
like a narrative sleight of hand, swapping one meaning for another for the greatest 
effects. 
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Thus, after Catherine's death, a reconstruction of the original tarot spread is 
necessitated. From this point in the narrative, readers must recombine the archetypal 
images of the cards and reassign who or what the fortune was about. William and 
Charles, for instance, have very little to do with the original reading. Furthermore, 
William and Catherine's relationship was not, as it turns out, cause for the 
Cavaliere's concern. The tarot might instead be reinterpreted as another set of 
characters: Emma becomes the Queen of Cups; the one-eyed Nelson, "more son than 
nephew," is the disruptive Knave (Volcano Lover 207). In the Cavaliere's last days, 
the one-eyed Nelson conflates with the one-eyed Tolo, the Fooi (Volcano Lover 361). 
The Fooi card, however, as stated earlier, can also be interpreted as the Cavaliere at 
his death, his imagined crawl to the volcano's crater (370).5 Note, however, that the 
meanings of the cards, their symbolic value, do not change; only their relational 
values alter. Tarot thus enacts semantic principles. Tarot draws upon mythic 
meanings internaI to each card, which project onto a question in the same way as 
tarot readings interweave in the narrative. 
Tarot draws upon principles of indeterminacy to forecast enchantment in 
narrative. Narrative, like tarot, disguises its imprecise aspects to impart to readers a 
sense of magic. Addressing the use of myth in contemporary novels, McCaffery 
cites Eliot Gould: 
Myths are huge interlocking systems of transformational variants, 
exhibiting the same intentions to ask 'ultimate' questions, and to answer 
5 Traditionally, the Fool card is depicted as a youthful man who does not appear to notice that he is about to 
step over a cliff. Hence, sight, or the lack of sight, is linked to the meaning of the card, just as the one-eyed 
men of the novel are linked to the card's association. The Cavaliere, meanwhile, is often referred to in the 
text as being "blind" to the follies ofhis wife and Nelson, another reason for its linkage to Sir Hamilton. 
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them as factually as possible by referring to concrete events in the natural 
world, which are instigators rather than objects of myth. With a particular 
myth, we always deal with a hypothetically comprehensive narrative, a 
compromise text because the strength of that myth is its logical persistence 
to tend to a conclusion, to be a self-evident truth, even though we know 
that it cannot be a final statement. (Qtd. in McCaffery 29) 
Myths drive narratives forward, but any tendency to see them as final and conclusive 
is a dangerous thing. Likewise, the symbolism of the cards must be understood 
within an indefinite, archetypal or mythic framework. The narrator of The Vo/cano 
Lover relates, "Because an image can show only a moment, the painter or sculptor 
must choose the moment that presents what the viewer most needs to know and feel 
about the subject" (Vo/cano Lover 295). Tarot has a similar constitution; the 
symbolic archetype of each card is representative of an attitude, suggestive of an 
action. But they refer to actual people and events that may occur. Like Aristotle's 
claim that "character and thought are two natural causes of action," cards arranged in 
a pattern imitate actions that create plot (50). The cards' mimesis of real characters is 
reenacted within the real world. The Cavaliere's wife and the hero are suggestive of 
types, like the cards themselves. As the Cavaliere remarks, "one's achievements 
mount, genuine achievements, and then alas, a story becomes attached to one' s name, 
everyone hears it, everyone tells it, and that is all finally which anyone recalls" 
(Vo/cano Lover 371). History reduces the individual to emblems. Like tarot cards, 
these emblems are stories that solidify and somehow achieve mythic dimensions. 
Sontag's text suggests that history is a series of static representations that require 
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narrative to make them live in a manner more sophisticated than mere tattle. As 
Bawer notes, the "costume drama stereotypes" of the characters, which are 
"deliberately underscored by Sontag' s habit of referring to Nelson as 'the hero,' to 
Hamilton as 'the Cavaliere' [ ... ] is ironie" (32). Sontag uses these monikers, much 
like the titles of the cards, to critique historical representations. At the same time the 
vagaries of the titles on the cards grant the characters a kind of freedom within 
representation. In The Vo/cano Lover, the hero, for one, rails against the typecasting 
ofhis set role in history: 
The good do not become bad, but the strong may become weak. What has 
made him weak is that he is no longer separate, solitary-what a hero 
must be. [ ... ] If a lover, he must (like Aeneas) disappoint. If a member of 
a trio, he must ... but a hero must not become a member of a trio. A hero 
must float, must soar. A hero does not ding. (319) 
Sontag's repeated parallel ofmythological characters serves as yet another reminder 
that characters are representations within narrative blocks. "Aeneas" evokes a story, 
but, like the Hero, Aeneas is a character, confined to the moment that represents him. 
Thus, the tarot suggests, the limitations of characterization will be constantly 
reasserted. 
"Tragedy," Aristotle informs us, "is not an imitation of men but of actions and of 
life" (51). "Character," on the other hand, "is whatever reveals a person's habit of 
moral choice-whatever he tends to choose or reject when the choice is not 
obvious-and this e1ement is, therefore, absent from speeches" (Aristotle 52). 
Characterization may not be "well told" but it may, perhaps, be rendered visually, 
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through symbol. Aristotle further claims that 
the poet' s function is not to report things that have happened, but rather to 
tell of such things as might happen, things that are possibilities by virtue 
of being in themselves inevitable or probable. Thus the difference 
between the historian and the poet is not that the historian employs prose 
and the poet verse-[ ... ] rather the difference is that the one tells of things 
that have been and the other of such things as might be. (54) 
Poetry, or its counterpart, fiction, prognosticates. Emblematic representation, such as 
that which aligns the tarot reader with the reader of fiction, evokes the ahistorical and 
mythical: time as it might happen, or as it might have happened. The historical figure 
in The Vo/cano Lover is contiguous with arcane representation. But the spectacle of 
the individual cards, metaphorically transposed onto the real characters of the novel, 
make it possible for the reader to fashion these images into complex and 
sophisticated narrative, signifying the inherently representational nature ofhistorical 
reconstruction. 
A Collection of Fates 
In The Vo/cano Lover, tarot transforms material images into ineffable objects that 
systematically exhibit, through the logic of collections, the magical qualities of time. 
Sontag marks characters as material objects, as represented by narrative and tarot, but 
tarot confuses the line between object and subject. That the Cups suit is read as the 
"Vase family," for instance, is not incidental (Vo/cano Lover 62). The materiality of 
the vases as collectible objects, objects that the Cavaliere himself collects, mirrors the 
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collection of characters. The characters, delimited as historical emblems, are 
collected by historical narrative as objects ofbeauty, fascination, heroism. Historical 
figures become, through their reconstruction and compilation, material 
representations: visual fates. 
Collecting accumulates a great deal of significance within a narrative that 
concems itself with the various manifestations of destiny as objects of time. AlI 
objects, for Benjamin, "have their fates," just as collectors are "interpreters of fate" 
(60-61). Benjamin writes, 
the collector's passion borders on the chaos ofmemories. More than that: 
the chance, the fate, that suffuse the past before my eyes are conspicuously 
present in the accustomed confusion ofthese books. For what else is this 
collection but a disorder to which habit has accommodated itselfto such 
an extent that it can appear as order? (60) 
Magic provides a way to map the lives of characters in the novel; tarot packages the 
chaos oftime into orderly images. The collection is the past made tangible. Objects 
. that survive into the future or linger in the present become magical as they tell the 
story of the past. Like Efrosina, a collector is a fortune teller, someone who can read 
at a glance the worth of objects in the past or future: "As he [the collector] holds [the 
objects] in his hands, he seems to be seeing through them into their distant past as 
though inspired" (Benjamin 61). As the collector fixes "individual items within a 
magic circle," moreover, only she or he divines the links that will bind the objects 
together (Benjamin 60). Sontag conspicuously conflates the wondrous tarot 
collection and the historical narrative. Tarot literally interprets Benjamin's claim that 
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it is not objects that come alive, but that the collector lives in the objects (Benjamin 
67). Collectors and fortune tellers, magicians oftime, divine or predict the fates of 
objects through time. 
Sontag's use of tarot should not be construed as a token reference to collecting in 
the sense of amassing souvenirs. The souvenir, according to Susan Stewart, 
"generates narrative which reaches only 'behind,' spiraling in a continually inward 
movement rather than outward toward the future" (135). Rather than contradicting 
Benjamin's concept of the collection as an entity that preserves the past, 
[t]he collection does not displace attention to the past; rather, the past is at 
the service of the collection for whereas the souvenir lends authenticity to 
the past, the past lends authenticity to the collection. The collection seeks 
a form of self-enclosure which is possible because of its ahistoricism. The 
collection replaces history with classification, with order beyond the realm 
oftemporality. In the collection, time is not something to be restored to an 
origin; rather, aIl time is made simultaneous or synchronous within the 
collection's world. (Stewart 151) 
Tarot, too, has the capacity to reach backwards and forwards in time. Unlike the 
souvenir, tarot is not limited to narrations of the past. Tarot generates for the querent 
a memory of the future that is recalled and recombined at the querent' s lei sure. A 
capricious narrative vehicle, as much for its temporal mutability as for its 
recombinatory aspects, tarot continually indicates its materiality, its status as a 
collection of symbolic characters and actions. More magical than the collection, 
which Stewart calls "metaphor rather than metonymy" (151), tarot is both. Sontag' s 
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tarot metaphorically links characters as historical objects, rather than subjects, to 
their historical equivalents. Yet tarot cards are two-dimensional images that 
reproduce, ephemerally and magically, a three-dimensional fate. Similarly, the 
assignment of each card, such as King of Cups, metonymically links characters to 
their function within narrative, and what the outcome of that function may be. Tarot 
thus represents the past in the future, and Efrosina's cards recast the narrative as a 
collection of fates. 
Like the auto maton, whose body fascinates when it is assembled into a unified 
whole, tarot requires its collection in order to genetate narrative magic. The tarot as 
a narrative collection adheres to Stewart's claim that "[t]he spatial whole of the 
collection supercedes the individual narratives that 'lie behind i1''' (153). Only 
within the collection, where individual cards are juxtaposed to create meaning, do es 
tarot take on narrative form, and thus the dimensions of the collection. A narrative 
relationship is required between the object and the owner to create value: "Oral 
traditions were [ ... ] seen as the abstract equivalent to material culture," Stewart 
writes (142). Objects must have a provenance, a history. But the collection is 
required, as Stewart argues, to display its narrative capacity: 
To arrange objects according to time is to juxtapose personal items with 
social time, autobiography with history, and thus to create a fiction of the 
individuallife, a time of the individual subject both transcendent to and 
parallel to historical time. Similarly; the spatial organization of the 
collection, left to right, front to back, behind and before, depends upon the 
creation of an individual perceiving and apprehending the collection with 
eye and hand. The collection's space must move between public and 
private, between display and hiding. (154-155) 
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Like the collection, tarot representations are meaningless unless organized and 
exhibited. The fundamental role oftarot is to represent time spatially, but by doing 
so, tarot anticipates time. In contemporary novels, the fortune teller develops an 
extraordinary relationship to time as she moves back and forth through its material 
and esoteric dimensions. 
Tarot magic, though, induces a paradox: collections imbue characters with 
singular, spectacular fortunes. The Cavaliere, for instance, has a unique relationship 
with the cards; the story being told is ostensibly his own. Just as "the collection can 
serve as a metaphor for the individual personality" (Stewart 164), the Cavaliere's 
fortune is the metaphoric representation of a possible destiny, his individual standing 
within the narrative whole. Baudrillard argues that, for the collector, 
pleasure springs from the fact that possession relies, on the one hand, upon 
the absolute singularity of each item-which means that it is the 
equivalent to a human being, and eventually the subject himself-and, on 
the other, upon the possibility of envisaging a set or series of like items, in 
which is implied a prospect oflimitless substitution and play. (Baudrillard, 
"The System ofCollecting" 10) 
In The Vo/cano Lover, the "singularity" of the fortune resides with the querent: the 
Cavaliere. However, the endless series of narrative possibilities presented through 
the cards remains the domain of Efrosina, who reads visual meanings in a narrative 
sequence. 
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Tarot cards, like objects of a collection, "establish dominion over time, 
interrupting its continuous flow and classifying its parts in the same way that we 
classify habits, and insisting that it submit to the same constraints of association that 
inform the way we set things in space" (Baudrillard, "The System of Collecting" 15). 
Fortune tellers organize time through objects in such a way that time, as a visual 
object, becomes a medium in conjunction with sorne other, ineffable meaning. In 
The Va/cano Lover, what Olster describes as the "mis-en-scene" and "jump cuts" of 
"historical slippage" from the Prologue to Fonseca's Epilogue draws the reader's 
attention not to the cinematic nature of narrative but to the notion that, within a 
collection of the past, time, space, and character are contiguous (134). As characters 
become materially collected emblems ofhistory, "what happens once can happen 
again," or, more to the point, the present and the past are one and the same (Va/cano 
Lover 8). Like the memento hominem, in which each object represents a set of 
memories of Claude Page's life in A Cabinet of Curiosities, Sontag directs tarot to act 
as both memory and character, thus challenging the whole idea of character as a 
singular, unique, and duplicable category of representation. The text is a showcase of 
emblems, arranged to display the meaning of each narrative unit temporally. 
As tarot traps time within representations of characters, readers confer 
immortality on their subjects. Drawing upon Freud's theory offetishes, Baudrillard 
tells us that "The man who collects things [ ... ] manages to outlive himself through 
his collection, which, originating within this life, recapitulates him indefinitely 
beyond the point of death by absorbing death itself into the series and the cycle" 
("The System of Collecting" 17; original emphasis). In the text, the Cavaliere buys 
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and resells vases and paintings. Similarly, the Cavaliere, represented through tarot, 
becomes an image that will circulate through history. Rather than conc1uding the 
narrative upon a character' s death, tarot cards reassign characters. The cards, 
reshuffled, reorganized, as they tell a new story or indicate a new set of characters, 
metaphorically cheat death through the continuaI process of recombination. 
Catherine's death illustrates that the original Queen ofCups, as the signified but not 
the signifier, endures, since the narrative prompted by the tarot reading continues 
after Catherine's passing. Tarot, therefore, signaIs the properties ofhistory as 
magical; tarot illustrates history as an entity of time that continues to mark historical 
fates, and it recasts roles such as the hero indefinitely, regardless of the fate of one 
character. 
The Cavaliere personifies the power of narrative, and tarot, to grant immortality. 
As the Cavaliere believes he will die onboard the Vanguard, he recalls the figures of 
Efrosina and Tolo: 
Am 1 going to die, murmured the Cavaliere. 
She shook her head. 
But the ship is going to capsize. [ ... ] 
Let me show you your destiny, my lord. 
But he could barely read the card he picked. AlI he could see was 
someone upside down. Is that me? He thought. [ ... ] 
Yes, it is His Excellency. Notice the expression of detachment on 
the face of the Hanged Man. [ ... ] You have cast yourself head first into 
the void, but you are calm [ ... ]. (Vo/cano Lover 219) 
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The narrative recasts the Cavaliere as the Hanged Man, and, through its description 
of the void, the mantle of the immortal and blinded Fool character is upon him: "To 
the blind, everything happening is sudden" (Vo/cano Lover 217). Just before the 
Cavaliere and the Neapolitan court seek refuge, moreover, the narrator relates, 
"Fools! Fools! That he had been a fool did not enter the Cavaliere's mind" (Vo/cano 
Lover 211). The Cavaliere cheats death by figuratively drawing another card, which 
combines and perhaps fills in the details ofhis original reading. Efrosina's 
description of the card as an action, plunging "headfirst into the void," is 
complementary to her original reading. Tolo's presence, alongside the original 
description of the Fooi card, bespeaks immortality; signified as the Fooi by Efrosina, 
he is "immortal" (Vo/cano Lover 62). Tolo, too, "massages" the Cavaliere's feet, 
signifying a defiance of death: the metaphoric end of circulation (Vo/cano Lover 
220). The presumed immortality of the fortune is thus a repetition of Efrosina's first 
fortune. She asks the Cavaliere ifhe'd like to "start with the past," but in the future 
she sees herself, a collector offates, as another Fool figure (Vo/cano Lover 53). She 
metaphorically recurs within cycles: 'just when l get too old l will be saved. l will 
become young again. l will live for centuries!" (Vo/cano Lover 54). 
The duplication of tarot subjects concurrently marks infinite possibilities for 
narrative conclusions. Because objects represent the collector's, or in the case of 
tarot collections, the querent's, desires, Baudrillard argues that objects, "on the 
indefinite chain of signifiers, brings about the recapitulation or indefinite substitution 
of oneself across the moment of death and beyond. It is by a not dissimilar 
compromise that, just as the function of dreams is to ensure the continuity of sleep, 
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objects ensure the continuity oflife" ("The System ofCollecting" 18). The Cavaliere 
stumbles across a literaI representation of the Hanged Man hanging in the Palermo 
prince's grotesque villa: "he saw that the man was dangling in the must y void from a 
long chainfastened to the crown ofhis head" (Volcano Lover 253). A narrative 
signifier, the Hanged Man recalls Efrosina's waming of the revolution and counter-
revolution, but the associations ofthis card multiply. The Hanged Man, 
representative of loss and reversaIs, simultaneously signifies the upcoming news of 
the lost vase collection, while at the same time, the sinking vases are a harbinger of 
the Hero and Emma's affair, about which Efrosina wamed the Cavaliere. In the same 
moment that the Cavaliere sights the Hanged Man, the Cavaliere' s wife and the Hero 
share a kiss in the villa, wherein "their tum, their kiss, was shattered, multiplied in 
the mirrors above" (Volcano Lover 252). The tarot reader's role, then, is to articulate 
multiple narrative associations of the cards, which are transformed by the reader into 
possible trajectories and fates for characters. 
The reader of time reconstructs the importance of the assembled but incomplete 
narrative. Olster argues that Fonseca's concluding narrative contrasts with Emma's; 
both perform "edifying illustrations [ ... ] that the romance writer seeks to evoke 
through recourse to ancient prototypes," which, presumably, Sontag critiques through 
her narrative (129-130). The "passions" that Emma and Fonseca portray are more 
static images for Olster. Yet how, starting from an ahistoric image, is the subject of 
history critiqued? By converting the narrative into a collection, through the vehicle 
of the tarot, Sontag construes and critiques history as a commodified collection. !ts 
inflation as a commodity becomes whatever brings the past into the present, 
providing "edifying illustrations" ofhistory. Through the juxtaposition of the 
collected fates, the reader ascertains the value of a particular individual in history. 
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The Vo/cano Lover showcases historical representation as a duplicitous, wonder-
inspiring, collectible. In the text, Baudrillard's "narcissistic" ("The System of 
Collecting" 12) and infinite projection of the collector is contiguous with Marx's 
treatment of commodity inflation, wherein Marx emphasizes the "objective value 
stamped upon the product" which becomes a "fantastic form of a relation between 
things" (83). The collection is a commodity because the individual objects of a 
collection, drawing from Marx's theory, attain value through exchange (84). 
However, the "hidden" apparatus of the labour involved in the production of the 
commodity requires that its "value [ ... ] converts every product into a social 
hieroglyph" (Marx 85). The commodity parallels magic, in that it transforms 
mundane objects into extraordinary, resonant objects. This transformation highlights 
the mystical relationships between forms and what exists outside of form: value. 
Like Marx's commodity, tarot transposes the value of a life into symbolic, ineffable 
qualities, and establishes values through relations with other objects. As Marx 
argues, "[i]n order that these objects may enter into relation with each other as 
commodities, their guardian must place themselves in relation to one another" (96). 
For the collection, value is acquired throughjuxtaposition. Lone individuals, or 
individual objects, lack the value of a collection, but nonetheless the object has an 
intrinsic value before its circulation. The emblematic cycling of tarot cards through 
The Vo/cano Lover parallels commodity exchange, in that value accumulates through 
the juxtapositions of cards. Tarot occludes the value of characters, as it both stops 
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time and represents it. By transforming time itself into a wondrous object, the novel 
celebrates the ability of tarot, as a narrative system, to metamorphose historical 
characters into magic al characters: characters whose values are, in fact, beyond value. 
From this vantage point-tarot as narrative collection, collection as the valuation 
of individuals-the divergent conclusions of The Vo/cano Lover are comprehensible 
as historical critique. The Cavaliere's first-person death narrative necessarily 
requires the cards to tell another's fate, as his fate fills out and ends. The chorus of 
narrative voices in Part Four echoes the open-ended inflation of the narrative within 
the confines of emblematic representation. The Queen of Cups card splinters into 
divergent narrative fates. Catherine, one of the "sunken vases," is transtigured into 
another card: "[m]y husband," she relates, "fondly described me to others as a 
hermit" (Vo/cano Lover 377). To put it another way, Catherine, Mrs. Cadogan, 
Emma, and Fonseca, within the limitations ofrepresentational collection, multiply 
the narrative. They expand the original narrative by reproducing their own reading of 
the historic. As Catherine relates, "[a] woman is first a daughter, then half of a 
couple. 1 am described, 1 describe myself, tirst of aIl, as one who was married to 
him. He would not be described, first, as married to me, though he is most often 
remembered-unusual destiny for a man-as the one who was married to his second 
wife" (Vo/cano Lover 379). As with the magician's sleight-of-hand, tarot enables 
endless substitutions of characters within the tarot representations. Through the 
collection of tarot fates, Sontag presents the view that no one individual tells the 
whole story, just as onecard cannot tell a destiny. Narrative requires multiple 
subjects and interactions in the same way that a collection comprises multiple 
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objects, each valuable for their collectibility. 
Through tarot, The Va/cano Lover insinuates that fate can be at least partially 
overturned. Sontag draws substantially from Walter Benjamin in her treatment of the 
historical narrative. As the narrator of The Va/cano Lover explains: 
What people made of antiquity then was a model for the present, a set of 
ideal examples. The past was a small world, made smaller by our great 
distance from it. It had only familiar names (the gods, the great sufferers, 
the heroes and heroines) representing familiar virtues (constancy, nobility, 
courage, grace), embodying an irrefutable idea ofbeauty, both feminine 
and masculine [ ... ]. (148). 
As systematically collected fates, the emblems of the past are reversaIs of the 
limitations ofhistorical representation. Sontag muses that "[s]hortIy before his death, 
Benjamin was planning an essay about miniaturization as a device offantasy" 
("Under the Sign of Saturn" 125). Sontag's narrative conceivably fleshes out 
Benjamin's design. "Only because the past is dead is one able to read it," she argues, 
"[0 ]nly because history is fetishized in physical objects can one understand it" 
("Under the Sign" 126). Tarot represents the miniature, insofar as fates are 
materialized and "printed from woodblocks, with crude, smudged colors" (Va/cano 
Lover 59). The emblematization of the characters, lives made miniature, "is to make 
useless. For what is so grotesquely reduced is, in a sense, liberated from its meaning 
[ ... ]. It is both a whole (that is complete) and a fragment (so tiny, the wrong scale)" 
("Under the Sign" 124). Through the miniature, Sontag retrieves narrative. Tarot 
values each fate equally, rather than whom history chooses to aggrandize and whom 
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it shrinks from view. The miniature is a critique tumed to magic; the narrative draws 
the reader close to the face of the card in order for the image, the character, to be 
carefully studied. 
Sontag, too, plays with Benjamin's dialectic of art value in The Volcano Lover. 
While Benjamin argues that, "In photography, exhibition value begins to displace 
cult value," Sontag's narrative, likewise, "retires into an ultimate retrenchment": that 
of the "human countenance" (Benjamin 225-226). Sontag's use of tarot reintegrates 
cult value with the exhibition. At the same time, tarot echoes Benjamin's 
pronouncement that "[t]he past can be seized only as an image whichflashes up at 
the instant when it can be recognized and is never seen again" (255). Benjamin states 
that, "To articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize it 'the way it 
really was' [ ... ]. It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of 
danger" (255). In The Va/cano Lover, this view ofhistory is taken literally; the cards 
are pulled, read, and reshuffled. Character's fates are redefined at the very moment 
they are recognized in the narrative. Like the volcano, history, as the cards portend, 
is constantly in danger of being misread, its craters endlessly swallowing individuals. 
Recalling Benjamin, Sontag's narrative "regards everything [ ... ] in [the] past as 
prophetic of the future, because the work ofmemory (reading oneselfbackward, 
[Benjamin] called it) collapses time" ("Under the Sign" 115). "Benjamin," she 
argues, "is not trying to recover the past but to understand it: to condense it into its 
spatial forms, its premonitory structures" ("Under the Sign" 116). This spatialization 
oftime is possible only through the visual and premonitory vehic1e of tarot, as 
"[t]ime does not give one much leeway: it thrust us forward from behind, blows us 
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through the narrow tunnel of the present into the future. But space is broad, teeming 
with possibilities" ("Under the Sign" 117). Ultimately, The Vo/cano Lover conc1udes 
that the way in which the past recurs is, like the value of objects, one of dangerous 
devaluation and inflation. The tarot lies along an axis oftime rendered spatially, and 
it is the reader who must decipher the historical value of social hieroglyphs. Like 
Sontag's contention that "The melancholic sees the world itselfbecome a thing" 
("Under the Sign" 125), the fortune teller reads the individual's fragmented history 
from an infinite series of perspectives to show readers its magic. Past and present are 
simultaneously contained on the same seventy-eight cards, endlessly reshuffled. 
Chapter 5: 
Pretematural: Marvellous Monsters and Prodigies of Nature 
"1 need to be refreshed. l need to have my sense of wonder poli shed up 
again." (Angela Carter, Nights at the Circus 90) 
Literary Freaks 
Sensational rather than subtle, the freak most clearly emblematizes the magical 
properties invested in the literary body. Freaks tell tall tales; freaks are questionable 
fictions as they showcase unbelievable proportions or characteristics. In Geek Love 
(1983), Nights at the Circus (1984), and Sa/amander (2001), freakish bodies are 
marvels that parallel spectators' inability to categorize magic. Like the automaton, 
the freak points to the liminality of the body in text, positioned between categories of 
the natural and the artificial, between fact and representational artifact. Poised 
between the real and the imaginary, the body of the freak is "hyper-representation" 
(Garland 2). Freaks exceed representation through the spectacular nature oftheir 
bodies, and by doing so, they invest representations with possibilities that exceed 
reality. Whether the magic of the freak is the ability to breathe underwater or to fly, 
contemporary novels employ the freak as an analogue for narrative invention. 
Geek Love reworks codes of the grotesque surrounding freaks as an investment in 
difference. In Dunn's novel, Siamese twins, dwarves, and the deformed are the 
means by which wonder is bought and sold by a travelling carnival. Freakery is a 
commodity, a valuable and inherent attribute. A similar visualization offreaks arises 
in Angela Carter's Nights at the Circus, where freaks enact spectacular, supematural 
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performances. In Carter's novel, Fevvers's ability to fly by means ofnatural wings 
turns her into a rich attraction, a world-renowned celebrity. In both Dunn's and 
Carter's novels, freaks are intrinsically tied to sexuality. Spectators project onto 
freaks codes of supematural desire, where hyper-sexuality and androgyny are 
swapped. Spectators gape at bodies that are desexualized, or over-sexualized, either 
by amputation or congenital deformity; the altered body becomes more, rather than 
less, desirable. In Geek Love, Siamese twins and a young man with flippers instead 
of arrns and legs excite fetishistic sexual desires in cami val audiences. In Nights at 
the Circus, on the other hand, the sexuality of the freak parallels a critique of gender 
difference. Sexuality, like freakishness, is something performed, circulated, or 
escaped; Fevvers avoids a mundane fate as a prostitute because ofher wings. 
Freakishness connotes a parallel to the double bind of femininity insofar as the 
freak's body becomes fetishized. In Salamander, by contrast, freakishness turns 
invisible. Outward freakishness, such as a boy with six fingers, is not as important as 
the freakishness that cannot necessarily be seen. Six-fingered Djinn speaks several 
languages but cannot recall how he leamed them; Pica discovers she has the ability to 
breathe underwater and can withstand fire. Freakishness appears more like the 
magician's trick of dissubstantiation than the magic of the camival. As properties of 
the freak intemalize, Wharton aligns the freak's magic with narrative invention and 
imagination. In Salamander, freakishness seeps from characters like secret ink 
revealed on a page. 
Through acts of spectatorship and exhibition, contemporary novels depict the 
question ofwhether the freak can ever be known. Inherently mysterious, the freak 
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stirs uncertainty in onlookers as to the meaning of existence or categories of 
classification. From the spectacular exterior of the freak, which, as Leslie Fiedler 
argues, "stirs both supematural terror and natural sympathy" (24), audiences are left 
to ponder the freak's interiority. The freak rises above ordinary categories ofhuman 
definition, claiming a space that is at once ineffable and definite. The freak is both 
"mythic and mysterious, as no mere cripple is," Fiedler argues (24). Like the 
automaton and the golem, the freak appears not to be limited to humanity but also is 
not purely an invention. As spectators ponder the questionable interiority of freaks, 
they also, by extension, question categories of mortality. Freaks pose metaphysical 
questions about whether or not human beings can become, or give birth to, 
supematural beings. 
Freaks necessitate classification but evade definition. As Elizabeth Grosz notes in 
"Intolerable Ambiguity," freaks "imperil the very definitions we rely on to classify 
humans, identities and sexes" (57). Freaks require a new, magicallanguage in which 
to portray their being. As "ambiguous being[s]" (Grosz, "Intolerable Ambiguity" 
57), freaks are defined against what they are not: freaks are not normal, for instance, 
but nor are they merely disabled (57). Freaks are monsters, in that they incite the 
illusion of chaos by their very unknowability. Yet freaks are, as Jeffrey Jerome 
Cohen argues in "Monster Culture (Seven Theses)," "Full ofrebuke to traditional 
methods of organizing knowledge and human experience, the geography of the 
monster is an imperiling expanse" (7). Paradoxical and whimsical, freaks, like 
monsters, defy order through their bodies. Just as the bodies of golems, automata, 
and voodoo fetishes mark elusive spaces of the unknown, freaks present the 
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unpresentable through distorted bodies and performances of exaggeration. 
Historically, freaks have challenged the ability of science to order and classify the 
freakish. Freaks convey monstrosity, but they are also marvels. As Jeffrey Jerome 
Cohen notes, "The too-precise laws of nature as set forth by science are gleefully 
violated in the freakish compilation of the monster' s body" (6-7). Scientists and 
natural philosophers feel the urge to study freaks as objects of scientific curiosity, but 
ordinary spectators relish the otherworldliness of the freak. Though increasingly the 
freak becomes institutionalized within medical discourses in the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries (Fiedler 26), to a layman, freakishness is something that can be 
cured. The freak counters the ability of science to rationalize its effect. As Allan 
Hepburn argues in "Monstrous Bodies," "Science cannot restrain the fantasies that a 
culture generates about bodies" (140). 
Freaks register in spectators the unease that revolves around existential origins. 
For Aristotle, freaks were "lus us naturae, jokes of nature" (Fiedler 231). Freaks 
were created in inhospitable wombs: '''impressions' on pregnant women [ ... ] 
pro duce monsters" (Fiedler 231). Freaks are caused by not knowing your origins, or 
by being born of unnatural (or uncaring) mothers. Such is the effect of 
Frankenstein's monster, made up from the corpses of several murdered and 
murderous men, and Shakespeare's Caliban, whose witch mother Sycorax 
purportedly mates with "the devil" (Cohen 15). Freaks are born, but freaks are also 
produced, fashioned through accidents, or made by going against the divine will. 
Freaks are caught up in the discourses ofbirth and female sexuality, but they are 
equally dependent upon language as the source oftheir freakery. As they attempt to 
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classify the freak, spectators produce the magic of the freak. Freaks turn extra-
human through the act of naming. As Paul Semonin argues, during the 
Enlightenment, freaks become embedded in codes of natural philosophy, and by 
extension, magic, as the discourse of science tries to comprehend the freak. By the 
early seventeenth century, Sir Francis Bacon argued that freaks required a "special 
category" of existence, the ''preter-natural, which he saw as linking the other two 
categories, the natural and the artificial" (Semonin 71; emphasis added). The freak 
appears, at least, to exist beyond the natural; like the superhero, the freak's particular 
qualities or characteristics name his or her peculiar magic. Bacon's categorization of 
the freak points to the ways in which this particular figure enters the cultural 
imagination; the freak, like the magician, touches the supematural. Freaks exist 
beyond nature in that they inhabit the void between what is believed to be in the real 
world and what spectators suspect to be the illusory, false, or produced aspects of 
culture. The freak, like the superhero, concurrently represents all that is unknowable 
in nature, and thus emblematizes the divine. 
Just as language enshrines the magic of the freak, however, language is employed 
potentially to demystify the freak. The modem era, Rosemary Garland Thomson 
argues, simultaneously appropriates the freak for the medical and intellectual 
communities, and attempts to sever the freak from a supematural matrix: 
Milton's Lycidas seems to have initiatedfreak into English in 1637 to 
mean a fleck of color. By the seventeenth century freak broadens to mean 
whimsy or fancy. Not until1847 does the word become synonymous with 
human corporeal anomaly. Thus, wonder, which enters the language as 
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early as 700, separates from augury to become whimsy as Enlightenment 
thinking begins to rationalize the world. What was once ominous marvel 
now becomes gratuitous oddity as monsters shift into the category of 
curiosities. (Thomson 4; original emphasis) 
The anomalous body is subsumed by the wonders of the Enlightenment, replaced by 
reason. Technology takes the place of the unnatural freak, and wonder projects, 
instead, onto the man-produced, mechanical body: the automaton. Similarly, the 
word "freak" cornes under threat of erasure by freaks themselves, as Fiedler argues, 
because "it seems like a badge of shame, a reminder of their long exclusion and 
exploitation by other humans" (13). 
Freaks showcase the magic of language. Language transforms people into 
pretematural beings, and alters the way spectators perceive bodies. Camival barkers 
bind audiences to the magic of freaks through acts of representation: 
first, the oral spiel-often called the 'lecture'-that was delivered by the 
showman or 'professor' who usually managed the exhibited person; 
second, the often fabricated or fantastic textual accounts-both long 
pamphlets and broadside or newspaper advertisements-ofthe freak's 
always extraordinary life and identity; third, the staging, which included 
costuming, choreography, performance, and the spatial relation to the 
audience; and fourth, drawings or photographs that disseminated an 
iterable, fixed, collectible visual image of staged freakishness that 
penetrated into the Victorian parlour and family album. (Thompson 4) 
The freak is not simply a product of visual arrangement but arrangement by and 
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through semiotic systems, such as language. The freak emits a value that is 
reproduced through the act of visual collection and narrative arrangement in 
language. Freaks are framed in order that audiences more c1early identify the body 
as magical. Language fashions freaks from nothing. Like a magician' s pulling a 
rabbit out of a hat, freak shows convert African-Americans into the "Wild Men of 
Borneo," or turn women with glandular diseases into Bearded Ladies. In Geek Love, 
Arturo, born with flippers instead of arms or legs, becomes a merman when he is 
exhibited in a swimming pool. For Bogdan, "'Freak' is a frame ofmind, a set of 
practices, a way of thinking about and presenting people. It is not a person but the 
enactment of a tradition, the performance of a stylized presentation" (35). Inherent in 
Bogdan's definition of the freak is the concept of performance, a framed experience 
that guides viewers or audience members towards a well-articulated image that 
instills primitive awe in its viewers. Like Houdini's spirit cabinet, which allows the 
magician to make people and things disappear and reappear, the presentation of the 
freak incarnates its magic within the conventions of the novel. 
Freaks in contemporary novels skirt the line between superheroes and monsters. 
They showcase properties that give rise to the "quasi-religious awe" and "adolescent 
shudder" in viewers (Fiedler 17). Like monsters, freaks represent an "uncertain 
cultural body" (Cohen ix). Yet monsters, "fantastic projections found in novels and 
films" (Hepbum, "Monstrous Bodies" 137), are spectral bodies, whereas freaks 
connote "the products of nature, not imagination" (l37). Often categorized as the 
grotesque, the freak bears many characteristics ofthis aesthetic category. John 
Ruskin defines the grotesque as a visual aesthetics in art in which "the mind, under 
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·certain phases of excitement, plays with terror" (qtd. in McElroy 2). "As an aesthetic 
category," McElroy argues, "the grotesque is physical, predominantly visual. [ ... ] 
[I]n literature, it is created by narration and description which evoke scenes and 
characters that can be visualized as grotesque" (6 -7). The grotesque produces an 
effect; the grotesque "transforms the world from what we 'know' it to be to what we 
fear it might be. It distorts or exaggerates the surface of reality in order to tell a 
qualitative truth about it" (McElroy 5). The grotesque and its effects on the viewer 
are uncanny, "which arises from the reassertion of the primitive, magical view of the 
world" (McElroy 4). McElroy reminds us that the grotesque is both comedic and 
frightening, the "fearful and the ludicrous" (12), at the same time. Contemporary 
literature, though, draws upon the grotesque only in part. The freak's body upholds 
the conventions of the grotesque in that, in contemporary novels, the freak evokes 
effects of a visual aesthetic. While the contemporary literary freak does produce a 
"magical view ofthe world" (McElroy 4), authors use freaks not to instill 
supernatural terror and fear, which also define the monster (Cohen 17), but to assert 
the ability of narrative to play with aspects of reality through representation. This 
interplay elicits wonder. 
The performative aspects of the body-the careful staging of the freak to educe 
particular effects-are central to contemporary narratives involving freaks. Leslie 
Fiedler argues that the freak constitutes "a very special kind" of vi suai performance, 
which Marshall McLuhan defines in the course of attempting to define the 
mask. 'The mask,' he writes, 'like the si de show freak is not so much 
pictorial as participatory in its sensory appeal.' But 'participatory' 
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suggests a link with the peep show and the blue movie as weIl: the sense 
of watching, unwilling but enthralled, the exposed obscenity of the self or 
the other. (18) 
The freak inhabits, for Fielder, a realm ofillicit desire. The freak's body is 
fetishistic, and lends itself to partial revelation during the teases of performances. 
But the fetish produces uncanny effects, similar to those Freud outlines regarding the 
uncanniness of automata. Fiedler draws upon the image of Siamese twins to show 
how the freak goes beyond ordinary identification: 
the beholder sees them looking not only at each other, but-both at 
once-at him. And for an instant it may seem to him that he is a third 
brother, bound to the pair before him by an invisible bond; so that the 
distinction between audience and exhibit, we and them, normal and Freak 
is revealed as an illusion, desperately, perhaps even necessarily, defended, 
but untenable in the end. (36) 
Viewers identify themselves through the act of looking at the freak, but this specular 
act shows that by witnessing the freak, viewers gain access to an inhuman, 
supematural realm. For Thompson, echoing Fiedler, "A freak show's cultural work 
is to make the physical particularity of the freak into a hypervisible text against 
which the viewer' s indistinguishable body fades into a seemingly neutral, tractable, 
and invulnerable instrument of the autonomous will, suitable to the uniform abstract 
citizenry democracy institutes" (10). Freaks impose difference on the human figure, 
which plays upon viewers' concepts ofthemselves. Like careful stagecraft, the 
freak's body exists in a limelight that the viewer's body does not. 
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Framed by the magic of representation, bodies magnify or shrink. In 
contemporary fiction, freaks are displayed in coffins, in cages, and in jars. 
Contemporary narratives play upon aspects of visual perspective to highlight the 
supernatural qualities of the freak. The body of the freak conveys a hidden, mystical 
relationship to nature and to the divine. Freaks, like superheroes, are known through 
conventions ofbodily difference. Salman Rushdie's narrator Saleem in Midnight's 
Chi/dren (1981) has a gargantuan, and magical, nose, while in Satanic Verses (1988), 
Rushdie's protagonists transform into horned devils and crazed archangels. Mark 
Helprin's characters in Winter 's Tale (1983) live suspended in time, trapped within 
the representations of the nineteenth century. Anne Carson's The Autobiography of 
Red (1988) features a winged protagonist; and in Eden Robinson's Monkey Beach 
(2000), Sasquatches roam the forests of contemporary British Columbia while for the 
young protagonist, visits by a small, magical, mysterious man prec1ude disasters. 
The freak's body parts occupy the mythic; the body becomes an object 
manipulated by text towards the creation of new narrative possibilities. In Sexing the 
Cherry (1989), Jeannette Winterson draws contrasts between her freakish characters; 
Jordan is smaU, while his adoptive mother, the Dog-Faced woman, is a gargantuan 
monster. But the Dog-Faced woman enacts a critique ofhistory; she warps historical 
expectations much the same way that her face and body represent the contortion of 
women's traditional roles in shaping historical fate. Her body, grotesque, ugly, and 
supernaturaUy strong, gives her access to the world of men that other women simply 
do not have. In Winterson's The Passion (1987), an entire family ofVenetian 
gondoliers is born with webbed hands and feet. The protagonist, a web-footed 
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female gondolier, reflects difference in order to secure a fate outside of ordinary 
female constraints; her freakishness allows her to enter the text of history as she skips 
in and out ofNapoleon's camp. In contrast to the "monster of prohibition," the being 
that "polices the borders of the possible" (Cohen 13), the magical freak makes 
borders visible by exceeding and warping them beyond recognition. The literary 
freak's body parodies the boundaries of "prohibition" (Cohen 13), and by doing so, 
articulates the sense that borders are actually spaces of the unknown where magic 
flourishes. 
Unlike the automaton, the freak remains remarkable even when no longer who le. 
Body parts that transmit an appearance of magic are collected and displayed in 
contemporary narratives. In Kurzweil's A Case ofCuriosities, Claude Page's middle 
finger, with its anomalous image of the king, is amputated and placed within a 
collection. Freak's body parts need to be circulated and exhibited by narrative. 
Jarred and crated monsters appear in Ross King's Ex-Libris (1998) as part ofa 
Hermetic collection so vast and important that people are willing to murder for it. In 
Nights at the Circus, Sleeping Beauty sleeps inside a glass coffin on display at a 
house of marvels. Exhibition transforms mundane abnormalities into marvels. The 
Binewskis in Geek Love keep their stillbom children, deformed and special, in jars. 
The magic of the freak does not diminish or alter through time when preserved in 
jars. Instead, magic accrues and extends. Magic becomes something that others can 
possess, by possessing souvenirs of the freak' s body or performance. 
The body of the freak is a puzzle that pleases spectators and readers. This sense 
ofthe freak's magic is especially noticeable in novels where freakishness has been 
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rendered as an invisible text. Contemporary novels often present bodies as labyrinths 
that hide their true and curious nature in the same way that the body in literature 
hides within text. The literary freak thus provokes questions on how freaks can be 
recognized. In Andrew Miller's Ingenious Pain (1997), an eighteenth-century "cold-
blooded monster of a boy" (108), is bom without the ability to feel pain. 
Accordingly, he lacks the ability to feel emotions. The body becomes a meditation 
on the body as a vessel of desire; after meeting up with a Siberian witch, the 
prodigious James Dyer is bom again with the ability to feel, and instantly his body 
becomes the marker ofpast pain. Before this encounter James's body is like a blank 
slate, incapable of holding the memories of any sensation, causing the people around 
him to remark that James is "An automaton. Dangerous. [ ... ] He appears to have 
been bom without a soul" (Miller 181). The arrivaI of pain effects its opposite. 
James go es mad, and, in his madness, he faIls in love. He also finds solace in acting, 
where he "takes refuge in the character" (Miller 277). James becomes a character 
within a character within a sheIl. The novel thus hints at the paradoxical relationship 
of desire and pain to its representations. Representation, such as the taking on of a 
character, soothes pain. The lack of desire is represented by the tabula rasa of 
James's early body. Only the pale imitation of desire can occur when the body 
cannot be marked. Miller underscores this point as, early on in his life, James is 
pressed into a scheme to seIl tonic. Recognizing the boy's talents as a "commodity" 
(Miller 84), Gummer trains James to mimic pain at county fairs, a move recalling 
Robert Bogdan's argument that "every exhibit was a fraud. [ ... ] every person 
exhibited was misrepresented" (Bogdan 25). The freak is a magician, in that the 
freak deliberately misrepresents. Contemporary novels demonstrate that the 
fraudulent magic of the freak invigorates representation since the body displays 
stimulating, peculiar illusions. 
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What cannot be depicted constitutes the magic of the freak. The incapacity to fee1 
pain is not something that can be rendered visually. Miller accentuates this point as 
the main function of magic through what remains concealed in the novel. 
"Prodigies" are "discovered" at secret gentlemen's clubs (Miller 133). James finds a 
mermaid locked in a hidden, "mock" temple (Miller 125). The narrative, moreover, 
de scribes the mermaid in pieces, rather than as a who le. The mermaid is an "eye, 
unmistakably human," a "shoulder," a "tail trailing black weeds and crusted with 
shells" (Miller 126). The description of the mermaid echoes the trickery of stage 
craft; revealing the body as a whole would give too much ofthe trick away. 
Witchcraft, too, remains subtextual in the novel. Mary, the Siberian witch, is mute. 
Her ability to perform acts of magic likewise remains an invisible power, in contrast 
to Mary's filed teeth, which align her physically within an unknown legacy of 
witchcraft. 
The invisible powers of the freak invite spectators and readers to consider what 
the five senses mean and how they exist in representations. A similar illustration of 
freaks' bodies appears in Patrick Süskind's eighteenth-century narrative Perfume: 
The Story of a Murderer (1986). Jean-Baptiste Grenouille is bom without scent, but 
with a genius for the ability to smell. Until he is able to manufacture a human scent, 
artificially, through his skills as a master perfumer, Grenouille is virtually non-
existent. People walk into him on the streets; theycannot see him, and, most 
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importantly, they cannot love him. Desire is created through the body's senses. But, 
even as Grenouille creates the human scent, it is revealed as artificial; Grenouille 
lacks the ability to love as he lacks the ability to secrete odour. His body may absorb 
perfume but it cannot emit it. Grenouille's soul is likewise seen as empty, untouched 
by humanity; he becomes a seriaI killer. Süskind thus embodies through his monster-
protagonist a critique of representation as the subtle work of the alchemist, the 
distiller ofhumanity, the artificial renderer ofhuman experience, and human 
consciousness. Authors, like carnival barkers, invent freaks by altering and 
contouring perspectives of the body in literature. 
In the end, the source of the freak's magic is summed up through Angela Carter's 
winged wonder Fevvers in Nights at the Circus: "Is she fiction or is she fact?" (147). 
Françoise Meltzer points out that, indeed, "The power of representation is such that it 
is undiminished when fake-in fact, it is no doubt augmented" (190). In essence, the 
illusions that the freak embodies contradictorily intensif y reality. As the Colonel, 
who manages the circus that Fevvers stars in, articulates: "The bigger the humbug, 
the better the public likes it! [ ... ] Bamboozlem" (Nights 147). 
Circus Freaks: Side Show Attractions 
In Katherine Dunn's Geek Love, freaks rescue contemporary American society 
from a dearth of imagination. The plot reflects the melodrama of the freak's 
proportions. Protagonist and narrator Oly, the least extraordinary ofthe Binewski 
children, voyeuristically follows her grown daughter, Miranda, as Miranda decides 
whether or not to amputate her own special difference: a tail. Through flashbacks, 
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the novel traces the Binewski family's rise and faH. The Binewski children, stars of 
the Fabulon Travelling Carnival, save the cami val from obscurity by their unusual 
bodies. Because of the unusual properties of the children, the cami val becomes a hit; 
the oldest child, Arturo, tums the cami val into a cult of travelling body parts, which 
causes a dangerous rift between the children, and eventually leads to the family's 
demise. Readers leam of the spectacular nature of Miranda's birth through Oly's sly 
narratorial hints, and Oly reveals herselfto Miranda only at the end ofthe novel, after 
Oly's death. Oly murders Miss Lick, the woman who wishes to collect Miranda's 
tail, only to be killed herself through her violent act of maternai love. In Geek Love, 
difference conf ers familial membership and love, and represents the opposite of the 
collector's impulse. In the Binewski family, visual and physical difference is its own 
reward. Seeing a bed of "designed" roses one day, Art Binewski hits upon a solution 
to the waning fortunes of the Fabulon: "The roses started him thinking, how the 
oddity of them was beautiful and how that oddity was contrived to give them value. 
[ ... ] He realized that children could be designed" (Dunn 7-8). Each of the Binewski 
children is bom with deformities. Arturo is bom with fins instead of limbs; Iphigenia 
and Electra are Siamese twins. The narrator Olympia ("Oly") is a "disappointment," 
because ofher "commonplace deformities"; she is an albino hunchback dwarf (Dunn 
8). The baby of the family, Chick, is nearly abandoned as a "normal" until his 
immense telekinetic powers are discovered. Chick's invisible powers denote his 
difference even from those with difference; the Binewskis require deformities that 
can be displayed and performed profitably in a carnival setting, making Chick a 
problematic freak. As Crystal Lil, the mother of the children, says, "What greater 
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gift could you offer your children than an inherent ability to earn a livingjust by 
being themselves?" (Dunn 7). Instead, the family renders Chick's powers visible in 
the text by acts of subterfuge: Al uses Chick to gamble, but is caught; Art Y uses 
Chick to amputate people's limbs, which eventually leads to the family's death. 
Freakery needs to bec orne a visible text to remain enchanting, rather than frightening. 
Dunn complicates the question of difference through the children's bodies; are 
they objects of disgust and derision, or fascination and magic? Early on in the novel, 
Dunn portrays both possibilities, but endlessly delays clarification. The children are 
shot at by a deranged man: "Vern stared as the wheelchair was unfolded and a small 
lumpy bald thing helped the limbless worm thing up into it. Then he reached back 
for the 30.06 and smoothly, still staring, pumped a round into the chamber" (Dunn 
59). Seen for the first time in the novel from an outside perspective, that is, outside 
the point ofview of the narrator, the children are deemed "monsters" by sorne 
bystanders (Dunn 61). Nevertheless, it is not clear what exactly lies behind Vern's 
homicidal acts aside from the fact that his life is crumbling. A produce manager at a 
local supermarket, Vern is wracked with professional and personal worries. At the 
scene ofhis arrest he thinks with a "bubble of old resentment" that the cops might 
have been buying sweets at the time of the shooting; "Few people came to his 
beautiful fruit bins when they were after a treat" (Dunn 61). The Binewski children, 
"designed roses," are artificial creatures; they visually represent what has taken the 
natural glow from Vern's previously rosy life. Much later, after an attempted 
suicide, Vern joins the Binewski carnival as Arty's aide; through physical mutilation 
(he shoots his own face off) Vern becomes a freak, muddying the idea that Vern was 
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attempting to extenninate the childrens' difference. As Jack Slay, Jr., points out, 
"The Binewski children, as malfonned as they are, see themselves as wonders" 
(101). The Binewski children compete for the favours incurred by difference, and 
feel themselves sanctified, above and beyond the nonnals who watch them perfonn, 
by their use value at the Fabulon. 
But an internaI hierarchy exists among the freaks, and is exacted within the 
Binewski family. The greater the visual difference, the more power a freak exerts. 
Arty's cult, "Arturism," prays upon those who are "engulfed by a terror oftheir own 
ordinariness" (Dunn 223). Signalling both the cult leader's creative use of staging 
(he is the auteur of the cult) and his uni-dimensional personality (he lives in what 
appears to be an autistic dreamworld), Arty's cult reflects the family's obsession with 
selling freakery. Art Y cynically remarks ofhis cult members, "They would do 
anything to be unique" (Dunn 223). The "Admitted" of Arty's cult amputate parts of 
their bodies, which are then sold in pieces, in jars, at a carnival booth, as collections 
of maggots. The cult, meanwhile, embodies a similar hierarchical rule as the 
cami val; the more amputated an Admitted is, the higher up in the cult they go. As 
Slay notes, "freakery is seen as a wonder, a sanctity to emulate, to achieve" (101). 
Difference, whether artificial or natural, is the question at the center of Geek Love. 
But the dimensions of difference are also critiqued in the novel: what constitutes a 
genuine freak? Do maggots and collected body parts, for instance, exude the same 
magic as the piano-playing Siamese twins? Art y, observing the members ofhis cult, 
whom he treats like ordinary carnival audience members, slyly remarks that the true 
power of the freak resides not in the body but in the power of their presentation. 
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Rubes, he remarks, "al ways think the real thing is phony and that the tricks are the 
real McCoy" (Dunn 288). 
Indeed, the magic of the freak's difference appears as liberation in the novel, 
though liberation takes on radically opposed dimensions. Dunn presents a critical 
foil for Arturism in the form of Miss Lick. Lick begins with the same premise as 
Arty. "What fools might consider a handicap is actually an enormous gift," she states 
(Dunn 162), and arrives at the same, morally grotesque end: like Art y, Lick destroys 
bodies. She transforms women, "to liberate women who are liable to be exploited by 
male hungers" (Dunn 162). To accomplish this aim, she alters them surgically, with 
acid, or by any other means that turn women into undesirable objects. Lick then 
collects the women, as she films them throughout their transformations. But, she 
argues, the collection does not represent a sexual fetish; "1 have no sex at aIl that 1 
know of," she exclaims (Dunn 156). Miss Lick instead collects the potential for 
desire in the women, desire that the women might arouse. By taking this potential 
and storing its transformation for her private viewing, Lick ensures the demi se of 
desire. Freakishness thus takes on two diametrically opposed goals: the creation of 
desire, as represented by the children's performances at the Fabulon, and the absolute 
lack of desire, as embodied by the cult members, by Lick's own freakish androgyny 
and her experiments. 
As the subject and object of desire in the novel, the freak conjoins narrative magic 
with discourses on sexuality. Freakery in Dunn's novel revolves around progenitors 
and birth. The novel is a story of origins: the birth of the Binewski freaks and the 
mysterious parentage of Miranda. The narrator Oly gives birth to the miraculous tale 
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of Geek Love in the form ofher legacy to Miranda, a child bom of a virgin mother. 
As the novel opens, we come to understand that Oly works in radio, where she lives 
and works under a pseudonym, "aka Hopalong McGurk, the Radio Story Lady" 
(Dunn 23). Her disembodied voice reaches out to her audiences. Oly cunningly 
hides her origins through pseudonyms and lies. Voyeur to her daughter, Oly dubs 
herself"the invisible mom" to the child who does not know her parentage (Dunn 23). 
Origins are teased out like a camival act. The novel is narrated after Oly's death; she 
literally tells her tale from the grave, through a series of letters she passes on to her 
unwitting daughter. Geek Love is an inheritance story passed down to Miranda along 
with her genetic deformity and her interest in the deformed. Victoria Warren 
remarks that Miranda's tail is the final point in the Binewski family's American "taU 
tale," in which larger-than-life characters embody the American dream (329). They 
enact a critique of "American individualism" (330). The American Dream 
symbolizes the ultimate origin myth for Americans, which Dunn converges with the 
wonder of the freak's body; the Binewski children are referred to by their proud 
parents as "dreamlets" (Dunn 1). Dunn's freaks literalize the presence of magic in 
representation as the origin and legacy of stories, which keeps the audiences of the 
Fabulon coming back for more. Origin stories give birth to freaks. 
Dunn cramS her novel full of desexualized figures who are then transformed into 
fetishized objects of sexual desire. Norval Anderson, the reporter who joins the cult, 
"lost his balls to a landmine" (Dunn 200). On the other hand, freaks enter into the 
sexual economy as objects of difference. Iphy and Elly, the conjoined twins, "'sold' 
their cherry" (Dunn 204) and set themselves up as high-priced prostitutes. Art y, 
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though he has no arms or legs, becomes an object of adoration for young women 
visiting the carnival (Dunn 172). Oly, herself an androgynous figure, desires only 
her brother in an incestuous, but de-sexualized way. She has Chick telekinetically 
implant her with Art y 's semen, a second kind of artificial insemination in the novel 
after the Binewski's experiments in designer children, and gives birth while still a 
virgin. 
Freaks are bom through abnormal circumstances in the novel, signaling a 
connection between reproduction and narrative production. Al and Crystal Lil work 
hard to produce freakish babies, but freaks give birth to freaks effortlessly. Iphyand 
Elly deliver an enormous baby; Oly has her brother's baby without having sex. Oly, 
meanwhile, believes that Art Y dreams his cult into existence, that he "cried them into 
the world": "They came out ofhis eyes as a green liquid that dripped to the ground 
making puddles. The puddles thickened andjelled into bodies" (Dunn 188). 
Spectacular origins bestow spectacular properties on bodies. 
In the novel, the potential for desire, rather than real desire, arises from collected 
body parts. Miss Lick chooses Miranda for one of her experiments, but Miranda 
does not fit Miss Lick' s profile of a woman in need. Miranda is not immune to 
Lick's suggestion of castrating her tail, but, as Lick remarks, "she's made the tail 
erotic rather than a disfigurement" (Dunn 335). Miranda Barker, whose name 
combines hints of a miracle and a carnival barker, values difference that arises from 
and within the body. An art student by day, Miranda understands the nature and 
power ofrepresentation, and especially the power of the freak. Drawing Oly, she 
relates that she wants to be a medical illustrator, a specialist at drawing the body: 
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"See, photographs can be confusing. A drawing can be more specific and 
informative" (Dunn 31), she states. The illustrator parallels the work of the freak; 
illustrations exaggerate elements of the body in order to celebrate its beauty and 
functionality. The photograph, on the other hand, can only render a flat, realistic 
image of the body. Concomitantly, the freak exaggerates aspects of the body in order 
to celebrate the work of representation; magic al difference honours the spirit of 
representation rather than its factuality. 
By being transformed into freaks in the novel, though, certain characters show the 
necessity of cultural and sexual diversity. A paradox is instantiated in the text 
through Dunn' s intentional indictment of characters who are mutilated, whereas the 
true freaks of the novel, those designed before birth, convey a sense of magic. This 
paradoxical e1ement of the novel can only be comprehended by the equally 
paradoxical effects of the freak's representations. The Arturans and Miss Lick's 
collection of liberated women represent the grotesque in the nove!. In the novel, Art y 
and Miss Lick carelessly tum difference into sameness through their acts of 
mutilation. For a truly remarkable collection, the novel suggests, only original, 
unique, and congenital freaks create and accrue any lasting value. The true work of 
mutilation, in fact, is to erase value through difference, just as mutilation effaces 
desire. This erasure of value, this lack of genuine freakiness, instills horror; freaks 
without value occupy the category of the grotesque, both comic and frightening. 
Genuine freaks are characterized by public performance and exhibition in the 
nove!. Miranda dances at a private club specializing in fetishized differences; the 
Binewski children all play their roles as carnival attractions. Authentic freaks create 
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desire through staging and play. Dunn articulates this concept through the 
destruction of the Binewski family in the narrative. Arturism, standing for mutilation 
and sameness, takes over the camival; as the cami val space tums over to the cult, 
events in the novel snowbalI until the Binewskis meet their untimely demise. The 
children effectively kill each other; Ely kills her and Iphy's child, after which Iphy 
and Ely kill each other. Chick telekineticalIy exp Iodes the cami val, unable to deal 
with the emotional consequences of the fratricide and his own culpability in the 
double murder. Chick's role as the murderer ofthe family parallels the cult of 
mutilated bodies. Chick's power grows much more destructive than the family can 
comprehend because of its invisibility, just as the divisions among the family, which 
lead to the twins' murder, are also invisible because they are likewise not wom on the 
skin . 
. Dunn sets up an opposition through the cult ofmutilated bodies and Chick's 
occult powers; in contrast to the destructive and violent cult of mutilators, visible 
freakery and imagination are sources of enchantment. Dunn drops particular cIues 
about Chick's break before this event; his mother, Crystal Lil, repeatedly frets about 
his seriousness: "When does my Chick get to play? A child his age needs frolic and 
silliness [ ... ]. AlI my other children had time to play even though they worked every 
day" (Dunn 183). Chick labours day and night, using his telekinesis to operate on the 
Admitted, and to control their pain during and after their amputations. Lil tries to 
read him fairy tales but it is too late; Chick is immune to imagination (Dunn 185), 
and imagination keeps the magic of freaks alive. As the child who loses his sense of 
wonder, Chick is connected to the concept of performance. Chick does not act like a 
natural freak, just as he does not act like a normallittle boy. Chick mimics Lick's 
altered women, women who are rendered breastless and sometimes faceless. 
Amputation in the novel thus contrasts with the genuine freak's exaggeration. 
Amputation is the cutting away of difference; it ends exaggeration and asserts 
negative value. 
Circus Freaks: The Aerialiste 
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If Geek Love suggests that the celebration of difference through the play of the 
freak's body, play as a state of ambiguity that produces pleasure, Angela Carter's 
Nights at'the Circ us revisits the theme of difference and pleasure as she invokes the 
freak within representations of the postmodern carnivalesque. The story follows 
Fevvers, a "prodigy of nature" (Nights 59), her guardian and possible mother, Lizzie, 
and a young "unfinished" (Nights 10) reporter named Jack Walser, as they travel 
from London to Siberia. Walser, writing an article on Fevvers, finds himself 
enchanted by the aerialiste's performances. Fevvers performs the narrative ofher 
life history, which is every bit as incredible as her flying act. Fevvers unravels the 
yarn ofher life for Walser in a series of episodic flashbacks: the moment she leams 
to fly; her stint as the living incarnation of "Winged Victory" at Ma Nelson's brothel 
(Nights 54); her indentured incarceration in Madame Schreck's "museum ofwomen 
monsters" (Nights 55), where Fevvers finds herself among other natural prodigies; 
and the time she is nearly sacrificed in the mistaken belief that her death will grant 
the murderer, Mr. Rosencreutz, immortality (Nights 79). Walser decides to join the 
travelling circus as a clown. In the hinterlands of Siberia, the train carrying the 
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circus is hijacked, and Walser and Fevvers are separated. Walser loses his memory 
and finds himself among a Siberian tribe who believe him to be a holy fool (Nights 
253), until Fevvers and Lizzie rescue him. Structured in three parts, the novel enacts 
a three-ring circus, in which clowns, dancing tigers, lesbians, women prisoners, 
misguided Marxists, and intelligent chimpanzees cavort, with Fevvers and her wings 
as the main attraction. 
Freaks in Nights at the Circus are the means by which Angela Carter re-enchants 
fictions beset by the problems of gender politics in representation. M.-L. Kohlke 
argues that Carter' s novel deals with the "power politics of self-representation" 
(153), and more specifically, the politics ofwomen's representations. In her "most 
overtly feminist novel" (Blodgett 52), Carter revamps images of historical women 
through circus freak Fevvers, the winged wonder of Nights at the Circus. Carter's 
fictional techniques enact effects much like the fortune teller' s; as Kohlke argues, 
"The habituation ofwomen in the re-imagined past simultaneously reconfigures the 
shape of the ensuing present and the possible futures that can be imagined from it" 
(154). Unlike the fairy tale versions ofreality presented in Carter's The Bloody 
Chamber (1979), a work that presents altemate codes ofwomen's sexual morality, 
the fantastic in Nights at the Circus intersects with historical time. The end of the 
novel ushers in the twentieth century. The freak's body, though, signaIs a primary 
breakdown in divisions between the real and the fantastic. The narrative begins with 
Fevvers as the sole, and disputed, prodigy in the novel. Soon, however, she is in 
league with a score of other "prodigies": "Dear old Fanny Four-Eyes; and the 
Sleeping Beauty; and the Wilshire Wonder, who was not three foot high; and 
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Alberti Albertina, who was a bipartite" (Nights 59). The hype surrounding Fevvers 
veracity, "Do you think she's real?" (Nights 9), extends to the novel as a whole when 
freaks and fantastic events, such as tigers shattering into shards of glass, multiply. 
The intersections between the fantastic and the real destabilize narrative. Narrative 
breakage incites new narrative possibilities and hints that the historical real requires 
magic in order to be freshly seen. 
W omen, at least outwardly, are the freaks in the novel. Many critics have pointed 
out that Carter employs her freakish protagonist Fevvers to critique historical images 
ofwoman, and by doing so, critique the present. Blodgett argues that Fevvers 
"cleverly parodies that resilient nineteenth-century image of the angel in the house: 
the incredible fiction of a pure, modest, giving, servitor without needs or libido of her 
own" (52). Joanne Gass, meanwhile, posits that the novel is "about the ways in 
which [ ... ] dominant, frequently male-centered discourses of power marginalize 
those whom society defines as freaks (madmen, clowns, the physically and mentally 
deformed, and, in particular, women) so that they may be contained and controlled" 
(71). Supporting this interpretation, Gass finds that the novel focuses upon a central 
image, the "panopticon" (71), whereby control is exerted over figures of difference 
by institutions: "[T]he whorehouse, the freak show, the circus and the prison provide 
the defining arenas within which society may safely contain, define and exploit these 
chaotic elements" (Gass 71). 
Visuality, the defining trope of the novel, inscribes women's bodies within a 
discourse of freakery to critique how difference is both valued as a commodity and 
used to keep women (and freaks) under control. As Gass argues, Fevvers is "defined 
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by her body, by her outward appearance [ ... ]. As a freak, she has economic value; as 
a commodity, she is bought and sold by those who collect unique and exotic objects" 
(73). But Fevvers manipulates the image that she puts forth; with a true knack for 
showmanship, she skillfully influences and exploits her audiences. Fevvers's 
biographicallegerdemain suggests that she gazes back from her stage, implicating 
spectators in a dialogue on difference. From the very start of the novel, Fevvers and 
Lizzie skillfully hoodwink Walser, using a trick clock to disorient Walser's sense of 
time as a parallel to their narrative invention. Fevvers, schooled in Marxian theory 
by Lizzie, understands that the untouchable image conveys magic: 
Look at me! With a grand, proud, ironic grace, she exhibited herself 
before the eyes of the audience as if she were a marvellous pres~nt too 
good to be played with. Look, not touch. 
She was twice as large as life and as succinctly finite as any object 
that is intended to be seen, not handled. Look! Hands offl 
LOOK AT ME! (Nights 15) 
The body conf ers magic through distance. Fevvers comprehends that her role as a 
visual wonder is a precious commodity: a les son she learns, perhaps, through her 
upbringing at Ma Nelson's whorehouse where as a young woman she apprenti ces in 
"being looked at" (Nights 23; original emphasis). She strikes poses as Winged 
Victory. The commodification offemininity joins the commodification of wonder in 
the novel. Kohlke notes that Fevvers's professionallife consists of "objectifying 
[her] femininityas fetishized spectacle for visual consumption" (161). 
Fevvers invites speculation, but as a figure of magic, notjust as a woman. The 
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reporter Jack Walser, whose obsenrations of Fevvers occupy the first part of the 
novel, is bent on umasking her performance: "Walser is here, ostensibly, to 'puff' 
her; and, if it is humanly possible, to explode her, either as well as, or instead of. 
Though do not think the revelation she is a hoax will finish her on the halls; far from 
it. Ifshe isn't suspect, where's the controversy? What's the news?" (Nights Il). 
Though Walser's assignment is to uncover the "Great Humbugs ofthe World" 
(Nights Il), the "hoax," as it tums out, is Fevvers's status as a virgo intacta, and not 
her status as a wonder with wings (Nights 294). Fevvers is magic in the same way 
that the Talking Turk in A Case of Curiosities is magic; she is a staged rnarvel, a 
hoax, and yet, she exists. 
The secret of Fevvers's virginity is on par with the arnbiguity surrounding her 
status as a genuine bird wornan. By extension, the oddity of the freak becornes an 
analogue for the supposed rarity of virginity (it can only be lost once). Carter 
irnbricates sexuality and difference within cornrnodity culture, where wornen's 
bodies, like freak bodies, are sornething to be adrnired and collected. Visual 
difference, though, becomes the rnarker for value; visual difference stands in for 
purity in the novel, even if it is a performance of purity. After aIl, though virginity 
cannot be judged on sight, freakishness, to sorne degree, cano The question of 
physical difference thus extends to the authenticity of Fevvers' performance: clearly 
Fevvers does have wings; but can shejly? 
The cornmodity of sexuality aligns with the obfuscation of origins in Nights at the 
Circus, in rnuch the same way as in Geek Love. The magic of the freak counters the 
concept of provenance, that which secures the lineage of purity or a history for 
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collectible objects. Though usually obscure origins signal impurity, moral failing or 
lack of pedigree, with the freak figure, unknown origins create mystery, and thus a 
space for desire. Lizzie, Walser conjectures, may be Fevvers's mother, but this, like 
the veracity of the Winged Wonder's performance, cannot be proved. By presenting 
her provenance as "unknown to nature" (Nights 21), Fevvers carves out a space by 
which she can become pretematural. The freak retums the burden of proof regarding 
the veracity ofher magic back to the visual element; appearances are everything. As 
Lizzie notes, Fevvers presents "Oracular proof," as "Seeing is believing" (Nights 83). 
Fevvers's magical wings, however, are only symbolic of an ideal ofnatural 
liberation. The real magic of Fevvers' performance is not that she can fly, but that by 
watching her, spectators believe she flies. Fevvers's derives her magic from the arts 
of simulation, deception, and replication. Fevvers undertakes her training as a 
natural aerialiste through the art of simulation. She admits to Walser, "1 leamt, first, 
as the birds do, from the birds" (Nights 31). The spectacle of F evvers' flight is 
leamt, rather than intrinsic to her. Apprenticing as a living statue, Fevvers poses in 
attitudes of stillness: "Every night, 1 mimicked the Winged Victory in the drawing-
room niche and was the cynosure of aIl eyes" (Nights 32). No prodigy is ever truly 
natural. lndeed, Fevvers freely admits to Walser she is a dyedbird (Nights 25). 
Fevvers admits portions ofher own inauthenticity in order to present a more 
convincing prodigious persona. Just as Art y in Geek Love remarks that audiences 
cannot tell the true freak from the false (Dunn 288), Fevvers needs to manipulate 
aspects ofher presentation for her act to be believable. Walser discovers that acts of 
magic require proper staging to be seen: 
it was the limitations of her act in themselves that made him briefly 
contemplate the unimaginable-that is, the absolute suspension of 
disbelief. 
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For, in order to eam a living, might not a genuine bird-woman-in 
the implausible event that such a thing existed-have to pretend she was 
an artificial one? 
He smiled to himself at the paradox: in a secular age, an authentic 
miracle must purport to be a hoax, in order to gain credit in the world. 
(Nights 17) 
Representation sustains its magic by showing its metaphorical stocking seams, in 
much the same way that Fevvers admits certain details to Walser, and admits him 
into her cozily untidy dressing room. Simultaneously, Fevvers plays upon her own 
artificiality in order to sustain the real magic of her act, in much the same way that 
the Talking Turk, a marvel of technological invention, is dressed in the garish garb of 
an imaginary mystical Oriental to mask its true mechanical brilliance. 
Carter illustrates the paradox of the magic trick through the idea of costuming. 
The clowns in Nights at the Circus deftly relay the metaphysical transformation 
required oftheir act. Each clown's face is unique. "The code of the circus permits of 
no copying, no change," head clown Boffo tells Walser: 
it is [ ... ] a fingerprint of authentic dissimilarity, a genuine expression 
ofmy own autonomy. And so my face eclipses me. l have become this 
face which is not mine, and yet l chose it freely. (Nights 121-122). 
Costumes bind the freak's magic by conferring an artificiallegitimacy upon the 
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body. 
The relationship between the artificial mask and its effects, its burdens as well as 
its emancipatory nature, reiterates the magic of the freak. Disguises transform 
ordinary men like Walser into clowns, and by doing so, treat spectators to acts that 
allow them temporarily to escape reality. Fevvers may be a dyed bird, for instance, 
but she represents freedom, both as a living statue of cupid or winged victory, and as 
a natural prodigy of flight. As she herself claims, even before she learns to hover, "1 
only knew my body was the abode of limitless freedom" (Nights 41). Freaks, 
though, already appear to have escaped mundane reality for something more 
extraordinary; like the superhero, freaks don disguises so that the nature oftheir 
escape acts are more easily identified. 
Freaks are identified so that they may perform acts that clearly show them to be 
super or extraordinary beings. Concurrently andparadoxically, freaks need to be 
recognizable so that they may be institutionalized. Joanne Gass argues that by 
drawing upon the image of the panopticon in Nights at the Circus, Carter points to 
the ways in which freedom is allowed only within safe constraints of expression. At 
the women's prison in Siberia, the women prisoners and guards fall in love, even 
while not being allowed to look at each other. They subsequently revoIt. The mental 
hospital, the circus, and the whorehouse, act as safety valves for society: "These 
institutions that control illegitimate forms of expression, Foucault says, effectively 
repress and silence the discourse of the abnormal and 'improper' by relegating them 
to 'proper' arenas where they may entertain, and even shock" (Gass 74). Carter's 
image ofthe women's prison is the doughnut image of Jeremy Bentham's 
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panopticon, in which the women of the prison are under unremitting surveillance. 
But to stop at examining this circular prison is to miss its parallels in the nove!. The 
circus ring, too, is an "0," one which Carter takes great pains to establish as a 
transformational zone, a place where the ordinary becomes, through the act of 
spectatorship, extraordinary: 
What a cheap, convenient, expressionist device, this sawdust ring, this 
little O! Round, like an eye, with a still vortex in the centre; but give it a 
little rub as ifit were Aladdin's wishing lamp and, instantly, the circus 
ring turns into that durably metaphoric, uroboric snake with its tail in its 
mouth, wheel that tums full circle, the wheel whose end is its beginning, 
the wheel of fortune, the potter's wheel on which our clay is formed, the 
wheel of life on which we are aIl broken. O! of wonder; O! of grief. 
(Nights 107) 
The circus ring is Shakespeare' s stage, in which life is performed and imitated, but 
by surreal means. The ring is a hyperbolic theater of representation. Like the 
"potter's wheel on which our clay is formed," the ring presents a version of a life. 
Carter reiterates this point throughout the novel; what is seen in the ring is the 
marvellous body of the freak in magical performance. The ring, as the prison or the 
circus, parallels the medium of visual representation in literature. The 
representational "Os" are canvasses, backgrounds that limn important cultural 
differences. The Colonel dubs his celebrated pig, for instance, "My moveable feast, 
my opera of the eye, my peripatetic celebration oflife and laughter" (Nights 100; 
emphasis added). As the Colonel's touchstone and good luck talisman, Miss Sibyl 
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induces him to articulate the wonder inherent in the performative body. But the body 
cannot be understood as magical unless it performs: a trick underscored by the 
women's lack ofmovement in the prison. The women are forced to meditate or sit. 
They do not incite magic because theyare seen only as fixed and still; they are one-
dimensional in their prison life, the opposite of the kinetic circus. 
The magic of the freak, though, overtums institutionalization in an its forms. 
Nights at the Circus deliberates on the unsafe nature of supposedly safe institutions 
of expression. The "magic circle" of the circus ring inducts Walser into the dangers 
of circus life; with only his bare hands and the remnants of clown make-up (and no 
clothing), Walser fights with a tiger in the "perfect death trap" of the ring (Nights 
112). During a performance, Walser is nearly killed by the mad clown Boffo (Nights 
177). Carter gently reminds the reader that from the safe viewing distance of the 
audience, the spectacle only seems real: "nobody in that vast gathering of merry folk 
would ever have been permitted to believe it was real manslaughter; it would have 
seemed, instead, the cream of the jest" (Nights 177; original emphasis). Fevvers, too, 
faces danger in the ring, when her rope is deliberately cut (Nights 160), and during 
the train wreck Fevvers breaks her wing, "so we can't fly away," Lizzie rèmarks 
(Nights 234). Viewed through the freak's body, representation presents a paradox. 
The freak amplifies and distorts the act ofviewing to the effect thatveracity is no 
longer retrievable. At the same time, Carter underscores through these dangers the 
importance of the representational act; acts of daring, as embodied through the 
freak's performance, enchant, with the proviso that one wants to be enchanted. 
In Nights at the Circus, institutions of representation, institutions such as the 
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body, pro duce wonder and awe. The act oflooking creates desire; thus, the 
paradoxicallimitations of representation fire the imagination but are impossible to 
touch in the novel. An inmate of the prison, Olga Alexandrovna, performs an act of 
rebellion that compares looking with des ire to an act of symbolic liberation. 
Representations of emancipation lead to actual freedom (Nights 216); Alexandrovna 
pens letters in her own blood (Nights 217), which leads the women to fall in love. 
The women escape, moreover, into the tabula rasa of the Siberian landscape, where 
each ofCarter's characters change: Walser becomes a holy fool, Fevvers becomes, 
at last, an ordinary woman; Lizzie becomes a role model; Mignon and Princess 
Abyssinia, two survivors of the Circus train wreck, stay behind as music students. 
Carter self-consciously describes Siberia's white landscape as the representational 
medium where characters can magically transform themselves: "The white world 
around them looked newly made, a blank sheet of fresh paper on which they could 
inscribe whatever future they wished" (Nights 218). The true use of the panopticon 
in the novel, it seems, is to induce a fresh perspective to the act of looking, a sense of 
magic through the act of comparison. While in the Rouse of Corrections, aIl acts of 
looking are codified by the warden, who ironically, performs obsessive surveillance 
on the inmates. Thus, the novel restates Dunn's thesis; acts oflooking that involve 
magic are liberating; looking without desire is imprisonment. 
Carter insists on the theme of escape throughout Nights at the Circus. Fevver's 
theme song, after aIl, is "Only a bird in a gilded cage" (Nights 14; 190; 289), a song· 
that repeats in the narrative and cornes to a head in the form of a Fabergé egg version 
ofherself(Nights 190). Fevvers wishes to present herselfas someone who 
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confounds the boundaries of representation, symbolized by the gilded cage and 
Jack's notebooks, yet, contradictorily, remain defined by and through the gaze of 
desire. Fevvers tells Lizzie, "When 1 am no more a singular being but, warts and all 
the female paradigm, no longer an imagined fiction but a plain fact-then he will 
slap down his notebooks, bear witness to me and my prophetic role" (Nights 286). 
Michael Magali Cornier argues that Carter thus "presents love and desire as 
containing emancipatory potentials" (510). Only the lover's gaze can pin the wonder 
of a subject without imprisonment, because the lover's gaze is pure desire, pure 
enchantment; the desire of the true lover ensures that the freak, in particular, retains 
autonomy that resists the impulse of the fetishist. Fetishists, the novel suggests, 
desire only parts of an object, and wish to control subjects as objects through their 
collection and imprisonment. The novel thus contrasts the lover with several 
examples offetish collectors: the warden of the women's prison, the Grand Duke 
who wants to put Fevvers in a literaI gilded cage (Nights 189), and Rosencreutz, the 
erstwhile attempted murderer of Fevvers (Nights 81). 
Walser, on the other hand, sympathizes with the inconsistent nature of the freak. 
ln order to retain her magic, the woman must give up her humanity, and to be human, 
she must give up her magic. She cannot, however, be both: 
if she were indeed a lusus naturae, a prodigy, then-she was no 
longer a wonder. 
She would no longer be an extraordinary woman, no more the 
Greatest Aerialiste in the world but-a freak. Marvellous, indeed, but a 
marvellous monster [ ... ] She owes it to herself to remain a woman, he 
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thought. [ ... ] As a symbolic woman, she has a meaning, as an anomaly, 
none. (Nights 161) 
Representation creates symbolic value, but it can only be exchanged with the act of 
viewing the spectacle. Lizzie, a Marxist feminist, further reminds Fevvers of the 
exchange value ofher prodigious nature in stark terms: "The baker can't make a loaf 
out ofyour privates, duckie, and that's an you'd have to offer him in exchange for a 
crust if nature hadn't made you the kind of spectacle people pay good money to see. 
An you can do to earn your living is to make a show of yourself' (Nights 185). 
Lizzie frames the constricting nature of Fevver's performative self in terms ofher 
"symbolic exchange in the market place" (Nights 185), hinting that Fevvers 
"circulates symbols" (Punday 816). Fevvers nonetheless emblematizes women's 
tepresentation in art, history, and society. Carter remakes Fevvers as the New 
Woman, the iconic representation of a twentieth-century suffragette. Carter, then, 
equates the symbolic circulation ofboth categories ofrepresentation: freakishness 
and femininity. By positing both as categories of representation, Carter liberates her 
own ability to represent women without being constricted by the historical weight of 
women's oppression in both literature and history. 
As the representation of non-productive labour, the heart of an magic, Fevvers 
also points reflexively to her own status as fictional, symbolic representation, a theme 
echoed by the postmodernist devices utilized in the novel. Walser's narration offsets 
Fevvers's tan tale, Cornier argues, by reflecting "the precarious nature of the 
opposition between reality and fiction by suggesting that the concepts are 
intertwined. Fevvers's indeterminate identity and her insistence on preserving its 
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mystery threaten the dichotomy between reality and fiction" (498). The narration of 
Nights af the Circus, meanwhile, moves from Walser's analytical observations to 
Fevvers's journal entries, from a stable (and steadily destabilizing) reality to the 
blank pages of Siberia, where, Cornier states, "the fantastic has taken over" (496). 
In the Siberia section, Carter focuses on magic as the overall representational 
technique of the text, a move that leads critic Sarah Sceats to place the novel within 
the tradition of magic realism. Sceats maintains that Carter "challenge [ s] and 
subvert[ s] sorne of the existing narratives [of history] by destabilising relationships 
between the 'fantastic' and the 'real', so that it becomes difficult or even pointless to 
attempt to distinguish between them. What is true is multiple and slippery" (150). 
Sceats points to the subtle narrative techniques that Carter develops, both visual and 
cinematic, such as Fevvers's late boarding of the Trans-Siberian Express. Entrapped 
by the rich Russian Grand Duke, Fevvers sights a Fabergé egg, which reveals a toy 
version of the train inside. The Duke wams Fevvers that the next egg is for her, 
"And, as she suspected, it contained a cage made out of gold wires [ ... ] The cage was 
empty. No bird stood on that perch, yet" (Nights 192). Recognizing her danger, 
Fevvers tricks the Grand Duke, and makes her escape through the most curious 
means: 
She dropped the toy train on the Isfahan runner-mercifully, it landed on 
its wheels-as, with a grunt and whistle of expelled breath, the Grand 
Duke ejaculated. 
In those few seconds ofhis lapse of consciousness, Fevvers ran 
helter-skelter down the platform, opened the door of the first-class 
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compartment and clambered aboard. (Nights 192) 
Sceats dubs this transition a "sleight ofhand," which, she notes, "effects a 
transformation oftone, plot, scene, character and geography. From here the narrative 
progresses into part 3 [ ... ], the train is blown up, the characters dispersed and the 
tightly controlled narrative begins to fall apart" (148). In this third section of the 
novel, the circus magic that Carter employs quite literally fragments and infects the 
rest of the representational act. The tigers, for instance, "had frozen into their own 
reflections and been shattered, too, when the mirrors broke" (Nights 206). Carter 
effects representation much more self-consciously in this section, to the point where 
the narrator ofthis section, Fevvers, draws the reader's attention to the wonder of 
literary representation as a whole. Fevvers narrates the tale in such a way that 
authorial control mirrors the magic act: "As soon as we turned our backs on the 
train, it ceased to exist; we were translated into another world, thrust into the hearts 
oflimbo to which we had no map" (Carter 225). Like the act of representation itself, 
the spotlight shines on the as-yet undiscovered Siberian landscape. But the lack of 
control over reality, invoking the carnivalesque, also instigates magic. Coincidences 
abound in this section of the novel, revealing a fragile, ephemeral narrative order 
underlying the chaos. Carter escalates the effects of the freak' s magic to evoke the 
transformational nature of narrative itself. 
In his introduction to A Campanian ta Magical Realism, Stephen Hart cites critic 
William Rowe, who dubs Carter's use ofmagic in the novel "imitation" (12). For 
Rowe, "Angela Carter simply adopted the rhetoric of Garcia Marquez's magical 
realism" (Hart 12). Carter, however, as a comic feminist author, clearly aims her 
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magic wand at a different target. M.-L. Kohlke argues that Nights at the Circus 
occupies a new form of representation that she dubs "new(meta)realism," fiction that 
"parodies the repressions of both realist and historical discourse on the one hand, and 
reflects ironically on the unrestrained playfulness of historiographie metafiction on 
the other" (156). Daniel Punday, on the other hand, glimpses in Nights at the Circus 
the "signal importance" of bodies in the "cultural work" of the contemporary author 
(803). "[M]onster novels provide contemporary writers with the chance to examine 
the process of storytelling itself," Punday argues, in that they "raise important 
questions about the agency ofliterary symbolism-who makes the body 'mean' and 
how that act supports or undercuts larger socio-political messages within the novel" 
(804). The body, however, is not so much monstrous in Nights at the Circus, as 
prodigious. Monstrosity implies "created and commodified 'ambient fear'" (Cohen 
viii). By contrast, though Walser relates that Fevvers is a "big girl" (Nights 7; 
original emphasis), the famous aerialiste successfully advertises herself as a prodigy. 
The social construction of the freak, its presentation in narrative, ensures its magic 
rather than its monstrosity. 
Monstrosity, such as that of Frankenstein's monster, is undercut by conceiving the 
act of representation as something magical or fantastic, rather than destructive or 
prohibitive. In an interview with Anna Katsavos, Carter articulates her interest in the 
unique construction of the body and how it is read. She claims that through much of 
her fiction she has been "discussing the Borges idea that books are about books. 
What then was the first book about?T ... ] What's the original? [ ... ] How do we know 
what is authentic behavior and what is inauthentic behavior? I1's about the complex 
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interrelation of reality and its representations" (16). To represent is always to relate 
to experience in an artificial way; but as Fevvers proves, with her laughter that 
shakes the world at the end of Nights at the Circus, representation is a "confidence 
trick" in which being "fooled" by the freak's magic is the best thing there is (295). 
Shedding the Skin: The Alam of Thomas Wharton's Salamander 
If Geek Love and Nights at the Circus imbricate the freak within the ''tall tale" 
(Nights Il), Thomas Wharton' s Salamander asserts that the "process of storytelling" 
(Punday 803) is literalized by the freak's body, revealing it to be the source of the 
infinite. Through its attributes, the body symbolically represents infinity. Pica 
develops the characteristics of a salamander, a seemingly immortal creature. But if 
the freakish body is the frame to view magic and infinity, it is also inherently linked 
to ideas of literary representation. In Salamander, bodies are words and stories. 
Bodies are made up of language, including stories tattooed onto skin. 
Salamander recreates through narrative the creation of a book. Nicholas Flood, 
London printer, is summoned by Count Ostrov and his daughter Irena to a remote 
Eastern European castle. Flood is hired to print an infinite book, a parallel to the 
universe: "A book written in the elusive and unutterable language of God" 
(Salamander 42). Irena and Nicholas fall in love, and when the loyers are 
discovered, the Count conspires with the Abbé de St. Foix to steal Irena away, while 
Nicholas is locked away in the castle for years on end. When he is finally rescued 
eleven years later by his daughter Pica and his former helper Djinn, they set out to 
find the components that will allow Nicholas to compile the infinite book and to find 
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Irena. 
Wharton' s focus on representation as a mode of perception is a thread shared in 
his other novels. In an interview with Herb Wyile, Wharton reveals himself as an 
author integrally concemed with the relationship between readers and the process of 
writing: ''l'm a reader, and 1 love reading, and 1 want to read a book that 1 haven't 
read before and 1 can't find it anywhere, so 1 have to write it" (172). Wharton's 
novels aU reflect the process of reading in different ways. His first novel, Icefields 
(1996), brings together characters whose stories of exploration and development of 
Jasper just after the tum of the twentieth century are the means by which Wharton 
explores the Alberta icefields as an aspect ofhistory. But history, like the natural 
majesty ofthe mountains, is always subject to representation, being bound by 
packaging of a sort. Wharton explains, "We [writers and historians] pick certain 
things and make a narrative out of what we feel is important in the past, worth 
remembering, and string these things together and try to make something logical or at 
least rational [ ... ]. Does that mean that history is a kind of fiction, because it's a 
reshaping ofthings?" (Wyile 158). At the same time, Icefields uses the trope of 
tourism to examine ways of looking and framing. As Wyile observes, Wharton 
describes "the way that everything is all spectacle, all artifice and simulacrum" 
(Wyile 175). 
Spectacle and artifice may be necessary to look beyond the thing itself. In 
"Enough ofa Wonder," Allan Hepbum argues that Wharton interrogates the ways 
that "lands cape functions as a socially constructed space" (73). In both Salamander 
and Icefields, "Wharton uses constraints of time and space to set and solve puzzles of 
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narrative" (Hepburn 81). In Icefields, constraints are telegraphed through the 
symbolism of the ice fields. In particular, though, physical constraints serve as 
purveyors of the human (or inhuman) imagination. As Byme leams from the 
questions of Tyndall' s journals in the nove1, "The possibility of a spiritual entity 
trapped, frozen, in ice. Enmeshed somehow in physical forces, immobilized, and 
thus rendered physical and solid itself' (Icefields 171). Ice is a medium ofvisibility 
and invisibility; people disappear in the ice, but things also, like a rab bit from a hat, 
appear and reappear, like the flowers that started from seeds lost in the crevasse that 
grow at the base of the icefields. Ice enacts magic tricks. Falling into a crevasse, the 
intrepid explorer Byrne believes he sees a figure trapped in ice, "A pale human 
figure, with wings" (Icefields Il). Later, while Byrne "reads the glacier's writing" 
(Icefields 143), he discovers prehistoric drawings depicting an ange!. Recognizing 
the figure, Byrne connects the drawings to his own experience: "If 1 had na ather way 
ta describe what 1 saw in the crevasse?" (Icefields 145; original emphasis). Unable 
to express his experiences, he draws the figures, and by doing so, mimics the 
prehistoric illustrations themselves. Representation becomes a necessity when facing 
the fantastic; paradoxically, it becomes the hardest thing to accomplish. 
The angel sighting lacks translatability in the nove!. An angel trapped in ice is a 
freak not just of nature but of the divine. Finding a lost explorer' s journal, Byrne 
discovers that representation, like the ice itself, might keep its treasures to itself. 
Writing that he has found "A spirit place," Sexsmith's journals reveal nothing ofhis 
find: "Sexsmith writes nothing about the plain of ice. Only the date and 
Disappaintment. But was that aIl? Byrne wonders. Why would he keep silent about 
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it? Unless, like me, he encountered something that he dared not set down in his 
memoirs" (Icefields 181; original emphasis). The angel embodies wonder; it is the 
container of the fantastic natural world, the place where spirit and the physical world 
converge. On another level, the way in which the angel eludes characters in the 
novel points to the ways that representation fails; like the blank pages of the journal 
or the line drawings on rock, representations of the sublime are always already 
partial. 
In the novel, representations provide necessary supports for the act of seeing; 
representations guide perception. Just as the angel can only be se en as it is trapped 
beneath the transparent face of ice, spectacles of magic require staging, and modes of 
expression. Writing, evidently Wharton's preferred mode, is just one in a series of 
media linked to sight in the novel. Characters take photographs, draw, and write 
joumals to express the power of the natural world. One cannot capture the landscape 
in an ordinary way. But the mediums to express the characters' obsessions with the 
ice often fail them. Mediums of representation require different acts of looking in 
order to capture the essence of things. Freya tells a group of fellow climbers about 
"the difficulty of photography in such vast naturallandscapes. A vista that is 
breathtaking to the eye rarely keeps that awe-inspiring grandeur intact on film" 
(Icefields 198). Like the glyphs in the ice, in order to view properly the who le, she 
articulates, even a camera must suggest rather than record: "Y ou have to know what 
to leave out. You have to choose sorne detail to ... suggest aIl the rest of it" (Icefields 
199). 
Sight and art are thus linked to tourism, a concept that critiques art as much as 
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tourism. Like carnival barkers, representational frames fashion experience into easily 
collected and commodified pieces. Hepbum notes that "As a critique oftourism, 
Icefields makes a distinction between looking freshly and looking routinely at natural 
sights" ("Enough of a Wonder" 86). At the same time, however, "Photographs in the 
novel render their subjects 'frozen' [ ... ]. Nature moves and lives; photos fix and 
preempt vision" ("Enough of a Wonder" 86). In other words, any attempts at 
representational fixing are like trapping an angel in ice. The artifice of representation 
remorselessly renders its subjects lifeless. Representation is thus more closely linked 
with mechanical reproduction, such as the creation of auto mata, lifeless parodies of 
the real. 
In The Logogryph (2004), a fictional narrative about a young boy's obsession 
with the Weavers, a family made mythic in Paul's imagination, intersects with 
strange, elaborate meditations on fictionality. Beings from Atlantis are contrasted 
with the Weaver's tragic history: a son is killed, and a Weaver daughter grows up 
wild and drug-addicted. With The Logogryph, Wharton attends to the body as a 
locus of imaginary language. The title of the book suggests this possibility 
immediately. The "logo gryph" is a monster ofwords: "The eagles, they say, mate 
with the black-blooded lions of the interior. And their offspring is the Logogryph, 
both the literaI book and the fabulous creature that flies on wings made of ribbons 
and shreds ofink-dappled paper" (Logogryph 236). But this monster is one of 
perpetuaI desire, as it takes the shape of "ideal books, impossible books" (Logogryph 
236). In contrast to the work of charting the invisible wonder oflandscape, in The 
Logogryph, the qualities of the freak's body, mapped onto the imaginary and textual 
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body, become something internaI and invisible. The nameless narrator relates that for 
sorne "bibliophiles" there is a book without a name: "a catalogue of unfulfilled 
desires, a vast novel of the dreams and hopes and longings ofhumanity, a record of 
everything that has never happened" (Logogryph 7-8). 
Self-consciously chasing after fragments of his impossible book, Wharton weaves 
together mythologies of the fantastic with remnants of the real. Segments on 
Atlantis, for example, hypothesize an "aqueous reading," in which philosophers 
argue that "the book cornes into being through or by way of the reading, and not 
prior to it" (Logogryph 133). Readers swim through floating words. Unlike novels 
such as Italo Calvino's Invisible Cities or The Non-Existent Knight and the Cloven 
Countess, however, both ofwhich preserve the fantastic throughout the narrative, 
Wharton alludes to the reader as the weIlspring of aIl stories; his narrator is a young 
boy growing up in Jasper who at an early age is introduced to books as sentient 
entities: 
They [the books] looked stunned, she told me, lying there in the cold. Like 
they had just been woken from a dream. 
Mrs. Weaver told me she was looking to find the books a good 
home, where she was sure they would be read. [ ... ] A sudden gust of wind 
caught the coverless book and turned its pages. They stirred and feH back 
sOftly, like the wings of sorne mythical bird. Suddenly 1 was intrigued, 
caught by the desire for something unknown that seemed to be about to 
reveal itselfto me. (Logogryph 21; original emphasis) 
Like the Borges story from which Wharton draws in his epigraph, books contain 
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endless amounts of magic, and to engage with reading is to engage with the infinite. 
But it is the desire that stirs be/ore the spine of a book is cracked that is most 
tantalizing for Wharton; once the reader is pinned inside the pages, he or she tums 
into the proverbial angel trapped in ice, frozen as within a photograph. The 
relationship between the book and desire is paralleled by the child' s first crush; Mrs. 
Weaver, who gives him the books, is Paul's object ofunfulfilled desire. The book 
that is not read but is always a possibility, like the love that will never be realized, is 
the Logogryph, the mythical creature that is also aIl books. 
In Salamander, Wharton describes this sense of wonder arising from books by 
placing the wellspring of fascination literally within the body. Wharton dubs 
Salamander "a meditation on reading; [ ... ] a book about reading" (Wyile 179). 
Representation in Salamander encompasses a movement towards the infinite, 
especially timelessness. Bodies, like books, are imaginary, hypothetical, and thus 
infinitely magical. In Salamander, freaks parallel the creation of the infinite book; 
bodies are read as marvellous pieces of text that add to the infinite weIl of stories. 
Representational surfaces are as sensational as their depths, marking Wharton's 
"impatience with realism [ ... ] as a strand in history and literature [ ... ] and how it has 
become the central mode of fiction, a kind of decision to ground things in a solid 
factual basis" (Wyile 179-180). By contrast, bodies in the novel represent pieces of a 
fantastic "collection ofhuman puzzles" (Salamander 48), a mystery to be solved: six-
fingered, tattooed polyglots; waxy-skinned girls who can breathe underwater and 
endure fire; and life-like, talking automata that replace humans. In Salamander, odd 
characters and bodies are not out-of-place but rather invade the world of the novel. 
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Novels, for Wharton, represent the case in which the collection ofhuman puzzles, 
magical bodies, can be seen. "Salamander," the novel and the word, contains a 
mirror image of the world itself. Flood says the word out loud; the automaton 
Ludwig, who is himself a mirror image of a dead boy, mimics it back to him 
incompletely: "Alam" (Salamander 89). Representation is always in pieces, 
fragments of the total, and thus, it always renders its subjects incompletely. On sorne 
level, representation fails. At the same time, Flood recognizes the possibilities of the 
infinite book from this exchange; Djinn tells him, in backwards type on the printing 
press, "alam is everything, my lord is ail worlel' (Salamander 89; original emphasis). 
Djinn's backwards language construction points to the magic ofrepresentation as a 
game space; readers must manipulate text to retrieve meaning. The novel, 
meanwhile, is a device housing labyrinths of stories, which the reader follows to their 
conclusion. Writing consists in part, then, of the magician's sleight-of-hand act, 
while it also suggests the perpetuaI desire deriving from games. 
Human puzzles tease readers by reproducing the body-in-text as a device mimetic 
of narrative invention, rather than character. The theme of infinite regression and 
reflection, which also extends to characters in the novel, allows Wharton to mimic 
themes of representation into the narrative structure. Wharton breaks into the master 
narrative often to tell the tales of other characters in the novel, many of whom are 
never seen again. The lesson of regression is one that Flood uses in his quest to 
create the infinite book, which is, moreover, a les son he learns from his father: 
The golden section. A proportion based on a ration in which the lesser 
value is to the greater as the greater is to the sumo It can also be found in 
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nature ... 
In the spiral of a seashell, for instance, which is itself only a 
fragment of a greater spiral of increase. An infinite one. (Salamander 95) 
Infinite magic is caused by reflection, through the creation of representational 
possibilities alluded to by infinity. Alongside the symbol for infinity employed as a 
physical boundary separating text throughout the novel, Wharton plays upon magical 
bodies as pieces of an infinite collection, each like a page or story from the infinite 
book, and each, equally, a symbol of the infinite. Wharton further puns with his 
characters, reveling in their presence as characters of type as much as they are 
characters of a novel. 
Djinn's body, for instance, is a subtext that tells his future as well as his past 
(Salamander 187). He appears as one ofthe Count's "human riddles," characters 
who would be at home at a carnival: "Massive-jawed giants, dwarves, beings of 
indeterminate age or sex, boneless contortionists, and people with misshapen or extra 
limbs" (Salamander 17). Assigned as the printer's compositor, he is, therefore, a 
composite himself. With six fingers on each hand, "Djinn was the most exotic 
creature Flood had ever seen. Kinked African hair of a blond hue, coffee-coloured 
skin, almond-shaped eyes with blue irises. He could speak severallanguages, sorne 
from as far away as China, as well as Arabic, Spanish, and what Flood first thought 
was Greek but tumed out to be Gaelic" (Salamander 48). 
By helping Flood compose his book for the Count, Djinn, like a tarot reader, 
pieces together his own past and future. On the hunt for a unique type of ink, Djinn 
is taken back to his lost past first through the realm of scent; but through the smell of 
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papyrus "something older than his own past was breathed to him" (Salamander 183). 
The paper of stories, it turns out, "co mes from a place where we ail began, he 
thought. Not quite land, not quite sea" (Salamander 184; original emphasis). 1t is 
through this act that Djinn becomes more than a compositor: his flesh is transformed 
into a book. Like the King's Letters in Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell that are 
tattooed onto Vinculus's body, Djinn's body becomes a copy of sorne unknowable 
ancient text, a conduit for language: "Djinn lay down on his side near the tire. With 
a tinger, the old woman began to trace the flowing script on the tattooed woman's 
flesh, and as she did so she spoke to the old man, who sat cross-legged beside Djinn 
with his tattooing instruments and pouch ofink" (Salamander 184). His body 
transforms into a vessel for language, a magical book that lives, moves, and has 
human dimensions. 
By putting on the shell of the automaton Ludwig, Djinn realizes he will "meet 
[his] fate" (Salamander 43). The Abbé's tale, "The Legend ofSeshat," tells ofa 
secret sect of tattooed men carrying on their skins sorne of the lost books of 
Alexandria, and we are told, "The secret of the tattooed men might have been safe 
but for the unlucky moment when one ofthem, driven by the thirst of curiosity, stood 
naked in front of a brass mirror and began to read, laboriously translating aloud the 
sinuous, backwards script that coiled around his body" (Salamander 197). The body-
book mirrors Djinn's act of eompositing; this regressive effeet situates representation 
as endless, having no eonceivable beginning or end. Likewise, representation always 
contains blind spots, as the magical body cannot be entirely read. The book, as it 
turns out, is "a verse epie eelebrating the numerous episodes of intimate eongress 
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between gods and mortals," a poetic rendering of the birth of the human imagination, 
just as for Wharton the reader's desire is the source ofstories (Salamander 197). At 
the same time, the "congress" between man and gods is the creation of mythic 
characters and magical bodies. The book, then, translates the birth of magical bodies. 
The legend also maps the birth of order, as "Seshat, goddess of archives, sister of 
Thoth [ ... ] had the markings copied onto one of her younger followers, with 
instructions to do likewise" (Salamander 198). Peter Brooks argues that "Signing or 
marking the body signifies its passage into writing, its becoming a literary body, and 
generally a narrative body" (3). Narrative necessarily orders magic; narrative renders 
magic transmissible. As he is marked, Djinn transforms into the literai marker of 
narrative, a metonymic structure conveying a whole; he is part of Seshat's legend, 
part ofhis own legend, and part of Flood and Pica's narrative. Initiated into the 
archivai sect, Djinn's skin transforms into a narrative object, "Since it is the binding 
which usually announces, before anything else, the presence of a book, Seshat and 
her followers must be the exception to this rule. For only iftheir bindings are 
removed may one discover that beneath them a book lies concealed" (Salamander 
198). Characters in the novel are magical because each is a marker; the 
representation of bodies in literature holds the infinite capacity for wonder, as each 
may contain a world to be discovered. Yet the magic of these books relies on their 
mystery; to remain sacred, such books depend upon secrecy, evasion, and invisibility. 
Djinn's past nevertheless remains a mystery to him until he prints his own book. 
In The Book ofTears, made with ink mixed with his own blood, Djinn recaptures his 
origins: "The taste ofmilk from my mother's breast. The first sight ofmy father, 
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dancing a tiny jade horse before me. The cool silk coco on my mother carried me in" 
(Salamander 187). Each impression is a memory, and thus a story in its own right: 
never lost, but always in need of elusive recapture by the fragile art of memory and 
writing. Reflecting his life, the book shuttles between the past and the future. As 
Djinn explains, "When you look far enough into the past [ ... ] the future overtakes 
you" (Salamander 187). Time is thus rendered in the text as infinite as well, both 
regressive and expansive. This dilation and contraction of time reflects the 
artificiality of story time. In the same way that the fortune teller renders time 
. magical through images, stories ensure that time becomes spatial objects. Time 
stops, so that memories can be retrieved and reordered by the magical text. 
Like the shell that spirals inside and out, Djinn collects, and even manages to 
weave together, the stories of those he meets on the road. The maid Peony explains 
the linkage of stories: 
The road you were on is known in these parts as the Dragon Vein 
Stretching a Thousand Miles. Every mile of it is crowded with people like 
me, like the ferryman, like yourse1f, people with stories. And all of these 
stories are in sorne hidden way linked to one another, like the blood of the 
dragon flowing beneath its impenetrable hide. (Salamander 261) 
By tracing the "vein" of stories, Djinn finally "meets his fate": he sends back to 
Flood and his daughter a paper scroll within the automaton's shell (Salamander 264). 
The automaton's shell, once holding two of the characters of the novel, is like the 
delicate paper's name, "Tortoise." Flood remarks that the paper is the "beginning" of 
"alam" (Salamander 266), signalling that without the composite, Djinn, there is no 
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book. The beginning of alam, however, is also marked by the transformation of 
Djinn's body into a literai (and ingenious) book: the shell of an automaton and the 
internai scrolls, the binding and printed pages. Peter Brooks notes that "What 
presides at the inscription and imprinting of bodies is, in the broadest sense, a set of 
desires: a desire that the body not be lost to meaning-that it be brought into the 
realm of the semiotic and the significant-and, underneath this, a desire for the body 
itself, an erotic longing to have or to be the body" (22). The eternal desire 
mechanisms of the alam, the all of everything, represents a realm where origins are 
lost and endings non-existent. In such a place, the bindings are important as textual 
markers, as places to hald magic long enough to see it. lronically, des ire is 
incamated through Djinn's genie-like transformation. The travellers leam of a book 
in the Chinese Mandarin's library that augurs Djinn's adventures: "The world's 
lengthiest erotic novel, banned by imperial decree for its power to turil readers, men 
and women both, into shamelessly rutting beasts. [ ... ] The title of this monumental 
sutra of the flesh was Dragon Vein Stretching a Thousand Miles" (Salamander 239-
240). Djinn's fate, then, was al ways already known, as he has always been one of the 
stories of the "Dragon Vein Stretching a Thousand Miles" road, the future lover of 
the woman Peony. 
As another magic al aspect of the infinite book, Pica performs the substantive 
transformations embodied by the symbol of the salamander; she transforms language 
into the wOrld of the book. Pica embodies type. Flood's daughter with Irena Ostrov, 
Pica descends from Slovakian royalty, as we learn from the Count: "One of the 
possible origins for the name of my people [ ... ] is the word slavo; that is, the word 
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word. Thus we Slovaks, one might say, are the People of the Word" (Salamander 
39). Pica's name, too, reflects a sense ofher particular origins in language. In ltalian 
her name means "magpie," but, she is told, "Your name is a typeface" (Salamander 
119). Pica's actions pun on both her names. As she tells her mother, "1 collected 
things that had stories. 1 thought everything had a story, except me" (Salamander 
345). Pica is comprised of the subparticles that make up language and books. 
Wharton self-consciously alludes to this fact as Pica is the only character to return 
through the "gooseflesh" type; she is also the only person to read the infinite book 
and, when the Abbé goes through the type, she disassembles it, trapping him within a 
"shoal ofbroken-up type" (Salamander 361). As the offspring and the product of the 
infinite book maker, moreover, she is also the promise ofinfinity once Salamander 
finishes: 
A blank slug, the last piece of the metallurgist 's type. She turns it over in 
her jingers, examining its absolute, unreadable surface. [ . .] Magpie, she 
whispers, and smiles. This one bit of metal, injinity in her pocket, she will 
keep when she leaves here, the beginning of a new collection. 
(Salamander 368; original emphasis) 
Pica is the origin and the product of the quest of the novel. She is the alam of 
Salamander, capable ofwithstanding fire, and able to breathe under water 
(Salamander 147; 144). Pica's freakery registers sublimity, rather than the 
carnivalesque. Truly her father's daughter, Pica embodies her father's motto, "Vitam 
Mortuo Reddo" (Salamander 26) or "1 rescue life from death," which can only occur 
through the creation and recreation of an infinite desire. Pica represents infinity 
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stamped onto the spiral, the salamander that transforms words into the imagination in 
order to survive. 
Through Pica, Wharton hints at a deeper level in his metaphysical interrogation of 
the fictional; incarnated in a character, the body in literature conveys itself into the 
human imagination as a symboI, an object visible yet obscure, seen only in the 
mind' seye. The Abbé remarks that Flood' s salamander is one in which the non-
literaI is transformed, as ifby magic:. 
[ ... ] the ancient Mexicans worshipped a god whose image very much 
resembles the symbol you put on your books? Xolotol, the god of 
transformations. In their mythology he was a hideous, giant amphibian 
that couid Ieave the water, change shape and become a dog, a woman of 
fire, the future. l've taken him as an emblem, you see, of my search. 
(Salamander 198) 
The magic of the freak's body in Salamander is its shifting nature, and the constantly 
shifting nature of perception that the infinite book implies. At its root, language and 
the materiality of the book indicate infinity because ofits relationship to desire. The 
book is a portal to extraordinary worlds, but concurrently exists only as a human 
object, bound by its material ruIes, and thus its mortai reaim. The narrator of the 
novel notes, 
The book invents another book. 
Now and then you glimpse it, this other book that desires you as 
reader. [. . .] There are those who say that the printing press, like a mirror 
that produces only false copies, is the enemy of the Unread Book. [. . .] A 
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book, they say, consists of nails, teeth, skin, tendon, marrow; of heart and 
lungs, liver, spleen, and kidneys, stomach and intestines [. . .] They burrow 
into the book held warm and living in their hands, peel ifs leaves back like 
layers of flesh, come at last to blankness, a page of bone. (Salamander 
270; original emphasis) 
The book involves regression and, simultaneously, exponential simulation. The 
world of the book is the world in miniature. The book we read, moreover, is not the 
one delivered to us; the material book never contains the actual book we read, but 
acts, instead, like the skeleton on which readers hang the skin and organs of the 
imagination. As Peter Brooks notes, "Although the body often seems opposed to 
spirit, its other, the realm ofunmeaning, it can also be spirit's very material support, 
as the letter is the material support of the message" (21). The freak's body in 
Salamander echoes this fact; the body acts as the "Material Book" (Salamander 270), 
the microcosm by which this mechanism of reading and the imagination are echoed. 
Mythic geographies serve as the places where magical elements for printing the 
alam are found; mythic spaces, like mysterious origins, inspire wonder. Venice's 
labyrinths are the home of Kirshner, inventor of the magical gooseflesh type. In 
Alexandria the travellers find ink, and in Imperial China, paper. The New World, 
moreover, is Pica's final home, where she begins a new collection of stories. Within 
these spaces, however, are further regressions into magic, mapped into the narrative. 
The 10st library of Alexandria is discovered by the travellers, an equivalent to the 
"weIl of stories" (Salamander 194). Djinn stumbles upon an artificial garden in 
China, where nature is ingeniously rendered in precious gems, metals and stone 
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(Salamander 251). Even the animal world is simulated in the garden, as "Ceramic 
birds perched on metallic tree boughs, and in the ponds of glass bronze goldfish 
tlitted" (Salamander 251). In this artificial garden, the gardener tells his tale of a 
living book, a "wild tangle ofwords" (Salamander 253) that drops its pages like 
leaves. The book, the gardener confesses, cornes from a mythical "paper-thin 
garden," "not inscribed on any chart" (Salamander 254). The book is alive, even if 
the garden is not. Physical spaces in the novel point to the problematic business of 
representation; like magical bodies, they pro duce "infinite delight" (Salamander 
254), a by-product of Wharton's reversaIs ofmimetic expectations. Objects live, and 
living things are artificial. 
As magical space parallels magical bodies, through the exchange between the real 
and the artificial, Wharton hints at the material artifice involved in representation. 
The Count assembles a family of automata after the demi se of his actual family, who 
in turn become not simply marvels oftechnology but living characters. Irena at once 
tells Flood that the "lifeless parody" of Ludwig functions solely to "live" 
(Salamander 51). Similarly, after Djinn's disappearance, Pica recognizes the 
symbiotic nature he shared with the automaton, as "she already misses whoever it 
was that the two of them, man and machine, had made" (Salamander 265). 
Wharton's machines, however, always hint at life. Ludwig, after all, is an automaton 
that parodies human speech. Imprisoned by the Count, Nicholas is confronted by a 
machine-version ofIrena's mother, one that leaves him horror-stricken and 
wondering, "had that thing been her all along?" (Salamander 105). Ironically, Irena 
is part machine, trapped in a metal cage to support her weak back. 
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The person-within-the-machine is a ubiquitous motif in Salamander, and one that 
manifests itself on the level oflanguage. Kirshner's gooseflesh type is, as the name 
suggests, mysteriously alive, and it produces living text. Once the travellers unravel 
the mystery of its activation, the forme prints a single character, the comma. The 
type is magical: "The comma was breathing, its sea-horse shape expanding and 
contracting with a slow pulse" (Salamander 186). The forme itself is inert, until aIl 
the necessary ingredients are compiled: ink, paper, and stories. Only when enough 
stories are collected does the type that renders stories visible seem to flow. Wharton 
plays with the idea that aIl representations are part of the ultimate act of creation. 
Kirshner, inventor of the magical gooseflesh type, connects material objects to their 
semantic counterparts, namely thoughts: "Avram Kirshner would often hold up a 
soup spoon or a knife that they had just made, and instruct his son to remember how 
strange and miraculous it was that everything in the uni verse is really a word, a 
thought thinking itselfin God's mind" (Salamander 166). Books manifest hints of 
authorial omniscience, just as the body does. 
Pica glances at the completed infinite book only once. Fearing the book will be a 
joke, a "desert ofblank paper," Pica feels reliefto discover that her father's work is 
actual, and "felt the reassuring weight of a real book" (Salamander 308). 
Nonetheless, the book mimics the work of infinite expansion and regression, in an act 
of magic. Pica discovers "she could not reach the very first page, if there was one" 
(Salamander 308). Instead, Pica reads titles of chapters, rather than the chapters 
themselves. It is, after aIl, the containers that are the holders of wonder: 
She suddenly understood that she might se arch for these chapters but 
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never find them. In such a book they could remain ever out of reach, 
tantalizing and perfecto She thought of how she approached other books. 
On the shelf or just opened, a book was aIl possibility, a wondrous box of 
paper that could contain anything. (Salamander 309). 
Magic is most potent when it eludes reason. The body of the freak is afforded the 
same magic in the novel. Like Djinn's covered tattoos, the freak's majesty arises 
from tantalizing glimpses of the magical body. The freak hints at the spectacular, but 
it is a fleeting, restless magic; as with the novel itself, only fragments of their tales, 
scratching the bare surface of their existence, are delivered. By remaining 
inscrutable to a thorough reading or understanding, the body of the freak incites 
desire. As with the body in modern literature, "[t]here is something unsatisfactory 
about the field of vision: it can never quite see, in its entirety and its meaning, the 
body that is its central concern" (Brooks 96). 
Similarly, the world of the book, the world of fiction, is timeless. Stepping 
through the portal of the gooseflesh type, Pica disco vers that the world inside is 
without time: 
In the weIl the world was like that empty blue vault, like a string pulled 
taut, not yet plucked. 
She had to be careful. Without time, she sense d, the world was 
defenceless against suggestion. The skin of the moment was fragile. She 
alone could choose. Like reading a book, she told herself. 1 make the next 
thing happen. (Salamander 216) 
The world of the book is a world in miniature, a world made up of type, the vessel 
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literalized by the ship that Flood and his friends travel on. Susan Stewart writes that 
"The miniature does not attach itselfto lived historical time. Unlike the metonymic 
world of realism, [ ... ] the metaphoric world of the miniature [ ... ] skews the time and 
space relations of the everyday lifeworld" (65). As Kirshner tells Pica, ''the alphabet 
is both the most durable and the most ephemeral of the world' s elements. In the 
language ofmy people the alphabet consists oftwenty-two letters. Twenty-two 
rivers, twenty-two bridges" (Salamander 168). By transforming the body into type, 
Wharton uses characters as alphabraic "bridges" into a world of infinite possibility. 
Like the infinite book, however, that can only be read once, the ephemeral magic of 
the literary freak resides in the fact that she exists forever out of reach. 
Conclusion: Hocus-Pocus 
Literature, we might say, is not a relief from disbelief (as Coleridge' suse 
of the word "suspension" has led sorne erroneously to think), but rather a 
particular way of enjoying it. (Gallagher and Greenblatt 169) 
Contemporary novels dabble in hocus-pocus. The seventeenth-century term, 
derived from the sham Latin, "hoc est corpus," or "there is the body," also describes 
the postmodem conjurer of fictions who transubstantiates bodies into text, and text 
into bodies. Magic delineates the difficulties of bringing bodies into view in 
narrative and text. Through magic, the deception involved in fabricating textual 
representations instead produces wonder. Magic serves three main functions in 
contemporary fiction: books are spells that enchant readers; narratives endow 
characters with magical properties, or are capable of extraordinary feats; and novels 
implicate readers of fiction as spectators of magical performances. The effect of 
magic on representations demonstrates a contemporary conception of character. 
Through magical aspects of the body, authors negotiate inner and outer aspects of 
characters. Bodies are the means by which authors induce the illusion of 
consciousness, a magic trick. In postmodem novels, interior consciousness often 
fails to correspond to the spectacular surfaces of magical bodies. Interiority becomes 
infinite, or cannot be located, or bears little relation to the exterior form ofthe body. 
The relationship between interiority and exteriority, re-inscribed in contemporary 
novels through magic, limns narrative as the work of enchantment. 
Contemporary narratives revisit the relationship between eighteenth-century 
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readers and fictional worlds. In the eighteenth-century novel, names function as an 
externalization of character. Henry Fielding, in Joseph Andrews (1742), for instance, 
furnishes his fiction with outlandishly named characters such as Mrs. Slipslop, Mrs. 
Tow-wouse, and Lady Booby. As with many ofthe characters in eighteenth-century 
novels, Joseph Andrews prompts readers to associate the function of characters via 
their names. Authors continually assert the distance between fictions and readers 
through the artifice of characters; characters' veracity as mimetic representations of 
real people is often directed towards exaggeration or parody. Readers learn from 
these early novels that expectations regarding the verisimilitude of characters do not 
dampen their appeal. As Catherine Gallagher and Stephen Greenblatt argue, "Our 
awareness that a literary work is entirely inventedonly enhances our wonder at its 
vitality" (168). 
With modern literature, by contrast, the artfulness involved in conveying 
character becomes a hidden aspect to the narrative performance, as character is 
internalized through interior monologues. Virginia Woolf and James Joyce, as two 
examples, invented aesthetic solutions to the problems of interiority by opposing the 
aesthetics ofnaturalism. Woolf uses monologues written in the third person in To 
The Lighthouse to express the inner voice of her characters: their thoughts rather than 
their dialogue. Joyce invents entirely new languages, emphasizing broken syntax, 
epiphanic glimpses of interiority, and defamiliarized scenic presentation to 
communicate interiority. At the beginning of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
Man, Joyce experiments with the syntax of a child's worldview to convey to readers 
a sense ofintimacy with Stephen's consciousness. Impressions are scattered and 
surreal; words and images are invented to take the place over other words in a 
remarkable performance of children's language. 
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Contemporary literature negotiates between the externalization and internalization 
of character through magic. Character in the postmodern novel is an investment not 
in verisimilitude, which high modernist and realist fictions sought through artificial 
representations of interiority, but rather the me ans by which fiction expresses both 
the brilliant failures and rich mysteries of literary representation. Postmodern 
literature puts forward the question ofhuman consciousness in texts, but concentrates 
on how we see consciousness. How do we know what we are looking at, or through? 
In other words, how does the novel make the body a visual entity within text? In 
their bid to revitalize the body in text, contemporary authors draw upon magic, a 
form of perceptual deceit. 
Magic in contemporary novels reflects the unease of a culture that has turned to 
images as its dominant media. How can or how does literature reflect in an image-
saturated culture, in which aU things are concurrently visible? As W.J.T. Mitchell 
articulates the problem in Picture Theory, "A verbal representation cannot 
represent-that is, make present-its object in the same way as a visual 
representation cano Words can 'cite' but never 'sight' their objects" (152). Ifmodern 
novels experimented with placing readers within the minds of characters-as 
metaphorical automata-postmodern novels want readers to appreciate a certain 
spectatorial distance in order to marve1 at the automaton's performance, and 
simultaneously within, so that the difference between the two states is marked. For 
Mitchell, this is the work of ekphrasis, "a curiosity," as it transforms "the impossible" 
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into something probable: "the verbal representation of visual representation" (Picture 
Theory 152). As Mitchell defines it, ekphrasis is yet another word that conveys the 
transformation of words into bodies. Ekphrasis is a process that describes magic, the 
metaphorical and literaI vehicle of the "imagination" (Picture Theory 152) that 
allows authors to showcase distinctions between the body as a visual entity, and the 
body as a spectral entity, a subject of consciousness. Figures of magic do not so 
much answer the questions postmodem literature poses, but rather, they embody the 
questions in spectacular ways. 
Contemporary novels become forms of enchantment, as language dazzles readers 
into seeing things that are not there. Although literature appears to be an 
anachronistic medium, textuality maintains the ability to hide bodies and objects 
within text. Language, the mode by which contemporary literature visualizes bodies 
in text, presents literature with an unéxpected advantage that images, as a purely 
visual medium, do not have. In contrast to images that render everything 
immediately visible, textuality retains mystery and magic. Certainly, images are 
easily manipulated, especially as technology quickens its pace of innovation. Yet 
images, even moving images such as film, cannot hi de images within words. By 
contrast, novels transform bodies into textual spells. From the act of reading, bodies 
are summoned into view. Limitedaccess to the body, controlled by the author, 
enacts the deceptions of a magician's sleight-of-hand. By contrast, the enchanting 
qualities of images are lost, as objects necessarily render their subjects before the 
eye. Literature, on the other hand, transcends vision even while it evokes perception 
as a paradigm. Textuality can make the properties of the body tum invisible, as with 
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Pica's uncanny abilities in Salamander. In the nove1, Pica discovers that her "waxy" 
skin conf ers upon her the ability to withstand fire and breathe under water 
(Salamander 142). Textuality renders the impossible effortlessly, as with Fevvers's 
magnificent performance ofhovering in Nights at the Circus. The spellwork of 
language transforms the substance of the nove!, and the body, into a chimeric space 
of wonder. 
Contemporary authors view the work of the nove1 as something to please and 
puzzle readers: an analogue to magic. Figures of magic pose riddles to readers and 
act out narrative pantomimes in order to prompt responses from readers. As J. Hillis 
Miller argues, "The fact that narrative is so universal, so 'natural,' may hide what is 
strange and problematic about it. Exactly what psychological or social functions do 
stories serve?" (67). Contemporary novels mould their represented worlds through a 
self-consCÎous examination of the functions of fictions. Narratives are labyrinths of 
words. In Salamander, the wOrld itse1fis a "broken labyrinth ofunfinished stories" 
(190). Labyrinths are tools by which authors seduce readers into the heart of their 
fictional worlds. Ross King's Ex-Libris showcases labyrinths through a house and 
maze "composed symmetrically, [ ... ] a mirror ofitself' (60), that become a 
metaphorical configuration of the plot. Labyrinths, like magic, are about seduction. 
Halo Calvino invokes textuallabyrinths in If on a winter's night a traveller, as 
fictions regressively lead into one another, offering the beginnings of stories, but not 
their ends. Authors revisit the "strange and problematic" aspects of narrative through 
mirror images of their strangeness: magic. Magic is not an aesthetic technique but an 
active mode of perception. 
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Figures of magic cause readers to question what they are seeing: are they fact or 
are they fiction? Novels investigate form and whether or not form bears a 
relationship to what it supposedly carries. Attributes of the body, such as Fevvers' 
wings in Nights at the Circus or the metallic body of the Talking Turk in A Case of 
Curiosities become the me ans by which readers are led to question the classifications 
of human bodies and human consciousness. Magic invokes the playful deception 
involved in crafting containers for human consciousness, and at the same time, magic 
also describes the ineffable, unclassifiable substances that even fictional bodies seem 
to convey. 
The prevalence of magical bodies in contemporary novels points to a 
preoccupation not just with the visual, but with the way perception is expressed. 
Magical bodies miniaturize or expand. Giants populate contemporary novels, such as 
the Dog-Faced Woman in Jeannette Winterson's Sexing the Cherry, and the golem in 
Cynthia Ozick's The Puttermesser Papers. Tarot cards, by contrast, depict the fates 
of character through a shrunken set of images on cards. Bodies become dwarves or 
homunculi; Paul Dempster apprenti ces to his life in magic as the operator for the 
automaton Abdullah in World ofWonders. Magic distorts. Magic bends frames of 
perception. 
Through magic, threads of the eighteenth-century novel resurface, in the sense 
that there arises a comparable awareness in contemporary fiction regarding the way 
character operates. Gallagher and Greenblatt point out that "the reality effect of the 
novel opposes its representational role, and readers collude in the pragmatic 
adjustments between these two functions" (169; original emphasis). In contemporary 
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novels, representation, like magic, is both about its process and its effects, rather than 
its mimetic veracity. In Ross King's Ex-Libris, characters' names show them to be 
pawns in an elaborate literary hunt. Isaac Inchbold, proprietor ofNonsuch House 
Books, is sent on a hunt to uncover what has happened to a very precious book, The 
Labyrinth of the World, said to have passed into thehands ofa shadowy figure, 
Henry Monboddo. Names in the novel suggest something of the purpose of 
characters and things: Inchbold is not very bold, but learns to be. Nonsuch House 
bears a striking resemblance to nonsense and impossibility. Monboddo's name is 
more difficult to decipher. Monboddo, the elusive figure of the text, stands at the 
heart of the narrative labyrinth; faintly Italian, faintly linked to "nobody," Monboddo 
is the one body, the secret and the key to the plot. Associations such as names 
operate as textual cIues to what is, and sometimes what is not, being presented. 
Though King's novel represents an extreme case, contemporary novels show a 
propensity for associating characters with their functions. In Ishmael Reed' s Mumbo 
Jumbo, PaPa LaBas is the voodoo spirit of the crossroads, a literary ancestor of the 
voodoo god Legba. Reed's novel Flight to Canada pits Raven Quickskill, a trickster 
poet figure, against Arthur Swille and Mammy Barracuda: Swille is a grotesque 
plantation owner, and Mammy Barracuda is Swille's slave, who boasts a vicious 
hatred for other slaves, but a monstrous love for her master. Contemporary novels 
transform characters into figures that emblematize their effects. Pica in Salamander 
is named for a typeface; but, like type, she collects and disseminates stories, for she 
sells books. Joseph Kavalier and Sammy Clay dream up the Escapist in The Amazing 
Adventures of Kavalier & Clay; like a voodoo doU, their golem helps the cousins 
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break away from the daunting circumstances of their lives. Characters stand in texts 
as objects of regressus in inflnitum, ciphers that resonate with the infinite potentials 
of the text as a whole (Barth 73). Like the work of the escapologist, who binds his 
body so that the magic of his act can be better seen, contemporary novels fasten 
readers to fictional worlds through plays upon perception so that human 
consciousness become spectacularly visible. 
Narrative compels readers to participate in magic. Contemporary novels view 
readers and spectators as the necessary bridge for magic; the awe spectators 
experience at magical bodies and performances in novels substitutes for the 
concurrent delight readers experience. Readers, spectators to magic, bring characters 
to life. In The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay, readers animate superheroes 
as they read the panels of comic books. Similarly, in A Case of Curiosities, the 
objects of a memento hominem become miniature narratives depicting key moments 
in Claude Page's life. Alongside characters in the novel, readers imbue the objects 
within the case of the narrative with the stories each item stands for: a button, ajar, 
and a shell. Readers become accomplices to the fraudulent magic of representations 
as they regard the spect~cles of the text. 
The intended effect of magic on readers is perceptual re-enchantment. Many 
contemporary authors who employ figures of magic also write children' s novels, 
suggesting a Hnk between states of enchantment and states of childhood. Michael 
Chabon has penned two novels for children, Summerland (2002), and the Final 
Solution (2004). Likewise, Allen Kurzweil has written two children's books: Leon 
and the Spitting Image (2003) and its companion, Leon and the Champion Chip 
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(2005). Childhood signifies fresh perspectives, as children maintain the ability to see 
what adults can no longer perceive. Contemporary novels invest in figures of magic 
as a means of returning adult readers of fiction to more innocent, more magical states 
of perception. Figures of magic do not ask readers to naively accept magic, as states 
of childish perception might suggest, but rather assures that fiction remains a 
powerful, contradictory medium. Magic charms in spite of its deceptions. 
Yet magic disappoints because it cannot last; magic eludes containment. As the 
expression of ambiguous states of bodies, magic fades once form becomes clearly 
defined. In contemporary novels, magicians lose magic at the very moment it cornes 
within their grasp. PaPas LaBas discovers that the Book of Thoth has been 
destroyed. Pica forever loses the infinite book; the Abbé steals it as he disappears 
into the "well of stories" inside the printer's chase, where he remains permanently 
imprisoned. Claude Page, similarly, loses his Talking Turk to the guillotine. In The 
Volcano Lover, the Cavaliere's fortune depicts the tarot cards as unreliable magic; his 
fortune becomes something unrecognizable just when it appears to be on the brink of 
solidifying. Contemporary narratives reveal their magicians to be frauds. In The 
Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay, Sammy is neither a father nor a husband, 
while Josefis not a genuine superhero. Susanna Clarke's novel illustrates that 
Norrell and Strange are not competent enough at working magic to break the curse 
laid upon them. The fraudulence of magic epitomizes its paradoxical function in 
contemporary novels. As novels proclaim the presence of bodies in text, authors 
point to the production of fictional illusions, the spectacular artifice that fictional 
bodies convey. Nonetheless, figures ofmagic illustrate that, as from the inception of 
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the novel, contemporary readers still want to be fooled by fictional worlds, lulled into 
fantasies, and transfigured by fictions. 
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